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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS 
The thesis aims to examine a collection of Italic votive terracotta heads, dated 
between theearly 4th and the late 2nd centuries B. C., in the British Museum. 
The study proposes a stylistic appraisal of the terracotta heads in their religious 
and historical settings divided into three parts. 
The first part includes the introduction and five chapters. 
In the first chapter is discussed the religious background: Greek healing gocis) 
Italic and Roman healing cults and Aesculapios. 
The second chapter is concerned with the religiousness of the Italic peoples: 
their devoutness; the cults; the practice of the caput velatum. 
Chapter three deals with the notion of votive offering in the ancient world: the 
origin; in the Greek religious sphere; 'tile votive offerings as an exchange, as 
substitution, as gifts; their place in the sanctuary; in the Italic religious sphere 
and their distribution on the Italian territory; the specialisation of sanctuaries; 
the anaton-ýical ex-votos; miniaturisation of votives as substitution; fertility, 
puberty and well-being. 
Chapter four deals with ancient medicine and the anatomical votives: the dawn 
of medical science; the evidence of the anatomical votives; medical 
interpretation of the votives; representation of diseased organs. 
In chapter five are considered the sanctuary and the worshippers: the types of 
sanctuaries; the identification and location of sanctuaries; the evidence for 
healing cults; the votive deposits; the appearance and disappearance of 
anatoýnical votive terracottas; the historical background. 
The second part includes three chapters. 
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Chapter six considers the various stylistic influences: in pre-Roman Etruria; in 
central and southern Italy; the Roman influence; copies of famous sculptures 
and their relationship with votive terracottas. 
Chapter seven is a survey of the jewellery displayed on the female heads: 
crowns; diadems; earrings; necklaces. 
Chapter eight is a survey of the hairstyles displayed on both female and male 
heads. 
Chapter nine examines the technique of manufacture of the votive heads: the 
problems of mass-production; the workshopi and the artisans; the specific, 
heads in the British Museum. 
The third part of this study includes an extensive catalogue of the female and 
male heads divided into groups according to their stylistic affinities. The 
catalogue is introduced by a section on the classification and terminology. 
The thesis is conclued by a synopsis of the focal points of part one and two 
integrated by the observations on the groups of heads in the catalogue. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The British Museum holds a remarkable collection of Italic votive terracottas, 
anatomical Parts and heads. This collection has been partly studied and 
published by J. Turfa'. 
In the British Museum'collection are present some of the major votive types: 
Anatomical': 
" feet 6 
" intestines I 
" eyes 14 
" bladder ? 
" ears 2 
" uteri 9 
" breasts 2 
" male genitals 36 
" polyvisceral I 
" other 5 
1 Turfa 1986, pp. 205-213. 
2 in this collection examples of arms, legs, hearts and female external genitals arc 
lacking, all otherwise commonly dedicated in sanctuaries The absence of these categories is 
not significant here but rather fortuitous, as the British Museum's collection is not the, 
product of systematic archaeological excavation but the result of collecting by various 
individuals over a long period of time. 
13 
children 
male heads 
o female heads 
* half female heads 
half male heads 
female small heads 
male small heads 
5 
49 (of which 4 with shoulders and 3 
possible statues) 
37 (of which 2 with shoulders and 3 
possible statues) 
5 
4 
18 
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The total of veiled female heads is 36; the total of male veiled heads is 13. 
Only the heads have been considered as the topic of this study. The provenance 
of the vast majority of the heads is unknown, some are part of major museum! s 
collections like the Campanari, but for the rest fittle information is available. 
The locality of origin is always omitted, more than likely not known at the time 
of acquisition. The source of this material must largely have been the extensive 
destructive and dispersive digging carried out in central Italy in the 18th and 
19th centuries, of which no record survives. 
In the Italic sanctuaries, the presence of terracotta anatomical ex-votos is often 
of such scale to easily outnumber any other type of finds, except perhaps 
pottery. This category of humble objects has, in the past, being ignored and 
underestimated by archaeologists, both in the field and in museum collections. 
Large deposits of coroplastic votives excavated within sanctuaries, shrines and 
other sites of religious nature during the last century, were disregarded by the 
excavators. Only complete pieces were kept, the fragments often re-buried or 
rejected because considered of little artistic value. 
The material collected during these early excavations was often only briefly 
recorded and catalogued, as a rule granted only a passing note in the 
excavation report. Large numbers of these objects, mostly heads and 
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anatomical parts were, in the 18th and 19th centuries, dispersed without proper 
recording and found their way into many European and American museums. 
The collection of Italic votive terracotta heads in the British Museum is of 
outstanding importance and share poignant similarities with other major 
Museum collections, in particular with the large group in the Museo 
Gregoriano Etrusco at the Vatican. 
Many famous English collectors have contributed to the collection in the 
British Museum: Witt (23 pieces), Balmore (17), Townley (11), Slone (8), 
Hamilton (8), Blacas (4). Fiftyfive pieces, including most of the finer heads, 
were bought from the famous Signor Campanari (the entire 1839 inventory). 
Only twelve objects have a (dubious) provenance, but the list of donors and 
dealers suggests for a number of pieces strong links with sites known in south 
Etruria, Latium and Campania. Stylistic parallels also connect some pieces with 
sites well known from excavation. Scientific analyses of fabrics could be of 
assistance to identify the sources of the row material. Typological analyses of 
some classes of votive material helps to clarify certain problems concerning the 
centres of production and the areas of distribution of the matrices, as only a 
few deposits can, so far, be securely dated by excavation records. 
In spite of the huge number of these heads produced by some votive deposits, 
it is generally possible to identify the types occurring more frequently. 
Furthermore, amongst these types it is possible to identify heads produced from 
identical or similar matrix in several deposits. 
The British Museunfs votive heads show great range of variety, quality and 
style. Types appear in various permutations of Greek style (for example: 172h; 
F21II; M8b; M16a), together with debased versions of the same and pieces 
which show the Italic roots of the craftsman. Some typologically Etruscan 
heads correspond well with examples in other media, such as bronze. 
The existence of large numbers of terracottas of the same generation from a 
single matrix in many excavated sites, such as Veii and Capua, and the presence 
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of examples of the same generation at more than one site implies a rapid 
diffusion of artistic and economic influences. The common practice of adding 
details by hand or with extra mould, such as earrings (F2a; F2h), shows 
perhaps special commissioning (maybe the dedicant was unable to afford the 
same kind ofjewellery in real life). I 
It is evident that in Etruria, as in the Greek world, the sanctuaries played a vital 
role in the propagation of artistic trends employing the best artists on the 
market, sometimes bringing in famous artists from other areas or even from 
abroad. The case of Vulca called in from Veii to work on the temple of Jupiter 
is well known at Rome, and that of the Greek artists Damophilos and Gorgasos 
probably called in from Regium in Magna Graecie. The sanctuaries become 
therefore artistic and cultural training grounds, but also places where private 
wealth and power could be publicly displayed. 
The votive licad 
The votive, heads, busts, and statues, can be considered portraits of a sort, but, 
not in the modem sense of to word: they were intended to represent the offerer 
but not necessarily in his/her own physical features, it was sufficient to show 
the correct sex, maybe the age group, and the pietas by the presence of a veil 
over the head. When the offerer is a wealthier person we can see the interest 
for specific physical details or profusion ofjewellery'. 
The great majority of the votive heads from Italic sanctuaries, with a few 
exceptions in the Museo Gregoriano Etrusco collection, represent young 
people. It would seem natural that, within the sphere of healing and disease, 
with the exemption of fertility and child-birth, a number if not most, should be 
3 Colonna G. "La Sicilia e il Tirrcni nel Ve IV secolo" Kokalos )CM-3CMI, 1980-8 1, 
pp. 162-165. 
4 For example the wart on right check of M9a and the lavishly ornate F2a. 
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of older people perhaps more concerned with seeking good health from ailing 
and age related infirmities. It can not be a shortcoming in the archeological 
record, it must reflect a reality. Is it because the votive heads are generalized 
representations of the offerer ? But then why not have characterisations of the 
diffierent age groups ? Or could it be that the heads are related to a specific 
group of individuals, male and female, not directly concerned with medical 
entreaties but more with propitiation at certain times in life, such as puberty or 
marriage? 
We can trace the roots of this Italic form of "proto-portraiture" to the canopic 
urns in human form typical of the Chiusi region, the lids of which are shaped as 
human heads, as far back as the funeraty art of the Etruscan Orientalizing 
period in the early 7th century B. C. 5 These pots in human form contained the 
ashes of the deceased as the body had contained the life of the person, the 
religious significance is unmistakable. 
The concept behind this practice is very ancient in central Italy, going back to 
the Villanovan. custom of covering the cinerary urn. with a pot in the shape of 
an helmet: the personal attribute or prerogative of the warrior. They were not 
shaped as human images, but the idea of the helmet transcended the human 
form, as the essence of the deceased, his most distinctive and important 
characteristic. The idea for the canopic urns must derive from the same 
concept. 
The canopic urns of Chiusi had no counterparts either in Italy or Greece; 
however their influence on Etruscan and central Italic art, was very important. 
They are the first visible manifestation of the need for memorial portraits. 
Etruscan funerary art developed along this line which became, in subsequent 
5 'Canopic" is a 19th century misnomer based on the superficial resemblance of the 
Etruscan objects to Egyptian stone urns used for storing the mummified viscera. 
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periods, a typically Etruscan concern, rooted in the Etruscan way of life, for the 
representation of actual men and womed. 
This concept is taken one step forward in Etruscan art with the stone 
sarcophagi lids bearing the figure of the deceased. Titsetype of sarcophagus 
spans a period of about 350 years from the end of the 5th century B. C. to the 
middle of the first century B. C. They were all intended as representations of the 
person entombed within the sarcophagus. The range, variety and quality of the 
stone sarcophagi is far superior to that of the terracotta, votive heads, however 
even this class of objects sometime shows the rather crude and clumsy nalvety 
of popular art typical of the terracotta ex-votos. 
The votive heads show, with a spirit of realism, a keen interest in the external 
aspects of personality and physical attributes. However, to interpret these 
objects as an attempt, even crude, at portraiture of some sort is subject to many 
reservations; first of all their mass production, the way they could be changed 
and adapted to be different according to the circumstances, for example -, the 
way in which th4mould creating the head of a young man could be modified, 
with beard and wrinkles, to become an old man7. The prototype created in the 
workshop must have been abstract, befitting many purposes. Physical and 
specific likeness was intended and details were added afterwards to emphasise 
such individuality. But the model to which the artist was ain-ýng must have been 
in his head, a totally abstract model, the product of an idea. The result was not 
a face existing in reality, but the product of many faces which could be suitable 
to represent many types of faces. 
6 at In Greece as well, the end of the Oricntalizing period, the need was felt for a change 
from the generic representation of the humari image to something that would account for the 
differences between persons in visible forms. In Greek art the response to the demand for 
individualization was to create and represent stories of gods and heroes in human form. 
Painting and relief sculpture, became the first carriers of this developments. In statuary it was 
fully developed only much later, in the classical style of the 5th century B. C. By contrast, 
Etruscan art which was not like the Greek a literary art, achieved the transition from generic 
to specific representations in statuary first. 
7 Ilafncr 1966-7, p. 39, pl. 10, nos. 1-2; Kaschnitz-Weinberg 1926, pl. 7, nos, 1-2, pl. 8 p 
nos. 1-2. 
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In consequence the same model is changed to suit the need of the moment, to 
accommodate a costumer. It shows good business practice, quick thinking and 
adaptability. One must not forget the cheap, popular generic nature of this 
craft, never intended to be art in the same way that other decorative and 
commemorative forms of sculpture were. Given the nature of this craft it is 
only natural that the workshops should make the most of their models and 
prototypes. Behind all this is a need to combine the religious requirement with 
realism and a taste for individuality. This desire to emphasise that different 
people are distinguished by different looks, created, by paradox, the concept of 
the typical portrait with the votive heads, suitable to all purposes designed to 
serve a number of people as satisfactory likeness of themselves. 
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Part 1 
Chapter I 
THE RELIGIOUS BACKGROUND 
I The Greek healing gods 
The terracotta cx-votos in the collection of the British Museum, replicas of 
parts of the human anatomy, are generally associated with sanctuaries of 
healing cults. Many of these cults are borrowed from Greece, but others are of 
ancient Italic origin'. 
It is mostly danger, sickness or sudden calamity which lead the faithful to the 
divine power; these are the occasions when the ancient Greek paid his vows or 
expressed his gratitude. Of particular relevance are the vows and dedications 
made in time of sickness, and certain divinities came to be regarded as 
especially powerful in this sphere. Scattered references in the Iliad and Odyssey 
make it clear that in the early period the Greeks believed that the deities sent 
disease and death upon -mankind in anger and revenge: "It is by no means 
possible to avoid disease sent from Zeus; yet do you at least pray to your 
father, even unto King Poseidon"'. 
Apollo sent disease and death among men3 and Artemis inflicted disease, 
especially mental and nervous disorders, and death among womený. The 
chthonic deities caused madness, hysteria, epilepsy; the heroes, demons and the 
spirits of the dead were all potential agents in bringing illness among mankind. 
1 For the Greek sanctuaries it has recently been stated that: "It is generally rare in the 
Greek world to find types of votives dedicated exclusively to particular deities, and where 
votivcs can be said to rcflcct particular interests, these are more usually those of the dedicator 
than the recipient. " Morgan C 7he origins of pan-Hellenism' pp. 18-22 in Marinatos-HAgg 
1993, p. 22. 
2 Odyssey, IY, 411-412. 
3 Iliad, 1,50. 
4 Gruppe 1906, pp. 1273-1274. 
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Such beliefs are referred to in the Mppocratic treatise, "de Morho Sacrol. 
Poseidon, Ares, Herakles are all mentioned in Greek literature as causing 
disease; long illnesses are due to a hateful deity', sudden illness is ascribed to 
Pan7 etc. Such calamities were thrust upon mankind by the gods in anger,, 
revenge or punishment; but as they could be the cause of evil, so they also had 
the power to heal and protect the faithful. 
Greek tradition and myths contain numerous instances of gods, heroes and 
heroines practising their healing faculties; here is a list of the better known 
healers, but others on occasions exercised curative powers for the sick and 
wounded: ' 
Asklepios Hades the Nymphs 
Amphiaraos Hekate Orpheus 
Amynos Helios Patan 
Aphrodite Hephaistos Pan 
Apollo Hera Persephone 
Aristaios Herakles Poseidon 
Artemis Hermes Prometheus 
Athena Heros Iatros Rhea 
Auxesia Hygieia Sabazios 
Cybele Isis Sarapis 
Dan-ýa the Kabeiroi Telesphoros 
'j Adams 1896, p. 337; Jayne 1925, p. 223. 
6 Oi4wey, V, 395-396. 
7 Euripides, Medea, 1170ff. 
8 Jayne 1925, p. 240. 
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Demeter Kirke Themis 
Dionysos Leto Trophonios 
Eileithyia Maleates Zeus 
Epaphos the Muses Genetyllis ' 
Asklepios, first mentioned in Homer as a "blameless physician"", was 
considered the most powerfid healing deity of the Greeks. The legend points to 
Thessaly as his place of origin; after death he became a hero, famed for his 
healing powers and a chthonian oracle'O. 
In the early days of the cult its shrines were located in recesses of the earth, 
mountain caves, grottoes, and were simple structures like those of other 
heroes, consisting essentially of a low altar at ground level, a stone with a hole 
for sacrifice, near some spring or stream of pure water for purification. As the 
worship developed temples were built, and the fame of the cult grew, attracting 
to the shrines more and more suppliants. With the improvement of 
communications and the roads system, to visit a shrine of repute became 
common practice, the shrines then became health-resorts and places of pleasure 
not unlike the more recent baths and spas. The sites of the Asklepieia were as a 
general rule, selected for their attractiveness, salubrity, pure air and water. 
The sick who sought to be cured in the Asklepieia had to comply to the rite of 
incubation, sleeping for one or more nights within the sanctuary, in the 
enkoimel&ion. During sleep the god was to appear and heal the invalid or 
suggest a cure. Inscriptions reporting miraculous cures provide detailed 
information about the sequence of events". 
According to the legend, the sacred serpents were responsible for the selection 
of the places where the shrines were located, and the serpent, as the incarnation 
of the chthonian hero or god, was transferred when a sanctuary was to be 
9 Iliad, IV, 194. 
10 Jayne 1925, pp. 240-303; Edelstein 1945; Rousc 1902, pp. 192-194; Walton 1894. 
11 Edelstein 1945, p. 194ff, Nilsson 1955,1, p. 538ff, p. 806ff. 
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established. One of them, intended for Kos, escaped from a ship on the shores 
of Lakonia and vanished in the ground at Epidauros Limera, which was then 
selected for a shrine 12 . 
The sacred serpent, sent as represention of Asklepios to stop a pestilence in 
Rome, disappeared from the ship saHing up the Tiber and was lost from sight 
on the Insula Sacra, where the Romans decided to build their temple to 
Aesculapius. 
When a suppliant was healed, the thank-offering and payment became even 
more important than the preliminary propitiatory sacrifice. These offerings 
were made not only to Asklepios, but to the other deities represented by 
shrines within the precinct who were supposed to have contributed to the cure, 
including Telesphoros representing convalescence, and Hypnos and Oneiros, 
presiding over sleep and dreams, or incubation; it was also regarded as a duty 
and a precaution to make sacrifice to Hygieia". 
The offering could be money payments, but it appears that for the most part the 
patients discharged their debt or expressed their gratitude, with a great variety 
of gifts. If the payment required could not be made at the time, promises were 
accepted by the god, and these had to be fulfilled within the year (or the illness 
could return to them). The Asklepieia probably were the healing shrines that 
received the widest variety of anatomical ex-votos, as they received patients 
with all sorts of complaints. 
The origins of the practice of dedicating replicas of parts of the human anatomy 
are relatively obscure. Although anatomical ex-votos are attested im Nlinoan 
14 
contexts in Crete . it is not until the 4th century D. C. that they become 
popular. The surge in popularity seems to be directly connected with the 
growth of the cult of Asklepios. Anatomical ex-votos are found, of course, also 
in the shrines of other healing gods, but never as numerous as at the 
Asklepieion: inventories of ex-votos from the temples of Asklepios compiled 
12 Pausanias, 111, xxiii, 7. 
13 Jaync 1925, p. 292. 
14 Myrcs 1902-3, pp. 374-375, plate. 12. 
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between the mid4th and late-3rd centuries B. C. list virtually every part of the 
human body". 
Women with the typical problems connected with fertility, pregnancy, child- 
birth, could also turn to Asklepios for help, but they generally preferred one of 
the deities who specialized in gynaecology, such as Artemis or Aphrodite. It is 
probable that a certain degree of differentiation may have developed, to the 
effect that different diseases were considered to be more successfully cured in 
different Asklepieia. Such a differentiation, which may also be observed among 
the saints of modem Greece, has in fact been suggested for the Asklepieia of 
Athens and Corinth, and the Amphiareion at Oropos". 
A comparison of the Athenian and Corinthian Asklepieia, with regard to the 
relative frequency of certain parts of the human body among the votives, seems 
relevant, since these are the two sanctuaries from which the greatest numbers 
of anatomical ex-votos in the Greek world are known to us. The Athenian 
Asklepios seems to have specialised as an oculist, as eyes are by far the most 
frequent votivcs"; in Corinth, Asklepios appears to have specialised in legs and 
feet". However, these conclusions are only valid if we assume that the known 
votive offerings from these sanctuaries form a representative selection. Van 
Straten, who has made a detailed study of the subject, is doubtful that this is 
true". 
The parts of the body dedicated by the patients give us only a general idea of 
the types of diseases from which they suffered. More specific information, in 
the form of realistically recognizable symptoms of the disease, is found in very 
few instances only". Most of the Corinth terracottas, like the Italic ones, were 
made in a mould, presumably the manufacturer kept a stock of standard types, 
15 IG, 11,2,1532-9. 
16 Rouse 1902, p. 212; Roebuck 195 1, p. 114. 
17 Van Stratten in Versnd 198 1, pp. 106,108-109, nos. 1.2-4,1.25-1.3 Id. 
18 Van Strattcn in Vcrsncl 198 1, p. 124, nos. 15.77-114. 
19 Van Strattcn in Vcrsncl 198 1, p. 150. 
20 Van Strattcn 'Gifts for the Gods'in Vcrsnci 1981, p. 113, no. 2.1; p. 124, no. 15.63; 
pp. 129-130, no. 30.3; p. 138, no. 46.1; p. 139, no. 48.1; p. 140, no. 50.12. 
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from which the dedicator could select the appropriate type. It is possible that 
some realistic details were added on to fit the individual cases, presumably 
painted. 
Amphiaraos had faculties of seer and prophet, was skilled in divination and 
became renowned as a healing deity. At the AmpWareion healing was effected 
through dreams rather than by predictions of an oracle. 
Aphrodite was the deity of bridal and married life, and a protectress of 
children. She is also regarded as a child-birth goddese. Her association with 
healing is further attested by the fact that she shared an altar at Oropos with 
Athena the Healer and the daughters of AsklepiosP. 
Apollo was both a bringer and a preventer of disease. In his anger he sent 
pestilence and death among men, and those consumed by a disease were 
considered to be "Apollo struck" or "sun struck`ý in his favourable mood he 
averted disease. It is not clear, however, if healing was part of his early cult. 
Aristaios, son of Apollo and Kyrene, was one of the most benevolent heroes 
of ancient Greece. He was a protector of flocks and herds, and cultivated the 
soil, taught people how to cultivate the olive, and was a bee-keeper. Aristaios 
was also celebrated for his knowledge of the healing art, and he was considered 
to have stopped a plague at Keos. 
Artemis was a preventer of evil and alleviated the suffering of humanity, yet 
she sent plagues among men by her arrows and caused mental and nervous 
disorders, and sudden and premature death among women was ascribed to her. 
21 Famell 1896-1909,11, pp. 655-656. 
22 CM, VU, 136. 
23 Iliad, 1,45. 
24 Macrobius, Saturnalia, 1, xvii, 15. 
25 Pausanias, 1, iii, 4. 
26 Apollonios Rhodios, 11,522. 
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Women afflicted by certain diseases were called "Artemis strUck. or "moon 
struck`ý 
As a healing divinity Artemis was able to cure the diseases which she inflicted, 
she knew the medical properties of plants and was skilled in their use; she had 
assisted her mother Leto in dressing the wounds of Aeneas". 
As Artemis Thermia she was connected with the healing fountains at 
MitylencP, Kyzikosl*, and Rhod&'. In her medical aspect Arten-ds was, 
however, essentially a child-birth deity, to whom women brought their clothes 
as an offering when birth ended happily", although Homer declares that she 
was dreaded by women in child-bed". She encouraged child-bearing, and 
Euripides says that Artemis Lochia would not regard with favour childless 
womee. Artemis and Eileithyia were considered in charge of the actual 
process of birth, and Eileithyia was often regarded as a form of Artemis. 
Women in labour invoked her help, and many of her titles attest her obstetric 
functions and her interest in matters concerning the female sex". 
References to Athena as a healer are somewhat vague, but there are evidences 
of her connection with the healing art. Just within the gate of the city of Athens 
stood the statue to the Healing Athena near those of Zeus and Mnemosyne, 
and at the entrance to the Acropolis, close to the images of Asklepios and 
Hygieia, was one to Athena Hygieia erected to her by Pericles because she had 
27 Macrobius, Saturnalia, 1, xvii, 11. 
28 Iliad, V, 447-448. 
29 CIG, 2172. 
30 Aristcidcs, 1,503 D. 
31 IG 1, xxiv. 4. 
32 Anthologia Palatina, V1,271. 
33 Iliad, =, 483ff. 
34 Euripides, Supplices, 958. 
35 CIG, 1768; CIG, 3562; CIG, 1595. 
36 Pausanias, 1, ii, 5. 
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healed a workman who had fallen during the building of the Propylaie, After 
the cult of Asklepios became popular in Athens, this aspect of Athena Hygieia 
appears to have faded, although a statue to Athena Hygieia, in the Athens 
Museum, was found at Epidauros. Effigies of Asklepios and Hygieia were 
grouped with that of Athena Alea in her temple at Tagea and attest her relation 
to health and healing", while as a healer she was worshipped at the 
Amphiareion at Oropos and was called Athena Paionia", an epithet used also in 
Athensýo. She was considered the guardian of eyesight, especially of children, 
and at Sparta she was called Athena opthahnitie'. 
Auxesia was an earth-goddess promoting the growth of crops. She was closely 
associated with Damia, and both were primarily local divinities of Epidauros. 
Later the pair was merged with Demeter-Kore, of whom they became mere 
epithets. From her original function of goddess of growth Auxesia became a 
deity of female labour at Epidauros and Aegina. Damia is almost always 
mentioned together with Auxesia, as goddesses of cornfields and chiId-birth. 
The worship of Damia spread also at Tarantum and Rome (Bona Dea), and 
perhaps in Campanid". 
Demeter was goddess of soil, vegetation and fertility, the mother of 
Persephone, who, under the name of Kore, was worshipped with her. The 
healing functions of Demeter are seldom clearly defined, but she is known to be 
protectress of children at Athens (kourotrophos), skilled in the matters of the 
nursery, the treatment of eye diseases, and a minor child-birth deity. 
Dionysos possessed some gifts of prophecy and healing, and his priests 
practiced healing by touch and dream-reading". 
37 See note no. 8. 
38 Pausanias, VHI, x1vii, 1. 
39 Pausanias, 1, xxxiv, 3. 
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Eileithyia was the chief of the three foremost deities of child-birth, the others 
being Hera and Artemis The most ancient tradition represents her as an 
obstetrician, a divine midwife, and a marriage-goddess. She was at times 
identified with Artemis, and the two were frequently worshipped together. 
Originally there were probably a number of Eileithyai, child-birth deities of 
local cults, who were later united into a single divinity. Homer refers to them in 
the plural and speaks of the pains of a fresh wound "as when the sharp and 
piercing pang seizes a woman in labour, which the EileithYiaý daughters of 
Hera, who preside over difficult child-birth, send forth". 
Eleithyia was closely related to Themis and the Theniides, and early tradition 
associates her with the daughters of Themis, the Horai and Moirai, representing 
her as the companion of these divinities of birth and destiny, who span the 
thread of fate at the beginning of life and stood in the birth-chamber. Eileithyia 
had many sanctuaries throughout Greece, and according to Strabo she had 
shrines in Italy, one of which was at Pyrgi". With time, Eileithyia became 
identified with a variant form of herself, Eleutho, also a child-birth deity', who 
was also identified with the child-birth goddess Leukothea, who was later 
analogous to the Roman luno Lucina. 
Epaphos healed by the touch and the laying-on of hande, assisted at child- 
birth. In this function his name is associated with Sabazios. 
Genetyllis was a goddess of child-birth and a protectress of births, both as an 
independent deity and as a companion of Aphrodite, who later became 
Aphrodite-Genetyllis. 
Ifekatc, a chthonic deity, had power on earth, in heaven, sea, and in the 
underworld; and to this is attributed the triple form in which she is sometimes 
represented, as Selene, Artemis and Persephone. She was credited for having 
44 Iliad, )a, 270. 
45 Strabo, V, fi, 8. 
46 Farncll 1896-1909,111, p. 81. 
47 Gruppe 1906, p. 860. 
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control over fife and death, and was closely associated to Artemis as a birth- 
goddess, and carried the torch of Eileithyie. 
Helios could cause blindness as a punishment, but he also restored sight, as in 
the case of Orioe, and his aid was implored by the blind Polymester; at 
Gytheion he was worshipped with Asklepios and Hygieia". 
Hera was especially entrusted with the affkirs of women and of marriage. 
Goddess of fertility and child-birth, she helped women in labour sending them 
Eileitheyiai when the time had come. She also had the power of speeding or 
retarding birth. 
Herakles was recognized as a healer, as referred by Hesiod". and had an altar 
at the Amphiareion at Oropos with other healing deities. According to legend 
he settled at Kos where he was associated with Asklepios in the healing art. 
Hot springs were frequently dedicated to Herakles as he was renowned in 
healing as the deity of the hot sulphur springs at Thermopylai, a fashionable 
health resort", and at Aedepsos, visited by Sulla for the cure of gout'. 
Hygieia was the guardian of health and the daughter of Asklepios, but she was 
not strictly a healing deity; she is identified with the Roman Salus in her 
capacity as a health-divinity. At the Asklepieion in Athens she was worshipped 
together with Asklepios, and at the Amphiarieon at Oropos she had an altar. 
The Nymphs were ruling over springs, wells, and streams which had medical 
properties, and they were credited with healing functions. 
Rhea represented the earth-goddess of fertility and maternity, identified with 
Cybele; there is little trace of healing in her cult. 
48 Famcll 1996-1909, If, p. 519. 
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Thernis was a birth-deity, receiving the epithet of Thernis Eileithyia. 
Trophonios had the same attributes as Asklepios, but his healing functions 
never appear to have developed beyond a primitive stage and to have grown in 
importance as Asklepios. 
Zeus as a healer generally delegated his powers to others for application, 
although the sick consulted his oracles and votive tablets and models of limbs 
dedicated to him have been found at Athens, and at Woe'. The association of 
part of the altar at the Amphiareion at Oropos establishes his connection with 
healing there'. 
11 Italic and Roman Healing cults 
The list, presented here, includes the names of the chief deities concerned with 
the healing art in Rome and central IW3ý"; some ancient local cults were 
absorbed and incorporated into a Romanised version, in other areas of Greek 
influence, Greek cults of healing persisted under Greek names. 
Deities of general function 
Angerona Fecunditas Picus 
Angitia Feronia Salus/flygeia 
Anna Perenna Fessona Satumus 
Bona Dea Fortuna Silvanus 
Caia Caecilia/ Hercules Soranus 
Tanaquil 1upiter Strenia 
55 CM, 111,150-156. 
56 Pausanias, 1, xxxiv, 3. 
57 Jaync 1925, p. 415. 
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Ceres ' 
Clitumnus 
Fascinus 
Fauna/ 
Fatua/Fatuella 
Faunus 
Fatuus/Fatuellus 
Child-birth deities 
Carmentis/ 
Cannenta 
Comitia. 
Diana 
Egeria 
Underworld deities 
Cama Dis 
Deities of disease 
Angina Cloacina 
Liber Tiberinus 
Mars Vacuna 
Meditrina 
Mnerva 
Neptunus 
Nortia 
Genita Mana Natio/Nascio 
luno/luno Lucina Nixi dii 
lutuma Ops 
Mater Matuta Virbius 
Lares Proserpina 
Febris Mefitis Scabies 
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Deities of the Greek pantheo 
Adonis Hygeia Mithras 
Aesculapius Isis Sabazius 
Apollo Magna Mater Serapis 
Angerona was regarded as another name for Angitia, and some believed that 
she was called Angerona because Romans, afflicted with the disease called 
anghia, were cured after making vows to her", and she was invoked for relief 
from plagues". 
Angitia was an ancient Italic divinity of healing, especially worshipped by the 
Marsians, skilled in the knowledge of the medical properties of plants and the 
discoverer of antidotes to poisons, a snake-channer that could cure venomous 
bites. According to tradition, the centre of her cult was in the Lucus Angitiae, 
on the shores of lake Fucinus, which abounded with healing herbe, but after 
the conquest of the Marsians and neighbouring tribes by the Romans in 304 
D. C., her cult lost in importance, though she continued to be worshipped by 
individuate'. Her name, which is probably connected etymologically with the 
Latin indiges, appears in two inscriptions from Sulmonaý' and Turfo". Angitia 
may also be identical with the Oscan Anagtia Diiva. 
Anna Perenna was an ancient Italic goddess, regarded as the giver of health 
and plenty, protectress of health and prosperity in adult life. However, her 
origin and identity are obscure. 
58 Macrobius, Saturnalia, 1,10. 
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Bona Dea was originally, probably, an earth-spirit who gave health and 
fortune. She developed under a variety of names absorbing the cults and names 
of other divinitiee. Bona Dea was essentially a deity of women, representing 
fertility, she was closely associated with Mater Matuta and of a nature similar 
to luno. The Greek Damia was identified with Bona Dea, and the priestesses of 
her cult were called Damiatrix. Bona Dea was a prophetic deity who practised 
healing; her main temple in Rome, on the Aventine, had an herbarium with 
medicinal herbs; the temples were cared by women and women carried out the 
rituals and ceremonies in which only women took part. The cures were not 
limited to the female sex, since inscriptions show that men were also treateds. 
As a healer of the eyes she was called Oculala Lucifera, and of the ears Bona 
Dea A urita. Bona Dea may also be the same as Cubrar matter -good mother- 
of a short Umbrian inscription from Fossato di Vico"". 
Clitumnus, an Umbrian river-god and an oracle, had a sanctuary near a spring 
in a forest at the source of a stream of the same narneý'. His cult flourished 
especially during the Empire, and many votive tablets have been found 
expressing the gratitude of those cured by hie. 
Fascinus was a Roman deity representing the phallus, identified with the 
Etruscan Mutunus Tutunus. His cult was similar to that of the Lares, while as a 
healing deity he protected the members of the family from illness and women 
until they had conceived. 
Fauna was an ancient Italic deity described as wife, sister and daughter of 
Faunus, and a deity of women as Faunus was of men. Fauna personified the 
earth and its fertility, originally an agricultural and prophetic divinity, she 
granted health through her oracle; she was closely related to Mater Matuta and 
64 Fowler 1899, p. 106. 
65 Fowler 1899, pp. 103-104. 
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Ops, was identified with Tellus, Terra and the Greek Damia, but especially to 
Bona Dea, so that eventually she was regarded as the smne. 
Faunus an ancient Italic deity, identified with the ancient Tellumo and with the 
Greek Pan, appears in various aspects and under several names, -probably 
assimilating different smaller local deities whose characters were similar to Ms. 
He was regarded as dangerous for women and children, causing ffight, panic 
and mental disorders. As a healing and prophetic deity he was very important. 
His most famous sanctuary was in a sacred grove at Tibur, where there was a 
sulphur spring: those seeking his counsel lay down on a sheep-skin, and the 
fumes from the spring caused hallucinations which were interpreted as the 
revelations of the god". Faunus also possessed a sacred grove on the Aventine 
and a temple was erected to him on the Insula Tiberina, dedicated in 194 B C. 71. 
Feronia was originally a deity of the Sabines and other central Italian non- 
Latin tribes. At Praeneste she was regarded as a deity of fertility and plenty; an 
inscription declares her to have been a nymph of springs in central Italy'. 
Feronia had her principal sanctuary in Etruria at Lucus Feroniae at the foot of 
Mount Soracte, which was attended by Sabines, Etruscans and Latins, 
becoming so rich that it was plundered by Hannibal in 211 B. C. "ý She had also 
a temple at Terracina and one at Trebula Mutuesca in the territory of the 
Sabines. After the conquest of Veii by Rome she became an official deity and 
was given a temple on the Campus Martius. 
Fortuna was an ancient Italic goddess, originally a deity of women. An 
inscription to her at Praeneste is from a woman in gratitude for child-birtw5. 
The etymology of her name (latinfero: birth) confirms her prerogative. The 
principal centres of her earlier cult were at Antium and at Praeneste where she 
70 Vergil, Aeneld, VIT, 81-91. 
71 Livy, XXXIII, 42; XXXIV, 53. 
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was known as Fortuna Primigenia. There she was protectress of mothers and 
expectant women. In Rome itself she had a temple on the bank of the Tiber, 
one in the Forum Boarium, and another dedicated to her as Fortuna Muliebris 
was located on the Via Latina. As Fortuna Primigenia a temple was erected for 
her on the Quirinal in 196 B. C. 76. 
Fortuna was closely related to Mater Matuta, and she was identified with the 
Etruscan Nortia, under which name she was worshipped at Volsinii. Fortuna 
had many aspects and titles, as Fortuna Salutaris she was connected with health 
and healing". 
Hercules was an old Italic divinity of men, and he was in charge of healing 
springs. Inscriptions and votive tablets dedicated to him for his cures have been 
found at such places:. Hercules was also called Salularis and Salulife? ". He 
was identified with the Greek Herakles and was related to Silvanus". 
1upiter had broad general powers and many aspects which were indicated by 
his various names and forms of cults. He had a temple on the Insula Tiberina, 
erected in 196 B. C. ", where he appears as a healer with the epithet Salutaris". 
Mars, identified with the Greek Ares, was associated with health and healing, 
but as a protector rather than a healer; he was a seer and a prophet who 
diagnosed disease and suggested treatment. 
Minerva was an ancient Falerian goddess, and the protectress of physicians. 
She was known as Nfinerva Medica and had a temple on the Palatine, in Rome, 
where she practised healing". Inscriptions found at the temple of Mnerva 
76 Livy, XXM 36; )=V, 56. 
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Memor and Mnerva Medica Cabardiacensis near Placentia indicate that there 
she prescribed medicines, healed diseases of the ear and restored hair". 
Toward the close of the Republic the cult of Minerva was identified with that 
of Athena. However, outside Rome the cult of the Italic Nlinerva continued 
unchanged. It extended even to Britain, where figures of the goddess, now in 
Chestqr, have been found". 
Salus was originally a Sabine divinity. She appears in the Roman pantheon as a 
personification of welfare of the State, and a temple to her as Salus Publica was 
erected in 302 B. C. on the Quirinal". It was only after the Greek Hygieia 
Oatinised to Hygia) came to Rome that Salus, identified with her, became a 
divinity of health rather than welfare, and she was known afterward as Salus 
Hygia. Her functions later appear to be those of a goddess of health, but never 
those of a healing divinity". 
Silvanus, like Faunus was thought to be dangerous to women and children. 
However, in some cases he was regarded as a healing deity and was 
occasionally associated with Hercules at healing springs". 
The principal deities of child-birth in the Roman religion were luno Lucina and 
Diana, both divinities of women in the broadest sense, presiding over the 
functions and needs of their sex. luno Licina was the more prominent and she 
extended her protection over children from birth to maturity. 
The two goddesses had many assistants and deities of lower rank associated 
with the process of gestation and birth, some of whom had originally been 
independent deities and had retained their names, although their cults had 
become more or less assimilated by those of luno Lucina and Diana. luno 
84 CIL M, 1292-13 10; Thramer E. 'Health and gods of Healing! in ERE, VI, 554. 
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Lucina and Diana were identified with the Greek Eileithyia, under whose name 
they were frequently referred to. The functions connected with marriage, 
conception, gestation, birth and growing of children were subdivided 
meticulously and distributed among a large class of divinities, intended to 
supervise and protect each aspect of life, evolved or amalgamated with the 
functions of luno and Diana. 
The following are a few examples of minor Roman functional deities and 
numina They supervised some of the less prominent spheres of divine activity 
in the cults of Iuno Lucina and Diana, which prescribed subdivision of duties, 
especially in relation to conception, gestation, birth, and the care of the children 
from infancy to maturity: 
Antevorta, Porrima, Prosa were practically identical and were invoked for easy 
delivery". 
Averruncus was a deity who guarded women during delivery and afterwards 
from the assaults of Silvan&o. 
Decima, one of the Fates, guarded women during the tenth lunar month of 
pregnancy and determined the date of delivery". 
Februa was a goddess of purification who presided over the delivery of the 
after-birth and over purgation. 
Fluonia stopped the menses after conception and prevented haemorrhages 
during pregnancy". 
Nona, one of the Fates, cooperated with Decima in detennining the date of 
birte. 
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Opigea had the functions of divine tnidwife aiding in child-birth in relation to 
the cult of luno, Lucina! '. 
Sentinus and Sentina gave the embryo sensatioe. 
Vaginatus opened the mouth for the first cry and promoted breathing". 
Alemona presided over the nutrition of the embryo and child". 
Cunina protected the child in the cradle? 9. 
Fortuna barbata provided the growth of the beard for boys". 
Ossipaga presided over the growth and hardening of the bones of the embryo 
and child"'. 
Parca was one of the Fates who deterrnined the destiny of the child about one 
week after birth"'. 
Paventia guarded the child from terror and fright"'. 
Potina presided over the child's drinking"'. 
Statulinus, Statanus and Statina were divinities who taught the child to stand, 
walk ctc. "'. 
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Carmentis was an ancient Italic deity, originally a nymph of spring and a 
healing divinity. Her most prominent characteristic was her influence over 
child-birth, but her functions were subordinate to those of Iuno Lucina and 
Diana". 
Diana was originally an Italic deity of the wild, a spirit of the forest and 
vegetation, but later she was identified with the Greek Artemis. She was a 
divine protectress of women in all needs of their sex, and a child-birth deity. 
She had a large retinue of minor deities who presided over many subordinate 
functions of her activities, and whose names were often given to her: was called 
Diana Sospita, Diana Nemorensis, at Nerni she was Diana Opifera and Diana 
Lucina, where she was especially worshipped for women's diseases, successful 
deliveries and happy married life. 
Her sanctuary at Nemi was famed for the healing waters. Diana was 
worshipped throughout Italy but the sanctuary at Nemi was the most famous. 
Women made pilgrimages to Nen-ý to implore the goddess to grant them 
children and easy delivery, and in the temple were many votives and anatomical 
donaria. Another famous shrine to Diana was near Capua were she was known 
as Diana Tifatina. 
luno was originally the spirit of womanhood, the great tutelary deity of woman 
in all her functions and activities. In several of her functions, especially as Juno 
Lucina, she was the chief divinity of child-birth, presiding over every aspect of 
the child's life until maturity. Lucina was Juno's most frequent epithet"', 
meaning 'light', and supposed to have been given to her because she brought 
cl-dldren into the fight"'. She was known at Lanuvium, one of the great 
sanctuaries of Latium where she also had a sacred grove, as Juno Sospita". 
Mater Matuta was an ancient Italic divinity of child-birth"'. but she was 
surpassed in her obstetric functions by Iuno Lucina, for whom Matuta was 
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occasionally used as an epithet. She was a deity of women and children like 
Carmentis, Fortuna and Bona Dea. 
A temple dedicated to Mater Matuta was in the Forum Boarium. from 396 B. C. 
The cult of Mater Matuta was widespread in central Italy, at Praeneste, 
Pyrgilit, Satricum' 12 and Cora. 
Mephitis was an ancient Italic divinity personifying stench, who was invoked 
to protect from malarian fevers, she was reputed to cure those exposed to 
vapours from marshes and poisonous gases from springs and earth. Her most 
famous sanctuary was in the valley of Ansanto ... . in the land of the Hirpinii, 
where the sulphuric gasses from the earth were believed to be the breath of 
Pluto, while nearby was a bubbling pool giving off carbonic acid gas in such 
quantities as to be deadly when raised above the ground by the wind"". Mefitis 
appears to have originated in central Italy, but her cult may be traced from 
Lucania to the Po valley into Gaul"'. 
Febris was an ancient numen personifying fever, and was supposed to cause 
such fevers (sent in punishment) and also to heal the disease. Later Febris was 
called Dea Tertiana and Dea Quartana, clearly referring to malaria, and 
inscriptions show that these deities were worshipped as the disease itselp", and 
were directly appealed to as being able to heal by destroying the fever"'. 
Febris, regarded as a well disposed mediator between man and the gods, was a 
popular deity and had three temples in Rome itself, on the Palatine, Esquifine 
and Quirinal"' in which remedia (amulets? ) which had proved efficacious were 
placed. 
111 Santuarl dEtruria 1985, pp. 127-130. 
112 Fcnclli 1975, pp. 247-248. 
113 Bottini-Isncghi Colazzo-Rainini 1976, pp. 358-524. 
114 Pliny N. H., 11,108. 
115 Wissowa 1912, p. 246. 
116 CIL, VII, 999; X11,3129. 
117 Wissowa 1912, p. 245. 
118 Valcrius Maximus, 11, v, 6. 
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Apollo was initially adopted from Greece into the Roman pantheon as an 
averter of pestilence and later as a healer. The cult reached central Italy from 
Magna Graecia at such an early date that he was almost considered an 
indigenous Italic divinity. He is traditionally associated with the Sybil of 
Cumae, which is believed to be his first home on Italic soil"'. Apollo was 
identified by the Etruscans sometime with Soranus and sometime with Aplu, 
and in Rome a temple to Apollo Medicus was dedicated in 431 B. C. outside 
the pomerium in the Flaminian Field (porta Carmentalis)". Later the cult of 
Apollo as a divine healer grew stronger... and he was often petitioned during 
calamities such as plague". Apollo had taken over a large share of the 
functions of the old local deities as healer, but in turn he was to be 
overshadowed by the arrival of Aesculapius. when his cult declined to be 
revived later in the reign of Augustus. The cult of Apollo, essentially in its 
healing aspect, extended to the latin provinces, where, was sometime 
worsbýpped with Diana and was oflen associated with Aesculapius". 
Isis was the most popular deity of the Egyptian pantheon, the cult, united to 
that of Serapis, spread to the majority of the Mediterranean countries, became 
popular in Greece and was brought to Magna Graecia, established at Puteoli 
and Pompeii", from where it reached Rome and the Latin provinces during the 
time of Sulla". Isis_ and Serapis had many of the attributes of Demeter and 
Dionysos, and at first the cult was essentially a popular movement opposed by 
the authorities and official clergy", attracting support mostly from the poorer 
classes. 
119 Wissowa 1912, p. 293. 
120 Livy, IV, 25,29. 
121 Wissowa 1912, p. 294. 
122 Livy, V, 13. 
123 CIL, 111,2004; XIII, 662 1. 
124 Wissowa 1912, pp. 351-359. 
125 Apulcius, Metamorphoses, 1,3. 
126 Cumont 1911, p. 8 1. 
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The healing functions of Isis were the same as those of Serapis, except that she 
was particularly concerned with women as goddess of love, fertility and 
healing'27 . 
Magna Mater, the great Asiatic Mother-Goddess, was, as a Hellenic divinity; 
formally received at Rome in 204 D. C. during the second Punic War as a 
defiverer when the State was threatened and the people believed they had 
attracted the hatred of some deity'". She immediately succeeded in driving 
Hannibal out of Italy and the crops recovered and was then admitted to State 
worship with a temple on the Palatine dedicated in 191 B. C. Magna Mater 
representing the universal idea of Mother-Goddess was merged with Mater 
Matute in her obstetric functions, as healing was a prominent feature of her 
cult. 
Sabazius originally a Thracian or Phrygian deity of a nature similar to 
Dionysos, came to Rome through Greece and was often associated with 1upiter 
as 1upiter Sabazius. Although it was said to have been known in Rome during 
the Republic, there is no evidence for it, and the cult only really gained 
popularity in Rome amd Italy early in the Ist century A. D. "'; the cult was 
associated to that of Magna Mater and was eventually absorbed by it. 
Sabazius was essentially a healing deity, and healing by the laying-on of hands 
was common in his cult: the right hand of the god placed on the belly of a 
woman assisted child-birth, and the symbol of the god's hand with three fingers 
outstretched was used for blessing and protection. It was customary for women 
who had been assisted by Sabazius in delivery to dedicate votive hands (usually 
in bronze) making the benedictio Latina and adorned with numerous cult 
symbols, in gratitude, supposed to represent the healing hand of Sabazius"O. 
Serapis was a pron-ýinent divinity of the later Egyptian pantheon who was 
joined to Isis in worship. The cult had gained fame for cures at Alexandria and 
127 Diodoros, 1,25. 
128 Ovid, Fasil, IV, 255ff.; Livy, XXM 10,14. 
129 Wissowa 1912, p. 376. 
130 Wcinrcich 1909, pp. 16,18,28; Scullard H. H. edit. Oxford Classical Dictionary. 
Oxford 1970, p. 94 1; Blinkcngerg C. in Archaologische Studien 1904, pp. 67-100; lull D. Y, 
Essays in the memory ofK. Lehmann. 1964, p. 132ff; Jashcrnski 1979, pp. 135-137, fig. 215. 
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had reached Rome thanks to the success it had won in Greece. Serapis was 
famed as a healer and his cult methods were very much Eke those of Asklepios 
which had been adopted at Alexandria"'. The walls of the temples of Isis and 
Serapis were adomed by numerous votive tablets, inscriptions and anatomical 
models, many of male and female genital organs"'. 
In Aesculapius 
The cult of Aesculapius in Rome demonstrates better than any other the 
adaptation of the Hellenic healing cults into Italy, because the popularity of his 
cult, as well as his sanctuary on the Isola Tiberina, an excellent example of 
continuity of cult into Christianity up to present-day. 
The cult of Asklepios was introduced into Rome at the beginning of the 3rd 
century B. C., on the occasion of an epidemic that was ravaging the Cit y 133. All 
the ancient sources agree on the manner in which the cult was brought to 
Rome: in 293 B. C. " a terrible pestilence was afflicting Rome and the country, 
the Sybilline Books were consulted and the response was to send for Asklepios 
from Epidauros. The Consuls, being occupied in a war with the Samnites 
postponed the matter 131 ordering instead a day of supplicatio to Asklepios. It 
was not until the following year that a delegation of ten, headed by Q. OguHus, 
was sent to Epidauros to invite the god to Rome. There a most favourable 
omen for the Romans occurred: the god appeared at the temple in his serpent 
form, descended to the beach and spontaneously boarded the Roman trireme". 
Arriving back to Rome, sailing up the Tiber in proximity of the Navalia, 
suddenly the serpent left the ship and disappeared in the reeds of the Insula 
131 Wissowa 1912, pp. 351-359. 
132 Buret F. Ia MMcine chez les Romains avant 1'6rc chrdtienne, in Janus 1896,1, 
p. 522. 
133 Livy, Y, 47,6-7; Ovid, Metamorphoses, XV, w, 622-744; Valerius Maximus, 1, viii, 
2; Pliny N. H., XXIY, 16; Tordli 1978, pp. 27-35. 
134 Livy, X 47,6. 
135 Livy, X 47,7. 
136 On the serpent as representation of Asklepios: Mitropolou 1977, pp. 183ff. 
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Tiberina 137 . The epidemic ceased instantly and the island, as the god had clearly 
indicated his choice, was selected as the site of his temple, which was dedicated 
in 291 B C. 139. 
The choice of the island, in reality, was probably determined by several factors: 
the extra pomerium position, unthinkable at that time for a foreign cult to be 
accepted within the city"', and the seclusion from the residential areas, typical 
of the Asklepieia that functioned as actual medical centers, a function which 
the island still retains today. The presence on the island of a spring and 
abundant water supply, indispensable element for the medical role of the cult, 
was also an important factor in the choice of the site. The ancient spring can be 
identified with the medieval well in the church of S. Bartolomeo (first erected in 
the 12th century and rebuilt in the 17th century) witnessing the continuity 
between the pagan and Christian place of worship, a continuity also reflected 
by the analogous healing properties of Aesculapius and the Saints worshipped 
on the island". For the last twenty-two centuries the Isola Tiberina has been an 
Insula sacra for the sick of Rome, in 1000 A. D. the Emperor Otto erected a 
hospital on the foundations of the ancient temple and from that time on the 
island and the hospital have borne the name of San Bartolomeo. 
A different suggestion for the choice of the island has been made by Le Gall. 
He argues that the island was the site of the archaic cult of Tiberinus, the river 
personification, a deity also possessing healing faculties. When Asklepios was 
brought to Rome it was natural to install the temple where a similar cult already 
existed"". Ile also suggests that the numerous terracotta ex-votos retrieved in 
the river and on the banks in proximity of the island, traditionally ascribed to 
the Asklepieion, should be regarded as votive offerings to Tiberinus. However, 
neither the ancient sources nor the archaeological evidence seem to support this 
theory. 
137 Ovid, Metamorphoses, XV. 743; Livy, Epitome, M; Valerius Maximus, 1, viii, 2. 
138 Besnicr 187 1, p. 197. 
139 Schilling PLU temple de Vdnus Capitoline ct la tradition pomdriale'in RevPh XXIIL 
1949, pp. 27ff. 
140 Guarducci M. Visola Tibcrina c la sua. tradizione ospitalicra! in RdLinc XXVI, 1971, 
pp. 280fr. 
141 Lc Gall 1953, pp. 67ff, p. 102ff. 
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In Rome, Asklepios was re-named Aesculapius or Aescolapius, and it is 
believed that this form, derived from the Greek Asklapios, a form obsolete in 
Epidauros by at least hundred and fifty years, shows how the name of the god 
must have been known in Rome since at least the 4th century D. C. " 
The introduction of the cult of Aesculapius into Rome seems to be determined 
by a precise political design: to send for the first time an official delegation to a 
Greek city, and particularly to a member of the Hellenic League, Epidauros, 
with whom Rome had very friendly relations". In this way it is probable that 
the delegation was welcomed favourably at Epidauros, as Valerius Maximus 
attests'44 , To testify the importance of the mission is the presence of 
Q. Ogulnius, a most important political figure of the time. He was tribune of the 
plebs in 300 B. C. with his brother Gnaeus. He was the promoter of the lex 
Ogulnia, despite the opposition of patricians and of Appius Claudius, by which 
plebeians became eligible for the highest priesthood, and gained the majority in 
the college of augurs. The lex Ogulnia was passed in 296 B. C. when the 
Ogulnii were aediles. In 273 B. C. Q. Ogulius was a member of the diplomatic 
mission to the court of Ptolemy 11 Philadelphus". It is very likely that the gens 
plebeian of the Ogulnii were of Etruscan origin, probably from the Chiusi 
region where names such as Oculnius, Oglinia, Uclnial, occurred not 
infrequently". The Ogulnii were politically allied with the patrician gens of the 
Fabii; such political groups were promoter of the Roman expansion to the 
center and north, to the advantage of the small landed classeS141, the same 
group of society that, particularly from the 3rd century onward, is to boost the 
popularity of the anatomical terracotta ex-votos in so many central Italian 
sanctuaries. 
142 Latte 1960, pp. 225, note. 3. 
143 De Sanctis 1953, IV, 2, p. 267; on the Hcllcnic Ltague: Will 1979,1, pp. 77-79 (and 
bibliography). 
144 Valerius Maximus, 1, viii, 2. 
145 On Q. OguWus: Manzcr 1940, pp. 83-89. 
146 Schulzc 1904, pp. 150ff.; Duli6re 1979, p. 5 1; Harris 197 1, p. 145. 
147 Cassola 1962, pp. 148- 15 1; Sordi 1960, p. 76; Harris 197 1, p. 18. 
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As in Greece, Aesculapius seems to have become increasingly popular, so that 
by the first decade of the 3rd century B. C. it was natural in Rome to make 
appeal to Wd'. Regardless of the preeminent position that the healing cult of 
Aesculapius had assumed among the middle and lower classes, writers of the 
late Republican period have little to say about the god and his cult, and it is 
believed that it played a modest role in State religion. 
The continuity of occupation of the Isola Tiherina have caused the almost 
complete disappearance of the ancient building structures, in particular those of 
the Republican sanctuary of Aesculapius, the few surviving remains of pre- 
Christian age are from Imperial times". The cult of Aesculapius is attested, 
during the Republican period, only by a few inscriptions on four calcar bases 
for small votives. Three of these are now in the Antiquarium of the Museo 
Nazionale Romano, one is lost'". 
Those who appealed to the god during the Republic were, for the most part, 
the humbler class of citizens and the slaves, and it may not be a coincidence 
that the promoter of the cult into Rome had been a champion of the plebs. It is 
from this social group that the most distinctive evidence for the cult has 
survived: the terracotta ex-votos. A great number of these objects was 
retrieved last century from the Tiber, during restructuring works to the river 
banks"'. The largest group (almost 500 pieces) was found in the proximity of 
the Isola Tiberina. A deposit by the Poiis Fabricius of 352 pieces, consisting 
mostly of anatomical ex-votos clearly related to a healing cult, including three 
items reproducing open human torsos showing the internal organs"'. These 
148 Macrobius Saturnalla, 1,17,14-16. 
149 Bcsnier 1902, pp. 185ff. 
150 Base of L. Albanius (inv. no. 27249): CIL, vi, 30842; CILJ, 26; JLLRP, 36. Base of 
M. Populicio(s) (inv. no. 27259bis), CIL, vi, 30845; CIL, i, 28; ILLRP, 35. Base of uncertain 
dedicant (inv. no. 27764); CIL, vi, 30846; CIL, i, 29; ILLRP, 37. Base of C. Bruttius (lost): 
CIL, vi, 30843; CIL, 1,27; ILLRP, 38. 
151 Pensabcnc 1980, pp. 5-15, pls. 1-2, fig. 1. 
152 Pcnsabcnc 1980, nos. 581-583, pis. 96-97; Sambon 1895, pp. 146,216 (L. Sambon was 
also the alleged possessor of the votive base carrying the inscription of C. Bruttius now lost). 
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objects, dated between the 4th and the late 2nd centuries B. C., are attributed to 
the nearby sanctuary of Aesculapius53 . 
Only a renowned and popular cult, such as that of Aesculapius, can justify the 
considerable number of ex-votos recovered. It is not surprising that the votive 
deposits were not on the Isola Tiberina itself, given the limited space available 
for the Asklepieion on the tiny island. 
The cult of Aesculapius in Rome seems to have been at its height in the 3rd 
century B. C., probably favoured by the political groups that motivated the 
introduction of the cult into Rome. This can be inferred by the scanty 
information available and the archaeological evidence, mainly the small bases 
with inscriptions above mentioned and the terracotta ex-votos. In the 2nd and 
I st centuries B. C., the total lack of coinage carrying the image and name of' 
Aesculapius and of votive inscriptions must be interpreted as a declining phase 
of the cult popularity, to be revived later in the Imperial age. 
Little is known of the actual cult practiced in the sanctuary on the Isola 
Tiberina. However, they must have differed little from those of the Greek 
Asklepieia, in particular of Epidauros where the medical cult is well attested, 
consisting of ritual purification and fasting, sacrifice, incubation, magic 
formulas and the use of rational remedial measures with a general hygienic 
regime". There remains no direct evidence for the practice of incubation 
during the earlier centuries of the cult in Rome, but there is no doubt that it 
was practice there as in Greece"'. 
153 Pensabcne 1980, pp. 17-20. 
154 valcrius maximus, 1, viii, 2; Fcstus, 268 L. 
155 Edelstein 1945,11, pp. 139ff.; Rossi 1980, pp. 188-190: on the continuity of the 
practice of incubation in Christian sanctuaries, especially in Abruzzo. 
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Chapter 2 
THE RELIGIOUSNESS OF THE ITALIC PEOPLES 
I Devoutness 
Votive deposits have been retrieved over a wide area inhabited by different 
Italic population with different customs and languages. However, it is known 
from literary sources, epigraphical evidence and from the study and 
comparisons of cults, that in the religious sphere the Italic peoples shared many 
beHefs'. Furthermore, they had in common a profound devoutness that 
permeated every aspect of life. 
Livy's portrayal of the Etruscans as "gens ante omnes alias eo magis dedild 
religionibus quod excellerent arle colendi eas" is famous, but similar religious 
fastidiousness can be found amongst the Latin people in Latium and 
particularly in Rome. 
A complex concept of correlation between human activities and divine 
activities, not dissimilar to that shared by Etruscans and Latins, is also central 
to the Samnite religion'. The Samnites were considered the descendants of the 
Sabines, famed for their punctiliousness in religious mattere and regarded the 
religious people par excellence. According to tradition, archaic Rome had 
obtained many of its deities from the Sabine king Num2. Etruscan religion was 
also believed, with good reason, to have had a strong influence on the official 
religion of Rome, but there can be little doubt that the Sabines, given their 
reputation, also played a role in the evolution of Roman religion. 
I Latte 1960, p. 4; Salmon 1985, p. 155. 
2 Livy, V, 1.6. 
3 Salmon 1985, pp. 155-180. 
4 It was even suggested that their name derived from the Greek verb for "worsidp": Pliny 
N11,111,108. 
5 Varro De lingua Latina V, 73. 
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11 Cults 
All the Italic peoples shared certain religious doctrinee. All Italic deities were 
highly speciaked in their "functions", particularly the female ones connected 
with fertility and childbirth. The practice of religious-propitiatory healing by 
way of offering anatomical ex-votos was widespread. The basic religious 
concepts were not the monopoly of one particular ethnic group within Italy, but 
since archaic times common to all, explaining the fundamental affinities 
between the various groups. 
A testimony of the affinity of cults in Central Italian areas is offered by the 
sanctuary at Fregelle ,a Latin colony -, territory and site of massive 
Samnite migration". The main place of worship at Fregelle gained such fame to 
out-five the destruction of the city by the Romans in 125 B. C. ' 
The concentration of dumps of votive terracottas in Italy is remarkable. The 
healing sanctuaries, where these deposits are mostly found, cluster most 
densely in central and southern Etruria and Latium, especially within the 
environs of Rome. In part this distribution can be explained geologically, for 
many sites are placed within the blanket of volcanic rocks, rich in mineral 
springs, that cover much of the west side of Italy, the perfect location for 
sanctuaries of healing cults. However, there are many volcanic regions, for 
example in Sicily, where votive deposits are not numerous, suggesting that this 
tradition was more deep-rooted in the Italic-Roman world than in the Greek 
sphere. 
General works on the distribution patterns of votive materials in Italy have been 
carried out by Maria Fenell? and Anna Maria Comella". The work by Comella 
6 Livy is quite explicit in this respect, for example on the matter of the Lex Sacrata 
coramon to Sanu-dtes and Romans: Livy, X 38.3-13; Pliny NH, N=V, 43; Equii and 
Vosci: Livy, IV, 26.3; known to Etruscans and Ligurians: Livy IX 39.5; NDCXVI 38.1; and 
concerning devotion, not as a Roman concept but as an Italic institution: Livy, VIII, 10.11 - 
14; Bouchd-Leclercq A. in Daremberg-&glio, 11, pp. 114,117; Salmon 1985, p. 157. 
7 Coarclli 1986, pp. 7-10. 
8 Strabo V, 3.10; Salmon 1985, pp. 156,237,243,246-47. 
9 Fcnelli 1975, pp. 206-252. 
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(B 
shows that votive deposits have different characteristics in different parts of the 
Italian peninsula". The votive deposits of "Etrusco-Laziale-Campano" type are 
found mainly along the Tyrrenian coast of central Italy. They include mostly 
ex-votos in terracotta: statues, heads, figurines, anatomical replicas and a few 
bronzes. The votive deposits in the northern part of central Italy and along the 
Adriatic coast include mainly small bronzes representing the offerer or the 
divinity but rarely anatomical models. The votive deposits of southern Italy and 
Sicily include mostly terracottas figurines and other small terracottas but not 
anatomical models. 
Comella suggests two distinct types of cults: one concerned with sanatio and 
general health, often practised in rural areas, and one concerned with fertility, 
more frequently encountered in the cities (Gravisca, Veii)". Goddesses with 
chthonic, characteristics, like Minerva at the sanctuary at Punta delle Vipere 
(Santa Marinella)", Uni/Hera at the sanctuary at Pyrgi" and Cerveteri Tempio 
del Manganello", Diana Tifatina (connected with water and springs) and Mater 
Matuta at Capua and Satricum", also received requests for healing. The 
chthonic cults at other sites such as Ghiaccio Forte, Ariccia, Anagni, Lucera 
and Pratica di Mare seem to link Demeter/C e res with healing, perhaps as a 
development of her fertility aspect. 
In some Etruscan and Latin sanctuaries Ce -res-Vei receives figurines of herself 
together with those of infants and children as Demeter and Kore do in Greek 
contexts at Corinth and Selinus. This connection is also found in the necropolis 
10 Comcila 1981, pp. 717-803. 
11 ComeM 198 1, p. 758 and tables. 
12 Comclla 1980, p. 762. Comclla justif 
, 
i&WS assumption on the Wghcr number of 
'sexual 
organs (utcri and male gcnitalia) present in the urban deposits. However, the presence of 
these ex-votos can be accountable also to sciually transmitted diseases, a type of affliction 
more widespread amongst city dwellers than rural communities. 
13 Torclli 1967, pp. 331-352. 
14 Colonna 1966, pp. 269-278; Pallottino 1969, pp. 290-294; Tyrgi. Scavi del Santuario 
Etrusco'(1959-1967). NS 1970, Supplemcnto 11. 
15 Mengarcili 1935, pp. 83-94. 
16 Donghi Jovino 1971, p. 43. 
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sanctuaries of Sovana and Orvieto". where a nude goddess presides over a 
funerary cult". 
The concern of UnL Mater Matuta, Diana, and Ce res for women, birth and 
chUdhood, makes them logical choices for the protection of families and their 
health. Feronia was supposed to be associated with slaves in the Sabine 
territory, and Ce-res protected the plebs". 
The introduction of Asklepios into Rome by Q. Ogulnius in 292 B. C. may also 
point to the growing patronage of the plebs, while the heyday of anatomical 
ex-votos in south Etruria and Latium in the 2nd century B. C. follows on the 
slave revolts of the previous century". The majority of the shrines with 
anatomical votives, both rural and urban, are those connected with the lower 
classes of society, in contrast to the Roman state Pantheon. They were 
important to the poor as an essential service, in the same way as a infirmary, 
where previously no help was available. Before the 4th century, the deposits 
with anatomical votives are rare, even sanctuaries that survived over a long 
period of time, like the one at Veii Campetti, disclose this kind of votives only 
in the later deposits? '. 
in the archaic period offerings to the sanctuaries in the south Etruscan areas 
were mostly pottery, objects of precious metal, figurines in bronze and 
terracotta representing the divinity. From the end of the 6th early Sth centuries 
B. C., small terracotta heads, generic in type and mass produced, started to be 
included amongst the offers. This early phase is well attested at Campetti, 
which has produced a large number of these objects from deposits dated 
between the 6th and 5th centuries B C. 22 . The reasons for the presence at 
Veii 
of a type of votive offering not found before, can perhaps be explained by the 
cult practised at Campetti. It is known from a 3rd century B. C. latin inscription 
17 Andren 1967, pp. 41-85. 
18 On the link with Vci/Dcmctcr: Torelli 1977, pp. 398-458. 
19 Staingrabcr 1980, p. 243. 
20 Staingrabcr 1980, pp. 245-246. 
21 Vagnctti 1971, pp. 95-96. 
22 Vagnctti 1971, pp. 31-46, A 1-30MIJ, pls. V-XVH; pp. 50-52, C 1411, pls. XX-=. 
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found on the site that the cult of Ceres was practised at Campetti by that time. 
For the earlier period of existence of the sanctuary there is no epigraphical 
evidence, however, the archaeological evidence seems to support a theory of 
continuity of this cult. The remains of the structure of the sanctuary are closely 
paralleled with those of some chthonian divinities from Sicily and Magna 
Graecia related to the cult of Demeter and KoreP. The archaic sanctuary at 
Campetti has, on these bases, been interpreted as dedicated to Demeter-Vei. 
The early votive heads can also be compared to the masks and female busts 
connected with the cult of Demeter-Kore from Sicily and South Italy. 
However, at Veii masks and busts are absent, but masks are found in the 
sanctuary at Gravisca, again connected with the cult of Demeter. If the small 
votive heads were originally meant to represent Demeter and Kore like in 
Magna Graecia, in central Italy they soon I O, se this significance to become a 
more generic representation of the offerer, male and female. In votive deposits 
there is usually a higher proportion of female heads to male heads, and the 
majority of divinities known to receive anatomical votives are also female. At 
Veii there are about 200 heads datable to the 5th century D. C., of which only 
four are male, a not altogether surprising fact considering that the cult at 
Campetti was that of a female goddess with definite female interests. 
III Caput Velatum 
The offerer can be represented on the terracotta heads and statues, veiled or 
not. In Rome veiled heads, both male and female, are predon-dnant, the same is 
true for many of the Latin colonies as they would follow the religious rites of 
Rome which prescribed the caput velatum. This practice, originally called rilus 
Gabinus, was very ancient and was common in all the Latin territory. Ancient 
23 Torelli 1973, pp. 403404. 
24 Tordli 1977, p. 439. 
25 Comclla 1978, pp. 13-15, A 3-6, pill. 
26 Steingrabcr 1980, p. 245; Comclla 1981, pp. 717-803. 
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sources claimed Aeneas as the initiator of this practic4e'. This custom is the 
opposite of the Greek which required the aperto capite 
In Rome only three cults required the aperto capile: Hercules, Honos and 
Saturnus, the first because of its Greek origin, the second probably because of 
its Etruscan origie. 
Etruscan cities like Caere seem to prefer unveiled terracotta hea&', the same 
is true for the earlier heads of Campania, where only at the end of the 4th and 
3rd centuries B. C. veiled heads start to appear. It is possible that in south 
Etruria and Campania unveiled heads were the norm; at the same time in Rome 
and other Latin areas veiled heads were more common, as can be seen on two 
male heads dated to the middle of the 4th century B. C. in the Museo, delle 
Terme in Rome. The political expansion of Rome is paralleled in the late 
4th-3rd centuries B. C. by a larger use of the veil on the heads, a sign of the 
growing popularity of Roman religious rites, particularly in the Latin colonies 
lacking local traditions or wishing to deliberately ignore the local ones. 
Unveiled heads, however, never totally disappear. 
27 Fcstus sx. Saturnia Italia; Plutarch Quae. Rom. X; according to whom Aeneas 
sacrificed on the Italian shore with the head veiled in order not to be recognised by a Greek. 
Reinach 1905, pp. 300-301. 
28 Lattc 1960, p. 137; Pcnsabcne 1980, p. 48. 
29 Hafncr 1966-67, p. 35. However numerous veiled heads from Caere exist. 
30 Inv. nos. 63256,63258: Pensabcne 1979, p. 219, pl. 44,1-2; Hafhcr 1970, p. 48, pl. 21, 
no. 1. 
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Chapter 3 
THE N017ION OF VOTIVE OFFERING IN THE ANCIEENT WORLD 
I The origin 
To offer a gift to the god is a way to come into closer contact, to create a 
rapport with the deity. To offer " Gifts to the Gods may appear to be a simple 
and natural phenomenon: a token of respect for superior powers, an expression 
of thanks for life and all the good things we receive every day. This is a very 
old way of communicating and acting with regard to gods: keeping contact 
with the divine through giving. 111. 
The most elementary form of gift offering was the first-fruit offering, whether 
attained by hunting, fishing, gathering or agriculture; the animal sacrifices 
follow or accompany the food offerings. Such practice is common to many 
different cultures in many different periods. However, the significance of the 
votive offering can not be assumed to be identical in different cultures and 
different pediodsý. 
Already in the Bronze Age, and particularly in the early Iron Age, the practice 
of offering gifts of various kinds becomes common in the Mediterranean 
regions, expanding possibly from the East into Greece, Cyprus, Asia Minor and 
then into Italy, Sicily, Sardinia, and Iberie. Archeological evidence can trace 
the custom of dedicating permanent memorials, in return for a special benefit, 
back to the 8th century D. C. at Olympia, Argos, Delphi, Thebes, Corcyra 
Samos and perhaps Athens. 
I Burkcrt W. 'Offerings in Perspective: Surrender, Distribution, Exchange' in Lindcrs- 
Nordquist 1987, p. 43. 
2 Homolic in Darcmbcrg-S3gliO, 11, p. 364; Toutain in Darcmbcrg-Saglio, V, p. 969. 
3 MUM del Lazio Primitivo, pp. 145,328. 
4 EUA, IV, 294. 
5 Rouse 1902, pp. 348-9. 
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Votive religion displays a number of constant components, some of which 
survived into Roman Catholic and Greek Orthodox Churches in the shape of 
votive plaques, silver hearts and other such offerings that can still be seen in 
many churches. If such bargaining with God has survived into modem society, 
we can perhaps begin to sense how powerful it must have been on the ancient 
mind. 
11 In the Greek religious sphere 
"It is good to give the proper gifts to the immortals. " Priam states', and 
Odysseus can claim divine help because "he has given sacred things to the gods 
more than other men" 
The Greeks in order to have a good relationship with the gods were devoted to 
prayer, sacrifice and votive offering; the three are normally closely connected'. 
Sacrifices and votive offerings are often mentioned together by ancient authors, 
Plato in his Laws describes offerings to the gods: "Women in particular, all of 
them, and the sick everywhere, and those who are in danger, or in difficulty and 
need of whatever kind, and on the contrary when they get hold of affluence, 
then people have the costume to devote whatever is present to the gods, they 
make vows about sacrifices, they promise setting up (statues, altars, temples) 
to the gods and daimones and to the children of gods. "' In both cases 
something is offered to the gods. During the sacrifice the offer made is for 
consumption, human or divine. For the practice of sacrifice we have to rely on 
the literary sources, as it is obviously mostly absent in the archaeological 
6 Iliad XXIV, 425. 
7 Odýwey 1,66. 
8 Plato defines piety as "knowledge of sacrificing and praying" and sacrificing as"'inaking 
gifts to the gods": Plato Euthyphro, 14 c. 
9 Plato Leg., 909-910. 
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record"; on the other hand for the practice of offering votives not only the 
actual votives survive, but we have much epigraphical infonnation on the 
subject I I. 
in The votive offering as an exchange 
We can see ftom inscriptions that the votive offerings, like the sacrifices, were 
often presented to redeem a vow previously made in a prayer. "To Dionysus in 
exchange for favours"12; "Child of Zeus, receive on behalf of Ekphantos this 
perfect showpiece, for Grophon has completed it for you according to his 
VOW"13. 
The votive offering made to the god as a result of a vow is an exchange of 
gifts: the human in need seeks deliverance from his predicament through a 
voluntary act of renunciation. The vow is made aloud, ceremonially, and before 
witnesses; if the outcome is successful, fulfilment of the vow is an inescapable 
duty"'. In the Greek world the votive offering was part of a more or less 
commercial transaction between man and god, but it was also a tangible proof 
of gratitude towards the divinity for listening to a prayer. The gift to the god 
also can be seen as a "symbolic capital" and "investment", the expectation of a 
return for a gift, or the obligation incurred by receiving a gift. These are 
concepts fini-dy enrooted in archaic societies". 
10 Ancient literature if full of instances of sacrifice and votive offering, for example: 
Odyssey )CIV,. 414-53, where the swineherd Eumaios offers portions of his meat for Hermes 
and the nymphs; Iliad V11,81, X., 458-64,570f, Hector promises to dedicate the armour of 
his opponent to Apollo and Odysseus donates Dolon's cap, bow and spear to Athena. 
11 Van Stratten'Gift for the Gods' in Vesnel 1981; Wachsmuth D. "Weihungcn" in Kleine 
Pauly, V, 1975, pp. 1355-1359; on votive inscriptions: Lazzarini 1976. 
12 IG V11,1794. 
13 IG X11,3,1075. 
14 Durkcrt 1985, pp. 68-69. 
15 Burkcrt 1985, p. 47, note 1. 
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It was a very simple idea of the deity which suggested the votive offering. He 
or she was regarded as not too different from the worshipper and was assumed 
to be gratified with the offer of a gift. Also the god needed a house (temple) 
and food (libation and sacrifices). If the worshipper was granted wealth and 
luck, the deity, considered the giver of such good fortune, was acknowledged 
with a gift. So the warrior dedicated a part of his spoil, the tradesman or fanner 
a part of his profits. The gift to the gods in a situation of prosperity can be seen 
again in the Odyssey when Aegisthus, after having slain Agamemnon and 
married Clytemnestra, "burnt many things on the sacred altars of the gods, and 
hung up many votive gifts, clothes and gold, because he had accomplished a 
great deed which he never would have hoped for"". If he is delivered from 
sickness or danger it is equally natural to acknowledge the favour. 
A prayer to the god is always more acceptable if accompanied by a vow". 
However, the essence of the votive offering is freewill, whether it is the first- 
fiuits of a farmer to Artemis or the gold vessel of a rich merchant to Apollo. 
Had the offering been compulsory, it would have been a =. On the other 
hand, the deity may resent neglect. The farmer is aware that Artemis may 
retaliate if first-fruits are not presented to her. 
Offerings were made in fulfilment of a vow, but also as thanksgiving, 
propitiation and prayer. The offering is also intended as a memorial, to remind 
man of God's providence or to remind the god of his worshipper's gratitude, or 
both. From the 4th century B. C. it is often the giver's intention to display a 
memorial to men of his own devotion and virtue". 
IV The votive offering as substitution 
Some scholars believe that the votive offering did not have in ancient times the 
same significance that it has in modem religions". Following a study by 
16 Odyssey 111,273. 
17 Rouse 1902, p. 350. 
18 Rouse 1902, pp. 147,35 1; CLI 11.470. 
19 Pazzini 1935, pp. 42-79. 
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Frazer", Pazzini claims that in the ancient mentality, the sick person was such 
because he or she had sinned or offended the god. The votive, in this case the 
anatomical votive, was a way of substituting for the part of the body chosen by 
the offended god as expiation and therefore attacked by disease. However, 
there is no evidence for this. If this concept was related to the original 
significance of the practice, we must ask ourselves if it still had any relation to 
the significance acquired by the classical period and, in particular, between the 
4th and 2nd centuries B. C. 
V The votive offering as a gift 
Far more acceptable is the concept of the votive offering as a way to make the 
divinity in question aware of the needs of the offerer, for healing purposes, 
protection, fertility, or as a gift of gratitude for a wish granted. it is possible 
that the concept of expiation-substitution was, to some extent, always present 
in the relationship between man and god, in a kind of almost contractual 
agreement. Man was to pay for his mistakes in order to be even with the 
divinity. This would apply also to sins committed unwittingly, hence the 
scrupulous and meticulous execution of rituals, a practice important to 
Etruscan and Roman religion and permeating every aspect of life. 
Public offerings and dedications for deliverance from great dangers and plagues 
are well documented in the Greek world. Also the private dedications of 
individuals: Alyattes the Lydian, at Delphi early in the 6th century B. C., offered 
for the cure of a disease a great silver bowl, with a stand of welded iron 21 . 
Pericles dedicated a statue to Athena Hygieia for saving the life of a workman 
who fell from scaffoldine. 
Gifts and offerings are appropriate to all times and seasons, and there is no part 
of human life which is not considered worthy of a reminder to the, deity: 
gratitude for success in war or the games, safe completion of a voyage, 
20 Frazcr 1922. 
21 1 Icrodotus V, 82. 
22 Plutarch. Pericks, 13. 
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material prosperity, unexpected good luck, cure from disease, , prevented 
danger, public honours, puberty, manhood, marriage, childbirth, etc. 
According to which of these categories the votive offer is directed, it can be of 
a material or ideal type. Material is an object given for its own value: for 
example a successful merchant who wants to share with the god his fortune, 
may offer precious metal objects or money to the temple. Ideal is an object 
offered for what it implies: for example the anatomical votives dedicated as a 
reminder of the part of the body cured by the interest of the deity. 
VI The votive offering in the sanctuary 
Greek temples and sanctuaries were filled with votive offerings, votive tablets, 
festoons, wreaths. In certain cases it was necessary to lay down special rules, as 
can be seen in a 3rd century D. C. inscription from the Asklepieion at Rhodes: 
"No one is permitted to request that an image be raised or some other votive 
offering set up in the lower part of the sanctuary ( ... ) or any other spot where 
votive offerings prevent people walking past" 23. This phenomenon was 
observed by contemporary writers in a great number of sanctuaries crowded 
with ex-votos, not only grand and costly, such as precious metals and full scale 
sculpture, but also more modest painted votive tablets, small bronzes and 
terracottas'. 
The votive offerings in the sanctuary were the exclusive property of the divinity 
to which they were dedicated, and they could not under any circumstances be 
sold, exchanged or used in any other way. They were sacred from the moment 
they were dedicated and any action taken against them would be considered 
sacrilege. The votive offerings were entered in registers, a few such lists have 
survived from Greek sanctuaries'. 
23 Sokolowsky 1969, p. 107. 
24 Starbo VII, 374; Pausanias 11 11,6: 11126,1: Diodoms Siculus V 63; Herondas IV, 
Plato, Leg. 909-910; Cicero De natura deorum 11189; Aelian, De natura animalium VII 13. 
25 Bodei Giglioni G. RivSIIt 1977, p. 45; Bourguet E. Les comptes du IV si9cle. Paris 
1932; the fullest information available comes from the inventories of the Athenian 
Asklepicion IG IP 1532-1537,1539; from the Amphiarcion at Oropos IG VII 303; Ahens 
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The offerings were in such number that they literally covered the entire area of 
the sanctuary, inside and outside. The more precious offerings were placed in 
the cella near the cult statue, the walls, columns, architraves had ex-votos 
hanging from hooks, others were placed on shelves. External doors, columns 
and architraves also'had offers of a more durable kind and suitable for general 
decoration. There were no particular rules concerning the placing of the 
ex-votos, they may have been grouped according to shape, type, subject, 
dimensions, probably trying to achieve a decorative effect. The only offerings 
that required a specific place or room were precious objects and money. Open 
air worship, although uncommon, was certainly carried out, for example at 
Lavinium, where the votives were assembled around the thirteen open air 
altareý The sanctuaries needed frequent clearing of the'older votives to make 
room for the new ones. The older votives could not be discarded, even when of 
little value like the terracottas, which were generally broken to pieces to 
prevent any attempt to steal and re-use them. The broken pieces were 
ceremonially deposited in underground chambers, or large pits, dug near the 
sanctuary. In this way the offerings were still within the sanctuary precinct and 
for the disposal of the divinity. 
VII The votive offering in the Italic sphere 
Not only the great and famous sanctuaries were full of votives, but also the 
modest shrines of deities of local significance such as heroes and nymphs. The 
rural population, whose entire life took place within the confines of the village, 
would express gratitude for the help of the divinity by crowding the shrine with 
modest gifts, less costly but presented with no less pielas than those in larger 
sanctuaries. There were no fixed rules in the sanctuary and anyone was free to 
dedicate any kind of object and make any request to the god. It was not 
uncommon, as in the case of Aesculapius, directly associated with healing and 
medicine, for a deity to receive gifts redeeming a vow made outside his more 
sanctuary of the Hcros latros IG 111 839; Delos sanctuary of Demeter and Kore 
(Thcsmophorion) ID 1444, Ba, 2,9,10,11,16,17. 
26 Pausanias 11 xi, 6 and III xxvi, 1. 
27 TorcIli in Lavinlum 11,1975. 
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obvious sphere of action. For example, an inscription in Rome to Aesculapius 
and Hygeia is dedicated by, merchants to propitiate the good results of a 
commercial transactioe. The people that worshipped in the sanctuaries have 
left behind a tangible proof of their pielas in the shape of the ex-votos. The 
offering can be virtually anything, from a simple piece of aes rude to a statue or 
a gold vessel. Two of the most commonly used materials for ex-votos were 
bronze and terracotta (organic materials must have been very common as well 
but they have rarely survived), the first favoured because it was durable, and 
the second because it was inexpensive. 
Of the numerous types of gifts offered many have perished due to the nature of 
the material in which they were made, such as painted wooden images or 
precious metals which ended in the melting pot. Others have survived in great 
numbers, like the anatomical votive models in terracotta, as can be seen in the 
Asklepieion in Corinth, where arms, legs, feet, hands, breasts, male genitals, 
and heads are present". From the 4th century B. C. onwards, Greek anatomical 
ex-votos are numerous, though never as overwhelmingly abundant as in Italy. 
The tradition of dedicating replicas of parts of the human body was widespread 
in the ancient world, a practice that is by no means dead today. Whether the 
individual dedications were intended as appeal to the divine power, or as thank- 
offering, is not always clear. Inscriptions recording gratitude to Asklepios are 
known from Greece and Italy and in these cases there can little doubt of 
interpretatiorýo. 
VIH Distribution of votive types on the Italian territory 
Different areas of the Italian peninsula varied in their types of votives, 
indicating local cultural individuality as much as the type of available resources. 
Bronze is preferred above all other materials in the inland areas of northern 
Etruria, which had access to rich metal sources, from Orvieto-Chiusi to 
Volterra and as far north as Bologna. South of this region terracotta is the 
28 CIL, VI, 18. 
29 Roebuck 195 1, p. 113. 
30 Roebuck 195 1, p. 117; Moretti 1968,1, no. 105; CIL, )a, 1295. 
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favourite material since the archaic period. The Roman expansion was to make 
this material popular throughout Italy. Terracotta, was the traditional material 
for votives in the southern part of the Tyrrhenian coastal area, the lands of the 
Latins, Ausonians and Campanians, not so rich in metal resources as its 
neighbouring north Etruria, but where clay was abundane'. The Umbrians, the 
Veneti and generally all the populations of the Apennines and the Adriatic 
coastal areas followed in the bronze tradition32. 
IX Specialisation of sanctuanies 
Sometimes the nature of the sanctuary may determine the popularity of certain 
categories of offerings. At the healing sanctuaries, for example, the anatomical 
vofives reproducing the parts of the human body, upon which the divine 
intervention was required, were preferred. We have only a general idea of the 
nature of most sanctuaries. However, there are indications to suggest that there 
may have been some degree of specialisation. Pliny himself informs us that the 
curative powers of the springs, around which many healing sanctuaries were 
consecrated, varied from place to place. 
Some waters were specifically beneficial for the treatment of foot and sinew 
complaints, others were better suited to the cure of sciatica or eye and ear 
disorders, others again were recommended for gout and stone bladder. 
Interestingly Pliny advocates the use of certain spring waters also to childless 
women to promote fertility, an idea also promoted by Vitruvius". 
Already in Greece a certain degree of specialisation between sanctuaries seems 
evident: at the Asklepieia in Corinth votive eyes are rare (only three), while in 
Athens they are numerous; in Corinth internal organs are rare but they are 
frequently listed in Athens'. 
31 Stcingrabcr 1980, pp. 215-253. 
32 Colonna 1970, pp. 23-24. 
33 Pliny N. H., XXI; Vitruvius V111,3. 
34 Rocbuck 195 1, p. 120-12 1; Rousc 1902, p. 212. 
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x The anatomical ex-votos 
In Italy the frequency of certain types of cx-votos, particularly of the 
anatomical models, may indicate the therapeutic properties of the sanctuary and 
the principal allments to which the healing divinity was able to offer relief 
Interesting observations on this matter have been put forward for the healing 
sanctuary at Ponte di Nona, on the Via Praenestina, near Rome, where more 
than eight thousand votive terracottas were excavated". A comparison is 
drawn between the excavated deposits of anatomical votive terracottas at the 
sanctuaries of Ponte di Nona, Laviniurn and Veii Campetti. In the first two 
centres the bulk of terracottas consists of feet, hands, heads and statues, while 
viscera and sexual organs are scarce. At Ponte di Nona eye models are also 
very frequent (over one thousand). The deposit at the sanctuary of Campetti at 
Veii is made up for nearly 70% of sexual organs and breasts. This remarkable 
contrast between the contents of the deposits must reflect areas of 
specialisation within the healing cult. 
Anatomical votives occur at sites of well known medical cults such as Nfinerva 
Medica and the Asklepieion on the Tiber Island, but they also occur in great 
numbers in many suburban shrines with healing waters such as at Veii, Vulci 
North Gate, the Heraion at Caere, the shrine of Juno Curitis at Civita 
Castellana, Gabii, Ponte di Nona and many others. They also occur at the 
shrines of local divinities not directly associated with healing and medicine, 
such as Dea Marica at Nfinturrio and Mefitis at Rocca San Felice and 
Settefratti"'. 
35 Potter 1985, pp. 2447, p1s. VI-XI. 
36 Potter 1985, pp. 28-29,39, fig. 4. 
37 Stcingrtibcr 1980, p. 237. 
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XI Miniaturisation as symbolic substitution 
It is also worth mentioning some of the other categories of votive terracottas, 
found in the Italic sanctuaries together with the anatomical ex-votos. It is rare 
to find Italian sanctuaries that do not yield models of various species of 
animals. Bovines always are the most popular", but horses, boars and birds are 
also common. Rams and doge" are occasionally found and even exotic animals 
such as lions'. Terracotta votives in the shape of domestic animals can be 
interpreted as a personification of the same upon which the offerer wishes to 
bring the divine protection. Of course, in the context of a sanctuary the 
possibility that the model may represent a sacrificial animal must not be 
dismissed. The notion of miniaturisation of the objects to be offered to the gods 
was strongly felt by the Italic populations. To reproduce objects of real fife, 
such as animals, fruits, food, presupposesthe recognised and accepted value of 
the object as a symbolic substitute for the real thing. In fact we can extend this 
idea to the object as a substitute for the sacrificed animal and, in the case of the 
anthropomorphic figurines of generic type, even human. This practice is 
common all over the Mediterranean area, and also in Italy, interpreted as a 
surrogate for human sacrifices. Ancient tradition and myths seem to confirm 
this interpretation. We know, for example, how king Numa tried to trick the 
bloodthirsty Jupiter by replacing the desired sacrifices with garlic heads, hair, 
and live fish". Also common are the terracotta replicas of fruits and food such 
as cakes, presumably intended as a substitute for the authentic object to offer to 
the divinity. 
38 The sickness of a bull would have been a matter of grave concern amongst farming 
communities. 
39 Dogs arc quite often associated with hcaling sanctuaries: Wheeler 1932, p. 41. 
40 Lions have been found at Cagliari: Vivanet F. Wuove terracotte votive ripescatc nclIa 
laguna di Santa Gilla'NS 1893, p. 256, and at the temple of Matcr Matuta at Conca: Barnabei 
F. ct all. 'Di un antico tcmpio dove si pone la sede della cittA di Satricum! NS 1896, p. 23ff. 
41 Ovid, Fasti, 111,334-339; Capdcville 1971, pp. 283-323. 
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XH Fertility, puberty and well-being 
Less obvious is the significance of the figurines. Most Italic sanctuaries yield a 
large number of figurines of assorted type. A single deposit often can hold: 
figurines of sitting or standing couples, with or without child, figurines of 
divinitiee'., and representations of generic types, both male and female, of the 
Tanagra repertoire. These may be linked to a particular period in the life of the 
offerer: marriage, in the case of a sitting couple, or childbirth, in the case of a 
couple with child and new bom babies. Figurines of the young Apollo and 
Hercules may indicate the reaching of puberty for a boy and figurines of Venus 
for a girl. Mercury may indicate the successful results of a business deal. 
However, the figurines of the divinity may represent the actual worship of the 
sanctuary, as at the temple of Magna Mater on the Palatind". 
In Rome the reason for making an offer and vows to the gods (volum solvere, 
volum reddere, pro-volo, ex-voto, volum posuit, volum fecil, volum susceptum, 
votum dedicavil) is sometimes, as in Greece, revealed in inscriptions found 
together with the offer§". The motivations can be related to disease, successful 
completion of a journey or of a military expedition, financial and political 
success. For the lower classes of society and the slaves, amongst whom the 
offerers of terracottas can be mostly found, it can be a request for a cure from 
sickness for oneself or for a relative, aspiration to freedom, marriage, 
childbirth, love problems, etc. Also a general vow of sanalio, good health, 
could be indicated in the case of statues, figurines, male and female heads. The 
terracotta figurines of couples, women with children and figurines of female 
divinities are more likely related to fertility and child-birth. 
42 Of different divinities from the one worshipped at the sanctuary. At the deposit of 
Minerva Modica, in Rome, were also found figurines of Hercules, Apollo, Mercury, Venus 
and Athena, all deities associated with healing cults. 
43 Romanelli P. in MonL! nc. XLVI, 1962, p. 264. 
44 De Marchi 1896, p. 271. 
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Chapter 4 
ANCIENT MEDICINE AND THE ANATOMICAL VOTIVES' 
Although not strictly inherent to the study of votive heads, it is valuable, for a 
general picture of the Italic custom of offering anatomical ex-votos, to spend 
some words on ancient medical knowledge. The anatomical models are closely 
associated with the heads, as they are almost invariably found together in 
votive deposits, and also in museumss collections. In the British Museum the 
provenance of the objects is generally unknown, nevertheless they form a 
comparable group from the same, or similar, source. 
I The dawn of medical science 
The Greek epics relate that the knowledge of the healing properties of plants 
which Askepios had received from Cheiron, was applied by those "excellent 
physicians" his sons Machaon and Podaleirios during the Trojan War. 
According to tradition, they transmitted this learning to their descendants, the 
clan of Asklepiadai, as a sacred heritage. Wounds were treated by those 
"skilled in many remedies", by removing foreign bodies and dressing with mild, 
soothing roots and herbS2 . The use of remedies from plants was a customary 
practice, and it can not be doubted that this therapeutic tradition formed the 
basis for the observations from which the early scientific methods in medicine 
were developed. 
The Hippocratic writings indicate that the early medical schools conducted 
within the Asklepieia were very practical in their manner of thought: "to offer 
IA 
paper on this subject has been submitted for publication to the Institute of 
Archaeology Bulletin, UCL, )OK 1993, pp. 2940. 
2 Iliad, IV, 219; XI, 512,830,845; XVL 29. 
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up prayers is no doubt becoming and good, but while praying to the gods a 
man ought also to use his own exertions" . 
Under the patronage of the healing temples on one hand, and independent 
physicians and philosophers on the other, medical knowledge was enriched by 
facts gathered from many recorded observations until the healing art emerged 
from the temple schools. Epigraphical evidence testify for the presence of 
physicians at some temples4, and the discovery of surgical instruments at a 
temple site is an indication that certain centres may have practised surgery,. It 
is undoubtable that the great medical schools of the Greek world flourished 
alongside the sanctuaries, in particular of Asklepios. The material methods used 
for cures by the physicians were mainly: buming, cutting and starving6. At the 
temple the more practical therapeutics methods of external application used 
were lotions and ointments, exercise, baths followed by ffiction and other 
manipulation, diet, and a general hygienic regime. Medicine became more 
rational with the passage of time and less dependent on faith and miracle. After 
the Roman conquest and during the early Christian era, the Asklepieia were 
steadily becoming more Eke modem sanatoria and hospital. 
In Italy, while religious healing was gaining popularity among the citizens of 
Rome, the germs of more scientific methods of treatment were transplanted by 
many Greek physicians from Knidos, Cos and Alexandria, who, in spite of the 
diffidence of some Romans like Cato the Elder, came in increasing numbers, 
many gaining respect and influence. It was during the mýid-to-late Republican 
period that empirical medicine was introduced into central Italy. It appears that 
the great majority of educated Romans preferred this kind of medical treatment 
to the religious healing of the temples, which they regarded with scepticism and 
scorn, as being too plebeian. This widespread mistrust toward religious healing 
among the upper class citizens of Rome is illustrated by several remarks of 
3 Oppocrates, de Hinsomnlis, 11,87; Adams 1886,1, p. 68. 
4 Roebuck 195 1, pp. 156-157. 
5 Grenier 1960, p. 817. 
6 Plato, Protagoras, 107. 
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Cicero, in particular: "I believe that those who recover from illness are more 
indebted to the care of Hippocrates than to the power of Aesculap iUS"7. 
11 The evidence of the anatomical votives 
A most useful work on the anatomical votives of Lavinium was carried out by 
Maria Fenelli8. She emphasizes the difference between the use of the term "ex- 
voto" and "anatomical votive", which she favours. The word "ex-voto" 
suggests the idea of an offer to the divinity in exchange for a favour, the 
anatomical votive is more specifically the representation of a part of the 
anatomy, human or animal, offered to the divinity. The most commonly 
represented parts of the human anatomy are: male and female torsos and 
chests, sometimes open to show the viscera, heads and half heads, eyes, ears, 
noses, tongues, breasts, full limbs, hands, arms, feet, buttocks, male and female 
genital organs, internal and external organs such as hearts and intestines?. 
Already in Crete in the first Palace phase reproductions of parts of the human 
anatomy, ' clearly intended as votives, were found, in particular at the 
sanctuaries of PetsoM near Palekastros and Kalo Choriolo. Small ears, eyes and 
feet in gold, silver and ivory were excavated in a rich deposit at the Artemision 
in Ephesus". They were also present in the sanctuaries of Asklepios and of 
other healing divinities: in the Asklepieia in Athens 12 , at Epidauros, Corinth 
13 
, 
7 Cicero, de Natura Deorum., 111,3 8. 
8 Fcnclli 1975, pp. 206-252. 
9 Stieda 1901, p. 63ff; Capparoni P. U pcrsistcnza dclla forma degli antichi donaria 
anatomici ncgli ex-voto modcmi'in Boltlst. Stor. ItArle Sanitaria XXVIJI, 1927, p. 44ff. 
10 Platon N. 'Cretcse hficcneo'in EUA IV, 1958, p. 76; Myrcs 1902-1903, pp. 374-375, 
PLXII. 
11 Hogarth 1908, pp. 107-108,196, pl MI. 
12 Very famous is the relief in Pentalic marble from Athens, of second half of 4th century 
B. C., showing a bearded man facing lcft, carrying a huge leg on which is a very thick 
varicose vein. The man is evidently placing his votive offering in the shrine: Athens N. M. 
3526; Tabanclli 1962, p. 2, fig. 1; Van Strattcn 'Gifts for the Gods' in Vcrsnel 1981, p. 113, 
no. 2.1, fig. 52 and bibliography. 
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Cos, Pergamon 14 and Delos'5. Others were found in CyprUS16, and examples 
showing pathological peculiarities were discovered even in Gaut 17 . 
In the Greek world the anatomical votives are generally in marble or metal, the 
terracotta examples from Corinth, of late Sth to late 4th centuries B. C., are 
exceptions's. The Corinthian terracottas are mostly heads, eyes, ears, tongues, 
torsos, breasts, hands and arms, legs and feet, male genitalia. Their similarity 
with the Italic examples is remarkable, offering the best parallel in Greece for a 
practice that was more widespread in Italy. 
In Italy, the Etruscans were reputed to be excellent physicians and some ex- 
votos from Tessennano near Vulci are considered the most ancient 
representations of internal organs so far known'9. Anatomical votives have 
been retrieved in huge numbers, mostly in central Italy, dated between the 4th 
and the I st centuries B C. 20 . The great popularity of the anatomical models 
Italy can be partly explained, by the absence of a longstanding tradition of 
professional medicine, as in Greece2l. In Italy only the upper stratum of society 
had admittance to an expensive Greek doctor, the rest of the population had to 
place faith, for every sort of cure, to the nearest healing divinity. Thus every 
village shrine was employed as a sort of clinic. 
13 De Weale 1933, pp. 417451; Broneer 1947, p. 247, pl. LXVI, 33; Roebuck 1951, 
P. 111L 
14 De Luca 1968, pp. 171-172. 
15 Deonna 1938, pp. 218-220; other interesting votive offers from Greece in: Hollander 
1902, p. 215f.; Major 1954, pp. 110,116-117: terracotta breasts and male genitals showing 
pronounced phimoses from Corinth, votive tablet with womb from Cos, a brain from Corinth. 
16 Caubet-Helly 1971, pp. 331-334. 
17 Bernard 1958, pp. 328-358; Lebel 1965, pp. 245-258; Gamier 1960,11, VI. 
18 Roebuch 195 1, p. 113. 
19 Tabanelli M. U testimonianze delta medicina net mondo Etrusco. ' Pagine della 
Sloria della Medicina VI, 1,1962, p. 5. 
20 Fenelli 1975, pp. 233-245, fig. 1. 
21 Edelstein 1945, pp. 1-64. 
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The practice of dedicating anatomical ex-votos declined abruptly towards the 
end of the 2nd century B. C., and by the end of the Republic they had almost 
totally disappeared. 
At Veii the deposit at Campetti was sealed by c. 50 B. C. at the temple of 
Nfinerva Medica in Rome and at Capua there is nothing that can be dated later 
than the first part of the I st century B C. 22 . The causes for the decline of such a 
popular tradition are not clear. However, it is possible that the constantly 
improving standards of medical science may be at the root of it. The practice 
survived far longer in the provinces, particularly Gaul and Britain, where a 
number of sanctuaries have yielded anatomical votives, mostly in bronze, some 
wood but rarely in teffaCotta23. 
Of course the practice has never really disappeared, but has been translated into 
the Christian religion, where it still survives in the form of the miniature ex- 
votos decorating the walls of churches in many parts of the world. 
III Medical interpretation of the anatomical votives 
After many decades of neglect, much attention has, in recent years, been 
directed towards the anatomical donaria from archaeologists and medical 
historians. The first serious attempt to focus on the subject was made in the 
1930's by Pazzini24, embracing a magic-homeopathic view of the problem 
following a study by Frazer". He offered a more profound analysis on the issue 
than the interpretation proposed by Rouse, according to whom the anatomical 
votive is simply a renýiinder to the divinity, to propitiate or to acknowledge a 
22 Torelli-Pohl 1973, p. 40ff; Gatti Lo Guzzo 1978, pp. 150-151; Bonghi Jovino 1965, 
p. 23ff. 
23 Home P. D. King A. Romano-Celtic temples in continental Europe' in Rodwell 1980, 
pp, 369-555: they list sixteen sites with anatomical cx-votos; Henig 1985, p. 145ff-, Martin 
1965, pp. 247-252; Vatin 1969, pp. 320-330; Poursat 1973, pp. 439-444 
24 Pazzini 1935, p. 54. 
25 Frazer 1922. 
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26 favour . Pazzini and Frazer perceived the anatomical ex-voto as a substitution 
for the diseased part of the body, in exchange for a cure, linked with the 
complex concept of expiation and sin2ý The theory is favoured by some 
scholane8, but rejected by others as too speculative and removed from its 
historical perspective in the Italic context". 
More relevant is the medical interest arising from the anatomical replicas: do 
the votives represent healthy or diseased organs? what relationship existed 
between the medical knowledge of the time and the craftsman! s products? 
between religion and medical cures? between the geophysical characteristics of 
the site of the sanctuary, springs and healing waters, and the range of 
anatomical types present? 
In some cases the speculation on the subject can get out of hand and some 
enthusiastic assumptions made on the level of anatomical knowledge of the 
Etruscans are substantially gratuitouS30. I 
More realistically, the evidence for a relationship between medical knowledge 
and anatomical votives is fragmentary, particularly with regard to the internal 
organs. Apart for representations of single organs, mostly uterus and some 
hearts, conventionally represented but clearly identifiable, other internal organs 
and visceral groups are more difficult to recognise. In most cases they are not 
very realistically rendered in shape and proportions. Only in the case of open 
26 Rousc 1902, p. 210ff. 
27 Chapter 3, paragraph IV. 
28 Pugliese Carratelli G. 1, azio, Roma e Iftna Grecia prima del secolo IV a. C. 'ParPass 
=11,1968, p. 325ff. Pugliese Carratclli sees this interpretation closely linked with the 
original double fanction of the healing divinity as bestowcr of health but also giver of 
disease; Fcnclli 1975, p. 210. 
29 Fcffea-Pinna 'Il dcposito votivo: votivi anatomici' in CoarcIli 1986, p. 133. 
30 Decoufld 1964, pp. 36-437: the author makes the distinction, without offering any 
supporting proof, between ex voto segmentaires, or isolated anatomical parts, and 
mannequines d'ansembles, or open whole trunks exposing the viscera. He maintains that the 
first arc offered by common people of low social standing and arc mass produced; the second 
he claims offered by a better and more educated class, showing advanced knowledge of 
human anatomy and expressly comn-dssioned (p. 36-37). He also reports that the more 
detailed anatomical replicas were used as teaching aids in medical schools near the 
sanctuaries. 
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torsos we ca In be certain that human organs are intended and . not animal3l. On 
the other hand, there is no way of knowing if the intention of the offerer was 
really to dedicate animal entrails Oust in the same way as small models'of whole 
animals were offered) in replacement for a valuable, live animal offer32. It is 
also possible that, if human organs were intended, due to the inadequate 
knowledge of the human anatomy, the better known animal parts were 
represented instead. 
IV Representations of diseased and healthy organs 
The level of anatomical knowledge reached by the populations of Etruria and 
central Italy from the 4th century B. C., is impossible to establish on the basis of 
the anatomical votive alone 33 . It is safe to assume that, in most cases, the 
anatomical votives satisfy a request to the divinity for healing from ailment to 
the limb or organ represented 34 . Given the limited number of representations of 
diseased organs in proportion to healthy ones, it is also evide'rit''that the 
indication of the specific disease was of secondary importance to the offer of 
the organ itself's. It is impossible to know if the models showing apparently 
healthy organs were meant to illustrate disease, as some pathological conditions 
can not be displayed. In some cases the elements indicating the ailment may 
have been painted on the object, as can some times be found on modem 
votives. 
31 The same organs arc some times differently identified, as in the case of some votivcs 
from Bolscna recognised as human by Decoufld: Decoufld 1964, p. 27, figs. 9,18; and animal 
by Tabanclli: Tabanelli 1962, p. 47, pl. 16. Others from Tesscnnano have been identified as 
human by Tabanclli: Tabanelli 1962, pp. 50-52, pl. 18; either human or animal by Serchioni: 
Serchioni G. Vispczione dei visceri nella antichitA con riguardo all'aruspicina ctrusca. ' in 
Velerinaria. V111,1959, p. 143, fig. 4. 
32 Scrchioni op. cit. 1959, p. 143. 
33 Giacosa P. Notizie degli oggettl esposti alla mostra di storia della medicina di Torino. 
1898-'Alexandcr 1905; Lotzcnkirchcn 1974,1, pp. 37-61. 
34 Dc Lact-Dcsittcre 1969, p. 17. 
35 Fcnclli 1975, pp. 211-212. 
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The anatomical votives were mass produced to satisfy the requests of many 
different people, therefore had to be standardised. It was enough to offer the 
reproduction of the organ or limb, probably only in some cases modified to the 
request of customers to indicate'specific ailments 36 . Besides, the craftsmen 
producing these objects were unlikely to have had much familiarity with 
contemporary medicine. However, a number of these models show very distinct 
pathological conditions of diverse typeOý For example a model of an arm with 
three large ulcers was found at Tarquini2s, an elbow and the back of a knee 
from the deposit of Minerva Medica in Rome show in relief several festering 
pustuld" and from the same deposit a female head displays on the forehead an 
area of newly re-growing hair. 
Loolcing at specific anatomical groups from Lavinium, as examined by Fenelli, 
several interesting observations can be made4'. 
Feet are ý often found in large number, single or in pair, and generally no 
anatomical, deformity is indicated. They seem to be more common in rural 
sanctuaries, patronised by fanning communities where injuries to hands and 
feet must have been frequent and disabling 42 . 
Ears never show pathological malformities (deafness or other hearing 
complaints are not graphically representable), and are in most cases illustrated 
with little care to anatomical accuracy 43. In Greece ears were a common ex- 
36 Fcnclli 1975, pp. 211-212. 
37 For anatomical votives reproducing clear pathological conditions: Hollander 1912, 
p. 286M, Meyer Stcineg-Sudhoff 1950, p. 90, fig. 35; p. 61, fig. 39; p. 81, figs. 50-51; Capparoni 
P. U persistenza della forma degli antichi donaria anaton-Lici ncgli ex-voto moderni. ' 
BoII. Ist. Stor. 1t. ArIe Sanitaria XXVI-XXVII 1927, p. 50ff.; Tabanelli 1962, pp. 12-13. 
38 Romanelli P. in NS 1948, p. 216, no. 19. 
39 Gatti Lo Guzzo 1978, pl. Lll. 
40 Gatti Lo Guzzo 1978, pl. XX)Ull. 
41 Fcnelli 1975, p. 215ff. 
42 Potter 1985, pp. 30,41. 
43 Fenelli 1975, p. 215, pl. XL, 1. 
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voto, often hinting to the willingneii of the divinity to listen to the prayers 
rather than as an anatomical donaria in the Italic sense. 
Eyes can be represented as eyeball only or as the whole eye and lid. This 
distinction could reflect a real difference in the disease for which a cure was 
sought. The isolated eyeball was perhaps intended to indicate vision defects, 
such as myopia, detached retina, cataract, glaucoma, but the eye-plaque could 
be indicative of acute infections and lesions of the eyelids, such as conjuntiviti. 5 - 
and trachoma. lmdequate hygienic conditions are a common cause of these 
diseases. 
Without signs of pathology are also the few examples of tongue, torsos, 
breasts47 and buttockeg. 
Breasts are a common donaria in many votive deposits in Italy and Greece, and 
there are even modem examplee9. At Lavinium only five examples survived, 
characterised by distinct nipples on more or less realistic models. This kind of 
offer, generally life size, could indicate either a breast disease such as mastitis, 
or a plea for motherhood or even for milk flow5o. 
44 Roebuch 195 1, p. 120; Dconna 193 8, pp. 217-220; De Luca 1968, pl. 62A; Van Stratten 
'Gifts for the Gods' in Versnel 198 1, pp. 83,144, figs. 11-12. An inscription from Piacenza, in 
northern Italy, describes how LCallidus Primus presented Mnerva with two silver cars in 
response to a successful cure: CIL, )U, 1295. 
45 Only one and anatomically accurate: Fenelli 1975, p. 216, pl. XL, 3. At the sanctuary of 
Ponte di Nona two human tongues were present, one a complete ex-voto with clearly marked 
uvula and tonsils, suggesting that tonsillitis may occasionally have been treated: Potter 1985, 
p. 3 1. Ex-votos of this kind are rare and are recorded from only five other Italian sites: Fcnclli 
1975, p. 232ff. At Ponte di Nona the model of a mouth was present with clearly marked lips 
and teeth, which has suggested possible dental problems: Potter 1985, p. 3 1. 
46 Fenelli 1975, p. 216, pl. XLI. 
47 Fenelli 1975, p. 216. 
48 Only two examples: Fcnclli 1975, p. 216, pl. XLIII, 1. 
49 In Greece: Rocbuch 195 1, p. 12 1; Capparoni op. cit. 1927, p. 55. 
50 Decoufld 1964, p. 9. 
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Male genital organs are numerous, fully and realistically representeds'. In some 
cases children's members are intended 52 . The most interesting observation made 
on this group is that many of the examples are represented showing clear 
evidence of phimosis, or with, the gland completely covered as to ý look 
phimotic53 . This condition is also typical of male genital organs from other 
depositss" ' and probably also in votive deposits reported in old publications 
where the male genital organs are, prudishly, simply listed but not described or 
photographed. Pbimosis is a condition induced by lack of hygiene and sexually- 
transmitted diseases, such as gonococcal disease, therefore it is reasonable to 
assume that the representations of the male genital organs reflected real 
circumstances. Venereal diseases were probably more common amongst urban 
population than farming communities. It is suggested by the higher percentage 
of votives, representing genital organs in deposits at urban sanctuaries, such as 
Veii, compared to the number of such objects at rural shrines such as Ponte di 
NonP. 
In presenting the healing deity with an accurate model of the ailment, the 
dedicant was requesting a specific cure from a specific affliction. It has been 
claimed that the phimotic look of the votives may be simply due to a 
conventional representation of the organ 56 . Fenelli rightly argues against this 
hypothesis. She remarks that it is unlikely these terracottas were intended to 
represent healthy organs, as the healthy male genital is not difficult to 
represent. Indeed many examples of the healthy organ exist as its shape was 
51 One of the most common donaria in Italy and Greece: Fcnclli 1975, pp. 216-218, 
pls. XL: 4, XL : 5, XL: 6-, Rocbuch 195 1, p. 123. 
52 Fenclli 1975, pl. XL: 5. 
53 Fcnelli 1975, pl. XL: 6. 
54 Sambon 1895 p. 9; Decouf1d 1964, p. 7; Tabanelli 1962, p. 11; 1ýbjor 1954, p. 110; p. 208, 
no. 7,; Furfaro 1963, p. 197: five examples from the Museo Civico in Bologna; Garofano 
Venosta 1966, p. 16: examples from Capua; De Laet-Desittere 1969, p. 22, no. 15, pl. V. I: 
examples from Palestrina. 
55 Potter 1985, pp. 39,43. 
56 Hollander 1902, p. 312ff. 
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well known, unlike some internal organs. Besides, the phimotic condition is 
often so accurately displayed to leave little doubt of interpretation 57 
Representations of female genital organs can be external" or internal. More 
frequent are the internal uteri, probably one of the more common ex-votos in 
the Italic world". The organ is presented as a mixture of anatomical accuracy 
and inventiveness. The muscular part of the organ, is generally indicated by 
ridges, at times undulated. The model generally terminates at one end with an 
oval or circular opening. An elongated appendices on either side of the uterus; 
occasionally present, 1as been interpreted as the ovary and the Fallopian 
tubes' or as a vaginal cisel. 
The first known studies on embryology and biology are attributed to Alcmaeon 
of Croton in the 6th century B C. 62 
In the Corpus Hippocraticum gynaecology and the anatomy of the female 
reproductive organs are reasonably, if partially, understood 63 . In the second half of the 4th century B. C. the anatomy of the uterus was also studied by 
57 Fcnclli 1975, pp. 217-218. 
58 Fcnclli 1975, pl. XL: 7, XL: 8; fromVeiO Campctti: NS 1973, pp. 242-244, figs. 119-120. 
The cxtcrnal female genital organ is always rendered, unlike the male genital, rather 
sketchily. 
59 Found in hundreds at the sanctuary of Hera in Poseidonia: Scstieri 1955, p. 39. 
Togcthcr with the uteri, numerous female half statues, of the lower part of the body, with a 
pregnant belly, were retrieved. 
60 Fenclli 1975, p. 220; Curatolo 190 1, p. 90, fig. 26; Hollander 1902, pp. 192-19'3, fig. 102; 
Rouqucttc P. Us ex voto m6dicicaux d'organes intcrncs dans I'Antiquitd Romaine! 
BuII. Soc. Franc. 111st-MM M, 1912, pp. 270-287,370-414; Tabanelli 1962, p. 74, nos. 6,7,8. 
61 Wells 1964, p. 267, no. 34. 
62 Sigcrist 1961,11, pp. 101-103, nos. 59-55, pp. 287-290; Pazzini A. 'Il pcnsicro greco di 
Alcmconc il Crotoniate sccondo le fonti dossografiche. ' MemLinc VIII, V11, Roma 1963, 
p. 2ff. 
63 Siegcrist. 1961, p. 260ff.; Radicchi R. Vostetricia, la ginecologia, la pediatria nelle 
opcre ippocratichc. ' Sclenfia Velerum, NS XVIII, no. 125, pp. 35-150; Radicchi R. 'La 
mcdicina ostctrico-ginecologica e pediatrica nclla civiltA greca. 'Maternita e Infanzia 1970, 
11, pp. 44-58. 
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Diocles of Carystue, Praxagoras of Coe5 and Erophilos". This indicates that 
already by that date the female genital organs were well known and studied. 
However, we can not assume that medical knowledge was available to the 
craftsman modelling the anatomical votives. It is more likely that the artisan 
manufactured an object corresponding to the traditional idea of how the organ 
looked. This could explain a certain "artistic" freedom of representation that 
has puzzled scholars for decades. 
Maria Fenelli in her study points to the difficulty of interpreting the significance 
of these votive offers in relation to the various characteristics represented 67 . 
Most significantly: is the uterus (particularly when rendered with the neck wide 
and open) intended to indicate a pregnant woman approaching birth and 
making the offer for propitiatory reasons't" Or was this way of illustrating the, 
organ just conventional without any significant anatomical relevance? In this 
case the offer could be interpreted merely as a plea to the divinity for fertility69. 
The models - showing the lateral appendices, can also suggest different 
intentions on the part of the donor according to the interpretation given, as 
ovary or cist. As a cist this addition to the organ acquires an obvious healing 
connotation, either as request for a cure or acknowledgement of recovery. As 
an ovary the fertility implication is evident". Venereal gonorrhoea was also 
64 Only fragments of text: Willman M. Die Fragmente d. sikelischen. Arzte. 190 1. 
65 Only fragments of text: Stecked F. The fragments of Praxagoras of Cos and his 
school. ' Philosophia Antiqua VIII, Leiden 1958. 
66 Cclsus De med. 23-24; Galen of Pergamum De dissect. uteri, IV; La Toffe 1917, 
P. 1 19ff. 
67 Fcnclli 1975', pp. 223-224. 
68 Tabanclli 1962, p. 73; Sambon 1895, p. 9. 
69 Thomasson 196 1, p. 137. 
70 The case for the ovary can be further complicated by the theory concerning the sex of 
the fetus. According to ancient medical belief, still credited until the Renaissance, in the left 
side of the uterus was conceived the female faus, in the right side the male. Therefore, the 
presence of a right or left ovary on the uterus model may imply a request for a male or female 
child. For the ancient theory on sex: Ccnsorinus De die natali VI, 6-8; Galen De semine If, 
5; Galen De usu parlium XIV, 6-7; Nardi 193 8. 
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common amongst women, a disease which caused pelvic abscess and eventual 
sterility due to the blocking of the Fallopian tubes7'. 
The heads have often been interpreted as -a generic offering symbolising the 
donor. This can, of course, frequently be the case : however, there are other' 
possibilities". Headache is one of the most common symptoms of a number of 
ailments. Particularly relevant is malaria a disease that caused much misery to 
the population of areas of central Italy until the early part of this century. Fever 
and headache are typical of cerebral malaria, causing much suffering and 
ultimately deathý'. Migraine was, then as now, a debilitating condition. An 
interesting characteristic, from our point of view, of the headaches caused by 
migraines is that they often occur only on one side of the head73. This could 
account, in some cases, for the presence of half-heads, common in most votive 
deposits. 
Other diseases not graphically representable, such as arthritis, may have been at 
the origin of some anatomical dedications. This infirmity attacks the spine, the 
knees, hands and feet; paleopathological evidence from the excavation of 
cemeteries has demonstrated that most ancient communities suffered from 
some form of osteoarthritis"'. 
Skin diseases are also difficult to interpret; nevertheless, as the largest organ of 
the human body, we must assume that they were widespread. Many of the 
anatomical models, hands, feet, limbs, heads etc., may be attributable to 
ailments such as scabies, psoriasis, allergic rashes, lesions or fungal infections, 
acne, ulcers and warts. 
The list of possibilities is almost limitless. The living conditions, the lack in 
hygienic practices and knowledge of germ transmission, must have been 
conducive to a high level of dermatological diseases and infestations. This must 
71 Potter 1985, p. 43. 
72 As convincingly conjectured for the votive deposit at Ponte di Nona: Potter 1985, 
pp. 41-44. i 
73 The etymology of the word is: Hemi-crania. 
74 Potter 1985, p. 42. 
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be bom in mind when nothing on the appearance of the votives hints to a 
specific affliction. 
Medical interpretation of the anatomical terracottas is often plausible but rarel 
' 
Y, 
if ever, certain. Typological examination and study of these objects is not going 
to answer any questions; only future archaeological discoveries, cultual or 
epigraphical, could help to illuminate this subject. 
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Chapter 5 
THE SANCTUARY AND THE WORSHIPPERS 
I Types of sanctuaries 
The sociological and economic relationship that wdsted in antiquity between 
the city and the countryside, between the settlement pattern and the agricultural 
areas, between rural traditions and cultural development, is a topic that has 
been intensely investigated lately but that still remains rather patchy'. In her 
study on the healing cults of Etruria, in the period from the 4th to the Ist 
centuries B. C., Ingrid Edlund draws a clear distinction between sacred places in 
nature (springs, groves, mountain tops, caves) and sacred places associated 
with a settlement, using the archaeological evidence plus the knowledge of the 
ancient and rural religioný. 
In the first instance the sacred place existed independently of human 
settlements or specific groups of people and political structure of society, 
providing a continuity of cult evidenced through the votive offerings which 
could be traced back to prehistoric times. 
The second type of sanctuary indicates a place dedicated to the gods by man. 
The site, according to its location, can be defined as urban (within the 
settlement), extra-mural Oust outside the settlement boundaries) or extra-urban 
(well outside the settlements but dependent from it). 
1 Scrcni 1955; Gordon Riedeman D. The evidencefor the Survival of1talian Agricultural 
Cult. Diss. Univcrsity of Wisconsin 1968; Potter 1978; Barker 1981; Edlund 1987. The 
changes in the landscape in recent years caused by road-building, irrigation systems etc., 
have resulted in the complete levelling of hills where ancient sites were manifested through 
surface finds only a few years ago. This is particularly the case in certain areas of southern 
Italy which had rc=ined virtually untouched over the centuries: Adamcsteam; 1974, pp. 78- 
80. 
2 Edlund in Linders-Nordquist 1987, p. 53; also further discussed in Edlund 1987, chs-1- 
11. 
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In addition there are rural sanctuaries and shrines, often suggested exclusively 
by the presence of isolated find spots of altars or votive deposits. They also are 
frequently found in places considered sacred because of natural features such as 
springs. Unlike the extra-urban and extra-mural sanctuaries, which were under 
the jurisdiction of the city, the rural sanctuaries, not essentially limited to a 
single community, were instituted and used by the peasantry and related to 
cults concerned with men, crops and animal welfare3. In fact these sanctuaries 
may have served the rural population as gathering places for a multiplicity of 
purposes. 
H Identification and location of sanctuaries 
The identification of a sacred place is often reliying solely on the presence of a 
few votive objects. It is often impossible to assign a specific place to a specific 
divinity. In the case of sanctuaries placed on mountain tops, the awesome 
location, where man becomes aware of the divine presence, strikes an obvious 
connection between sacred places in nature and the gods. It is assumed that 
sanctuaries on mountains were associated with a divinity of power and the 
elements, those placed by springs with a cult of healing and sacred groves with 
divinities protecting life and nature. 
Rome was on the boundary between Etruscan and Latin traditions; the plan and 
decoration of the Archaic temples in Rome is Etruscan, as is the origin for the 
tradition of sacred groves and springs in Roman religion. This Etruscan 
background is a determining factor in the development of extra-urban and rural 
sanctuaries throughout Italy from 400 B. C. to the early Empire. At the same, 
time, the pattern of sacred places in the Roman Republic was also dependent 
on the traditions of Magna Graecia and the interactions between the Greeks 
and non-Greek inhabitants there. 
Because of the tenacity of the religious traditions and the old patterns of life, it 
is not surprising to find that the location of a temple is often explained by the 
3 Because of the chance discovery of many of the deposits, we often lack information on 
stratigraphy and find context. The deposits that can be placed topographically, however, give 
an idea of the variety of such sites which once existed in great number throughout central 
and southern Italy. 
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presence of a previ6us cult in the same Spot4. The development of major urban 
settlements such as Veii, Caere and Tarquinia, determined the creation and 
location of new sanctuaries-, while sacred places already in existence continued 
to be used. 
In some cases historical events decided the foundation of new sanctuaries. At 
Pyrgi the political situation of Caere in the middle of the 6th century B. C--, 
induced its ruler, Aefarie Velienas, who wished to ingratiate himself with 
Carthage through the cult of Uni-Astarte, to build a temple dedicated to the 
goddess in that locality. 
The establishment of permanent settlements inevitably dictated a more defined 
frame-work also for the places of worship with a space designated sacred by 
man and marked outs. Vitruvius gives a detailed and accurate description of 
where and why specific cults had to be worshipped in relation to the 
topography of a Roman cityý. Jupiter, Juno and Minerva, for example, had their 
temples at the highest location in the city, Mercury in the Forum, Apollo and 
Bacchus near the theatre, Hercules by the circus and gymnasia, Mars and 
Venus at extra-mural sites, at the training ground and the harbour, Vulcan and 
Ceres at extra-urban localities etc. The location of sanctuaries outside the city 
often reflects ancient local traditions of cult, pre-dating the urban settlement. 
III Evidence for healing cults 
Within these different forms of sanctuaries the evidence for healing cults is' 
often tied to certain natural features, as well as to man-made ones, most 
manifestly wateP. When water, in the form of springs, channels and basins is 
found in combination with anatomical votives the healing aspect of. the 
4 Edlund 1987, pp. 36,42; Puglicsc Carratclij 1962, pp. 241-246. 
5 Edlund 1987, p. 37. This development and the concept behind it is well explained in: 
Tumer 1979. 
6 Vitruvius De Arch. 1.7 - 2. 
7 Although the presence of water at a sanctuary site may simply indicate that it was used 
for purification, or as a boundary between the sacred and secular areas: Pfiffig 1975, pp. 269- 
27 1; Durkcrt 1977, pp. 130-135; Edlund in Lindcrs-Nordquist 1987, p. 54. 
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sanctuary's cult, generally connected also with fertility, is convincings. In most 
cases it is likely that healing was just one of the aspects of the cult. 
The anatomical votives are , present I in most types of sanctuaries, weather at 
sacred places in nature or at monumental urban temples. The healing aspect of 
the cult becomes apparent in most sanctuaries in the 4th century B. C., in 
conjunction with the emergence of the anatomical terracottas, often at already 
established sanctuaries, as an added religious function?. The presence of the 
anatomical votives emphasises this side of the cult however, it does not 
necessarily presuppose that the healing aspect was new to the sanctuary, rather 
that it acquired new importance. 
IV The votive deposits 
The types of votive offerings donated to the gods can sometimes help to 
identify the receiving divinity. More often they simply document the existence 
of a place of cult otherwise unknown, due to the lack of other features on the 
ground. The original meaning of the term slips voliva indicates specifically ý a, 
gift of coins (aes rude). Purposely dug out pits, or favissae, were used as 
ritually defined areas where votive offerings were placed, due to the destruction 
of the sanctuary or to the lack of space in the rooms, or precincts, designated 
for their storage". When pits of this kind are recovered there is little doubt of 
the presence of a sanctuary on the site, although a deposit is more often 
marked simply by a few scattered objects on the ground. The possibility that 
such finds may mark the remains of a dwelling or commercial depot cannot be 
excluded; in the case of the votive terracottas local production centres could 
accumulate large quantities of objects ready to be sold and distributed". 
8 Band 1943, pp. 187-224. Band disputes that all temple "pools" or basins are for healing 
purposes; more likely they were utilised as water containers for the use of the priests and 
worshippers. 
9 Rather than an independent cult: Edlund in Linder-Norquist 1987, 'p. 55. 
10 liackcns T. 'Favisae inbudes Etrusco-Italiques. Louvain 1963, pp. 71-99; Carcttoni 
'Sdpc' in EAA, VH, 1966, pp. 500-503; Wachsmuth D. in Der Kleine Pauly, V, 1975, 
pp. 1355-1359; Pfiffig 1975, pp. 85-88; Edlund 1987, p. 135. 
II Edlund 1987, p. 135.1 
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The appearance and disappearance of the anatomical votives 
In Italy, the evidence for the healing cults suggest a tradition in which the place 
of cult was directly tied to the form of worship practised". The healing cults of 
central and southern Italy can be documented primarily through the different 
types of votive offerings. 
The votive deposits and scattered groups of finds dating from the 6th and 5th 
centuries B. C., contain mostly bronze and terracotta statuettes of divinities and 
worshippers that cannot be associated with a specific healing cult. In the early 
4th century B. C. the common types of anatomical votives in terracotta appear 
on most sanctuary sites. Their presence outnumbers other types of offerings,, 
indicating that the physical welfare of individual men, women and children took 
precedence over other concerns. The terracotta heads suggest a new interest in 
the personal and individual aspect of human life and the anatomical models 
suggest a form of worship different from that illustrated by the figurines, in 
bronze and terracotta, of the preceding period. "The use of the finest of the 
urban temples for the healing cults shows that the citizens as a whole were 
concerned with these forms of religious practices. " 13 . However, these mass- 
produced votive terracottas are the offerings of the more modest classes of 
society", ý furthermore they must be considered as a typical expression of the 
rural population, even when found at urban sanctuaries. 
In Sicily and southern Italy, particularly Campania, terracotta votives 
portraying the divinity, both in funeral and votive contexts, were offered since 
the archaic period. If the tradition of offering busts and statues is documented 
in Campania much earlier than in central Italy, the use of heads and anatomical 
terracottas is little documented in Campania prior to the period of 
romanisation". At Capua, the earlier examples of votive heads are dated to the 
12 Edlund in Lindcrs-Nordquist 1987, p. 53. 
13 Edlund in Lindcrs-Nordquist 1987, p. 56. 
14 Pcnsabcnc 1980, pp. 46-51; SteingrAbcr 1981, pp. 246-249-, Roma medio Repubblicana, 
pp. 138-139. 
15 Bonghi Jovino 1965, pp. 26-38; Bonghi Jovino 1971, pp. 46-60. 
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4th century B. C., contemporary to the ones from Latium, Etruria and 
Samniurn'6 . 
It is only in the 4th century B. C., after the conquest of Veii by Rome in the 
year 396 B. C., that this practice becomes popular in the whole of the 
Etrusco-Latium-Campanian area. Rome indirectly played a vital role in the 
propagation of this practice. In the late 4th and early 3rd centuries B. C. the 
votive deposits of this type grow more numerous within the territories under 
Roman jurisdiction, due Ao the new prosperity of the social classes that 
worshipped and offered at the sanctuaries. In the areas bordering with Latium, 
votive heads are found at Trebula Mutuesca, Carsoli and Alba Fucens. The first 
place comes under Roman influence in 291 B. C., the other two become Latin 
colonies respectively in 291 and 303 B. C. In Apulia a considerable deposit of 
votive heads was at the sanctuary at Lucera, Latin colony from 314 B. C. In the 
Samnium votive heads are very rarely found, the Frentani seem to be little 
interested'in Latin culture and traditions, in spite of the fact that they had been 
made socii since 304 B. C. 17 In the area inhabited by the Pentri terracotta heads 
are far more frequently found in votive deposits, possibly due to the proximity 
of Campania1g. 
Votive deposits including terracotta heads and anatomical replicas are also 
found scattered ýn both sides of the Apennines, in central and southern Italy, in 
the territories that, since prehistoric times, were the traditional setting for 
fransumanza, the semi-nomadic stock-farn-ýing based on seasonal movements of 
grazing animals from plains to high mountain pastures. These farming 
populations had fixed settlements but also moved around with their stock, 
performing, at the same time, an important role of transmission of cultural 
themes through easily transportable objects acquired during the seasonal 
migrations. The most common function for these items was votive. They were, 
presumably, obtained at the more developed urban centres, destined to a final 
16 Bonghi Jovino 197 1, pp. 34-65. 
17 La Rcgina 1980, p. 4 1. 
18 Comclla 1981, p1s. 123,127,128,129; La Rcgina 1980, pp. 154-161,262-268,360- 
369. 
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location in the rural sanctuaries dedicated to c6lts"of nature, near . springs'and 
pastures, and, possibly, at crossroads. 
VI The historical background 
The sudden, considerable emergence of this class of votives at. already 
established sanctuaries, suggests the influence of the. political expansion of 
Rome in Italy. The sanctuaries itself represent continuity within an, otherwise, 
changing politically situation. The disappearance of these objects in the 2nd-1st 
centuries B. C. can be explained, in part, by the institutionalisation of Roman 
religious hegemony. The Romans had learned frorn- the Etruscans the 
importance of the alliance between the civic and the, religious centres, 
expressed by the introduction of the Roman Capitoliurn as the main temple in 
the Roman colonies over the indigenous cults19. The major. difference between 
Etruscan and Roman religious traditions is in the la 
1 
tter's more abstract quality 
of worship, resulting in a shortage of votive offerings, particularly the type of 
anatomical votive terracottaS20. 
In the 4th century B. C. Rome was largely an agricultural state, with a strong 
prominence of the rural population, also in political terms, over the urban 
population. Although the basis for the formation of the Ager Publicus, and of 
the large landed properties run with the slave system, had already been set, 
small property farms were predominant. In Etruria and, Latium there is 
convincing evidence for a gradual intensification of rural settlements during the 
Republican period. From the the early 4th century B. C., most of the land was 
under cultivation supporting a very large fanning population. The Roman 
conquest of these areas had set a pattern of development: urban 
decentralisation combined with rural growth". Many of the urban settlements 
suffered a major decline in this period, the sanctuaries nonetheless continued to 
19 Edlund in Lindcrs-Nordquist 1987, p. 65. 
20 They exist in Rome at sites such as the temple of Nfincrva MCI[lica on the Esquilinc and 
from the Tiber in connection with the sanctuary to Acsculapius on the Isola Tibcrina. 
21 Pottcr 1979, pp. 96,101,120. 
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prosper and were possibly regarded as a place of affiliation for the rural 
population Eke, for example at Falerii Vetere s22. 
The givers of the terracotta votives were essentially from this 'class of small 
farmers and their workers. Every aspect of life connected with health and 
fertility was of paramount importance to them for everyday survival and 
prosperity. The limited votive material from Rome itself comes mostly from the 
deposits at the Pons Fabricius related to the great sanctuary of Aesculapius and 
from Mmerva Medica on the Esquiline, which may have been patronised by 
Roman farmers coming into the city on the occasion of political assemblies, 
when their vote was required 23 . The presence of this class of votives at the 
urban and extra-urban temples in Etruria, Latium and Campania can be 
explained by the strong ties that the towns, in these areas, had with the 
surrounding countryside and its population. 
The fall in the number of terracotta heads and anatomical votives in the second 
half of the 2nd-early I st centuries B. C., coincide with the next social change in 
rural and urban population. This change follows the desertion of the 
countryside and the creation in Rome of a very poor substratum of population, 
dependent for survival from state help and clientship. The busy network of 
small farmsteads was replaced (with the exception of Campania and north Italy) 
by few huge landed properties worked by a population of slaves. 
An interesting example is offered by the votive deposit at, the "Tenuta'della 
Bufalotta"S in the north-east of Rome, between the Via Salaria and 
Nomentan 24 .A number of anaton-kal votives have been recovered at the site, 
including female heads of a type found in the 4th, but particularly in the 3rd 
centuries B. C. in Latium and Campania", closely related to types of heads in 
22 Potter 1979, pp. 99-101. 
23 One would otherwise expect them as common place at most other religious sites in and 
around the city. Pcnsabenc 1979, p. 221; Pensabcnc 1980, pp. 43-51. 
24 Quilici Gigli 198 1, pp. 77-97. 
25 Bartoloni'1970, pp. 259-261; Vagnctti 1971, pp. 48-49; Gatti Lo Guzzo 1978, p. 88, 
group G type II; Pcnsabcne 1980, p. 200; Baglione 1976, pp. 164-165,184; La Regina in 
Lavinium 1975, p. 206, no. 34, p. 25 1. 
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the BUs collection26. The material retrieved does not"enable an identification 
of the local cult; the presence of the anatomical votives suggest an healing cult 
but no specialisation is perceived. The use of 
' 
the sanctuary lasted from the 3rd 
to the first half of the 2nd centuries B. C., the period of most significant 
participation of the lower classes to the life of the rural sanctuaries, but at the 
same time the beginning of the phase of depopulation of the Roman 
countryside. This situation was particularly serious in the area of the sanctuary 
in question, far from an urban centre and remote from any local community. At 
that time nearby rural centres, such as Cruslumerium, were deserted and the,. 
population was redestibuted towards more appealingly urbanised towns and to 
Rome itself27 . The density of the rural settlements in the 3rd century B. C. 
appear already reduced in proportion to the earlier period, to decline even 
further in the 2nd century B. C. In these circumstances the sanctuary must have 
represented an important meeting place for the scattered inhabitants of the 
abandoned countryside, when the occasions and possibilities for social 
gathering must have been very limited. 
The creation of the latifund system was encouraged by wars, particularly the, 
second Punic war, and the resulting drafting into the army 
' 
of the small farmers 
ihat, with time, turned into professional soldiers. Another contributing factor 
to the impoverishment of the farming population in central Italy, was the 
import of cheap grain from the Provinces which put many small farmers out of 
business. This situation favoured the major landowners who absorbed the 
smaller properties and that could, with the capital at their disposal, invest in 
more productive and efficient crops and animal grazing2g. 
Another factor which caused great changes in the, social structure of the Italic , 
populations and the complete disintegration of the middle and lower classes, 
were the civil wars. The extension of Roman citizenship to all the Italic 
populations promoted and favoured religious assimilation, as part of the 
26 Inv. no. 108527, now in the Musco Nazionale Romano: Qtiilici Gilgli 198 1, fig . . 2, of the 
same type as Ne. 
27 Such as Fidcnac, the modern Castel Giubilco, on the Via Salaria. Fi'dcnae was, 
I in early 
republican time, a frequent rival of Rome for the controll of a river crossing on the Tiber, but 
allcr 390 D. C., Fidcnac lost much of its importance. 
28 Pcnsabcne 1979, p. 222. 
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process of romanization. This must have caused the small local cults to , lose 
the support of the ruling classes in favour of state cults. In some cases the 
sanctuaries were closed, as happened to the Samnite sanctuary at 
Pietrabbondante9. On the other hand, the Latin cities faithful to Rome saw 
their old sanctuaries gain new importance because of this changed social 
structure. The rich Romans that had chosen the country retreats were the new 
set of people using the sanctuaries, turning them into something different from 
their original character. The lower and middle classes, which had previously 
contributed to the prosperity of the sanctuaries with their modest offers of 
votives in terracotta, probably in large part . produced by workshops within the 
sanctuary precinct and jurisdiction, gradually disappeared. 
However, the ancient indigenous cults never really disappeared and were 
allowed to continue to exist, in their own small way, in the countryside . In the 
4th century A. D. Libanius stated that the sanctuaries were the soul of the 
countryside 'because they had existed from the very beginning and had 
continued to exist until his own time". This conservative rural soul of Italy is 
still embodied in the roadside altars, chapels and churches which in many cases 
are located on the same site of the ancient sacred places 31 . 
29 Pensabcne 1979, p. 222. 
30 Libanius De Templis, 30.9. 
31 Edlund 1987, p. 146. 
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Part 2 
Chapter 6 
STYLISTIC INFLUENCES 
Ancient authors assert that the working of terracotta was a distinctive Italic 
tradition, particularly developed in Etruria'. The votive terracotta heads, 
although restricted to the Etruscan-Latium-Campanian geographical area, are 
an expression of Italic craftsmanship. However, the better knowledge of the 
vast bulk of Etruscan art production, and the much more limited awareness of 
contcmporary Italic art traditions, are an inescapable burden to the unbiased 
study of this subject. This unbalance can lead to the temptation of defining as 
"Etruscan" something not strictly Etruscan and to overlook the importance of 
specific local traditions dismissing certain forms as primitive, or crude, or 
simply imitative. 
Pre-Roman Italy lacked ethnic, cultural and historical unity, therefore the 
evaluation of the artistic expression as "Italic" art or art of "pre-Roman Italy" 
can only be made taking into consideration the various artistic forms and trends 
within that geographical area?. Assessing the stylistic characteristics of the 
votive terracotta, heads and busts, it must be born in mind that they represent an 
expression of popular art, rather than an intellectually advanced artistic 
accomplishment'. 
1 Chaptcr 9; Pliny, NII, XXXV, 156-157. 
2 Bianchi Bandinclli-Giuliano 1985; Pallotdno 1985. 
3 Fcllctti Maj in her major work on Italic traditions and Roma art, rejects 
, 
the term arte 
popolare in favour of arle Palica, for geographical reasons: Falletti Maj 1977, p. 32. 
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I Pre-Roman: Etruria 
Whereas in Greece the 5th century B. C. sanctioned the highest point of 
political and cultural development, in central Italy the power of the great 
Etruscan cities of the Tyrrenian coast disintegrated. The strong ties with the 
hellenic world, which had existed prior to this period, fade out and Etruria 
endured a period of isolatiore. Nonetheless the motives and forms of the Greek 
Classical art managed to filter through, mostly as isolated imager'y and 
decorative compositions. For '' their models, more than ever, the local 
workshops had to rely largely on the circulation of small objects, particularly 
painted vases and small bronzes, as major sculptural pieces in bronze reached 
the coastal cities in very limited number. 
However, for the earlier expression of Classical figurative art, the Severe style, 
Etruria still had enough contact with the Greek centres to allow the local artists 
to develop a distinctive trend, in line with the works of mainland Greece and 
Magna Graecia. The cosmopolitan and cultured centres of southern Italy 
contributed considerably to the transmission of the themes of the early Classical 
style, which became so deeply rooted into Etruscan figurative conventions to 
outlive the style itself in the Greek world, conferring to some local productions 
a deceptive appearance of antiquity'. 
Some of the best surviving Classical sculpture from Etruria, close to the 
hellenic standard, is in terracotte. Figurative terracottas, funerary, architectural 
and votive, experienced the influence of the new Classical style in the second 
half of the 5th century B. C. The finest finds come from inland sites of central 
Italy such Veii, Orvieto, Falerii. At this period the central areas experienced a 
growing cultural importance, in contrast to the decadence of the Tyrrhenian 
costal district. Terracotta figures and heads show, at times, excellent execution 
and harmonious adherence to Attic and Tarentine models, as can be seen on 
4 As the discontinuing import of Attic ceramics attests. 
5 As can bc sccn on head F2a; Mansuclli 1968, pp. 73-84. 
6 Bearing in n-dnd that most of the large bronze statuary has disappeared and that in 
Etruria, unlike Greece, there is no marble sculpture, stone being confined to funerary use. 
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two pediment heads, one from the temple of Via San Leonardo at Orviet07 and 
one, also possibly from Orvieto, in the British Museum!. In other instances 
good technical emulation of Greek types can be observed. One such example is 
a pedimental head from the temple of Lo Scamto at Faleri?. One head from a 
Veientine votive statue,, the so-called "Malavolta" head, shows, besides a 
certain PolYcletan character and Tarentine connections, an independent, 
personal sensitivity". Etruscan 5th century sculpture revealing artistic. trends 
influenced by Tarentine sculpture, have been pointed out by Sprenger" and 
others'2.. 
Very relevant for its influence on votive terracottas is also the anthropomorphic 
funerary art of Chiusi, echoing Greek art in details but creating a totally 
distinctive regional effect. The figures on Chiusine ash urns and sarcophagi hint 
also to south Italian influence, as closely similar facial types and hairstyles are 
found on Tarentine terracottas". 
The 4th century D. C. was a time of great struggle and unrest for the Italian 
peninsula, under mounting pressure in Etruria from Roman expansion to the 
north and, south in Campania and Apulia, from the Samnite war. The 
audacious Gallic raids, reaching as far as Rome, added further tension. During 
the 4th century B. C. Roman expansionism undermined severely Etruscan 
independence. Etruria suffered the destruction of Veii by the Romans in 396 
B. C. and the sack of Pyrgi by the Syracusansin 384 B. C. The case of Caere is 
typical: the city was an ally of Rome in 386 B. C., by 270 B. C. she became a 
Roman dorninion. Before the end of the century, one by one, the Etruscan, 
states fell under Roman control. From the 3rd to the 2nd centuries B. C. Etruria 
7 Andrcn 1940, pp. 159-161, pls. 59-60; Sprenger 1972, pp. 57-58, pls. )CXVIII, 1, XXIX, 
1.2; Girardon 1992, pp. 226-227. 
8 Girardon 1992. pp. 225-229, pls. 1-11. 
9 Santangelo 1948, pp. 1-16; Sprenger 1972, pp. 4748, pl. XY., 1. 
10 Sprenger 1972, pp. 35-36, pI. Y, 1. 
II Sprenger 1972, p. 46. 
12 Prima Italia 198 1, p. 107. 
13 In the Catalogue: Group 2. 
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was gradually cut out from international trade routes. The Tyrrhenian 
commerce became virtually Roman and the economic 
, 
foundation of, the 
Etruscan cities converted to agriculture. 
Notwithstanding the political crises, the great Etruscan cities renewed their 
cultural exchanges with the Greek world, becoming once again very receptive 
towards the elements of Greek art of the later Classical period. The whole of 
Etruria grew very active in the artistic field, still maintaining regional 
differences but showing a definite unity of artistic language. The hellenic 
element is mostly employed in a decorative manner but in the various centres 
active local workshops show distinctive characteristics, particularly in the 
funerary and votive production. In these fields a specific difference can be 
perceived between the artistic ways of the Greek world, more cosmopolitan 
and hellenizing, and the Etruscan perception, tending towards the realities of 
life in a more domestic fashion. 
The Apulian, and above all the Tarentine, influence in Etruria continued during 
the 4th and 3rd centuries B. C. Tarenturn served as a place of transition for 
diverse artistic styles between the eastern Hellenistic spheres, Asia Minor and 
Alexandria and central Italy 14 . The link between Apulia and Etruria also appears 
to be reciprocal. Artistic trends and inspiration were going from north to 
south, not only from south to north, via specific, often minor, elements 
suggesting the use of itinerant artisans of foreign origin or foreign training". 
This indicates a continuity of contacts between the two Italic regions from the 
5th through the 4th and 3rd centuries B. C. These contacts were maintained 
independently of the growing influence and power of Rome, regardless of the 
defeat of Tarentum in 272 B. C. and the decadence of the Etruscan cities. 
H In central and southern Italy , 
The role played by the Greek colonies of Magna Graecia is fundamental for the 
propagation of Classical and Hellenistic themes and art forms. The period 
14 Guzzo 1987, pp. 35-40. 
15 For example the spread over a large geographical area of the typically Etruscan-Italic 
hairstyles shown on several votive terracotta heads of Apulian style as described in the 
Catalogue: Group 4. 
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between the mid-8th and the early 5th centuries B. C. witnessed the 
establishment of the Greek colonies in southern Italy and the assimilation by the 
local Italic populations of hellenic motiFs that, at times, blended with the 
indigenous traditions, originating local art forms. 
During the mid4th century B. C. the populations of Apulia and Campania 
became acquainted for the first time with Macedonian culture. Hellenistic 
Greek culture had a momentous effect on Italic and Etruscan art scene, the 
catalyst being Magna Graecia, in particular Tarentum and Campania. These 
regions, already deeply hellenised from the middle of the 4th century B. C., 
became very receptive to the character of Macedonian culture, partly owing to 
the political situation" partly due to direct artistic contactS17 . Tarentum. was 
very active in the proLtion of figurative terracottas, some of high artistic 
quality and of thorough Hellenistic character. The Hellenistic civilization was 
assimilated, first and foremost, at Tarentum; from there reached other parts of 
Italy, Etruria being a particularly fertile ground. 
Amongst the local Italic populations Greek culture remained somewhat 
peripheral. The Apennine regions of central and southern Italy were, at that 
time, mostly woodlands inhabited by a semi-nomadic population dedicated to 
grazing sheep and other animals. The seasonal movements of these populations, 
from valley settlements in the autumn to pastures in spring, favoured the 
circulation of ideas and artistic production, particularly between the 
cosmopolitan urban Apulian settlements and Campania". Sanctuaries were 
often placed along the migration routes, near springs, pastures, crossroads. It 
must have been common for these shepherds to carry along small and easily 
transportable objects, small bronzes, coins, small terracottas, vases and, 
probably, also votive terracotta heads and anatomical models. The local 
artisans would naturally be inspired by the objects, enriching their repertoire 
with the Hellenistic themes transmitted via such channels to the most remote 
rural areas. 
16 Alexander 1, king of Molossia, solicited by Tarenturn in 333 B. C., conquered most of 
southern Italy. 
17 Lysippus worked in Tarcntum for several years. 
18 Chaptcr 5, paragraph V. 
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In central Italy and Campania the new artistic trends were adopted for. their 
decorative aspects but the cultural themes were not always fully understood. 
The production of terracottas, the favourite artistic medium, shows probably 
some of the best results, but often the outcome is quite different from the 
original models. In Campania, particularly at Capua, where numerous votive 
statues, busts and heads in terracotta have been retrieved, behind the hellenic, 
facade the purely lo* peasant culture frequently transpires, conferring to the 
figures, in spite of their crudeness and because of it, a genuinely authentic and 
unique form of creativity". 
The detailed work carried out over the years on the Capuan coroplastic 
material reveals different stylistic influences" towards whom Capua acted a 
role of mediator". During the period of Samnite domination, three different 
trends are. distinguished on the Capuan figurative terracottas: the first and 
second dependent from Greek influence and models from Magna Graecia and 
Sicily, showing clear hellenising characteristics, the last, of purely Italic, local 
tradition with rigid and inexpressive, features. The three tendencies coexist, 
developing very different productions. On the Greek front, close contacts are 
attested with Apulia, particularly Tarentum and Canosa'. 
It is relevant to outline the results of a recent study on the typological 
development of a related group of votive heads from Cales, in Campania, 
comparable to examples in the British Museurn's collectioný'. Five different 
types of heads, of related prototypes, are, examined; it is apparent that the 
original model spread into Campania from Magna Graecia, chiefly Tarentum, in 
19 The most astonishing examples are probably two somewhat grotesque tcrracotta statues 
of nude standing, frontal figures, one male and one female dated to the mid-3rd century B. C.: 
Bonghi Jovino 1971, pl. XXXVIH, no. 53.1-2, pl. XXXM no. 54,1-2. 
20 Bonghi Jovino 1965; Bonghi Jovino 1971; Bedello 1975 
21 For the Samnitc influence on Capuan workshops: Brcglia L. "Posizione della 
Campania nell'arte Italica. " Crifica dArte 1942, pp. 29E; DAgostino B. 'll mondo pcrifcrico 
della IvIagna GreciaPopoli e civilta dellItalia antica. H. Roma 1974, pp I 88f.; Bonghi Jovino 
in Bongbi Jovino 1990, p. 80. 
22 Bonghi Jovino 197 1, p. 2; Bedello 1975, p. 19. 
23 Catalogue: Group 4.; Ciajhi S. 'Sulla formazione di una tipologia di teste votive 
Etrusco-Italichc con particolarc rifcrimcnto alla produzionc Calcna. ' in Bonghi Jovino 1990, 
pp. 127-145. 
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the 4th century B. C. From there travelled into Latium and Etruria, where it was 
modified on the bas is of local style and traditions. In turn, within a short space 
of time, these re-woiked types travelled back south on the'wave of the Roman 
expansion in those territories. The types are popular between the end of the 4th 
and the first half of the 3rd centuries B. C. This "return" is characterised by a 
number of variations on the types of the votive heads, now removed from the 
initial models, simpler and provincial in quality. 
The products of the local manufacturers show components of 3rd century B. C. 
Italic Hellenism, distingished, on one hand by a capillary penetration of the 
Hellenistic culture, on the other hand by a revival of locýl traditional forms and 
a general levelling of quality. The Hellenistic motives, too remote to be fully 
understood, were used by the Italic populations more as ormmentum than 
instrumentum'. The inability of the artisan was disguised by expedients such as 
the extensive use of the stecca, to create incisions and details in place of 
modelling volumes, with an effect at times caricaturist. This Italic world on the 
periphery of hellenic culture displays a propensity to popularise figurative art in 
a way that recalls archaic schemes: the frontality of the subject, the heavily 
' 26 rimmed eyes, the tight lips, the decorative linearity of the hair rendering, etc. 
Even when Greek models are in-ýitated, as on the heads and busts from the, 
votive deposits at Capua, Carsoli and Cales, the faces and expressions are 
altered and deformed. 
The dlitist culture of the Hellenistic courts of Greece, the East and Magna 
Graecia, can be emulated rather than assimilated by the Italic middle and lower 
classes. For them Rome will be a more perceivable model. The advent of 
Roman cultural. hegemony in the south can be epitomised by the conquest of 
Tarenturn in 272 B. C., by the victory of Rome over the Cýttýaginians and the 
southern Italian cities allied to Hannibal, at the end of the 3 rd century B. C. 
24 Falletti. Maj 1977, p. 45. It is suggested that a uniting factor was played by Roman 
political hacgcmony: Fallctti Maj 1977, p. 5 1; Ciaghi in Bonghi Jovino 1990, p. 144. 
25 Bianchi Bandinclli-Giuliano 1985, p. 223. 
26 This can be noted on Campanian and Tarentine antefixes, as well as on Capuan votive 
tcrraoottas, and it is believed to be in part the consequence of Umbro-Sabellic infiltrations in 
the area: Brcglia op. cit. 1942, note 14, pp. 29f.; Falletti MAj 1977, p. 48; Pallottino, 1985, 
p. 99. It is also a characteristic of the Calean heads: Ciaghi in Bonghi Jovino, 1990, p. 144. 
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Hf Roman influence 
After the artistic revival of the 4th century B. C., Greek influence in central Italy 
increases without interruption through the Hellenistic period into the Empire, 
partly to the expense of the Etrusco-Italic heritage. This situation is favoured 
by the Roman hegemony, the political unification of southern Italy with the 
rest of the peninsula and, lastly, by the Roman conquest of Greece and the 
hellenised East. 
This political situation created the foundation for a certain artistic homogeneity 
throughout central and southern Italy with Apulia and Etruria as focal points, 
the last, in turn, strongly influenced by Apulian trends". Also Campania and 
Latium show quality of styles. There is a strong affinity between the artistic 
productions of Apulia and Campania, Etruria always seems to be at the 
receiving end of the exchange. In Etruria, Latium and Campania it is now 
possible to see a distinctive cultural unity in art production. However, strong 
local characteristics and varying quality are still present, particularly in the 
religious and funerary sphere. 
The themes and forms of Hellenism are present on all aspects of local artistic 
productions. Major, prestigious works, like architectural decoration, show 
mythological scenes on pediments that are good local adaptations of purely 
Hellenistic subjects, where the influence of the ever popular art of Lysippus, 
or the pathos of the Asiatic school", are easily perceived. The same forms are 
present on minor funerary art, votive bronzes, terracottas and ceramic 
decoration. 
27 Falletti Maj 1977, p. 55. 
28 On the possible role of Campania as intermediary between Tarentuin and central Italy: 
Fallati Maj 1977, p. 56. 
29 For example a male figure from the tympanum of the temple at Falerii, now in the 
Villa Giulia Museum, reminiscent of the type of Alexander: Andren 1940, p. 125, pl. 46; 
Pallottino 1955, p. 26, pl. 110. 
30 For example a female head of Amazon from Arezzo, now in Florence: Andrcn 1940, 
p. 273, pl. 90; Pallottino 1955, p. 26, pl. 108. 
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This common artistic language shows a dual aspect": one of quality adhering to 
Hellenistic canons, the other of continuity of the Italic tradition. The Italic 
artisan translated subjects and compositions from Greek art giving them a 
totally local, often more realistic, interpretation. Votive production, in bronze 
and terracotta, illustrates best this situation. 
The numerous votive deposits of Etrusco-Latium-Campanian type, 
characteristic common heritage of this Italic tradition, disclose a range of 
terracotta heads of varying quafity, even within the same deposit. For the 
coroplastic production of Campania, it has been noted that a complex network 
of contacts between local workshops existed from the 4th to the 2nd centuries 
B. C., with inter-transmission of models, styles and iconography". The heads 
can be artistically inadequate, too small or too large, with physiognomic details 
orhair details too emphasised but displaying the essence of an ancient culture 
still strongly felt, particularly by the more traditional rural populations". In 
other instances the heads, both bronzei' and terracottas, manifest the work of 
very competent artist-craftsmen, 
. presumably 
Italic, influenced by 
- 
Greek- 
Tarentine styles". The heads, at times, are stiffused of striking individuality and 
personal interpretation"'; others display an imitation of Classical and Hellenistic 
31 motives ofien skilfully executed 
31 The Ellenismo Italico of Falletti Maj: Falletti Maj 1977, chapter 11, pp. 43-58. 
32 Bonghi Jovino in Bonghi Jovino 1990, pp. 65-96. For example, is revealed the role of 
the Minturno workshops in the transmission of models to the north; the influence of CaIcs as 
a mediator between Rome and Magna Graecia; and that of Capua in the circulation of 
Cuman, Neapolitan and Apulian-Tarcntinc models towards Latium, Rome and other Italic 
ccntrcs. 
33 As can be seen on female heads: F5c, FMc, FMf; and male heads MMI, MM2, NMU. 
34 Some famous Etruscan votive bronze heads are considered amongst th6fincst artistic 
achievements of the period, for example the head of boy in Florence: Giglioli 1935, pl. 3666, 
fig. 1; Pallottino 1955, p. 29, fig. 122; Kaschnitz-Wcinberg 1926, pls. I, II, =a; Haynes 1985, 
p. 318, pl. 190; or the head of man in the Louvre: Giglioli 1935, pl. 259; Pallottino 1955, p. 29, 
fig. 119; Kaschnitz-Wcinbcrg 1926, pl. XXIb. 
35 For example male head: M8c; and female heads: F2h, F21I, F5a, F5b. 
36 For cxample male heads: M8d and M9a. 
37 For example male heads: M10a, M13 al, M14a, M14b, M15a, M15bl, M16a, M16b, 
MI 6c, MI 6d, M 17a, and female heads: Mal and F6bl. 
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The typically Italic tendency to overdo and schematise is kept under control by 
the strong Hellenistic influence of the time. Kaschnitz-Weinberg, commenting 
on the votive terracotta heads in the Vatican collection, claims the Hellenistic 
influence to be primarily from Asia Minor". The eastern link is also 
acknowledged by Falletti Maj; she points to the importance of the Greek cities 
of Magna Graecia and Sicily as mediators, particularly the influence of 
Tarenturnýý 
The Roman expansion into Asia NImor and Rome! s close relationship with 
Pergamon opened the way into Italy to many immigrant artists; the large 
number of art works brought back from the eastern Mediterranean must 
undoubtably have had some influence on the more provincial Italic taste. Not 
all the war booty from the east was kept in Rome, some of it, for example part 
of Mummius spoil from Corinth, was distributed amongst the Municipii. The 
spoil consisted, not only of contemporary works of art, also of "antiquarian" 
pieces, possibly seen for the first time in Italy. Next to the new styles, old 
masterpieces must have influenced the local Italic artisans, likely to follow and 
imitate the models presented, regardless of their age. 
IV Copies of famous sculpture and their relationship with terracottas 
The craftsmen producing the votive terracottas may not have had the ability or 
the means to create complekly new prototypes, therefore they used models on 
which to base their work. These models could be acclaimed masterpieces by 
great Greek artists or works of indigenous production but well known locally. 
In some cases it is possible to recognise the models. 
It is not certain how the Hellenistic themes and models reach the Italic 
workshops. During the Classical period ceramics played a fundamental role in 
the propagation of Greek culture but this is not the case for the Hellenistic 
period, when the import of vases from Greece was much reduced. One 
possibility is suggested by Pliny. He relates that the drawings on parchment and 
38 Kaschnitz-Weinberg 1925, p. 33 1. 
39 Falletti Maj 1977, p. 55. 
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wood of Parrhasius, the late Sth century B. C. painter, 'were still used by 
craftsmen in his time'. It is plausible that numerous drawings of different 
periods existed in circulation, copied by various workshops; such objects are 
also easily transportable'. 
Certainly possible is the circulation of motives by way of miniature sculptural 
copies of famous masterpieces, easy to move around and inexpensive. A 
number of the votive heads in the British Museum collection" are dependent 
stylistically from Greek sculptural models of the 4th century B. C., the art of 
Lysippus, Praxiteles, Scopas, often fused together according to a process of 
assimilation that seems to come directly from copies of the original works. 
Since the Renaissance' historians of ancient art have undertaken to compare 
surviving sculptures with the descriptions of famous masterpieces of antiquity 
made by ancient authors. However, surviving originals are few, most of the 
existing statues are copies of the Roman period. As several copies of the same 
original have came to light in the 18th and 19th centuries, historians have been 
forced to rccognise that such works are less likely td be creations from the 
hands of a famous master than the products of copyist ateliers. 
A copy, or replica or version, defines a piece of figurative art that deliberately 
reproduces the most characteristic iconographic features of a known work of 
art: its pose, composition, proportions, facial type, hairstyle, costume etc. 41 It is 
likely that most famous sculptures were also reproduced as statuettes in 
miniature and, presumably because of their dimensions, in larger number than 
full size copies. Of course, while some replicas reproduced the original 
prototype very accurately, others presumably tended to apply a degree of free 
interpretation, as the copies must reflect the current taste at the time of 
manufacture. The aim in producing these rniniature copies was to create an 
40 Pliny, N11, XXXV, 68. 
41 Dianchi Bandinclil-Giuliano 1985, pp. 305-306. 
42 Ml6a; Ml6b; Ml6c; Ml6d. 
43 Dartman 1992, p. 9. 
44 Elizabeth Dartman on this issue %%Titcs: "Although most copies aimed at reproducing 
specific statuary models, they did so according to no fixed, canonical formula. Varying 
factors. technical. formal, and ideological- influenced the copyist in his interpretation of the 
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object whose model, or prototype, could be recognised without difficulty by 
the buyers. 
With replicas in general it is evident that. a single sculptural original stands 
behind a series of related copies, at times of rather different appearance, as can 
be clearly seen amongst the votive heads'. Miniature copies were made of a 
number of materials: terracotta, bronze, marble, ivory and precious stones and 
metals. Many small copies must have had a votive purpose and miniature 
copies of cult statues found at sanctuary sites are interpreted as votive 
offerings. Replicas of famous masterpieces were also placed at public buildings 
such as theatres and baths. It is believed that in the mýid-3rd century B. C. the 
fashion of embellishing buildings with luxury items, like sculpture, was 
extended from the Eastern Royal palaces to the private residences. 
It is likely that a considerable number of reproduction statuettes were brought 
back to Italy as souvenirs from Greece and Asia Minor, promoting the free 
circulation of the models and their popularity amongst all classes of society. 
The circulation of such miniature copies of Greek works must have helped the 
propagation of Hellenistic culture and artistic styles, replacing, in part, native 
Italic forms and eventually invading Roman visual arts and society as a whole. 
Certain elements within the study of the British Museurn's collection of votive 
terracotta heads, seem to suggest that miniature sculptural copies played a not 
insignificant role in the propagation of prototypes in the Classical and 
Hellenistic period. A singular case is represented by the male head M16d, an 
evident elaboration of the type of the Azara Henn. However, its closest parallel 
is a small marble copy in the Greco-Roman Museum in Mexandrie. Two more 
examples are male head M13al, very similar to the small bronze Roman copy of 
the Herakles of Polycleitos in the Barracco Museum in Rome'. and female 
sculptural model and permitted the replica considerable individuality .... Copies in miniature demonstrate formal diversity no less than their larger counterparts; while there are indeed 
some obvious "miniaturist" solutions, miniature copies are by no means sculptural clones of 
one another. " Bartman 1992, p. 187. 
45 For example between male heads M15a and Ml5bl 
46 Catalogue, Group 16. 
47 Catalogue, Group 13. 
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head F5a, based on the portrait of Corinna by Silanion as on ýa terracotta 
statuette in Compi6gnd". 
Some workshops produced bronzes and terracottas: the most'itriking example 
is afforded by the close resemblance between a popular group of female 
Caeretan heads, represented in the BMs collection by 172a and by a series of 
smaller heads, like F2bI, with a small votive bronze bust from the Carpegna 
Collection in the Vatican Library"'. The fine bronze, of Etruscan production, 
must be a local copy of a, now lost, well-known work. In this case however, 
the prototype could be Etruscan rather than Greek. 
48 Catalogue, Group 5. 
49 Cataloguc, Group 2. 
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Chapter 7 
JEWELLERY 
I The jewellery types on the votive heads 
The classes and types of jewellery considered in this section are exclusively 
those represent on the female votive heads in the catalogue. 
Crown/ 
Wreat F2a; F2h 
Diadem Bal; F3aIl; F4g; F4a; F3a; F5a; F5b; F5c 
Earring Hal; F4m; F41; F21I; F2j; NMI; F7a; F4dI; F4c; F21I: F2h; F2a; 
F2m; F7b; F3c; F4b; F5a; F3b 
Necklace Hal; Rd; F4g; F4c; F2a; F3c; F4b; F3b; F5c 
The female heads and busts display a rich variety of jewellery including types 
based on Greek as well as local prototypes. Most types can be paralleled with 
examples from Greece and Magna Graecia dated from the 4th to the 2nd 
centuries B. C. The Etruscan types have their origin in the 5th and early 4th 
centuries B. C. 
Amongst the BMs votive heads, the most carefWly reproduced examples of 
jewellery are the Etruscan ones, the bullae necklace and the horseshoe, 
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grappolo earrings', which are applied separately by the use of a specific mould 
(earrings on heads F2a and F2h) or by a stamp (necklace on head F2a). 
The most popular category of jewellery are the earringmrid the necklace; the 
diadem and the crown, objects invested of a much higher status and religious 
significance, are less freely represented. Due'to the nature of the material in the 
catalogue, bracelets and finger rings are absene. 
Jewellery in Greece 
The jewellery displayed on the votive heads have consistent parallels in 
contemporary examples from Etruria and South Italy. The same types are also 
present in funerary contexts, represented on sarc6pýý*t, ash urns and frescos, 
on vase painting and mirrors. Most of these types are fairly common and well 
documented in the Greek world, from where fashions spread to central Italy via 
Magna Graccia. 
The propagation of the Orientalizing art of the 7th century D. C. in the Greek 
mainland, islands and cities of Asia Mnor, enriched the Greek decorative 
repertoire and promoted a taste for luxury attested by the jewellery of the 
period. The situation changed in the later 6th century. B. C. when a new political 
and social situation ensued. The promulgation of laws, such as the sumptuary 
laws by Zaleucus of Locri, limited the "antisocial" display of wealth by the 
richer classes, forbidding all women, except helairai, to wear jewels and richly 
decorated garments, and men from carrying gold finger ringe. Pisistratus, in 
Athens, is believed to have decreed laws against the richness in grave offerings, 
1 This has been suggested before for a group of votive heads from Caere: Nagy 1989 
p. 293. It is significant that heads in the British Museum showing the same type ofjewcllcry 
may also be from Caere, in concordance with the statement made by Briguct, according to 
whom Cacre was one of the main Etruscan centres for the production ofjcwcllery, especially 
in the 4th century B. C.: Briguct NLF. La revue du Louvre 1974, p. 250. 
2 Andrcn 1955-56, p. 207ff. 
3 The fcw possiblc examples of statues, where bracelets and rings could have been 
rcprcscntcd, arc broken below the head. 
4 Mahl M. 'Die Gcsctze des Zalcukos und Charondas in Klio ' Beiheft XKII, 1929, 
p. 105ff, in particular p. 122 note 1. 
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as reported by Cicero', a situation possibly confirmed by the modest finds from 
Athenian cemeteries of the first half of the 5th century B. C. ' In mainland 
Greece jewellery style reflects thýs desi r e, ., 
for simplicity. 
Greek Art of the 5th century B. C., - particularly Attic art, established a common 
artistic language throughout the hellenised Mediterranean regions. Etruria 
experienced a profound influence from the Hellenic world; Greek motives are 
reproduced but interpreted for the Etruscan taste. 
If few are the items of jewellery recovered from Greece during the Classical 
period, literary and epigraphical sources account for its variety and quality. 
Famous artist working on gold created ornaments for statues, necklaces and 
earrings, their presence often revealed by perforations in the earlobes or on the 
neck for attachment. Lists of votive offerings in precious metal and jewellery, 
have been retrieved from several sanctuaries, like Tanagra and Delos'. These 
inventories list most of the jewellery types of the Classical period. 
M The role of Tarentum 
From the end of the 5th century B. C. the prototypes of Greek jewels became 
common all over the hellenised regions, next to the products of local character. 
In the 4th century B. C. and during the Hellenistic period, local taste and traits 
developed more and more into specialised productions: the Greek style is more 
unadulterated in Sicily and south Italy, more provincial in the Etruscan and, 
central Italian areas. 
Tarenturn is the most active centre of jewellery production in Magna Graecia 
from the last quarter of the 4th to the 2nd century B. C. Already in the Sth 
century B. C. a local industry must have existed, but it was indistinguishable 
from the main Greek production, stylistically and in the technique of 
5 Ciocro, de Legibus, 11,26,64. 
6 Richter 1944, p. 90ff, Richter 1945, p. 152-, Karo 1943, p. 23. 
7 Reinach 1899, pp. 100- 10 1. A temple inventory listing jewcllcry where the items are 
often meticulously describ&4 is the 279 B. C. account by the priests of Delos: Homolle 1882, 
p. 105ff. 
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manufacture. At the end of the 4th century B. C., and 'particularly in the"3rd 
century B. C., the local Tarentine industry expanded assuming a more individual 
character. 
The extensive export of the'products of Tarenturn influenced jewellery 
production in Campania, Etruria and Picenum'. - The cultural koini of 
Tarenturn, was felt all over southern Italy and several of the Etruscan centres 
throughout the 4th and part of the 3rd centuries B. C.,, even in Rome?. -, 
The prominence of Tarentum declined after 209 B. C. when the Roman army, 
under the leadership of Q. Fabius Maximus, captured and plundered the city and 
its territories. Its wealth and power, at the end of the 3rd century B. C., can be 
deduced by the enormous spoils brought back to Rome for the triumph of' 
Fabius Maximus": additionally to thousands of art works, a large quantity of 
worked silver and 83,000 fibra of gold". 
IV Terracotta imitations of jewellery 
The gold jewellery recovered from Tarenturn comes almost entirely from 
funerary contexts, but there are also numerous examples in gilt bronze and 
gold-plated terracotta imitations, aimed to a less wealthy clientele. The gold-' 
plated terracotta jewellery is too fragile to have been used for personal 
decoration, its function must have been votive or funerary, as the findings in 
cemeteries and sanctuaries seem to suggest". 
The terracotta examples reproduce accurately the precious metal types from 
which they are derived, the most commonly found are earrings and necklaces. ' 
It has been suggested that the matrix used to reproduce these objects was taken' 
8 Breglia 194 1, p. 125; Orl di Taranto, p. 2 1. 
9 Ori di Taranto, p. 17. 
10 Livy, XXVII, 16,8. 
11 It is interesting to note that in 211 B. C. the booty from Capua, also a rich and powerful 
city consisted'only' of 3 1,000 fibra of silver and 2,070 of gold: Livy, XXVI, 14,8. 
12 Blank 1976, p. 25. 
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directly from the original gold or silver examples 13 . This 
is a lik 
, 
ely possibility, 
as the terracotta jeweHery often corresponds precisely to the golden prototype. 
It is uncertain who the craftsmen employed in this activity were: if the artisan 
working in terracotta or the goldsmith, expert in gold-plating technique. The 
final result was a low cost item but of high craftsmanship, apparently 
idententical to its precious metal model". The production of gold plated 
terracottajeweUery is centred in the 4th and 3rd centuries B. C. 
Crown" 
The crown was, originally, simply made of natural branches and leaves, its use 
confined to religious and funerary purposes. Garlands were found on Egyptian 
mummies of the XX and = Dynasty (c. 1200-945 B. C. ) confirming 
Tertullian's statement that the use of the crown originated in the East". In 
Greece the crown-started to be utilised in funerary rituals: stephanai of leaves 
and flowers were placed on cult statues, were offered as ex-votos and were 
worn during religious ceremonies. The crown acquired a symbolic importance 
that was employed to reward political distinction, virtue, athletic excellence, 
and eventually was used during events such as symposia and weddings. 
As the use of the crown rapidly spread, so must have the craft industry that 
produced it". It is probable that, at a time when the taste and demand for 
jewellery increased, the leafy crowns started to be reproduced in precious 
13 Lunsingh-Scheurleer 1982, p. 193; Lullies 1962, p. 43ff.; Kriseleit 1977, p. 13; 
Archaeological Reports. London 1959-1960, p. 25, fig. 30; BMCJ pl. x3=; Orl di Taranto 
nos. 57,58,70-72,89,101-102,118. 
14 it is believed that one of the techniques for forming sheet gold Greek jewcllety was by 
using a wooden model: Hoffman-Davidson 1965, pp. 28-29. 
15 Saglio E. 'Corona'in Darcmberg-Saglio, 1,1873, pp. 1524-1527; EAA 11, pp. 861-866; 
Ori di Taranto, pp. 7 I- 108. 
16 Tertullian De Corona, VII, 1744. 
17 Theophrastus mentions craftsmen manufacturing stephaneplokok 'Theophrastus 
Hist. Plant, VI, 8,1. 
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metal. Precious metal crowns were offered as 
ý 
ex-votos in sanctuaries" and 
were wom by cult statues, as the Olympian Zeus"'. A gold leaf garland was 
found buried in the 4th century B. C. Etruscan Tomba degli Scudi". In Rome 
the use of the crown in triumphs and funerals is well attested: the corona 
Etrusca, made of gold oak leaves and precious stones, was the only gold 
insignia carried in the triumpW', and was, as the name suggests, of Etruscan 
origin. Also stephanal were placed on the head of the deceased, according to a 
custom contemplated in the MI Tabld'. 
At Tarentum, the crown is one of the best known classes of jewellery. 
Terracotta examples are also frequently found, from the 5th century B. C. but 
particularly common in the second half of the 4th century B. C. 23 The fIrst" 
examples of crowns are dated between the late 6th and the Sth centuries B. C.; 
they consist of myrtle leaves and berries in gilded silver, paralleled only by" 
Etruscan examples dated to the 5th century B. C. 2' The contemporary presence, 
at Tarenturn and in Etruria, of funerary crowns of similar typology; underlines 
the direct dependence of Etruscan local production, in the 4th century B. C., 
from that of Magna Graecia and the important role played by Tarenturn as 
intermediary between Greece and Etruria. 
In Etruria, the gold-leaf crown of Greek type becomes heavier and larger in the 
4th and 3rd centuries B. C.; the Greek and the south Italian examples, maintain 
the "natural", weightless, character recalling the original foliage archetype'. The 
18 Mentioned in the inventories at the Parthenon: IG 11-111,1,1377; Hekatompedon: IG II- 
111,1,1386; in the sanctuary of Apollo at Delos: Homolic 1882, IV, pp. 107ff; Hussey 1890, 
pp. 69-88. 
19 Pausanias, V, XT, 1. 
20 Now in the Museo Gregoriano Etrusco at the Vatican: Band 1960, p. 344, pl. 110; 
Higgins 1964, pp. 120-121,150,158, pl. 4 1. 
21 Pliny N. M., =11,4,11; Tcrtullian, De Corona, )UII, 3-5. 
22 Cicero de Legibus, 11,24,60; Appian, Civ., 1, MI, 106. 
23 Orl di Taranto, p. 418, LXII, inv. no. 12.037. 
24 Taranto Musco Archcologico Nazionale, inv. nos. 12.221,12.298: Ort di Taranto, p. 72. 
25 BMCJ p. 264, no. 2292, pl. XLWI. 
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Greek goldsmith shows a love for naturalistic floral elaboration, filigree tendril- 
scrolls, buds, blossoms and palmettes. Very different is the Etruscan crown, flat 
and stylized, held in place by a structure to which the various elements are 
attached, creating a compact arrangement of leaves and flowers. The delicate 
workmanship and imaginative motives of the Greek types are replaced, in 
central Italy on the corona Elmsca, by large, flat, olive or laurel leaves, 
overlapping each other in a symmetrical mass, aim, ed at creating an immediate 
impact on the viewer. 
If the crowns that have survived had a funerary purpose, it is undoubtable that 
in Etruria they were also used for purely decorative reasons: the Etruscans had 
an intense, somewhat provincial, love for jeWellery and for the display of 
wealth, as can be seen on the numerous funerary monuments where both men 
and women are adorned with crowns, earrings, necklaces, bracelets, finger 
rings'ý 
The crown reproduced on head F2h has a distinctly Etruscan feel; it is not light 
and delicate as a Greek or Tarentine example, but high and rigid, standing 
firmly and neatly, like a frame, on the top of the head. The leaves of the upper 
row of the crown rise frontally, trilobate in shape, representing olive or myrtle 
branches, as the middle, rounded element suggests a berry or fruit. The general 
shape could also indicate a line of palmettes, a frequent decorative element on 
Etruscan jewellery of the 4th-3rd centuries B. C. A possible parallel for this 
crown is suggested by a group of crowns from Tarentum, of probable 3rd 
century B. C., composed of trilobate ivy leaves2'. However, unlike the example 
on F2h, this type of crown is always fashioned from entwined leaves lying on 
the side. An Etruscan crown from Vulci, dated to the late 4th, early 3rd 
centuries B. C, with ivy leaves and rosettes, is of a similar type to that 
26 Bccatti 1955, p. 97, pl. XCI, nos. 357-358. 
27 For example, on the terracotta sarcophagus of Larthia Seianti, from Chiusi, in the 
Museo Archeologico, Firenze, inv. no. 70697: Civilth degli Etruschl 1985, no. 15.15; and on 
the terracotta. sarcophagus of Seianti Thanunia. 71esnasa, also from Chiusi, in the British 
Museum: inv. D 786. 
28 Ori di Taranto, p. 75, qW III, no. 4. 
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represented on the BMs votive head". The most likely parallel f6r thi sý crown, 
nevertheless, is a type of Etruscan gold wreath, best displayed by an example 
from Tarquinia in the British Museum, made of three rows of ivy leaves and 
two of berries, rendered as a series of bosseswith concentric circles in relief'. 
The outside rows consists of fourteen leaves pointing outwards, just as the 
upper border on the crown of the votive head comprises fourteen elements. 
The central row consists of thirteen leaves ranged horizontally, six pointing in 
one direction and seven in the other. The lines of berries consists of thirteen 
elements in paler gold, also corresponding to the arrangement on the votive 
head. A hollow tube of gold is fastened in the centre for strength. 
The crown; or wreath, reproducei on the votive head seems to be the type of 
the corona sulifis of 4th-3rd centuries B. C., of which the Bms wreath is an 
example; on this type of crown the leaves are cut out of a thin sheet of gold and 
sewn to a background". The background can be, either a flexible band in the 
same material of the leaves, or a rigid frame made flexible by a central hinge, 
fastened at the back of the head by ribbons. The crown, high, flat and 
impressive, appears to be a closed circle of equal hight all around, another 
typical element of this class of Etruscan wreaths. 
The crown represented on head F2a is a common type, found on numerous 
antefixes with maenad's head of 4th-3rd centuries B. C. It consists of a single 
row of circular bosses, or rosettes, with central button 32 . This type 
is 
particularly popular at Caere, where it is also found on votive heads of 4th-3rd 
centuries B. C. adomed with horseshoe a grappolo earrings and necklaces, as on 
head F2a". Similar ornaments are also found on Volterran alabaster ash urns' 
29 Part of the Castellani Collection in the Villa Giulia Museum in Rome: Caruso 1988, 
inv. no. 53795, pl. 111, no. 24. 
30 Also Castellani Collection 1872: BMCJ, pl. XLI, no. 2296. 
31 BMCJ, pis. XLI-XLII; Higgins 1961, p. 150. 
32 Andren 1940, pl. 20, IV. 6; pl. 20, IV. 7, from Caere, Higgins 1954, BMCT, B. 621,622; 
BMCJ, lig. 71; Andrcn 1948-50, pUll, fig. 2, Orvieto, Musco dell'Opcra del Duomo; Stefani 
1984, pl. IV, b-9. 
33 Van Bothmcr-Noble 1961, pl. =, A; Nagy 1988, IA3k pl. IV, fig. 7; IAIO, pl-VIII, 
fig. 15; Wis 198 1, p. 27, Caere type 17D. 
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dated to the 4th-3rd centuries B. C. '. This type of ornament is probably of 
Greek origin?, reaching Etruria, where it becomes popular, via southern Italy. 
Examples of terracotta rosettes applied to wreaths of lead, silver, bronze and 
gold are well known from Tarentum. 
VI DLADETW7 
In its most generic meaning, a diadem is simply a ribbon, or fillet, and as such is 
probably the most common Greek female ornament from the Archaic period. 
The diadem, -far more than the crown, is susceptible' to fashion changes, 
particularly in the Hellenistic period when numerous types existed to satisfy the 
love for luxury and ostentation typical of the Eastern kingdoms. Once again, 
most of the surviving examples came from funerary contexts. Representations 
on vase painting show the assortment of types, some of which must have been 
supported by perishable materials, such as wood and fabric. In Italy, pre4th 
century B. C. examples are rare, but from then on the diadem became a 
favourite ornament. Amongst the Italic populations, organised on a social 
structure of aristocratic model, the diadem acquired status role as an expression 
of rank and economic privilege. 
The terracotta votive heads in the BMs collection show five types of diadems. 
On head F4g is represented the simplest type of diadem, a tube, generally made 
of thin gold leaf, either hollow or applied to another metal base. Silver or lead, 
gold-plated to imitate precious metal, were also used". The tube, curved -and 
not too long, was placed above the forehead on the hair, as can be seen on F4g, 
to hold the hairstyle in place and probably terminated with ribbons to fasten it 
34 Gambietti 1974, p. 15. 
35 For rosettes on a band in the 4th century B. C.: Hoffman-Davidson 1965, p. 69, fig. 8. 
36 Orl d! Taranto, pp. 91-92, no. 21. 
37 'Diadcma' in Daremberg-Saglio, 11,1892, pp. 119-123; EAA, 111,1960, pp. 85-89; Orl 
di Taranto, pp. II 1- 125. 
38 Orl di Taranto. p. 114. 
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at the back of the head. This type seems to be typical of Tarentine production, 
dating from the last quarter of the 4th century B. C. " 
The most frequently represented type in Hellenistic art is probably the 
crescent-shaped stephane generally combined with a loosely brushed back 
hairstyle. The stephane - 
is originally the crown of Aphrodite and of other 
goddesses, later taken over by women. The basic form of the object consists of 
a curved golden sheet; the earliest type is not dissimilar to a pol&% and 
rectangular-shaped' diadem, as opposed to triangular, ' are not uncommon. 
Heads Dal and F3a][I wear a crescent shaped stephane, more ogival-shaped 
on the first, more rounded on the second. The ogival-shaped diadem, worn like 
a coronet, is, in Italy, a later development of the initial crescent-shaped form, 
apparently, dated to the 3rd and 2nd centuries B. C. 4ý The stephane, on head 
Mal reflects an older fashion and, as the larger size indicates, is the earlier of 
the two. 
Four heads, F3c, M, F5b and Fmbl, display a diadem with the nodus 
Herculeus, a decorative motif appearing in the 4th century B. C. and remaining 
fashionable throughout the Hellenistic period. The nodus Herculeus was 
considered a magical symbol and the presence of the nodus on jewellery was as 
much for decorative as for propitiatory reasonsý': '%ý was described by 
Oribasiu§' and Pliny' who praised its healing properties. 1his alleged attribute 
39 Taranto Musco Archeologico Nazionale, inv. no. 54.746: Ori di Taranto, p. 114, no. 49. 
A similar example, also from Tarenturn, was sold in auction at Christie's in London: 
Christie's catalogue, Antiquities II June 1980, p. 55. 
40 'Stcphane' in Darcmberg-Saglio, IV, 2, p. 1508 (stcphanos, stcphaniskos, stcphanion); 
Thompson 1963, p. 49. 
41 Thompson 1963, p. 49. 
42 Orl di Taranto, p. 114. 
43 BMCJ, pl. XLI, no. 2113. 
44 Donfante 1975, p. 78. 
45 Becatti 1955, p. 89. 
46 Oribasius IV, p. 26 1, ed. Bussemaker & Daremberg. 
47 Pliny N. M., XXXVIII, 6,17. 
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may have some significance on its presence on the votive heads. The nodus 
Hercukus was used on diadems, as pendent on necidaces, on belts, bracelets, 
rings, often elaborately decorated with filigree, palmettes, leaves and rosettes, 
as on a famous example from Tarentue. 
In the 3rd century B. C. its decoration acquires precious stones, as small 
pendants suspended from the nodus and faing on the forehead, in comelian 
and lapis-lazuV. This decorative element, probably of eastern origin, has been 
associated with the imagery of Alexander, but its use is in fact more ancient 
and can not be identified with any specific historical figure'. 
The diadems with nodus Herculeus on F3c and FMbI are of simple type. The 
two heads are typical examples of mass produced industry, quickly 
manufactured with the minimum of labour and the jewellery reproduced reflects 
this tendency. Beside the basic for7n of the object, the diadem is free from any 
decorative detail. However, F3c is a head from a good prototype and the nodus 
on the diadem is clearly recognisable. Heads FSa and F5b are different; the two 
heads are of good quality and well finished. Both heads are inspired by late 
Classical models and the simplicity of the ornaments seems to reflect the sober, 
elegant taste of the period. 
A popular form of diadem in Etruria was a wide band made of two or three 
rows of beads, sometimes with a central division above the forehead, tied back 
with a ribbon. This type of ornament appears on numerous monuments, worn 
by both men and womený', and is probably comparable with a gold example in 
the British Museum". This type of diadem is found on numerous terracotta 
48 From Ginosa: Becatti 1955, pl. Cl, no. 384. 
49 BMCJ, pl. 3=, nos. 1607-1609; Becatti 1955, PI. CXK, no. 436, pl. cma, nos. 438- 
439. 
50 SegO 1946, pp. 55-67. 
51 Orl di Taranto, p. 122. 
52 On a stone sarcophagus lid from Chianciano in the Musco Archeologico, Firenze, 
inv. no. 94352 of early 4th century B. C.: Cristofani 1975, pp. 34,42, no. 12; pp, 65-66; see 
Group 2; or on a red-figure cup from Vulci: Band 1960, p. 337, pl. 87; and on terracotta 
antefixcs: Band 1960, p. 332, pl. 75. 
53 BMCJ, pl. XLVNI, no. 2292. 
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votive heads from Latium, particularly at Caere. In the British Museum! s 
collection is represented only on two small heads: F2ki and F'21d1I. 
VII ]EARRING" 
The earring is one of the most frequent personal ornaments in the Greek world. 
In the Archaic and Classical periods was the most popular item of jewellery, 
and to its popularity is attributed the costume of decorating statues with 
earrings, in some cases modelled directly in the stone, at times consisting of 
real jewels inserted on the lobes, as indicated by existing perforations'. 
Earrings were also commonly offered as ex-votos to the divinity and were kept 
in the sanctuary, as attested by surviving inventories". 
For the Classical period, contemporary sources such as sculpture, vase painting 
and coins, disclose a variety of types which have. no parallel on archeological 
record. In southern and central Italy, as in Greece, female figures wearing 
earrings of various type are reproduced frequently on terracotta antefixes, 
figurines, coins and pottery, but in Magna Graecia and Etruria a considerable 
number of such objects have been recovered. Tarenturn, once again, seems to 
be the most active and creative centre, of production". 
Some of the most common types of earrings in the Classical and Hellenistic 
periods are reproduced on the votive heads in the British Museum's collection. 
One of the most popular, and long surviving, is the inverted pyramid, or cone, 
54 Votive heads and antefixcs: Riis 1981, p. 39, fig. 23, from Pracnestc; votive bust in 
Hamburg Museum: Mercklin 1930, p. 99, nos. 452-453, pl. XXXH; Nagy 1988, pl. 2, figs. 3- 
4, IA3; pUV, fig. 9, IA4b; pDUl, fig. 24, IA16; pDUV, figs. 29-30, IA17; pl. XVI, figs. 31-32, 
IA 17; heads in Sicna: Hafhcr 1965, pl. 16, nos. 2,4. 
55 Potticr E. 'Inaures'in Darembcrg-Saglio, 111,1900, pp. 440-447; Brcglia L. 'Orecchino' 
EAA, V, 1963, pp. 728-730. 
56 Iladaczck 1903, p. 2. 
57 See notel. 
58 Orl di Taranto, pp. 129-192; Brcglia 1941, pp. 118-119. 
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pendent suspended from a disc, displayed on heads F41 and FWý This type of 
earring is wom already in the Archaic period, as attested by the maidens of the 
chorus on the Frangois vase of 550 B. C. At the end of the 5th century B. C. it is 
enriched with side chain-pendants, as'can be seen on Syracusan coins of 
Eukleidas', but becomes most popular in the Hellenistic period when, in 
addition to the lateral pendants, it is embellished with filigree and graýulation. 
Numerous examples from Cyprue', Asia Minor, southern Russia9 and 
Macedonia! ' demonstrate the circulation of the type. 
In Italy it is very common in Tarenturn where it is also represented on coinage 
of 340-302 B. C. " and on 4th century B. C. terracotta antefixesM. The products 
of Tarenturn were exported'to other areas of southern Italy. confirmed by 
numerous examples of Tarentine origin found in Campanie. 
Also to Tarentine influence are attributed the numerous Hellenistic examples 
retrieved in Etruscan areas. Here again, the popularity of this type of ornament 
is best demonstrated by, its representation on the antefixes and votives 
terracottas". In Etrusco-Italic contexts, this type of pendent earring becomes 
common in the 4th century B. C. and remains in use until the I st century B. C.. It 
59 Hadaczck 1903, pp. 28-30. 
60 Rizzo 1946, p-208, pl-F. 
61 BMCJ, pl. )CXX, nos. 1666-1667. 
62 BMCJ, pl. )CKX, nos. 16,64-1665,1670-1673. 
63 Anaamanov 1969, no. 309. 
64 Treasures ofanclent Macedonia 1978, p. 94, pl. 53, no. 38 1. 
65 Hadaczck 1903, p. 28, fig. 48. 
66 Laviosa 1954, pp. 238-240, pl. IXKý111, nos. 3-6; Willcnniicr 1939, p. 428, pl.. NXKM 
no. 4; BMCT, p1s. 183,189, nos. 1329-30,1360. 
67 Brcglia 1941, pp. 36-37, pl. Xlll, nos. 79-80; Sivicro 1954, p. 22, pl. 54, no. 44; Becatti 
1955, p. 195, pl. Cl, no. 383. 
68 Cristofani 1983, p. 314, no. 254. 
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is still found on late Tuscanian stone sarcophagi" and albaster ash urns from 
Volterra7o. 
A very close parallel for the type of earring represented -on 
F6aI is found on a 
votive head in the Vatican Museums7'. According to Haffier, this type of 
earring is found in central Italy mostly in the 3rd and 2nd centuries B. C. 72 
However, it was certainly known in Etruria before this date, as very similar 
examples are featured on head-kantharOs of the 4th century B. C. 7ý and on an 
Etruscan mirror from Clusium'. 
On the two votive heads, the inverted pyramid earrings are of the simple form. 
F41 shows a pyramid rather than a cone design, as the edges of the triangle are 
clearly emphasised to indicate sharp comers. The disc on the earlobe, on this 
example, is poorly represented, but seems to be a plain roundel without 
evidence of decoration. Between the disc and the pendant there is no indication 
of attachment or lug, which exist instead on F6aI, in the fornl'of a crescent- 
shaped element. On this head the pendant appears to be a cone, as its outline is 
more rounded. The surface of the earring was possibly decorated, as hinted by 
some faint transversal incisions on the right side example. The disc shows 
clearly in the middle a rosette with central button. A votive head of very similar 
type, in the Vatican Museum, shows precisely the same type of earrings"'. This 
type is well known in Tarentum where it is dated to the early 3rd century B. C. 7" 
69 TOrr 1969, p. 56. 
70 Cristofani 1977,1, nos. 24,82,102,140,210,222,229; 11, nos. 47,77, '116,129,132. 
71 MGE inv. no. 13927: Hafhcr 1965, pl. 2 1, no. 3. 
72 Hafficr 1965, pp. 54-55. 
73 A janiform head of satyre and macnad from Clusium, in the Villa Giulia Museum, 
dated to the second half of the 4th century B. C: Beazley 1947, Clusium Group, pl. XXVHI. 
no. 5. 
74 Bianchi Bandinclli 1925, p. 542, fig. 10, no. 176. 
75 Hafficr 1965, pi. 21, no. 3. 
76 Orl di Taranto, pp. 172-173, nos. 90,9 lab. 
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The ring-shaped earring with lion's head is present on three votive heads in the 
BM's collection: F7a, F4j and Ndlt". This type originates as a simple, open 
ring, acquiring during the 4th century B. C. a lion's head at one or both 
extremities, often decorated with filigree and a twisted wire around the main 
body of the ring7. In the 4th and 3rd centuries B. C. it is the most common type 
of earring, found all over the Greek world". However, the best examples are 
found in Etruria' and Magna Graecial' particularly Tarentum', where they are 
frequently created in lavish parure of matching earrings, necklace, bracelet, 
waist belt and fingeringý'. The lion! s head loop earring is common in Cyprus, 
Phoenicia, Egypt and Syria, which has led to believe that the type originated in 
the Eastern Mediterranean and grew to popularity with the conquest of 
Alexander". In Etruria the type is reproduced on female heads on mirrors, 
paired with torque necklaces with lion's head terminale'. 
A number of the votive heads in the Museo Gregoriano Etrusco at the Vatican 
wear this style of earrings. One head belo 
, 
ngs to the same type of Hal (a head 
that displays inverted pyramid pendent earrings) but showing different hairstyle; 
another is of the same type of F4dII, sharing both earring type and hairstyle". 
The earring on F4j (only the right one survives) is damaged and the liows head 
terminal is missing. However, what remains of it makes the identification 
77 Hadaczek 1903, pp. 75-78, figs. 156-157. 
78 BMCJ, pl. XLIII, nos. 2211,2213,2215-2216. 
79 BMCJ, pl. =, nos. 1728-1808. 
80 BMCJ, pl. XLIII, nos. 2206-2207,2225-2226. ' 
81 This type is mostly absent in Campania, only a few examples have been found at 
Cumac: Brcglia 194 1, p. 123. 
82 Bccatti 1955, pl. XCVII-XCVIII, nos. 375-376; Orl di Taranto, pp. 182-186, nos. 109- 
117. 
83 In the Museo Archeologico Nazionale, Taranto, second half 4th century B. C.: Breglia 
L. Japigia X 1939, fig. 22, no. 39; Becatti 1955, pls. XCVIII-XCK no. 377. 
84 Amandry 1967, p. 204; Mggins 1980, p. 159; Reeder 1988, p. 224. 
85 Zfichucr 1942, fig. 72, p. 149. 
86 Hafncr 1965, pl. 2 1, no. 3; Hadaczek 1903, pp. 76-77, figs. 156-157. 
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possible. The main body of the loop shows a type made of a hollow, open-ring 
tube, decorated, probably, with a twisted wire. The missing piece in front of the 
ear lobe was almost certainly a lion's head, as the sear left in the clay reveals a 
large, rounded terminal. The type represented is very common in central and 
southern Italy in the 3rd century B. C. "'. I 
The earring on half head F4dII is of the same type, with the twisting around the 
ring clearly visible, illustrated by transverse incisions in the clay, Unfortunately 
the details of the liores head terninal are hidden by the hair in front of the ear. , 
The best and clearest example of this type of earring is displayed by F7a, the 
head of a young girl. The loop, closed rather than open, is a thick twisted 
circle, terminating into a large HoWs head. The shape is that of a fat shrimp, 
found on other examples of Hellenistic period". 
What little is discerriable on heads F7a and F4j, seemsto indicate terminals with 
rather large lion's heads, slightly pointed at the ends. This variation of a 
tapering lion's head at the end is a refinement, apparently, of South 
,I 
talian 
origin, finding parallels in examples of the 4th and 3rd centuries B. C. from 
Tarentum, Capua, Cumae and Ithaka". 
The earring type on head F4c seem5to illustrate in detail a specific prototype. 
Similar rosette-and-pendent earrings are relatively common amongst Greek and 
Etruscan jewellery of the 4th and 3rd centuries B. C. The example illustrated on 
the terracotta head shows a low-hanging pendent, consisting of a rosette of ten 
petalswith a central stud. Behind the rosette, hanging from it, is a palmette- 
shaped plate, the attachment of which is not visible. A pair of earringsfirom 
Soracte, in the Castellani Collection at the BM, dated 4th-3rd centuries B. C., 
can becompared to the example illustrated on head F4c. The gold specimen is 
composed of a curved, double plate of gold, embossed on the upper side with 
87 Orl di Taranto, p. 185, nos. 115-116. 
88 BMCJ, pl. X=, nos. 1774-1775; Orl di Taranto, pp. 183-184, nos. 110, ill, 113. 
89 Koz1off 1981, pp. 160-161, no. 141, dated 325-300 B. C.; Dcppcrt-Lippitz 1985, p. 224, 
lig. 160, dated late 3rd century B. C.; De Julfis-Loiacono 1985, p. 303, no. 349; Reedcr 1988, 
p. 225, no. 123. 
90 BMCJ, pl. XLIV, nos. 2241-2. 
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two palmettes. In the plate was inserted a gold hook, now missing. A second 
flat plate of gold is attached below the first. 
Similar types come from Tarentun? ' and in the Villa Giulia Museum in Rome is 
an example from Ruvo, in southern Italy, of 4th-3rd centuries B. C., displaying 
a certain resemblance with the earring on the terracotta head'. The Villa Giulia 
earring is, unlike the low-hanging one on the votive head, a close to the ear 
type. It is'possible that the earring on the votive head is represented low in 
order to show the jewellery that would, otherwise, be concealed by the 
hairstyle. However, it is more likely that the maker of the terracotta carefully 
reproduced a real style. Long pendent earrings are common in, the Hellenistic 
period, and frequent representations on female heads, wearing full hairstyle 
with earrings reaching almost shoulder level, must reflect a_ contemporary 
fashioe. 
A type of earring from Tarenturn, dated to the mid4th century B. C., illustrates 
the upper part of the jewel obscured by the hair, showing a rosette and 
palmette hanging from a large, leech-type loop. 
One of the earring types most frequently reproduced on terracottas, votive and 
architectural, in Etruria, is the cluster horseshoe or grappolo earring". These 
cluster earrings reflect the 4th century B. C. Etruscan taste for heavy, solemn 
forms, in contrast with the lighter forms of the Hellenistic period. In the BNrs 
collection this type of earrings is reproduced on heads F2a, F2h and F2m. 
The oval-shaped jewel represented on head F2a comprises a semi-circular (or 
horseshoe) gold sheet, on it is a complex ornamental design of embossed 
91 0; 1 di Taranto, p. 189, no. 127. 
92 Also Castellani Collection: Caruso 1988, pI. VII, no. 
09. 
93 Sin-tilar hairstyle and long pendant earrings can be found on the votive statues and 
busts from the sanctuary at Lavinium: Enea nel Lazio, p. 238, D 22 1; p. 244, D 227; p. 253, D 
237 and D 238. 
94 Orl di Taranto, p. 15 1, no. 60. 
95 Antefixcs from Caere: Andren 1940, p. 57, no. IV: 6, pl. 20, fig. 66; in the Musco Faina 
at Orvieto: Hadackzek 1903, fig. 12 1; on mirrors: Gerhard 1843-97,11,197,213; IV 287,3; V 
155,4; 156,2; on wall painting: Pallottino 1952, pp. 10 1,107. 
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elements. In the centre is a hollow circular element (or kech), convex toward 
the front. Above the central element is a small crescent, ' suimounted by a 
semi-circular zone of eight granules and by three strands, presumably, intending 
to reproduce twisted filigree. Below it are five smaHer, convex, embossed 
elements, with small granules filling the spaces between these elements- A 
cluster of small granules is placed below the central leech element. This 
elaborate type of earring is characteristic of Classical and early Hellenistic 
Etruscan jewellery of 4th-3rd centuries B. C., and numerous gold specimeAk S 
survive". 
Particularly relevant is a study by Andren on a terracotta, matrix reproducing a 
form of earring very similar to the one represented on head F2a! '. The object 
was used for the manufacture of terracotta earrings that were applied to votive 
or architectural terracotta, heads. The author compares a number of such heads, 
all probably from Caere, showing related jewellery, some even obviously 
manufacture from the same matrix. Andren identifies in the version illustrated 
by the matrix the most developed form of this type of omament. 
The precious metal prototype was probably evolved in order to create a large 
earring from a single sheet of gold, combining two decorative elements:, the 
expanded loop-ring (or leech) and the cluster pendent suspended from the 
loop". The form shown by the terracotta matrix, reproduced on F2a, is , 
the 
standard model of the type, more apt to be fashioned from one single sheet of 
96 1 On one gold example of the type it is possible to see this 'element made of two pieces 
neatly joined in the ccntre by a vertical butt-joint, only visible under microscope 
magnification: Ilackcns 1976, p. 37. 
97 HadaczeK 1903, p. 61 note 2; BMCJ, pl. XLIV, nos. 2252,2256,2258,2259; De Riddcr 
1924, pl. VII, nos. 320-321; Ducati 1927, p. 331ff.; Alexander 1928, fig. 51; Giglioli 1935, 
pl. CCCLXKIV, nos. 1,4; Becatti 1955, pl. CX-CM, nos. 412,415,417; Ori e argenti 
dell'Italla antica, p. 39, pl. V, no. 89; Greifcnhagen 1974,1, pl. 73, nos. 1-3; Hackcns 1976, 
p. 37, no. 4a; Victoria and Albert Museum, Webb Collection inv. no. 8749/1863; Caruso 1988, 
pl. Vll, no. 51. 
98 Andrcn 1955-56, pp. 207-219, fig. 2. 
99 Including F2a: Andren 1955-56, p. 213, fig. 8. 
100 Andrcn 1955-56, p. 21 1, figs. 3-5; Hadaczcx 1903, p. 59ff. 
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gold"'. it is unlikely, however, that the terracotta matrix was manufactured 
using a fragile, single sheet of gold prototype. More likely, to create the mould, 
the craftsman utilised the same, harder, materials that the goldsmith employed 
to emboss the earring , possibly a wooden prototype. 
The study on the matrix demonstrates that the earring, as seen on heads F2a 
and F2h, were made separately from the rest of the head, by special mould, and 
were applied lightly to the sides of the finished head". The identical shape of 
some earrings on a number of different heads, votive and antefixes, of 4th-3rd 
centuries D. C., shows the use of the same matrix and points to Caere as the 
centre of production for both". 
The earrings on head F4d1 are visible only in profile. At the front they'are 
hidden by a series of three hair-locks, totally concealing the ears. They consist 
of a simple ring made of a hollow loop with a middle swelling, from which a 
smaller ring is suspended. This is a type found also in southern Italy but typical 
of Etruscan areas between the 4th and the 3rd centuries B. C. '04 
In the 4th and 3rd centuries B. C., in central Italy, the Greek type of open ring, 
often terminating with a lion's head, acquires a more Etruscan quality 
increasing its size and decoration. In the later examples additions of pend. -atsof 
various form appear: a pyramid, a vase (imitating the Greek type with amphora 
pendants) or simply a ring, as in the case of head F4dI"'. 
The earring type represented on head F4m may represent the distinctive late 
Hellenistic type with amphora pendent, common in the 3rd-2nd centuries 
101 Andren 1955-56, p. 211 type 7; BMCJ, pl. XLIV, no. 2259. 
102 It is not uncommon for such objects to become detached from the main body, as in the 
case of head F2h, where the right earring is missing but the scar is clearly visible. 
103 The Cacrctan provenance for most of these heads is known. Therefore, there can be 
little doubt that this group of jcwcIled tcrracottas were all manufactured in the same area, if 
not the same workshop: Andrcn 1955-56, p. 215. 
104 From Clusium, 3rd century B. C.: Caruso 1988, pl. VII, no. 56. 
105 HadaczeK 1903, p. 65, figs. 129-132; BMCJ, pl. XLIII, nos. 2228-2231; Becatti 1955, 
p. 97, pl. CX nos. 413.414,3rd century B. C. 
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B. C. "6. In central Italy the type is present already in the late 4th-3rd centuries 
B. C. " , akin to jewellery from south Italy, particularly Tarentum, where. it is 
also recognized on Tarentine antefixes". The Tarentine origin of this type; of 
earring is confirmed by the numerous examples of Tarentine provenance in the 
Museo Archeologico Nazionale in Naples" and one from Ginosa in the Museo 
Archeologico Nazionale in Taranto, dated to the 4th century B. C. "0. According 
to Hafner, in central Italy this type of earring is more commonly found in the 
early 3rd century B. C. "', found also on Etruscan mirrors"'. The type consists 
of a miniature amphora, made of gold sheets soldered together, suspended 
from a disc, often with the addition of side chain pendants' 13 
The closest parallel for the earring displayed on head F4m. is a gold example 
14 from Chiusi, in the BbXs Castellani Collection, dated to the 3rd century B. C. ' . 
The earring is fashioned from different parts. The first section, on the lobe, is a 
disc with raised edge and beaded top. Within the disc is a rosette of twelve 
petals, unlike the one illustrated on head F4m, where the disc is plain with a 
simple circular stud. Behind the disc is a soldered hook with two wire rings 
from which is hanging a vase-pendent with floral design embossed in relief A 
large hollow bead is attached below from a suspension ring, ornamented with' 
filigree and globules. 
106 Grcifcnhagcn 1974, p. 44, dated to the 2nd century B. C.; Ori di Taranto, p. 166, 
no. 81, dated to the 2nd century B. C.; Rceder 1988, p. 223, no. 121, dated to the 2nd-Ist 
centuries B. C. 
107 BMCJ, nos. 22634; fliggins 1980, pl. 42a. 
108 Wuillcnmier 1939, p. 428, pl. XXXM no. 4; BMCr, pls. 183,189, nos. 1329, -30,1360., 
109 Brcglia 194 1, pp. 36-37, nos. 79-80, pl. XHI; Becatti 1955, p. 195, pl. Cl, no. 383. 
110 Docatti 1955, p. 196, pl. Cll, no. 389 a-c. 
III Ilafncr 1965, pp. 54-55. 
112 From Chiusi: Bianchi Bandinclli 1925, p. 542, fig. 10, no. 176. 
113 The method of manufacture of these objects has becn'studied in detail: Hackens 1976, 
pp. 75-76, nos. 25 a, b. 
114 BMCJ, pl. XLIV, no. 2263. 
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On the terracotta head Rm the earring is much simplified. The fixtures 
between the disc, the vase-pendent and the bead are not shown, yet it can be 
assumed that similar, simple devises as on the gold example are intended. There 
is no indication of decoration on the pendent or on the bead. The votive head 
shows an added detail in the form of a small stud in the middle of the earlobe, 
presumably indicating the manner in which the object was rivetted on to the 
wearer. 
VM NECKLACE"s 
The necklace is a common ornament and, although most examples are retrieved 
in graves, there can be little doubt that it was of common, everyday use. 
Precious metal necklaces are frequently reproduced on terracottas and, in 
southern Italy, also on ceramics"'. 
Four basic types of necklace are represented on the votive heads in the BM's 
collection, varying from the simple strand of beads to lavish compositions of 
pendants and bullae of various shapes. 
Heads F2a, F5c and FO display bullae necklaces. The bullae, the Etruscum 
aureum of the Romans ... is a distinctive and original product of indigenous 
taste"'. This type of ornament appears first in the 7th century B. C. "" , 
becomes 
more common in the Sth century B. C., but is particularly representative'in the 
4th-3rd centuries B. C., lasting, in certain forms, into the Roman period. This 
jewel was, originally, a lentoid pendant hanging from a broad loop with simple 
115 Karo G. Monlle'in Darcmbcrg-Saglio, 111,2,1900, pp. 1984-199 1. 
116 Particularly interesting is a Lucanian kratcr of the Classical period attributed to the 
Carn6apaintcr, illustrating necklaces and bracelets in relief. Trcndall 1967, p. 54, pLUMV, 
1. 
117 Juvcnal, V, 164; Pliny N. H., 3=Il, 10; Plutarch, Quaest. rom., 101; Macrobius, 1, 
6,8. 
118 However, some examples have becn, rctrieved also from 4th century B. C. Gallic 
graves at Osimo and Filottcrano, now in the Musco Nazionalc in Ancona: Becatti 1955, 
pI. XXCII, no. 363; Andrcn 1948, p. 98. 
119 Bronze examples from Faliscan tombs at Narcc: Higgins 1980, p. 14 1. 
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borders, as' displayed on F2a. The more elaborate types, 'decoiated with 
gorgon and fion's heads, or in repoussg with Greek mythological motives, are 
confined to the 4th and 3rd centuries B. C. " The shape of the bullae is always 
heavy, massive, rich in decorative details; it could be worn alone or arranged 
into elaborate necklaces, sometimes alternated to other pendants. 
Like other groups of Etruscan jewellery, these necklaces are best studied, not 
only on the few actual examples surviving, but on the numerous illustrations on 
funerary statuary, votive heads, temple decoration, tomb painting and 
ceramics"'. 
Unlike Greek jewellery, the Etruscan bullae do not appear to have been 
reproduced in Oded terracotta imitations. According to Andren, the great 
precision of execution and the abundance of details on the objects reproduced 
on terracotta statuary, show that they were made using a mould fashioned from 
real gold prototypes". 
The bullae can be divided into three groups: 
plain, simply decorated by a border or embellished on the hanging 
loop" 
decorated with embossed designs, such as gorgon and lioWs heads" 
III decorated with mythological scenes forming a narrative composition'25 
The first two groups are securely dated within a broad time span, from the end 
6th-early-5th to the early 3rd centuries B. C. The last group is of later date, 
probably 3rd and 2nd centuries B. C. ". 
120 Becatti 1955, pl. XCII, nos. 359-361. 
121 Andren 1948-50, p. 91ff, pl. 1, nos. 1-3, figs. 4,6-7. 
122 Andrcn 1948-50, pp. 92-93. 
123 BMCJ, pl. XXLV, no. 2271,5th4th ccnturics B. C.; pl. XLVII, no. 23 10. 
124 BMCJ, pl. XXII, no. 1473; pl. XLVH, no. 2304. 
125 Giglioli 1935, pl, CCCL=V, nos. 19-21; Becatti 1955, pl. XCII, nos. 359-361; De 
lUdder 1924, pl. Xlll, nos. 743-745. 
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The type represented on head F7a belongs to the first group. It is a torqueý 
with a series of five pendants: a central lentoid, or acom-shaped, element with 
a wide, decorated border, two lateral crescent-shaped elements and two side 
elements in the shape of twisted coils. Curiously, the shape of the central 
element is very similar to that of the cluster earrings on the same head. The 
border around the pendant recalls the five small bosses and the horseshoe band 
on the earring; the oval, middle plain area recalls the oval central boss. 
This "simpler" type is the most frequently represented in art, particularly on 
votive heads and busts from Caere'" and antefixes from Orvieto, all of types 
related to each other"2. The nearest, almost identical, parallel for the necklace 
on head F2a is on a 4th century B. C. terracotta votive head from Caere in the 
Metropolitan Museum"'. Another parallel is on a terracotta votive head of the 
same type from Caere in the Lowie Museum in Caffornia'". On these three 
heads the torques from which the bullae are suspended, is placed, atypically, 
high on the neck, approximately on the throat. Two votive heads in Hamburg, 
dated to the 4th-3rd centuries B. C., show stringent affinities in the shape of the 
pendants on the necklace. However, the attachment is a sickle-shaped plate, 
decorated with embossed figures, positioned at shoulder level 131 .A terracotta 
fragment in the Lowie Museum shows the same type of necklace with lentoid 
131 pendant and twisted coil, also placed low on the shoulder . 
It is evident that the highly ornate necklace on head 172a was copied from a real 
example, the profusion of details, the accuracy of execution, particularly on the 
central lentoid element, suggest that a specific mould was created for it, 
126 Andren 1948-50, p. 98. 
127 Bothmer-Nobel 1961, pl. 3CKI, A; Mercklin 1930, p. 99, pl. =L nos. 452-453; Nagy 
1988, pl. VIII, fig. 15; pl. Ml, figs. 24,25,26; pDaV, fig. 28; pl. XVI, fig. 32. 
128 Of early 4th century B. C.: Andren 1940, pp. 180, no. 11: 36; pl. 68: 221; p. 201, no. 1n: 
2; pl. 76: 25; Andren 1948-50, p. 108. 
129 Bothmer-Noble 1961, pl. XKI, A. 
130 Nagy 1988, pl. VHl, fig. 15. 
131 Andren 1948-50, p. 106, figs. 6-7; p. 107, figs. 8-9. 
132 Nagy 1988, pDUV, fig. 28. 
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possibly from a gold prototype. Due to the fragile nature of gold jewellery, as 
for the cluster-horseshoe earrings, the mould was probably taken from a 
prepared prototype made of more resistant material. It is likely that, for the rest 
of the necklace, less accurate and of lower depth, an ordinary stamp was used. 
The necklace displayed by head F5c is a high torques type with three Wide 
pendants, similar to the previous example. ý Unfortunately the crude, poor 
quality of the manufacture and want of details hinder a more exact description. 
I 
The same can be said for the ornament reproduced on head F46, obviously an 
example of the third, later type, showing a thick torques, from which a 
semicircular heavy plate is suspended. No details of any kind are visible. 'but, 
presumably, the type illustrated was embossed with large ornamental 
decoration. 1 11 -ý- I 
The torques... is clearly illustrated on head F6al as a spiral, twisted, neck band 
with open, undecorated ends. This type of ornament was widely worn , in 
northern Europe and Asia from the Bronze Age". Gallic warriorswore the 
torques into battle"'; the Greeks discovered the torques from the Persian and 
the Medes, that considered it a mark of nobility'16 . The Etruscans borrowed 
it 
from the Gauls and represented it often on both men and women"7. In Etruria 
is particularly fashionable from the middle 3rd century B. C. to the middle Ist 
century B. C. In Rome only men wore the torques, given as prizes for valour'". 
133 Hcrodotus, 3.20; Xenophon Cyropaedia, 1.3.2; Isidorrus Origines, 19.3 1,11. 
134 Schaeffer 1949, pp. 49-120. 
135 Strabo, 4.4.5; Pliny IVII, 33.15; Polybius, 2.31.4; as shown on the statue of the dying 
Gaul in the Capitoline Museum in Rome: Hubert 1932, pp. 124-1261. 
136 Ilcrodotus 8.113.3; 7.802. 
137 On a female bust from Aricci: Roma Medio Repubblicana, p. 32'1, fig. 473; on female 
votive tcrracotta heads from Capua: Bonghi Jovino 1965, pl. XXVIII, no. 1; pl. )CXMII, no. 1; 
Kaschnitz-Wcinbcrg 1925, p. 333, fig. 3; on vases: Gualandi G. 'Askoi in forma d'anitra. 'Arte 
Ant. e Mod VI, 1959, p. 149, fig. 26; pl. 75, fig. 17; pl. 76 a-b; Falletti ?,. bj B. M. 'Ceramica 
Etrusca in Valle Trcbbia. ' RendPontAcc XVII, 1940-4 1, fig. 6-7. 
138 Isidorus OrIgInes, 19.31,11.2. The Romans became acquainted with this ornament in 
war when Manlius Torquatus was so named after he tore a torque from an enemy corpse and 
placed it on his neck: Livy, 7.10.11. 
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The example on head F6aI, with plain, rounded, undecorated ends, is favoured 
in Etruria in the 3rd century D. C., where, although actual examples are rare, it 
is often reproduced on monuments. On Volterran ash urn lids dated after 200 
B. C., the torques, open or closed, is the most frequently represented neck 
ornament on the reclining figures of the deceased"'. The plain, closed neck 
bands on heads F5b, F4b and FU are probably also meant to represent 
torques. 
Heads F4c and Ng show the most simple type of necklace, made of a single 
strand of beads. This type is not as commonly represented in art as the more 
elaborate types, possibly considered too ordinary to be worth reproducing. The 
necklace on head F4c consists of a short strand of circular beads, possibly 
intended to represent a gold example. Gold beads have been found in Tarentum 
dating to the early Hellenistic period". Gold plated terracotta imitations are 
also common in Tarentum, but presumably confined to funerary use, due to 
their fragile nature 141 . 
Short, single strands of beads, or "pearls" were often worn in combination with 
other necklaces, as can be seen on head F4c, where it is accompanied by a 
narrow, torques-type band, place slightly higher on the neck. 
The necklace on head Rg appears to be a short string of cylindrical beads, a 
common Hellenistic type"". Golden examples from Tarentum are dated within 
the 3rd century B. C. "' 
The last item of jewellery to consider is the pendant displayed on the neck of 
statue MI. This crescent-shaped pendant must have been part of a necklace, 
the chain of which is now missing, but a faint trace of it is still visible around 
the neck of the statue. A close parallel in gold, dated to the 3rd century B. C., is 
139 Cristofani 1977,1, *nos. 33,40,44,48,52,53,70,80-82,120-122,124,132,138-140, 
142,147,148,183,190,228-230,241,246,283,288,303-; '11, nos. 22,26,47,63,65,68, 
71,77,88,104,113,117,128,129,132,141,145,166,176,184,193,200,211,235,239. 
140 Orl di Taranto, p. 207, no. 13 5. 
141 Or! di Taranto, p. 207, no. 136. 
142 Amandry 1953, pL=11, no. 224. 
143 Ori di Taranto, p. 213, no. 144; p. 214, nos, 145-146. 
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in the Museo Archeologico Nazionale in Tarentum". The necklace is made of 
a narrow, flexible, pWted gold-wire chair4 with a slim ce I ntral crescent-shaped 
pendant, also made of wire, secured at the ends by two "capsules". Hanging 
from the centre of the crescent was a smaller pendent, now missing but present 
on the terracotta reproduction on Rdl. Above the middle of the crescent is a 
rosette, to which the dangling pendant is secured. 
A similar crescent-shape pendant, from another grave in Tarenturn, is made of a 
gold sheet instead than wire and variously decorated, including leaves and 
palmettes". At the ends of the crescent are two rosettes, one attached to the 
suspension loop. This pendant was hanging from a leather string, as organic 
remains survive on the back. Stylistically the pendant is dated to the last quarter 
of the 4th century B. C., a dating confirmed by the associated material in the 
grave". This type of necklace and pendent is reproduced on 4th century B. C. 
Tarentine antefixeS141. 
A very similar pendent to the one illustrated on F4dI is found on an 
unpublished Etruscan terracotta bust in an American private collection, of a 
type similar to head F4dI 148 . The pendant is identical and placed 
in the same 
position as on the BM's example, the chain is also missing. The American bust 
shows, below the pendant, a number of other neck ornaments, as head F4dI 
may originally have had: a ribbon necklace with a series of amphora pendants, 
a twisted torques and a large bullae necklace. 
Another similar pendant is part of a jewellery set, consisting of a gold necklace 
and a pair of earrings. The set, probably of south Italian origin, dated late 4th- 
144 Inv. no. 6.451, from a tomb in Roccanova: Becatti 1955,, p. 89; p. 202, pl-CXVIL 
no. 43 1; Orl di Taranto, pp. 197-198, note 35. 
145 Inv. no. 54.733, from Roccanova: Orl d! Taranto, p. 23 1, no. 1 161. 
146 Naumann 1980, p. 27, no. 21, pl. 8; also a crescent-shaped pendant in Hamburg: 
Hoffman-von Clear 1968, p. 80, no. 50. 
147 Laviosa 1954, nos. 26-28, pl. LXIII, figs. 3-5. 
148 Mrs. H. D. Wilmarth collection. The terracotta is believed, presumably wrongly, to be 
a forgery. 
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3rd centuries D. C., is in a Swedish private collection". The necklace is formed 
of a chain, terminating in female-head finials wearing melon coiffure, with nine 
pendants placed along its length. The pendants are crescent-shaped, fronted by 
rosettes with suspended heads like those of the finials. The crescents, flat at the 
back with a central ridge at the front, terminate in pyramids of granulation. 
Above each granulated pyramid is a small palmette, fronted by a rosette. The 
female heads are suspended from the centre of the crescent, which is solid and 
nearly triangular in section. 
149 In the collection of Dr-Carl Kcmpe, Eloksumd Castle: Hoffman-Davidson 1965, 
pp. 113-114, nos. 33-34. 
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Chapter 8 
HAIRSTYLE 
Several styles of coiffure are displayed by, both, male and female votive heads 
in the BMs collection, often paralleled on other contemporary art forms and 
reflecting specific fashions. Particularly significant are the different hairstyles on 
the female votive heads. Although trends do not vary as rapidly as in modem 
fashion, their alterations in time are important , 
for dating the heads and for 
establishing relationships and development between individual examples and 
groups. 
Only the more striking coiffures can be utilised in such manner; hairstyle alone, 
without the support of other typological and stylistic elements, is insufficient to 
define a chronology for the Etruscan and Italic votive heads, as can be done for 
the coiffures represented from the late Republican period onwards. In the 
Etruscan-Latium-Campanian area, illustration of hairstyle conventions are 
taken from both the Etruscan-Italic tradition and the Greek repertoire. 
I The Tululus 
Female head Ft shows the characteristic Etruscan fashion of late 6th-early 5th 
centuries B. C. of the lululus'. The tutulus consists of a tall conical bonnet 
under which the hair, separated and twisted in locks, is brought up to the 
crown of the head and hidden. The hair can, otherwise, be worn loose on the 
neck and shoulder. The conical shape of the tutulus is so distinctive to be 
visible under a veil or mantle. 
The lutulus is often mentioned by ancient authors who- give different 
interpretations of the word. The name lufulus was used, in Roman times, to 
indicate the ancient ritual hairstyle, of Etruscan origin, of the Flaminicae 
1 Piganiol A. in Daremberg-Saglio, V, pp. 558-559. 
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described by Festus' and Varro, who reports this coiffure as the one of the 
matresfwniftae. The word lululus was extended in Roman times to indicate 
the bonnet wom by the flarnines during sacrifices'; however, on monuments it 
is never shown on the head of sacrificing prieste. Modem scholars also indicate 
with the word lufulus the typical high, conical bonnet of Etruscan ladies 
represent on numerous monumente. According to another school of thought, 
the word tutulus should only indicate a manner of dressing the hail', the two 
can easily be equated as their representation in art is very close. The fashion for 
the tutulus died out by 480-470 B. C. '. I 
11 The hairstyle on the female heads 
That Etruscan women had an almost fastidious concern for their looks is well 
attested by the numerous monuments, particularly urns and sarcophagi, 
depicting, with profuseness of details, their jewellery, clothing, hairstyle and 
even the manicure of finger nails and toe nails?. 
2 Fcstus 484.32 : "tutulurn vocari aiunt flaminicarurn capitis ornamcnturn, quod fiat vitta 
purpurea. innexa crinibus: ct cxstructurn in altitudinem". 
3 varro Ling. Lat. 7.44 : "id tutulus appellatus ab co, quod matres fan -dlias crincs 
convolutos ad vcrticem capitis quos habent vitta vclatos dicebantur tutuli". 
4 Varro Ling. Lat., 7.44. 
5 Esdaile 1911, pp. 212-226: She proposes very doubtful examples. 
6 Helbig W. Uber dcn Pileus der altcn Haliker. 'Sitz. Ber. der Bayr. Akad 1880, p. 515. 
7 Bonfante 1975, pp. 75-76, notes 80,81; Rumpf A. 'Antonia Augusta. '. 4bhandlungen der 
Preussuschen Akademie der Wissenschaften. Berlin Phil. HistKlasse V, 1941, p. 30; Rumpf 
A- AJA I-X, 1956, p. 74. According to some etymologies tutulus indicates the swelling shape 
connected with tumeo, Varro and Festus cmphasise this feature in describing the tutulus: 
Walde A. Hofmann J. B. Lateinisches etymologisches worterbuch. 3rd ed. Heidelberg 1930- 
56. 
8 Bonfante 1975, p. 76. 
9 Pacchioni 1939, pp. 490,492. The article debates the actual coiffure techniques 
employed to obtain the most commonly represented hairstyles on the female figures of the 
sarchopagi. 
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The female heads can be arranged, according to their coiffure, 'in eleven classes 
displaying: 
-fringe or middle parting and side or snaH curls 
9 -Schldfenlocke 
middle parting and twisted side locks'and braids 
three side corkscrew curls 
three rows of circular curls 
* -middle parting pulled to the sides away from the face 
9 -"Knidian" coiffure 
e -melon coiffure 
-middle parting and short locks swept towards the face 
9 -large pointed S-curls over the forehead 
-middle parting and falling straight over the sides of the ý face 
* -long hair With disorderly fringe 
In central and southern Italy, from the early 4th century B. C. women wore their 
hair long, wavy, often gathered into a Greek style hair-net (sakkos) or tied into 
a knot held in place by a diadem". allowing some locks of hair to fall in front of 
the ears. With this hairstyle some form of head band", or diadem, often the 
wide beaded type", is essential. This type of coiffure is conventionally 
IV A good example is Offered by the figures on the lid of sarcophagus from Chianciano, 
which share hairstyle and diadem type with a series of votive heads from Caere, illustrated by 
M. 
11 Enea nel Lazio, pp. 235-236, D 217. 
12 Roghl 1979, pp. 226-227, pl. NLK 4; La Regina in Lavinium H, pp. 197-198, C 2, C 7, 
ligs. 256-259; Comella 1986, pp. 34-35, pi. 16a. 
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represented in central Italy by emphatic, snaky, rounded side curls, or locks, 
sometimes defined as "snail curls". Added details are done in incision, a 
technique particularly well adapted to be rendered in bronze, stone - and 
terracotta. It is undoubtably the most fashionable, hairstyle in Etruria in this 
period, testified by numerous representations of female and male figures on urn 
lids" , temple decoration"I votive female terracotta busts", bronzes" and tomb 
painting"' * On Attic vases this hairstyle is attested in the first half of the 5th 
century B. C. " In Etruria the earlier examples are found on Chiusine fimerary 
sculpture dated between 430 and 400 B. C., where the hair is held by a beaded 
diadem". 
This popular style of coiffure is reproduced on several terracotta votive heads, 
with a number of variants. Its history is very long, maybe reflecting a reality, or 
maybe due to the conservative nature of traditional, popular art forms. 
The best examples of this coiffure are reproduced on heads F2a and M. The' -Di; 
presence of the frame-like veil, or nimbu5 prevents the hair arrangement at the 
back of the head to be visible. 
On head F2a, the earlier of the two, the forehead displays a short, straight 
fiinge slightly parted in the middle, the line of which curves from the centre 
towards the temples. Identical rendering is found on other votive heads from 
13 Pacchioni 1939, p. 485. 
14 On antefixes from Caere: Andren 1940, pl. 20, IV: 6,66; IV: 7,67; on pediment 
sculptures from Volterra: Cristofani-Martelli 1971, p. 268; and from Orvieto: Andrcn 1940, 
pl. 60 1: 30, pp. 195-196; a terracotta head in the British Museum: Girardon 1992, pp. 225-229, 
PIS. 1-II. 
15 Giuliano 1953-54, p. 172. 
16 Votive bust in the Vatican: Haynes 1985, pl. 210, no. 148; ash urn lid from Pcrugia in 
the Hermitage: Cristofani 1985, p. 293, n. 117; Anfichila dell'Umbria a Leningrado, pp. 391- 
396; a bronze anthropomorphic oenochoe from Gabii in the Louvre: Cristofani 1985, pp. 291- 
292, fig. 220, no. 115. 
17 The girl Vclia froM the "Tomba dell'Orco" in Tarquinia dated to c. 400 B. C.: Pallottino 
1952, pp. 99-131; Torefli 1983,2, pp. 7-17; Steingraber 1984, no. 93; OW114 degh Etruschl, 
pp. 317-320, p. 315, no. 13.2.1. 
18 Andren 1939, p. 6ff. 
19 Cristofani 1975, pp. 4142,65, nos. 10,12, pl's. XXVI, MY, XMUI. 
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Caere, all of types closely related to this examplc? O. This manner of dressing the 
hair with distinct large side locks, often found on monuments of the Chiusi 
region in the early part of the 4th century B. C., shows the influence of 
Classical art of late 5th century B. C., in particular of the school of Polycleitus 21 - 
In Etruria, as on Greek statuary, it is found on both male and female headS22 , 
like on the Chianciano sarcophagus lid, a bronze ash urn from Perugia, 'a 
bronze vase-head from Gabii and a bronze votive head in the Vaticaný'. 
Two small veiled heads in the BNfs collection also illustrate this distinctive 
coiffure, one of which, F2e is definitely female, the other, F2d, is of dubious 
definition. Both heads Present the short, straight ftinge, highlighted by slight 
incisions and the prominent side snail-curls. The manner of rendering the 
hairstyle is quite close to that of head F2a. 
Head F2h shows the same hairstyle but with a variant which is typically, but not 
exclusively, female: a centre parting with the hair combed to the'sides in plastic 
rippling waves, individual strands indicated by deep incisions, the swelling side 
curls pronounced. The coiffure on this head is carefully executed, and combines 
the Etruscan over-emphasised side locks, with a style found on south Italian 
terracottas, particularly in Sicily'. 
Four small heads display the same coiff-ure as on F2h. They are F2jI and F2jH 
from related matrix, and F2kI, F2kU also from related matrix. Heads F2jI and 
F2jII display a hairstyle with mýiddle parting, free forehead and wavy, almost 
curly short locks in front of the ears. The two heads are rather crude and 
generic, coiffure details are scarce, no diadem or head band is present. F2jII is 
20 Part 3, Cataloguc: Group 2. 
21 Tbc best example of the type is the sarcophagus lid from Chianciano, already 
mentioned at note 10, where the hair is treated in exactly the same manner has on F2a. For a 
full discussion of the type and parallels: Part 3, Catalogue: Group 2. 
22 For example on Polycleitus's Diadumcnos, without the head band, as can be seen on 
the copies in the Dresden Museum and in the Metropolitan Museum; but also on the Cassel, 
Apollo: Richter 1962, fig. 194; Bieber 1915, pls. 1-VIII. 
23 
see notcs 10,15,16.; Roncalli 1982, pl: 2. 
24 Inv. no. 20403, Musco Archeologico in Siracusa, from Grammichele: Kilmer 1977, 
p. 85, ligs. 4344; Bell 1973, p. 5 note 18, pl. 4. 
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veiled and has a definite feminine look, but for F2jI the gender is uncertain. The 
only detail that enlists this head as a female example is the middle parting of the 
hair. On the votive terracottas this feature appears to be restricted to the female 
heads. 
Amongst these, often rudimentary, objects it must have been important to 
maintain certain conventions in order to distinguish between the sexes, 
particulary as it is not uncommon to use the same facial type for both. The 
simplest way to avoid confusion is the manner of rendering the hair. It is true 
that, in late Archaic and Classical Greek art, males are often represented with 
long hair and central parting, as indeed on Etruscan art; but sophisticated art 
works depicting godly figures had little relevance to the circumstances of the 
people that acquired the modest votive objects. They needed to identify 
themselves and their own sex. 
Heads F2kI and F2kII also display the parted hair arrangement with the wavy 
strands, this time held in place by a broad head band, possibly intended to 
represent the same type as the beaded diadems on the heads of the Chianciano 
sarcophagus and on votive heads from Caere. 
From the style of coiffure described, a number of rather elaborate hairstyles is 
derived, all often reproduced on votive heads and statues. The most popular is 
the Schlafenlocke style. The most intricate and best represented is found on 
head F4dI, from a statue. At the back of the head the long hair is divided into a. Div 
series of braids, wrapped around the head and pinned into place. At the front 
the hair is parted in the middle and a series of long, twisted locks fall at the 
sides of the face in front of the ears, replacing the side curls. The outside lock is 
a, well defined, corkscrew-shaped curl. This hairstyle, dated to the late 4th 
century B. C. 'ý is reproduced almost identically on a head from Cerveteri in the 
MGE, probably also from a statue, of the same type and very similar to head 
Ndfl. 
25 Two tcrracotta heads from temple pcdimcnts one in Orvieto, the other in the British 
Museum: Andren 1940, pp. 159.16 1, pl. 59-60; Girardon 1992, pp. 226-227, note 2. 
26 Hafner 1965, p. 52; Comella 198 1, p. 782, B 111, fig. 18; Comella 1990, p. 23. 
27 Inv. no. 13904: Hafher 1965, pl. 19, nos. 2-4; Bieber 1961, p. 169, f1g. 721; OvIlla degli 
Etruschl, p. 386, no. 17.2.2. 
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A simpler version of this coiffure is found on heads of statues from Laviniurnýg, 
CaereP and on another head in the MGE, again probably from a statue, that 
illustrates well the development of the hairstyle". The two Vatican heads, both 
from Caere and very similar in facial type, are derived from the same prototype 
and related matrix. In turn they closely resemble MI. On the first head the hair 
arrangement still shows affinity with the side curls style of Chiusine funerary 
monuments, but retained by a band around the head. The second head shows a 
further development, the band is replaced by braids andthe hair at the sides is 
twisted in long, separate locks. F4dI is obviously closely related to this group 
of statues and shows a step forward in the development of the type. The hair is 
better defined, the side curls are, more even and cylindrical, the back braids are 
very accurately and realistically rendered in detail. 
_. Simplified versions of this style are found on heads F4j and Nk. On the first 
example the braids, wrapped around the head, are present, but the side locks 
are placed behind the ears, rather than in front, and are not defined separately 
from the rest of the hair. The second head shows more emphasis on the front 
parting of the hair and relative rippling waves. It does not seem to have the 
back braids, but simply a mass of long hair cascading on the neck. Only one 
long, twisted curl is present, placed behind the ear. 
These two heads are closely paralleled with a group of heads in the MGE 
which show the same hair arrangement and facial type". Head F4j and its 
counterparts in the MGE` share the same expression, full of pathos of 
Hellenistic extraction, and the same type of loop-ring earrings with lion! s 
terminal of late 4th-3rd centuries D. C. " Head F4k displays, at the back of the 
28 Enea nel Lazio, pp. 235-236, D 217. 
29 Mcngarelli 1935, pl. XX. nos. 3-4. 
30 Inv. no. 13 905: Hafner 1965, pl. 19, nos. 1-3. 
31 From Cacrc, inv. nos. 13999,13880,13957,13927,13909: Hafher 1965, pls. 20, 
nos. 3,4; pl. 2 1, nos. 1,3 -4. 
32 Inv. no. 13880,13999: Hafncr 1965, pl. 20: nos., 3,4. 
33 On head inv. no. 13880. 
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head, a roundel of uncertain purpose, also present on numerous MGE heads 
related to it by hairstyle, facial type and jewellery style34. 
During the late 4th and 3rd centuries B. C., the twisted side locks modify into 
three, well defined, corkscrew-curls, symmetrically placed at either side of the 
face', as can be seen on head F4dH. At the top and back of the head the hair DV 
is, at times, held in place by a hair-net. This basic type of hair arrangement 
seems to be the most popular amongst the votive statues from Lavinium, with 
twisted locks or corkscrew-curls, sometime with beaded diadem, often veiled". 
According to Hafher, this hairstyle with corkscrew-curls appears for the first 
time in the mid4th century B. C., on a sarcophaeu-s Ed from Tarquinia", 
surviving, in a simpler version, until the 3rd-2nd centuries B. C. " This coiffure 
is commonly represented on votive heads in Latium and Campania during the 
late 4th-3rd centuries B. C. ' In the BNfs collection this coiffure is illustrated on 
heads F4e, F4c, F4h, Ni and on half head NMI. 
A further modification of this hairstyle is shown by heads F4M and F411. On Dxi 
these two examples the strands of hair are indicated by small, tight circular 
curls, neatly arranged all around the face in three regular rows. This convention 
is commonly found on heads from many votive deposits in Latium and 
34 Inv. nos. 13941,13909,13928,13927,13940. 
35 ? vLTorclli identifies this hair arrangement with the seni crines hairstyle of the 
nubendae: Torelli 1984, pp. 31-50. 
36 The presence of the hair-net on head F4dH is questionable. Veiled heads F4c, F4h, 
and Ni show at the top of the head a line, which could indicate an hair-nct or head-band4 but 
could also evidence the braids of hair as seen on head NO. The presence of the vcil makes 
identification uncertain. 
37 Enea nel Lazio p. 243, D 226; p. 244, D 227; p. 246, D 228. 
38 Hafner 1965, p. 49. 
39 Marinucci 1976, p. 76. 
40 Part 3, Catalogue: Group 4; Comella 198 1, p. 783, B IV. 
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Campania, dated to the early 3rd centuries B. C. "' This type of stylised hairstyle 
is also found in Sicily on terracottas from the first half of the 3rd century B. C. 42 
All the forms of coiffure described above have in common the length of the 
hair, which has to be long in order to create the elaborate effect of braids and 
curls. The numerous transformations of this ductile style, its continuous 
presence in central Etruria, Latium and Campania, the consistent addition to 
the coiffure of attributes, such as diadems, earrings and necklaces reproducing 
metal types, have led to suggest that the evolution of this coiffure was dictated, 
not only by fashion but also by the will to underline the social standing of the 
offerer, or even by . customs connected with specific rituals: '. In the 4th and 
earlier 3rd centuries B. C. lavish jewellery is almost always associated with 
votive heads displaying this kind of hairstyle, later is more rarely found. Maybe 
this is a reflection of the progressive impoverishment of the middle and lower 
classes that worshipped at the sanctuaries where such votives were offered. 
From the late 4th to the 3rd centuries B. C., in the Etruscan-Italic areas of 
Latium, the coiffure with thick corkscrew curls at the sides of the face is 
replaced by a fashion that leaves the face compleatly free. This evolution of 
style has been clearly observed on the votive terracotta heads from the deposit 
of the Ara della Regina at Tarquinia, which gives a terminus post quem to the 
middle of the 3rd century B. C. ' 
0XII The coiffure displayed by heads F211, F2111, and Flb with polos, is a typical 
late Classical style. It shows a mass of fluffy hair parted in the middle ' 
and 
swept to the sides, away from the forehead, partly covering the ears. The hair 
strands are rendered as a series of compact, rippling waves and ringlets. On 
41 Most votive heads displaying this hairstyle share also the same prototype and belong to 
the same type: Part 3, Catalogue: Group 4; Comella. 198 1, p. 784, B VI. 
42 Bell 198 1, pp. 141-142, pl. 30, no. 110; Ciaghi in Bonghi Jovine 1990, p. 140 note 45. 
43 Comclia-Stefani 1990, p. 28. 
44 Comella 1982, p. 27. At Tarquinia the earlier example of the hairstyle is attested on 
fresco paintings in the Tornba dell'Orco I and Tornba degli Scudi: Pallottino 1952, pp-99- 
102,105-110; and is still represented on later sarcophagi: Pallottino M. 'Tarquinia. 'MonAL 
1937, X)OM, p. 457. The style is not represented on Tuscanian sarcophagi and on Voltcrran 
ash ums of 2nd-Ist century B. C. 
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heads F21I and F21II the hair, at the top of the head, is divided into a series of 
four narrow braids wrapped around the crown of the head. 
This is a favourite hairstyle on votive terracotta. busts in Magna Graecia, 
particularly in Sicily in the late 4th century B. C., where it is rendered in the 
same expanded manner. This coiffure is precisely duplicated on a votive head 
from Caere in the Lowie Museum in California, of the same type, derived from 
a related matrie. A very similarly rendered hairstyle is found on a series of 
unguent head vases, excavated at Agrigento within a cult area, dated to the 4th, 
century B. C. 46 
Heads F3a1 and F3aH display the same hairstyle, but only a narrow strip of X IV 
hair framing the face, is visible. The rest of the head is rounded and smooth 
with a ogival-shaped stephane on top of head F3 all and a circular stephane on 
head FUL 
A variant to the style is found on heads F4a and F4b, where two thin, wavy -D YV 
locks fall freely on the neck like snakes. This detail recalls Tarentine sculpture 
where is reproduced, in a very similar fashion, on antefixes of 4th century 
B C. 47 
Related to the style with the middle parting and hair pulled to the sides of the 
face, is another coiffure with the hair pulled to the sides towards the back of 
the head and over the ears. It is the most popular coiffure for the Greek woman 
in the Hellenistic period, often referred to as the "Knidian" coiffure after the 
hairstyle of the Knidian Aphrodite. This hairstyle has a long life and is 
frequently present in the votive deposits. The characteristics of the style are the 
central parting, the close-lying, slight-tippling of the hair, and, not present on 
45 Nagy 1988, fig. 33, pl. XVI. 
46 Griffo-Ziffetta 1964, p. 71. This t)W of vases are generally associated with cults of 
Demeter and Korc, Artemis and Tyche, requiring ritual bathing, and a large basin was in fact 
unearthed by the excavation within the cult area. 
47 Wuilleun-der 1939, p. 428, pl. XXXIX nos. 5-6; Laviosa 1954, plI)MlI, fig. 5; BMCT, 
nos. 1330,1311-1334,1361-1362,1363,1366. 
48 Ilompson 1961, p. 37. 
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any of the BMs examples, a loose knot at the back'of the head or on the nape 
of the neck. 
Dxvi This hairstyle is displayed on F4m On this head the hair, parted and waved to 
the sides in a series of thick ripples leaving the ears completely uncovered, is an 
hybrid between the Knidian style and the Melon coiffure. Only the front of the 
hair is rendered, with a few shallow incisions to indicate the hair, but offering 
no evidence of how it was held in place. A comparable rendering is found on 
some votive heads from Capua, dated to the late 4th-3rd centuries B. C, 
wearing a close fitting bonnet, or veil, with the ears partly exposed'. Very 
similar is also the modelling of the hair on some votive heads from Tarquinia, 
dated to the second half of the 3rd century B. C. ' 
A similar rendering of the frontal section of the hair, divided in segments as on 
PXVII the Melon coiffure, is displayed by head F41. However, the back of this head is 
somewhat squashed and the hair is not pulled up at the rear, but left to fall 
close to the neck. The way in which the hair is rendered on the last two heads 
is paralleled on examples in the MGE, one also displaying the same type of 
earring with pyramid pendent of late 3rd-2nd century B. C. " The hairstyle 
DX VI displayed on head F4m can be paralleled on the Aphrodite of Arles, a copy of a 
work of the school of Praxiteles", and on the Arten-ýs of Gabii, also a copy of a 
work by Praxiteles", where the hair rendering at the sides is very similar. 
The later form of this coiffure, with the hair parted in the middle but pulled 
flatter and tied at back of the head in a knot, is found only on head F5c. This 
variant is common in the votive deposits at Tarquinia, where it is dated to the 
2nd century B. C. " A comparable rendering of the hair, with a bun low on the 
back of the head, is found on a bronze head vase from Casteggio in the 
49 The numerous Capuan examples arc influcriced by 4th century B. C. Greek scuIPtUre: 
Bonghi Jovino 1965, p. 24, p. 45, pl. XH, D VII al, D VRI al. ' 
50 Comella 1982, B21II, pl. 3 la; B21V, pl. 3 lb. 
51 Inv. nos. 13927,13909: Hafner 1965, pl. 2 1, nos. 34. 
52 In the Louvre: Richter 1962, fig. 685. 
53 In the Louvre: Richter 1962, fig. 686. 
54 Comclla 1982, pp. 28-29. 
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Biblioth6que Nationale in Paris, dated, stylistically by its jewellery, to the late 
3rd-2nd centuries B. C. " 
The "melon coiffure", so called after its characteristic resemblance to a 
canteloupe melon, of heads FSa and F5b, is essentially an Hellenistic hairstyle, DxvmýDmA 
but originating in the later Classical period'ý In the Italic votive deposits this 
type of coiiTure is well attested in Campania at Capua. and Calee, in Etruria at 
Veii and Tarquinia". 
The hair is first divided into a number of wide, deep and paralleL waved or 
twisted, thick segments, usually eight, running from the forehead and drawn 
into a large flat coil of braids, or bun, at the back of the head. In the earliest 
examples, of late 4th century B. C., the hair is coiled against the back of the 
head, during the 3rd century B. C. it projects from the back of the head in the 
form of a bun`ý The earlier form of melon coiffure, which appears in Attic art 
of the third quarter of the 4th century B. C., shows the hair divided into flat, 
narrow waves, braided and then wound around the head. There are no 
examples of this form in Sicily, therefore we can assume that the style reached 
Italy after this phase. The more developed form of the coiffure shows the hair 
divided in numerous smaller, flatter segments, with a coil of braids at the back. 
This vogue of dressing the hair appears in major sculpture of the last quarter of 
the 4th century B. C., but does not emerge in the minor arts until somewhat 
55 Babelon-Blanchct 1895, no. 255, p. I 11; Adam 1984, no. 42. 
56 Thompson 1952, pp. 138-139. The melon coiffure was particularly popular in the 
Hellenistic period, especially in Egypt, where portraits of Berenice I and 11 survive with this 
hairstyle: Richter 1965,111, pp. 261,263-264, figs. 1776,1779-1780,1820-1823. In Egypt the 
melon coiffure was still fashionable in the second half of the I st century B. C., Cleopatra VII 
wears this style on a coin of 38 B. C.: Richter 1965,111, p. 269, figs. 1858-1859,1862-1864. 
57 Bonghi Jovino 1965, pl. 26, no. 4; pl. 27 no. 1. 
58 Vagnati 1971, p. 98, pl. 54, no. 3; Comella 1982, p. 29, group VI. 
59 Higgins 1986, p. 123. The dating for this type of coiffure is attested by its frequency in 
the cemeteries of Chatby and Hadra near Alcxandria, whcrc it docs not secm to extend much 
beyond the middle of the 3rd century B. C.: Thompson 1952, p. 120; Thompson 1963, p. 38. 
60 Bell 198 1, p. 66. 
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later, spreading from Athens to Alexandria, and then to South Italy and Asia 
Mmor in the early 3rd century B. C. ". 
Dxvin The melon coiffure on head F5a seems to be closer'to the eailier form, with the 
hair divided into eight deep and wide parallel segments. At the back of the head 
is a large circular flat coil of braids. A narrow circlet with a nodus Herculeus 
in the middle, is worn over the melon coiffure, portrayed as emerging from the 
hair to show only on the upper part of the head. The coifflure and the circlet 
with nodus Hercukus place this head into the middle of the 3 rd century B. C. A 
very close rendering of the coiffure is found on a statuette of Korima in 
Compi6gne, a copy of the 4th century B. C. original". Comparable also is the 
melon coiffure on a head of Artemis on a coin from Orthagoria in northern 
Greece, minted in the mid4th century B. C. ' 
DxIx The melon coiffure on head F5b is of the second form. with the hair divided 
into numerous smaller segments drawn to the back. The coil at the rear of the 
head is not visible, in its place is a large vent-hole, but it would have been a coil 
of braids not unlike that on F5a. The coiffure on this head is not as accurately 
rendered as on the previous example and the details are difficult to ascertain. At 
the top of the head is a, possible, diadem-circlet with nodus Herculeus, or, 
more likely given the shape of the hair strands at either side of it curling 
inwards, a "bow-knot". The "bow-knot" is a fashionable device formed by the 
ends of the long hair (which could explain the omission of the coil at the back 
of the head) brushed up to the crown, bound together and curled into loosely 
waving strands on either sides of the knot, which is invariably the nodus 
61 Thompson 1963, p. 39; Bell 1981, p. 66. 
62 This feature is typical of late 4th and early 3rd centuries B. C. tcrracotta female 
figurines at Troy: Thompson 1961, p. 40. 
63 This type of circlet is found at Troy on heads of 3rd century B. C.: Thompson 1963, 
p. 44. 
64 Bieber 1961, figs. 120-122, p. 44; Bernoulli 1901,1, pp. 88ff fig. 14; Reinach S. 
RevArch XXN31,1898, pp. 164M, pl. 5.; Espdrandieu 1913, V, p. 146ff, no. 3899. 
65 Bieber 196 1, fig. 123; Gaccbler H. Die anfiken manzen nord-Griecheniands. III, parL2. 
Die anfiken manzen von Makedonia und Paionia "Orthagoria". 1935, p. 92ff. 1-3, PI-XVII, 
nos. 21-23. 
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Herculeus'. The combination of melon coiffure and bow-knot is found only 
with the later style of the coiffure, in the full 3rd century B. C. " 
On both heads FSa and F5b, particularly F5a, the details of the coiffure, such as 
the cross-markings at right angles to the course of the waves, the criss-cross of 
the braids on the coil, the fine lines at the root of the hair on the forehead of 
F5b, are underlined by deep and shallow incisions with a sharp tool. 
The hairstyle displayed by head FQIý with middle parting and short layered 
locks swept towards the face, has a distinct masculine character, recalling the 
2nd century B. C. Alexander iconography of the late Hellenistic Asiatic models. 
On this head, two large semi-circular curls stand up on the forehead, a 
characteristic often encountered on male figures in the later Hellenistic period. 
The expression full of longing and pathos of the face is a reflection of the later 
portraits of the Macedonian king. The "lion's mane" with long, straight hair, the 
wide circular curls as on the Azara herm, are all derived from Lysippean 
models, but adopted for the flamboyant late Hellenistic style'. 
Female terracotta votive heads following this style have been dated by Comella 
to the 3rd and 2nd centuries B. C. 69 F6bI, however, differs in one detail: the 
forelocks form two wide, almost circular, curls curving, not to the sides of the 
face, but inwards over the forehead. At the sides of the face is a series of short 
strands pointing forward over the cheeks and in front of the ears. At the back 
the hair is kept long but close to the head and nape of the neck. The rendering 
of the side locks recalls that of male Group 17, to which this head is also 
associated typologically. 
66 Thompson 1963, p-42. As is the case on this head, the modelling of the knot is not 
always sufficiently clear for identification. There are, however, a few identified examples 
such as on the Apollo Bclvedere: Bieber 1961, fig. 200; and on the Capitoline Venus: Bieber 
1961, fig. 34. 
67 Thompson 1963, p. 43. 
68 Bieber 1964, pp. 64-65,70. 
69 Comella 198 1, p. 786, BY, fig. 25. 
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Two close parallels for F6bI are in the MGE, one with slightly longer 
hairstyle, the other showing some similarities in the way the the hair clings to 
the neck, but of different frontal modelline'. A votive head from Tarquinia 
presents strong similarities with F6bI in facial type and hairstyle. Unfortunately 
the top part of the head is missing, therefore it is impossible to know if the 
circular forelocks were also represented. The head, compared to Tarentine 
antefixes of Hellenistic period, is dated to the middle of the 3rd century B. C. ' 
However, the hairstyle represented on the antefix from Tarentum shows a mane 
of unruly, curly locks, falling quite freely on the neck. On the head from 
Tarquinia, like on F6bI, the hair clings tightly to the neck in a sort of inward 
movement of the strands. 
A more pertinent connection with Tarenturn can be found in a series of 
terracotta medallions with gorgon head, of which a good example is a 
gorgoneld in the Antikenmuseum in Basel, which shows the same middle 
parting of the hair, large forelocks and a series of side locks curling inwards on 
the cheeks and sides. The terracotta, dated to the late 3rd-early 2nd centuries 
B. C., is stylistically dependent from microasiatic models, particularly 
Pergamene coins of 3rd century B. C. date, and from the sculpture of the fiieze 
on Great Altar of Pergamon of early 2nd century B. C.. 
The same hairstyle can be found on an Etruscan votive bronze statuette of a 
youth dated to the 3rd-2nd centuries B. C. in a Swiss private collection" and 
one in the British Museum. The hairstyle is shorter on the nape of the neck 
and fuller, more similar to the "lion's mane" of Alexander. However, the 
distinctive, overstated front curls and inward-turning locks are present. A 
certain resemblance in facial type and hair rendering can be found with some 
70 Inv. no. 1356. 
71 Inv. no. 13909: Hafhcr 1965, pl. 21, no. 4. 
72 Comclla 1982, B2H, pl. 30b. 
73 Laviosa 1954, p. 242, no. 35, pl. LXXIX: 4. 
74 Hcrdcjargcn 1978, p. 64, no. A 68. 
75 Mittcn-Docringcr 1967, p. 183, no. 187. 
76 Waltcrs 1899,113 no. 683. 
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small terracotta masKs i from Anýsos in the Louvre, dated to the 2nd half of 
the 2nd century D. C. ' 
Heads F6aU and F6bU show certain characteristics, including the hair D xxjýDxxlj 
arrangement, that define them as late Hellenistic: the tilt of the head, the pathos 
expressed by the face, the parted lips, but particularly the unruly mane of the 
hai4 rendered at the front with two large pointed S-shaped curls falling across 
the forehead. This feature is found on some heads in the Lowie Museum from 
the Caeretan votive dump at "Vignaccia", where they belong to a late phase in 
the deposit dated to the 2nd century B. C. ' 
A few examples in the BNTs collection show a simple, but not so common 
coiffure, with hair parted in the middle, falling straight at the sides of the face. 
Possibly, the simplicity of the style is also the reason for its lack of popularity. 
It seems, not only from the examination of the heads in this collection, that 
distinctive, if not elaborate, coiffure were generally preferred, as a reflection of 
contemporary fashions, or for a desire to display elegance and distinction. 
The head that best exemplifies this simple style is small head FUR On this 
terracotta the hair is parted, drawn to the sides of the face, falling plainly over 
the ears to the shoulder. The straight strands are emphasized by neat, linear 
incisions in the clay. This small head is the only example in the collection to 
wear a thick wreath, carefully patterned with stippled dots and dashes. This 
kind of ring, or doughnut shaped wreaths, is- often represented on Tanagra 
figurines and on other small terracottas, but. is- rare on votive heads. 
The real wreath was made of hundreds of small flowers, threaded on a flexible 
rope of grass, tied to the head at the ends by ribbons. Such wreaths have been 
found in Egypt and one example is preserved in Toronto at the Royal Ontario 
Museum of Archaeology". Wreaths become popular in the Hellenistic period, 
77 Basques 1972, pl. 110, b, D508. 
78 Nagy 1988, pp. 18-19, IA30-IA43, figs. 47-63. 
79 Thompson 1963, p. 46, plUK, a. 
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first in Egypt, and, in the later part of the 2nd century B. C., all over the Greek 
world". 
A very similar hair rendering is shown on the large head of statue F4g, with the 
curtain-like parting over the forehead and the compact, straight hair falling to 
shoulder level, covering the ears. On head Rg the hair is indicated as a fairly 
flat, almost wig-like mass, the strands evidenced by incisions. This head also 
displays a wreath, a narrow circular band with a criss-cross pattern incised on 
it, to indicate its floral composition. This narrow variety of wreath is believed 
to be much earlier in date than the thick one. The association of this hairstyle 
with the wreath is unusual; on Tanagra figurines the wreath is generally 
combined with the melon or Knidian coiffures". 
Head Fma'shows an hair arrangement that, in its pWnness, is related to the 
previous examples. On this head the parting is moved to the right side, the 
locks of hair fall close to the face covering the ears, rather curly and slightly 
untidy. However, this head belongs to the same type as head Re, and possibly 
the curls falling to the sides of the face are a ren-ýinder of the side corkscrew 
curls. 
Heads F6aI and F6c display a coiffure with long hair and disorderly fringe. 
Both heads show a similar facial type inspired by late Hellenistic models of the 
Alexander iconography". 
Head F6c has a unequivocal male essence. The hairstyle also seems to be more 
suited to male types inspired by late Hellenistic portraits, unlike head F6al, 
where a female coiffure is definitly intended. The coiffure is basically that of 
the long, straight hair cascading freely on the neck and shoulder, here combined 
with a peculiarly disorderly fringe. On both heads the hair starts from the crown 
of the head and the fringe radiates forward. 
80 Thompson 1963, p. 47. 
81 Thompson 1963, pis. Ll, LIT, LITI, LIV. 
82 The type of the Alexander head in the BM of 2nd century B. C.: BM Cat. of SculPt-111, 
no. 1857; Laurcnzi 194 1, p. 126, pl. =V, no. 86; Bieber 1964, pp. 58-59, fig. 53. pl. XXV. 
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On F6aI the strands are defined in fairly massive sections, turning inwards Eke 
pincers over the forehead, in a manner common on male heads". A feminine 
touch is offered by the end tendrils curling in a perky manner along the 
forehead. A similar device is found on the neck, where the ends of the longer 
strands show a kink around the base ring. The ears are left free and display a 
pair of inverted cone and disc pendent earrings, of a type common in central 
Italy in the 3rd and 2nd centuries B. C. 
III The hairstyle on the male heads 
Male hairstyles are less representative than female hairstyles. Unlike female 
fashions, that spread rapidly and outlive shortly the change of trends in real life, 
styles on male votive heads are conservative and often based on idealised 
models: the young athlete, the youthful Alexander,, the eastern ruler. As such 
they can be in use for a longer period of time. 
The late Archaic period is outside the boundaries of this work, however, one of 
the smaller heads wear the style of the period: MM6. On this head the hair 
rendering, a short. straight-sided, close fitting cap with a well defined edge, is of 
a sort which becomes fashionable in central Italy in the late 6th century B. C., 
coexisting with longer hairstyles. This coiffure is found on numerous small 
Etruscan votive bronzes of the late Archaic period, described by E. Richardson 
as "Kouroi series B group 2": the general description of the type corresponds 
perfectly to Mm6". The skull is broad and short, the upper surface makes a low 
dome and the sides tend to be vertical, the face is broad with a low forehead, 
big eyes, set horizontally, and sweeping eyebrows of purely Etruscan quality, 
flat cheeks and square jaw. The hair makes a heavy roll (the fringe) across the 
forehead and in front of the ears, framing the upper part of the face in an 
emphatic rectangle so that, in front view, it seems to be a square set in a cube". 
The manufacturer of this small votive terracotta is clearly imitating 
contemporary votive bronze-works. 
83 M14a, M14b. 
84 Richardson 1983, series B. group 2, pp. 150-153, p1s. 92-98; particularly fig. 347, pl. 98. 
85 Richardson 1983, p. 148. 
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The male heads can be arranged, according to their coiffure, in ten classes 
displaying: 
9 -short hair Eke a cap 
* -short hair with compact fiinge 
9 -longer hair with undulating locks turning to one side over the forehead 
* -short curly hair with two circular facing locks over the forehead 
* -short locks slightly parted over the forehead 
-short curly hair with locks on the forehead like pincers 
* -short cropped hair wind-swept going in all directions 
* -longer straighter hair with forelocks to one side 
* -long "liorfs mane" 
- heads with beard 
The first style is manifested as a cap which closely follows the shape of the 
skull forming a semicircular arch over the forehead. Specific renditions of this 
hairstyle vary, the individual strands of hair are rarely modelled and may, at 
times, have been delineated by paint. Occasionally, locks of hair are indicated 
so by incisions. This coilTure is common on 3rd and 2nd centuries B, C. votive 
terracottas and is typical of the ýniddle-ltalic artistic tradition. 
Several examples of this hairstyle are present amongst the male heads in the 
BM's collection. Heads MOW, Ilý IH present only a few, shallowly incised, 
strands of hair across the head, but on M10a is an interesting detail that relates 
this head with works of Myron, particularly with a copy of the Dyscobolus in 
the Vatican. At the sides of the face, in front of the ears, are a few curly 
ringlets, forming a triangular-shaped area pointing towards the cheek. This 
86 Cruder cxampics from Capua with long necks are dated to the 4th-3rd centuries B. C.: 
Bonghi Jovino 1965, p. 24, pl. XXXV, 1-4; Vcssberg 1941, p. 176, pl. 21, nos. 3-4; pl. 22, no. 3. 
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detail is repeated, almost exactly, on the Vatican marble, where, in profile, the 
slightly curly hairfine, from the temple towards the triangle, also corresponds. 
Head M13c shows the same tight fitting cap scheme, but on this example the 
few incisions indicating the hair strands at the front, suggest a slight middle 
parting. 
This head introduces the next class, with compact straight fringe, or slightly 
parted into well defined strands. This style, also typical of middle-Italic artistic 
tradition, exhibits hair combed forward, over the top of the skull and the 
forehead. The length is slightly longer than in the previous examples, 
particularly at the sides. This style is longlived, the most notable example is 
found on the bronze head of a boy in Florence, of late 4th century B. C. ". and is 
still widely represented on cinerary ash urns and sarcophagi of the 3rd and 2nd 
centuries B. C. " This hairstyle is well represented amongst the votive heads 
from Capua, dated to the 3rd-2nd centuries B. C. "' 
The three heads in the BMs collection that best represent this hairstyle, M11a, 
MIM and MIIIII, are comparable to the bronze head in Florence, not only in 
the coiffure but in the facial type and representation. This group can be dated, 
by the densely "chiselled" strands of hair still akin to the bronze work, to the 
earlier part of the 3rd century B. C. 
Head M11c shows a cruder version of the hairstyle, in the same n-ýiddle-Italic 
tradition. The hair composition is similar to that on the bronze head from 
Florence, neatly arranged in two rows of locks from the crown of the head to 
the forehead. The length of the hair on the nape of the neck, the way in which 
the hair encircles the ear without hiding it, and the slightly thicker ringlet in 
front of the ear are also features shared with the famous bronze. On the 
terracotta head the hair strands are curlier, with a kink at the end of each 
ringlet, particularly on the fiinge franýng the face. However, the 
87 Giglioli 1935, pl. 366, fig. 1; Kaschnitz-Weinbcrg 1926, ppl37-138, pls. 1-2; Brcndcl 
1978, fig. 305. 
88 Kaschnitz-Wcinbcrg 1926, p. 133; Comella 1982, p. 25; Habig 1952, p. 59,111, pl. 70, 
96c-d; Maggiani 1976, p. 2 1. 
89 Bonghi Jovino 1965, pp. 24-25, Group N, pls. X)CXVI-X3CMI-X)CXVIII. 
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correspondence between the hairstyle of the two heads is unmistakable. Even 
the details, defined by incisions, within each lock of hair are repeated in a 
similar manner. 
Heads M17bL M17bW, MIME4 M17bIV (where the hair is longer on the 
neck as on M17a) and M17bV show the same short hair, hardly defined except 
on the compact, full fringe framing the face with the strands divided in sections. 
The way in which the hair is rendered on these examples, is the same found on 
numerous figures of deceased reclining on Tuscanian t'effacotta sarcophagi, 
dated from the middle 3rd to the end of the 2nd centuries B. C. " The same type 
of fringe is also present on votive heads from the deposit at the Ara della 
Regina in Tarquinia. The earlier examples are dated to the second half of the 
3rd century B. C., the later to the end 2nd, early I st centuries B. C. ' 
Heads M12aH and M12b display a slight parting of a straight, flatter fiinge. 
On head M12al the hair strands on the top of the head, partly covered by a 
velum, are twisted, suggesting a rather curly crop of hair., However, a narrow, 
straight and compact strip above the forehead represents a fringe, not dissimilar 
from the one on heads MI la, MI IbI and MI MI. 
Heads M18a and M18b also display a short hairstyle with fiinge, but the locks 
and strands are not as regular as on the previous examples but rather curly and 
free, betraying the influence of Hellenistic portraiture. This version of the fiinge 
hairstyle is dated, at the votive deposit at the Ara della Regina, to the second 
century D. C. " 
The hairstyle displayed by head M15a is also dependent from Hellenistic 
sculpture, where the long flowing locks are characteristic of the ruler portraits. 
On this example the curly hair is longer on the neck, framing the face in a 
90 The rendering of the hair on this head is very close to that of a half head from 
Tarquinia, with the same high, slightly projecting cranium, hair strands incised across it 
from the crown and on the nape of the neck and with the slight swelling of the fringe 
framing the face: Comella 1982, NIT BI X111 1, pl. 29a. 
91 T(Iff 1969, p. 3 1. 
92 Comclla 1982, p. 25, BI XVI, BI )CU. 
93 Comclla 1981, p. 779, AIV; Comella 1982, BIT-131111. 
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series of undulating locks on the forehead, running almost parallel to the brow 
from right to left. On M15a the length and shape of the hair are reminiscent of 
the later portraits of Alexander, depicting the Macedonian king as a youthful, 
idealised figure. The locks over the forehead appear to be the result of a free 
adaptation of the type and a simplified version of the ruffled style displayed also 
by other Hellenistic ruler portraits, like that of Demetrios Poliorketes. 
The model for the hairstyle reproduced on this head may have reached central 
Italy via Tarentum, where it is attested on terracotta headi* and on head vases, 
remarkably similar in facial type to this votive head, dated not later than 300 
B. C. " This hairstyle is found on other votive heads of the same type. Virtually 
identical but veiled are one head in Copenhagerr, and one in Maini". A 3rd 
century B. C. terracotta votive statue of a youth from Campania, possibly Cales, 
displays a similar, but longer, hairstyle. The assimilation of the Alexander 
hairstyle via southern Italy, must inevitably take some time. However, the 
strong likeness between the votive head and the head-vase from Tarenturn 
suggests a dating within the 3rd century B. C. 
The "lion's mane" style featured on some portraits of Alexander, like the Azara, 
Henn in the Louvre considered a copy of a work by Lysippus, is very popular 
on votive heads. According to Hafher, in central Italy the hairstyle is 
fashionable from the first half of the 3rd century B. C. throughout the 2nd 
century B. C. " 
94 Richter 1965,111, figs. 1741-1732; Laurenzi 194 1, no. 50; Smith 1988, pls. 4-5. 
95 Wuillcumicr 1939, pl. 30,6. 
96 CU Great Britain no. 474, British Museum 1932, Fasc. 7, IV Da pl. 19,5; Hafher 
1966-7, p. 45, pl. 15, no. 1. 
97 Brcitenstain 1941, no. 804, pl. 102. 
98 Inv. no. 22358, R6n-dsch-Germanischcn Zcntralmuscum: Hafner 1966-7, pl. 15, no. 3. 
99 The facial tAx is also close and bctrara common protovylv: In the Ny Carlsberg 
GlyptotclL Fischer-Hanscn 1992, pp. 176-177, no. 130; Pouiscn V 1969, p. 22; Den Etruskiske 
Samling. N. C. G. ed. V. Poulscn. Copenhagen 1966, cat. no. H7; BT2.2; Mansuelli 1966, pp. 1- 
72; Hafner 1969, p. 149; Bianchi Bandincili 1973, p. 234; Santuarl dEtruria, p. 4 1, no. 1.27.1. 
100 Hafner 1966-7, pp. 4244; CMIM degli Etruschl, p. 387. 
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The "HoWs mane" is represented on head M16d. In this case it is similar also to 
the one on the "Eubuieus", a likeness of Alexander from the Agora"', but 
particularly to a small marble head in Alexandria, possibly a copy of a work by 
Lysippus". The hair, parted in the middle, is divided over the forehead in two 
prominent curls, or forelocks; on the sides of the face and on the neck the hair 
tumbles freely, long and curly, covering the ears. At the'top of the head is a 
narrow fillet. 
The hairstyle displayed by heads M17a, M17aIL M17am M17aIV, and 
M17aV, is a reflection of the style made fashionable by the portraits of the 
Macedonian King as on the Dresden Alexander". The strong resemblance 
between the heads of this popular group and the Dresden type has been noted 
by Hafner for the numerous examples in the MGE, which he describes as a 
"mirror image" of the portrait of the king"'. Although not quite a mirror image, 
it is undoubtable that the type of the Dresden Alexander is the model from 
which the prototype for these votive heads was fashioned. Particularly evident 
is the correspondence of the large forelock over the forehead, slightly 
undulating to one side, and of the snaky, long strands spreading towards the 
sides of the face. Hafner dates this hairstyle to the first half of the 3rd century 
B. C. 10' The fullness and vigour of the hairstyle, as represented on the Dresden 
Alexander, is still present on some of the examples in the MGE and on MIM 
but it is lacking on the other heads of Group 17, where the rendering is slightly 
flatter. 
From the numerous portraits of AJexander, possibly, originates the type with 
two small circular facing locks over the forehead, reproduced on heads M15bl, 
M15bII and M15c. A similar hair rendering is displayed by head M16c, which 
101 On the Azara Hcrm the hair is shorter: Bieber 1964, pI. V, 10 a-b. 
102 Schreiber 1903, pUB, pp. 41-43. 
103 Known from two marble copies in the Dresden Museum, Dressel Collection: Bieber 
1964, p. 27, pl. 7, fig. 12; Smith 1988, pl. 3, cat. no. 3A. 
104 Hafher 1966-67, p. 44, pl. 14, nos. 1-4. 
105 J. Turfa's dating to the 2nd century B. C. is too conservative: Turfa 1986, no-3. 
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appears to be inspired by the type of Scopas Meleager"'. On this head two 
wide, facing locks are present, more open than on the other examples, in the 
manner of the Azara Herm. In profile, these last four heads show a common 
feature: three S-shaped curls at the sides of the face between the forehead and 
the ear. This detail is particularly evident on heads M15bl, M15bII and M16c. 
The hairstyle inspired by the portraits of Alexander showing flowing locks on 
the neck and wide facing locks on the forehead, is attested on numerous votive 
terracottas. At the deposit of the Ara della Regina in Tarquinia, is present on 
heads of late 3rd century B. C. but it is most common in the 2nd century B. C. "' 
On Etruscan ash urns and sarcophagi, this style is present until the early Ist 
century B. C. '" 
Of Classicistic inspiration is the hairstyle on heads M13al and M13aH. These 
heads derive their style from Attic works, in particular from the young athlete 
type of Lysippus, combined with a hairstyle of short locks, slightly parted over 
the forehead, and clusters of ringlets in front of the ears, as on the Doryphorus 
of Polyclitus. This group of votive heads, common particularly at Caere". has 
been dated to the late 4th and earlier 3rd centuries B. C. "'; however, a dating in 
the middle of the 3rd century is more credible"'. 
The hairstyle of heads M16a and M13b is very clearly the replica of the style 
of the Apoxyomenos by Lysippus, particularly that on head M16a, very close 
to its famous model also in facial type and pose' 12 . This type of head is 
106 Particularly as reproduced on a much later copy in the Fogg Art Museum, Harvard, 
originally from Santa Marinclla: Hanfmann-Pcdlcy 1964, pp. 61-65, pls. 58-72. 
107 ComcIla 1982, p. 26, deposit E I. 
108 Maggiani 1976, pp. 37-38. 
109 The type, with the same hairstyle, is present in several cxamples from Caere in the 
MGE and in the Cerveteri Museum: Group 13. 
110 Vessberg 194 1, p. 167; Rfis 198 1, p. 82. 
Female votive heads from Caere, as F2a, of late 4th and 3rd centuries B. C., arc still 
permeated of Severe squarcness in their features. These more rounded, softcr male heads 
must be somewhat later in date. 
112 Hafner 1966-67, p. 40; Civilta degli Etruschi, p. 386, Enea nel Lazio, p. 263. 
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documented in central Italian votive deposits of the 3rd and 2nd centuries B. C. 
The close resemblance of the type with the original model and a certain 
similarity with the preceding style of M13a, ascribes the introduction of this 
style to the middle of the 3rd century B. C. 
Inspired by Polycleitan models is the hairstyle on heads M14a and M14b, with 
symmetrical curling locks on the forehead like pincers. Comparable is the hair 
rendering on a copy of the Heraldes of Polyclitus from ýerculaneum, in the 
Museo Nazionale in Naples"'. A marble head in the Royal Museum and Art 
Gallery, Canterbury, identified by C. C. Vermeule as a portrait of Ptolemy III 
Evergetes (247-222 B. C. ), is an accurate parallel for the hairstyle displayed by 
the two votive terracottas"4. On the marble head the same middle parting is 
present with the pointed pincers over the forehead, and similar thick ringlets in 
front of the ears and at the sides of the face This hairstyle is displayed on votive 
heads from later deposits"'. 
Four male heads in the BM's collection wear a beard. Beards are not a common 
feature on votive heads, and most examples are atypical. Given their size, 
weight and lack of base, they may , in some cases, have been part of statues or 
architectural decoration. 
From about 500 B. C. onwards, the beardless look is normal for male figures, 
on Etruscan as well as Greek art, but older men always wear beards and mature 
men still wear them in the fiill Classical period. It was the fashion introduced by 
the young, smooth-cheek looks of Alexander, by the end of the 4th century 
B. C., that finally caused beards to go compleatly out of style, even for more 
mature men. According to tradition the beard went out of use in Italy at that 
113 Bianchi Bandinelli 1938, pl. IX, no. 49. 
114 Inv. no. 7850, said to have been acquired in Turkey: Vermeule C. AJA LMII, 1959, 
p. 146, pl. 36, fig. 9; Smith 1988, pl. 66, nos. 1-3, cat. 120. 
115 At the deposit of Minerva Medica in Rome it is dated, possibly too excessively, to the 
second half of the Ist century B. C.: Gatti lo Guzzo 1978, p. 174, pls. XXXVI, GXa-GXbI; 
XXXVII, OXIal, GXIbl. 
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time"'. Chronologically this would explain the scarcity of bearded heads in 
most deposits. 
Head M8b is a silene, his face framed by a dense, rounded beard and hanging 
whiskers reaching from ear to ear as a continuous mass of curling, stylized 
locks, little delineated. The type of the bearded silene is very popular on 
architectural antefixes, and a close parallel for this type can be found on a 
fragment of beard and mustache in the Museo Nazionale Romano, dated to the 
late 5th first half 4th century B. C. This head shows thin, hanging . rn u stache 
and compact, almost oval-shaped beard, the locks worked only superficially 
and symmetrically placed"'. This style of beard, stemming from Severe 
tradition, is best exemplified by an antefix from Chiusi of late 5th century 
B. C. "' 
The remaining three bearded heads are more unusual and have no direct 
parallels. They belong to the local artistic tradition in Etruria, that, between the 
late 4th and the early 2nd centuries B. C., portrays powerful male heads, a few 
bearded. The Etruscan-Italic origin is confirmed by stylistic similarities with 
bronze and stone works and by the lack of comparison with south Italian 
works"'. 
Head M8a is, like the head of silene to which is also akin in facial type, still 
influenced by the Severe style. This influence is visible in the linear stylization 
on the hair and on the full, long beardwrith hanging whiskers, where the typical, 
circular ringlets are present in a neat row on the forehead and sides. The details 
of the hair and beard and the likeness with the previous head date this example 
to the early 4th century B. C. 
116 Varro De re rust. H, 11,10. Livy relates an amusing ancýdotc about the old senators 
who remained in Rome during the Gallic invasion of 390 B. C. 17heir dignified attire and the 
magnificence of their triumphal robes at first halted the barbarians. When a Gaul pulled the 
beard of one of the senators in order to see if it was a statue or a real person- "for at that 
time", explains Livy, "men wore their beards long", the old man hit the impudent on the head 
with his ivory staff. Livy 5.4 1. 
117 Inv. no. 263990, Pcnsabenc-Sanzi di Mno 1983, pl. )aV, no. 42 
118 Andrcn 1944, p. 256, no. 1: 7, pl. 87,3 10. 
119 Part 3, Catalogue: Group 8. 
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Head M8c is the best example in the group, its superior quality suggesting a 
purpose other than votive, possibly as part of a group of architectural 
decoration. Two rows of tight hook-shaped curls, the only reminder of the 
Severe style, symmetrically placed are present on the sides of a short beard 
which merges with the hair in front of the ears. The mouth is surrounded by 
trimmed ramstache, indicated by diagonal incised lines. The hair is rendered 
very much like on M9a, except on the forehead where a sort of middle parting 
is indicated. The hairstyle is inspired by the Greek art of the Classical period, 
the treatment of the locks with the slight parting over the forehead reflects 
Polycleitan models. 
Short beards with two or three rows of curls can be found also on Italic votive 
bronzes, like the head from Falterona, probably of Chiusine manufacture, in the 
British Museum, dated to c. 425400 B. C., also displaying a similar hairstyle 
with short undulating locks"'. 
Head M8d is possibly the latest example in this group of bearded heads. The 
type of this head recalls closely the stone portrait of Amth Paipnas from 
Tarquinia dated to the 3rd century B. C". The stone portrait and the votive 
head show the same hairstyle, inspired by earlier Classical models. This 
hairstyle is found also on a bronze head from an Etruscan statue in the 
Biblioth6que Nationale in Paris dated to the 3rd-2nd centuries B. C. " On these 
heads the hair follows closely the shape of the skull, modelled in a series of 
short, overlapping, flame-like tufts, with a slight parting over the forehead. The 
clipped beard is rendered in a very similar manner to the portrait of Amth 
Paipitas and also to the beard on the famous statue of the "Brutus" in the 
Palazzo dei Conservatori in Rome, of early 3rd century B. C., with flame-like 
bristles to the cheeks and chin. A similar treatment of the ,, beard 
is found on 
a male figure in the fresco of the Tarquinian Tomba degli scudi of third quarter 
4th century'23. Bearded heads are very rare in this period, male figures on 
120 Inv. no. 47.11-1.3; H. 7.9cm: Haynes 1985, no. 143, pl. 207, pp. 297-8. 
121 BrcndcI 1978, pp. 398-9, fig. 307; Bianchi Bandindli- Giuliano 1985, fig. 325, p. 285. 
122 Haynes 1985, no. 189, pl. 236, Bianchi Bandinclli-Giuliano 1985, fig. 290. 
123 Bianchi Bandinefli-Giuliano 1985, fig. 329, p. 286. 
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sarcophagi are almost all shaven, confirming the contemporary statements of 
Roman writers with modem finds. 
The velum present on so many votive heads is, of course, not intended as an 
ornamental addition to the hairstyle. but is an attribute connected with the 
religious rituals. The velum on votive heads becomes a common feature in 
Latium towards the end of the 4th century"_ where they represent the more 
numerous groupT In the BNfs collection the number of female veiled heads 
equals that with aperto capite. It has often been noted that votive heads 
represented wearing the velum come from the Roman territory". in Rome, 
both male and female, veiled heads are predominant, the same is true for many 
of the Latin colonies as they would follow the religious rites of Rome which 
prescribed the caput velalum, while unveiled heads are predominant in Etruria 
and Campania". 
124 In the 5th and 4th centuries B. C. only very few examples of veiled heads survive from 
Lavinium: La Regina Lavinium 1975, pp. 197-198, C2-C4, C7, figs. 256-259, and none from 
Etruria. 
125 For the predominance of votive veiled heads in Latium: Comella 1981, pp. 782-785, B 
III-B VI, figs. 18-2 1. 
126 Pensabene 1980, pp. 218-219. 
127 Pcnsabene 1979, pp. 218-219; Comella 1982, pp. 3240. 
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Chapter 9 
THE TECHNIQUE OF MANUFACTURE 
The literature on tl-ýs subject is vast and nothing new can be added here to the 
present knowledge; however, this work would be incomplete without an 
overall picture of the way in which the votive terracottas were manufactured. 
Some of the standard works on the production stages of the 
_teffacottas 
are 
devised for Greek figurines and other small clay objects'; in more recent years 
the increased interest for the study of Italic votive deposits has led to more 
specific research in this field'. 
I The raw material 
From the Renaissance period onward, the Italian word Terracott"13 is used, in 
most languages, to indicate objects made of clay, more or less depurated, fired 
to differing hardness to acquire a colouring varying from reddish to yellow. We 
know from ancient authors of the existence in Greece of celebrated statues and 
other plastic works of art made entirely, or partly, of clay'. However, the very 
few surviving examples from Greece and the scarce mention of such works of 
art by other authors, suggest that the Greeks used terracotta only rarely for 
votive, commemorative or cult statues. 
1 Nicholls 1952, pp. 217-226. 
2 In particular the work carried out for the tcrracottas at Veii Campetti: Vagnetti 1971, 
pp. 155-165; Beskow 1979, pp. 3743; at Capua: Bonghi Jovino 1965, pp. 19-20; at Rome: 
Gatti Lo Guzzo 1978, pp. 147-149; at Laviniurn: Enea nel Lazio, pp. 265-267; at Tarquinia: 
Comclia 1982, pp. 23-24. 
3 Hydrate aluminum silicate (alumina, silica, either flint or quartz and water), additional 
material to make the clay suitable for firing as cooled volcanic matter. 
4 Pliny N. 11. NXW, 66,155; Pausanias 1,2,5; 1,3,1; 1,4,4; W, 2 2,9. 
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Most of the archaeological finds of this Idnd come from Cyprus and, of course, 
Italy. In Sicily and south Italy coroplastic statuary is common already in the 
archaic period, but it is in Etruria, Latium and Campania, that sculpture in 
terracotta was developed to its highest standard, due essentially to the absence 
of quality stone for carving in these areas. 
According to Pliny, Demaratus, considered in Etruria the father of Tarquinius 
Priscus Idng of Rome, was accompanied in his flight from Corinth by the clay 
moulders, Eucheir, Diopos and Eugramrnos. They will, according to tradition, 
introduce coroplastic art into Italy'. The literary tradition reflects an 
archaeological reality, as the import of Corinthian vases in central Italy became 
important from the 7th century B. C. Pliny, quoting Varro, says that the art of 
working clay was very advanced in Italy and particularly in Etrurie. In another 
passage he mentions how, until the conquest of Asia in the 2nd century B. C., it 
was customary in Italy to dedicate in the temples cult statues made of wood or 
terracotta, in preference to other materiaIS7. 
Central Italy, in particular, is a region rich in natural clay, but the raw material 
for the terracottas was readily available in most areas'. We can assume that the 
clay used for the heads and other terracotta votives was gathered locally near 
the centres of production or the workshops. Before being used the clay was left 
to "season" for some time; if it was used to make small objects needed to be 
purified, otherwise it was mixed to sand and grog, orpozzolana, (small crushed 
fragments of terracotta). This process was necessary in order to prevent 
breakages and distortion, as pure clay contracts considerably during the firing 
process. All the larger heads and most of the small ones present such 
inclusions. 
5 Pliny N. H., XXXV, 152. 
6 Pliny N. H., XXXV, 157. 
7 Pliny N. H., XXXIV, 34. 
8 Extracted from numerous natural clay deposits and along the river banks. 
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II The stages of production 
The majority of the votive heads are mass produced from a matrix or mould. 
The matrix is obtained from a prototype (or archetype or patrix), hand-made 
and specifically created for this purpose. The matrices 
-could 
also be made 
from an already existing terracotta (or positive), and sometimes the same 
prototype is used to create a variety of matrices`. 
The creation of a prototype, the original, is the stage in the, production of 
terracottas where the artistic ability and originality of the creator is put to use. 
The prototype is generally retouched with a sharp, pointed tool, or stecca, to 
create and enhance the finer details required on the matrix. As the clay hardens, 
greater precision of details may be added by cutting back slightly with the tool 
while in the dry state the surface is probably burnished with a cloth. Some 
details are not indicated on the prototype and appear only as blanks, such as 
hair treatment, eyebrows, eye outline, pupils, edges and comers of mouth, 
details of ears etc. The ears may, or may not, be part of one of the two moul4 
sometimes they can be added to the finished product. 
The prototype is then fired at a high temperature", next the mould is made 
from it. To make a mould the prototype is first coated with a thin layer 
, 
of 
animal fat for protection, then a thick layer of wet clay is pressed with the 
thumbs (thumb marks can often be seen on the objects) over the front of the 
prototype until the required thickness is obtained and it is then left to harden 
just enough so that it can be lifted off the prototype. If allowed to dry too long 
it may contract and crack. The details not appearing on the prototype are now 
cut in intaglio on the mould. Intaglio work on the mould results in sharp raised 
masses on the finished product but on the mould produces sharp, sunken ones. 
The retouching can create a dramatically different result from the original 
prototype, a totally new type, a female head can be modified to become a male, 
9 For terminology: Fridh-Haneson 1983, p. 23, note 3; Barra Bagnasco, 1986, p-21. 
10 For example to create male and female types, as in the deposit at Carsoli: Nfarinucci 
1976, p. 13; or to produce architectural decoration and votives. 
III lowever, most earthenware type clay in central Italy requiresminimurn temperature for 
firing to a durable hardness. 
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and a young male can be turned into a balding or bearded, wrinkled middle - 
aged one". 
If only the front mould is required no further work is necessary, if the back of 
the head is also modelled then the clay must be cut vertically and a rear mould 
has to be made, following the same procedure. The diffferent parts are 
assembled later in the dry state and stuck together with moist clay. Clay 
additions and seams between backs and fronts are made by wetting, pressing 
together and smoothing the clay-, in addition the seams are often reinforced 
with coils of clay. 
After being removed the mould is left to dry until "leather hard" on a surface 
that provides enough support so as not to encourage it to warp under its own 
weight. Then the object is re-worked with the same modelling tool used 
previously on the prototype, adding the details that may differentiate one 
matrix from the other. When thoroughly dry the mould is ready for firing in the 
IdIn. The temperature of the kiln has to be higher when firing the mould than 
when firing the terracottas themselves, since the mould has to be harder in 
order to be used several times. The mould is now ready for the production of 
the finished heads. 
A mould can only produce a limited number of copies before losing definition 
of details and be discarded. Therefore, in order to produce a considerable 
number of terracottas, several moulds have to be produced from the same 
prototype, often varying enormously in details and incisiveness. If an existing 
figure was re-cast because of a worn, lost or broken mould, the most detailed, 
closer to the prototype, example available was presumably chosen, cleaned up 
and duplicated. 
Little evidence is available for the kilns used to fire'the terracottas, but they 
were essentially of simple form and no doubt the same as those used for 
pottery". They were of clay and divided horizontally in two parts, a lower 
combustion chamber sunken in the ground wh,?, vvthe fuel would be placed and, 
12 Kaschnitz-Weinberg 1926, pl. 7, nos. 1-2, pl. 8, nos. 1-2; Kilmer 1977, figs. 177-180; 
MGEinv. nos. 13852,13854,13871. 
13 Richter 1946, p. 33. 
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above it, separated from the combustion chamber by a grate, was an upper 
d6med chamber in which the heads would be placed. There were three 
openings, one at the bottom for the fuel, one at the side to receive the objects 
to be fired and to serve as a spy-hole, one at the top to let out the smoke and to 
permit the regulation of the temperature. The required temperature was 
between 750*c and 950*c, a temperature much lower than that used to fire 
pottery"'. 
Generally, the clay for terracottas is much softer than that used for ceramics, as 
they do not require the same strength and impermeability and can vary in 
colour considerably within one single fabric. Although the chemical 
composition of the clay partly determines its colour after firing, differences 
within the same fabric and often the same piece must be ascribed to the 
changing atmospheric conditions in the kiln and different temperature of firing. 
Pottery requires constant atmosphere but for terracottas, which are to be 
decorated after firing, it makes no difference. If the clay has iron in its 
composition, an oxidizing atmosphere will redden it and a strongly reducing 
one will turn it gray. A neutral atmosphere will turn some clays cream, some 
yellow-ochre and a moderate reducing one will turn some clays brown. 
It is also probable that open pits were used for firing the terracottas, with a 
short circular retaining wall to keep and direct the heat. This arrangement 
created a draft and raised the temperature to that needed for proper firing". 
III The problems of mass-production 
The problem of the generations of matrices and their relation to the original 
prototype was studied first by Nicholls"', His work , was 
designed for late 
archaic figurines from mainland Greece. However, the principle stands for all 
types of mould-made terracottas and is perhaps useful to summarise the main 
points of his study relevant to the votive heads. 
14 StcingrAbcr 1980, p. 232. 
15 Nagy 1988, pp. 10- 11. 
16 Nicholls 1952, p. 217-226. 
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Nicholls calls a group an assemblage of pieces that resemble each other in such 
a way to suggest that they were made by the same artisan or workshop. This is 
defined as a group of material closely related stylistically". 
Mould-made terracottas are mass-produced by a mechanical process, therefore 
pieces from the same mould can be identified, especially when they share some 
distinctive fault on the mould and identical dimensions. All the examples 
derived from one single matrix, or mould, are called replicas. The process of 
derivative production, as described by Nicholls, is the process where existing 
terracottas are used, in turn, as prototypes to create a new matrix of the same 
type but smaller in size. 
The prototype is made fol. lowing the process described above and from this, 
one or more mouldrare taken. The mould obtained directly from the prototype 
is caHed first generation mould and the pieces produced from it are first 
generation terracottas". They are already smaller in size than the prototype for 
obvious reasons. This first generation product can further be used to create 
more mould. These mouldswill be of second generation and they will be, again, 
smaller in size. This process can be repeated several times with a regular and 
progressive loss of size. 
All but the first generation terracottas can be from any workshop and of any 
clay or fabric; these subsequent generations are derivatives. Derivatives of this 
kind can be manufactured in workshops quite away from where the type was 
first created. The identification of pieces as mechanically related plays an 
important role in classification. 
As several mould may be taken from a single prototype and as the details done 
in intaglio on them had to be cut fresh every time, the mould can show an 
17 Nicholls stressed the point that, a classification of terracotta material by type is 
different from a stylistic classification. The production of individual workshops can spread 
over a wide range of types, while only very occasionally will any one type be the sole 
prerogative of any single workshop. 
18 However, it has been noted that during the study of some tcrracotta groups, an example 
of larger dimensions of that already identified as the "prototype" would turn. up, complicating 
the classification levels: Bonghi Jovino 1965, pp. 16-19; Bookidis N. in AJA 72,1968, 
pp. 398-399; Della Torre Ciaghi 1980, p. XVI; Bonghi Jovino 1990, pp. 28-29. It should be 
noted that such hand made examples have been recognised. by some as the true prototype: 
Bonghi Jovino 'Classificazione'in Della Torre Ciaghi 1980; Knoop 1987, pp. MIf. 
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element of variation in the rendering of such details. The result is a number of 
mouldsdifferent in some ways, similar in others. These are called by Nicholls 
parallel mould (variants). At times the reworking of a derivative 'mould 
obscures the original in such a way that the result shows little or no 
resemblance to the original and their relation is difficult to recognise. 
Most workshops, from the evidence of the excavated deposits, reproduced 
types that were popular at the time and derivative production must have 
lengthened the period over which a single series continued to be made. The 
generation matrix from which the terracottas are made has been calculated for 
some votive deposits on the basis of technical observations on the reduction 
process. During the process necessary to obtain a matrix every step, from 
positive to negative and viceversa, results in a reduction in volume. 
The percentage of reduction of terracottas was first studied by E. Jastrow, 9, 
who determined it to be 18% from a new matrix to its positive. Maria Bonghi 
Jovino on the terracottas from Capua, following the principles applied by 
Jastrow, measured all the examples belonging to derivatives of one matrix and 
ended with a reduction figure of 17%". Christina Beskow for some of the' 
terracottas from the deposit at Veii Campetti, worked out a percentage 
reduction varying between 10% and 21% with an average of 15%, establishing 
a reduction percentage between two successive generations at 10-12%21. 
IV Workshops and artisans 
Analogy between architectural terracottas (antefixes) and votive heads has 
been remarked for some of the major sanctuary sitesý2. This occurrence is 
generally explained as the proof that the artists working on the decoration of 
19 Jastrow 194 1, pp. 1-28. 
20 Bonghi Jovino 1965, pp. 17-18; Bonghi Jovino 1990, pp. 66-67 note 5. 
21 Bcskow 1978, p. 37. 
22 At Vcii Campetti a number of votive heads are identical to antcfixcs from the temples 
of Vcii Portonaccio and Sassi Caduti and Vignale at Falcrii: Vagnetti 1966, pp. 110-114; in 
Etruria: Riis 194 1, pp. 18,20,28,32,42,51,52,54; in Campania: Bonghi Jovino 1965, p. 42. 
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the temples were the same that, at least at certain sites, manufactured the 
votive objects in terracottaP. However, as from the same prototypes are 
derived antefixes and votive heads not only from the same locality but from 
different sites, much speculation has been generated about the activity of the 
coroplasts and the circulation of prototypes. 
in his major work on architectural terracottas from Etrusco-Italic temples, 
Andren, as van Buren before him, suggested that the decorators of the temples 
moved from one place to the other, the so-called "coroplasil vaganti", where 
work was required, carrying their matrices with themý'. This, in turn, would 
explain why terracottas obtained from the same matrix have been found at 
different sites? ". 
Presumably more than one type of enterprise existed. Naturally the location, 
urban, village or rural settlement, plays an indicative role and the importance of 
the craftsmen within their communities must have been considerable'. 
23 It has been noted that when votive tcrracottas and architectural antcfixcs are obtained 
from the same prototype, their quality is often quite different, with more care being lavished 
on the architectural decoration: Bedello Tata in Bonghi Jovino 1990, p. 104. 
24 In case of uncertainty on the place of production of specific terracottas, a valuable aid 
would be the geological analyses of the clays to identify the source of the row material: 
Cuomo Di Caprio N. 'rccnichc analitiche applicate a campioni ccran-dci di Tarquinia. in 
Bonghi Jovino-Chiaramonte Trcrd 1987, pp. 111-128. 
25 
van Burcn 1921, p. 3; Andren 1940, p. CM. The story of Vulca, the great Vcicntine 
artist summoned to Rome to decorate the temple of Jove on the Capitoline, as related by the 
ancient authors seem to confirm this theory: Pliny NH., XXXV, 157; Festus s. v., Ratumenna 
porta; Plutarch, 13; Servius adAen., VII, 188. Later Andren changed his mind on the role of 
the "coroplasti vaganti" and reported that the idea was little realistic: Andrcn 1974, p. 13. 
26 Examples from Vcii, Rome and Vellctri from a single matrix: Andren 1940, p. CXIX; 
Riis in ActaArchaeologica XII, 1941, p. 78; Akerstroem in OR 1,1954, p. 228;; and antcfIxes 
from Vcllctri made from the same prototype as the Mincrva from S. Omobono: Gjerstad OR 
111,196 1, p. 89, figs. 12-15; Vagnetti 1966, p. 113. 
27 Particularly useful is a detailed study on craftsmen and workshops in prc-Roman Italy 
that takes into consideration the various factors in their relationship: socio-economic, 
commercial, artistic, religious: 'Artigiani e bottcghe nell'Italia Preromana. Appunti e 
riflessioni per un sistema di analisi. ', pp. 19-59; la coroplastica campana dalla gucrra latina 
alla guerra annibalica. ', pp. 65-96; 'Bottcghe artigiane a Capua. ', pp. 97-122, in Bonghi Jovino 
1990. 
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One possible set-up is the small, family-run workshop, by tradition and 
personal ties attached to the cult of the local sanctuary, producing a moderate, 
mixed craft. In this kind of establishment the craftsman and his family worked 
all the stages of production, from the creation of the prototype to the selling of 
the finished objects. This type of establishment is believed to have been 
"monofunctional", able to cope with only one type of production at one time, 
for example terracotta or bronze. 
Another possibility is that of the more organized, specialised, almost on 
industrial scale establishment close to major sanctuaries. At these workshops, 
in some cases possibly run by the sanctumy", the various functions were clearly 
separated with artists and workers having different tasks and status. The 
intensive production demanded the regulation of chores within the chain of 
production. 
The master artisan the "maestro di hottega", a figure not unlike that of the 
Italian Renaissance". would create the prototypes leaving to the assistants the 
mechanical production of the matrices and of the finished objects. He would 
probably supervise the final stages and may have added the embellishing and 
individual details to the figure2'. This kind of establishment was capable of 
creating both individual quality products and mass-produced, cheaper objects. 
It was also "polifunctional", adapted to work indifferently terracotta, bronze 
and other materials". It is within these workshops, most likely, that objects of 
28 However, a few exceptions are known for archaic Etruria: Torelli M. Tolis e 
"palazzo". Architettura, idcologia e artigianato greco in Etruria tra VII e VI secolo a. C. ' in 
Architecture et soci&6 de I'archarsme grec ti la fin de la Republique romaine. Paris-Roma 
1983, p. 475; Bonghi Jovino'Gli scavi nell'ambito di Tarquinia c la scoperta dei 'bronzi* in 
un preliminare inquadramento' in Bonghi Jovino-Chiaramonte Trerd 1987, pp. 75-79; 
Chlaramonte Trerd 1988,1, pp. 1-25: Bonghi Jovino 1990, pp. 4545, note 35. 
29 Bodci Giglioni 1977, pp. 49ff.; RizzcIlo, 1980, p. 182. 
30 Bonghi Jovino 1990, pp. 4344. 
31 These could be done in some cases by the best assistants. 
32 Pairault Massa 1985, pp. 3-10; Bonghi Jovino 1990, pp. 4647. 
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different function, of the same or different materials", such as antefixes and 
votive heads were made from the same prototype. 
The existence of travelling coroplasts is also a possibifit? '. It has often been 
suggested that the vagrant artisans transported their matrices around with 
them. More likely they carried a less bulky set of the prototypes, from which a 
full series of matrices can be made on the various sites to suit the different 
requirements of the local cults and traditions'. 
The travelling artist can easily find employment in the type of highly organized 
workshop and it is likely that such individuals were regularly adding to the 
stock of the local production with new prototypes. Their contribution would 
have been particularly valuable if, as postulated by Bonghi Jovino, the "life- 
span" of a prototype can not be assumed to be very long, with new models 
replacing old ones that had become outmoded". The large, industrialized 
workshops would have been always on the look-out for new "ideas", as the 
variety of types amongst the major votive deposits seem to confirm. 
A consideration that emerges is that any workshop owned a number of 
prototypes and matrices, constituting the most valuable asset of the business, 
33 The likeness between terracotta heads and bronzeworks as in the case of F2a. The 
relationship between coroplast and bronzeworkcrs is documented at Capua: Schneider- 
Herrmann 1970, p. 39. 
34 But also votive heads and head vases as in the case of M15a: Bonghi Jovino 1975, 
pp. 29-35; Bonghi Jovino 1990, pp. 4748; for votive heads and antefixcs from Capua: Bedello 
Tata in Bonghi Jovino 1990, pp. 97-122; pls. VIl, VIII, IX 
35 However, the craftsman is not necessarily a homeless, work-secking individual. He 
may be moving permanently from one urban ccntrc to another, or he may, due to his famc, 
have been invited by the local authorities to work for a limited period to a new project: 
Bonghi Jovino 1990, p. 53. 
36 After van Buren, Andrcn and Vagnctfl, the figure of the travelling coroplast has been 
discussed more recently by S. Bruni in connection with antcfixes from Populonia of probable 
Tarquinian production: 'Antcfissc ineditc da PopulonW Rassegna di Archeologia 5,1985, 
pp. 126-127; by MPLHofter for a relationship between votive statues from Cales and the 
architectural decoration of the Scasato temple at Falcrii: Hoftcr 1985, pp. 132ff; Bonghi 
Jovino 1990, pp. 49-53. 
37 Bonghi Jovino 1990, p. 31, note 19; also: Bonghi Jovino 1989. However, it is also 
probable that successful prototypes would be in used over a longer period of time, fresh and 
with sharply dcfined details to start with, but loosing their original character after several 
reproductions and requiring "rc-adjustmcnts": Bedello Tata in Bonghi Jovino 1990, p. 98. 
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used to exhaustion until worn out. The prototypes were also used to produce 
different classes of ob ects, votives and architectural for example and may be j 
used to create new, different types by "crossing" matrices, obviously to the 
benefit of quantity but detriment of quality". 
It is possible that not all matrices were manufacturedin full; it may have been 
practical to add the finishing details after the object was out of the mould". In 
this case personalised details and retouches could be added together with the 
colouring; any defect resulting from the slipping -of the mould could then be 
minimised and hidden, avoiding wastage and reducing coste. 
Terracottas of such low quality and, presumably, price, were obviously 
intended for the less critical customers, while the more demanding and wealthy 
customers acquired the larger, well modelled pieces, rich in details and 
ornaments. Production within a single workshop may, therefore, vary 
considerably in quality to accommodate different demand, from commissioned 
architectural decoration, to cheaply mass-produced terracottas, to lavishly 
ornamented votive busts and statues, to objects of every-day use. 
The heads in the British Museum's collection 
There is considerable variation in the type of fabric present amongst the votive 
heads. The clays range from coarse impasto to very fine creamy wares, but 
most include the same type of rather gritty composition, densely mixed with 
sand, pozzolaiza, mica and volcanic particles. 
The colour of the clay also varies considerably, ranging from greyish, to buff 
cream, to red-orange tones. 
38 Potticr 1890, pp. 254ff; Nicholls 1952, pp. 217ff.; de Franciscis in NSc 1953, p. 324; 
Koch 1912, pI. V, figs. 2,4; Bcdcllo Tata in Bonghi Jovino 1990, p. 104, pl. xv, p. 119. 
39 Koch 1912, p. 14; Wuillcumier 1939, pp. 393ff.; Bianchi Bandinelli P, 'Situazione 
storica dcll'arte clicnistica. ' Atli Taranto IY, 1970, p. 21; Bianchi Bandinelli k Troblerni 
dell'arte figurativa. 'DiaMrch IV-V, 1971, pp. 212ff.; Rainini 1. NSc, 1976, p. 522; BedeIlo 
Tata in Bonghi Jovino 1990, p. 109. 
40 For example Ml4c. Koch 1912, p. 411; Bedello 1975, p. 15. 
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Uneven heating or "fire flashes" during the firing process account for 
alterations in colour that occur in different places on the same pieces. 
Some of the heads have gritty, coarse texture, rough to the touch; others have 
smooth appearance, with fewer inclusions visible on the surface. This difference 
does not seem to be connected with size but the larger heads require numerous 
inclusions to prevent shrinking and cracking during firing. 
Occasionally, pitting occurs on the surface of the terracottas, attributable to the 
burning during firing of organic particles mixed in the clay composition. 
The thickness of the heads varies according to the size: from a few millimetres 
in the smaller heads to a few centimetres for the larger ones. Inside the heads 
can often be observed the addition of extra clay to re-enforce the walls of the 
head, particularly on the junction of the front and rear mould. 
At the back of the head is often placed a vent-hole, most likely to facilitate the 
escape of gasses during the firing. The function of these vent-holes has been 
attributed to hanging on the walls of the temples". These holes are often 
applied to the thickest point in the wall of the figure, sometimes cut with a 
knife-like tool, or simply punched by the craftsman's fingers". The backs are 
frequently crudely formed and of different thickness from the fronts, often have 
no details and the shape is approximate or even squashed. 
During the manufacture of the object and before it was allowed to dry to a 
hardened state, many of the heads were further worked, enhanced or finished 
with clay additions and hand modelling, in particular the details of the hairstyle, 
jewellery and features such as pupils and nostrils". 
The application of a sliP over the surface of the object before firing had the 
purpose to make the surface smoother, hide imperfections and the larger 
inclusions in the clay. Traces of such milky coloured slips can be found on 
several examples in the British Museum's collection. 
41 SteingrAber 1980, p. 23 1; Vagnetti 197 1, p. 160. 
42 Nagy 1988, p. 6. 
43 The most obvious example is the intricate coiffure on head of statue Rdl, that can only 
have been achieved by skilled hand modelling. 
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The retouch of the finished product before the firing using a tool to add details, 
is repeatedly present on most heads, on the hair, the eyes, the mouth or adding 
plastic details such as hairlocks: ", earring', necklacee' etc. Earrings can be 
added by a separate mould specially made'. The addition of a diadem or a fillet 
can sometime be a device to cover the line ofjunction between the two mould, 
front and rear. ' 
The final touch to the object before being put on sale was the painting of the 
features. Unlike architectural terracottas the painting was applied after firine, 
often directly on the surface. It is probable that all votive terracottas were 
coloured after firing. The absence of colour on many pieces is due to the 
ephemeral nature of the pigment used and because they were applied after 
firing and were not "fixed" permanently. 
Many of the heads in the British Museum's collection show traces, even if faint, 
of paint. The colour is applied always on the front, on the back only if it was 
moulded and intended to be seen, the underside is rarely coloured. The colours 
are brushed on much like a tempera, usually over a -white slip, sometimes 
directly on the clay". The hair of the brushes have often left traces on the paint., 
Certainly erroneous is the assumption that the heads were covered in white slip 
in order to imitate marble, as marble statues would also commonly be painted 
in bright colours". The basis for the pigment was of organic nature, probably 
egg. Following the conventions used also in painting, female faces have fair 
skin, male ones are painted red. Red is the most commonly used pigment, as it 
44 Mal. 
45 F4m. 
46 F4g. 
47 F4a; F4h; Andrcn 1955-56, pp. 207-219. 
48 F5b and 173c. 
49 Enea nel Lazio, pp. 266,270. 
50 Generally refined clays mixed to liquid state, sometimes toned with oxides and other 
colorants such as lime: Marinucci 1976, p. 14; Nagy 1988, p. 11. 
51 Kaschnitz-Wcinbcrg 1925, p. 332. 
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is also used to colour the hair and the veil, when present. Black is used for the 
iris of the eye and occasionaDy for the hair. Gold paint can, at times, be traced 
on jeweffery". Other colours used are yellow, blue and green, but only yeflow 
is present on some British Museurns heads. 
52 F2a. 
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Part 3 
CIASSEFICATION 
It has to be stressed again that, as the British Museums collection is not 
formed by an excavated deposit, or even by a collection from a single source, 
but it is rather an assemblage of unknown and, most likely, assorted 
provenance, the criteria of classification are used fairly loosely. Certain 
considerations of production, for example of generations of matrices, are 
ineffective; only in some cases suggestions can be attempted, but just for sake 
of discussion. 
The heads, therefore, are best considered as individual objects with, more or 
less convincing, affinities with other similar objects within the BMs collection 
and with other examples elsewhere. 
Within the framework of classification and stylistic identification conventionally 
approved for the terracottas, the fixed point of reference is always the i2rima 
model (or models) of inspiration. The model is the original idea from which the 
elements creating the final image for the pLotgtype are captured. In some case 
it may be a creative idea, more often it is an inýiitation, a repetition, more or less 
inventive, of an already existing paradigm. 
The Wgs are created by the various matrices obtained from the prototype. 
They can differ in details and personalised attributes, for example jewellery. 
The variants are developed from the types to create new types relating to each 
other and to the original prototype. They can, for example, have different 
hairstyle. 
The group is collectively all the types, including the variants, that are, either 
traceable to a common prototype, or that are accomunated by a common 
element, like the hairstyle, but that may belong to different types. 
A group can span a long period of time as it comprises the types and the 
variants. 
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KEY TO THE CATALOGUE 
The numbering of the catalogue indicate: 
" F: female 
" M: male 
" number 1,2,3..: the Group 
" letter a, b, c..: the type within a Group 
" roman numeral 1, MIIL.: the replicas of the same type 
I 
The measurements of the heads are taken in centimetres at the most suitable 
points to account for the reproduction by matrix and resulting variations in 
size: 
" overa gt 
" distance between the external comers of the eyes (which gives an 
average width of the head) 
" distance between the base of the chin (the attachment to the neck) and 
the forehead (the hairline) 
" the nose 
" the mouth 
" any other useful measurement possible 
All visible characteristics of the clay are recorded if relevant: 
" clay composition 
" surface and core colours 
" slips 
" applied pigments 
" surface condition, etc. 
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1, GROUP I 
This group includes only two examples related by the polos displayed on their 
heads. Female heads with polos relate typologically to the repertoire of the 
coroplastic art of Magna Graecia and Sicily, where it is commonly found on 
figurines and busts. The polos is present on archaic terracottas in Sicily, the 
types of the Kore Samia or the seated goddess'. Amongst the Western Greeks 
the polos was almost always the attribute of Persephone2. The type is 
documented in Magna Graecia at Locri, Medina, Tarentum. and Paestum3. 
In Campania heads with polos are displayed on numerous small female busts 
from Capua and Calee, of second half of the 5th century B. C, where the 
influence of Sicilian coroplastic art, particularly of Agrigentum, is strongly felt'. 
The type of female heads with polos survive in Campania for a long period of 
time, examples have been found at Teano in the late depoSitS6 . Further north 
the type with polos is less frequently found in votive deposits. 
Fla (BM. 1847.8-6.63), shows a very, tall, rhomboid-shaped polos. A, group of 
votive heads from Teano, is an immediate parallel, suggesting that locality as a 
very probable origin for this type'. The heads from Teano are considered, by 
the excavator, to be very close to western Greek types of the third quarter of 
the 5th century B. C., or just a little later. The Campanian origin of type Fla is 
further stressed by the likeness with a figure on a skyphos in Naples, dated to 
1 Quarles van Ufford 1941, pp. 43,44,54. 
2 Bell 1981, pp. 14,81-82. 
3 For Locri'and Medma: Quarles van Ufford 1941, p. 58; Barra Bagnasco 1986, pp. 65-67, 
pl. XVII; for Tarentum: NS 1936, p. 161, fig. 62; for Paestum NS 1937, p. 335, figs. 86,88; 
Winter 1903, pl. 103,11, no. 2; pl. 110,1,3,6,8; pl. l. 19,2-6; also Marconi 1933, pl. )UV. 
4 Bonghi Jovino 1965, p. 26, pls. 1-VIII; Novi 186 1, pUI, no. 1. , I" 
5 Bonghi Jovino 1965, pl. 1, All, al, pl. 3; Rizzo 1910, p. 63; Marconi 1926, pp. 139-142; 
Dconna 1908, pp. 43-47; Marconi P. 'La scultura e la plastica nella Sicilia antica. 'Historia 
IV, 1930, p. 660, 
Johannowsky 1963, p. 143, fig. 10, a-b. 
7 Joliannowsky 1963, fig. 10, a-b. However, Johannowsky also suggests that the Matrix 
may have bccn imported. 
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the middle of the 4th century B. C. 8. The scalloped fiinge on head Fla is related 
to archaic schemes in Magna Graecia and Sicily, with many variants, like the 
popular undulating parallel lines9. 
Flb (BM. 1974.8-12.1) shows a low, squashed polos; the hairstyle and the 
polos relate this head to south Italian coroplastic works. The low squashed 
polos is a variant of the taller polos, frequently found in Sicily, Magna Graecia 
and Campania. In Campania this type of headdress has also been found 
associated with non-Greek costume, implying that it was rooted into local 
traditionslo. The low polos may indicate later examples and it has been 
suggested that it was used to hold a veil in place". Head types with-low polos 
seems to cease in the 3rd century D. C. 12. 'The hairstyle displayed by Flb, 
common in the 3rd century B. C., is popular on many votive terracotta heads, 
like F'21 in Group 2. 
FEMALE HEAD with polos: BM. 1847.8-6.63 Fla 
Purchased from the executors of J. Millingen 
SIZE 
H. 35cm; base of chin to forehead 11.9cm; base of chin to polos l4cm; external 
eye comers 8.3cm; mouth 3.9cm; internal eye corner to ear lobe 7.4cm. 
CLAY 
Orange colour, several inclusions visible, fine to medium in size, mostly mica, 
black volcanic particles, some red pozzolana. Fairly smooth surface but many 
8 In the Musco Nazionale: Kekule 1884, pl. XI, nos. 2,6. 
9 Barra Bagnasco 1986, pp. 41-64; with undulating parallel lines: Orsi P. 'Gela. Scavi del 
1900-1905. 'MonAL XVII, 1907, pl. XLK nos. 2,7,9; Orlandini P. 'Gela. La stipe votiva. 
archaica del Predio Sola. ' MOnAL XLVI, 1963, pls. II, V; UhIcnbrock 1978; Croissant 1983. 
10 Bonghi Jovino 1965, p. 3 1. 
II Johannowsky 1963, p. 142. 
12 Bonghi Jovino 1965, p. 32. 
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marks are visible, possibly produced by the rubbing of the clay when made. 
Traces of red pigment visible on the polos. 
ANATOMY and HAIRSTYLE 
Female head wearing a tall polos. The polos at the front is rhomboid in shape, 
at the back curves under and is flattened, the sides are squared off and roughly 
triangular in shape. This head is very heavy, the walls are thick at the base 
(c. 1.8-2.5cm), at the back is a large vent-hole. The features are rather 
simplified and linear in the archaic manner, the face is long and triangular, the 
sides of the polos are in line with the sides of the face, the forehead is mostly 
covered by the stylised, scalloped fringe with wavy horizontal incised lines and 
wavy edge. The arch of the eyebrows is very pronounced and wide, the eyes 
are elongated with thick eyelids, turning slightly downwards at the external 
comers. The nose (damaged) is broad and wider at the nostrils, in profile the 
fleshy tip turns outwards. The cheek bones are high and angular, the mouth is 
large and sharply defined with full lips turning down at the comers. The chin is 
heavy and large with a dimple in the middle. The ears are large'and poke-out at 
the sides, obviously a separate addition to the front mould. The neck is 
exagwatly long, considerably wider at the base (13cm diam. ) 13 . 
PARALLELS 
The type of this head is present in the deposit at Teano, localiti Loreto, in 
Campania 14 
. Another head of this type, but smaller in size, is in the Museo 
Campano in Naples's. A figure on a skyphos, dated to the mýiddle of the 4th 
century B. C., in the Museo Archeologico Nazionale in Naples shows stringent 
similarities with the type of this head 16 . One 
head of this type, almost identical 
and of comparable size, probably from a closely related matrix, is in the 
Hermitage Museum in Leningrade 17 
13 This type of neck is paralleled by some of the small heads in the collection, like MI. 
14 Johannowsky 1963, fig. 10, a-b. 
15 Inv. no. 2241. 
16 KckuIc 1884, pI. XI, nos. 2,6. 
17 Hermitage Museum Catalogue 1972, no. 180. 
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FEMALE BEAD with polos: BM. 1974.8-12.1 RB 
Found unregistered 
SIZE 
H. 29cm; base of chin to forehead 
, 
16.5cm; external eye comers 9cm; mouth 
3.3cm; internal eye comer to ear lobe 85mm. 
CLAY 
Orange colour, dark surface possibly due to decayed pigment, many inclusions 
visible mostly quartz crystals, black volcanic particles, mica. 
ANATOMY 
Female head, fairly rigid with fixed expression. The face is round and full, with 
a high and wide forehead partly covered at the sides by the mass of hair, the 
pronounced large chin, is pointed in profile and presents a dimple in the middle, 
the cheeks are full and heavy. The eyebrows are low, arched and heavy, the 
brow-nose line is pronounced, the eyes are small and elongated with eyelids 
fairly pronounced, the upper lid overlaps the lower at the outside comers with 
incision to mark the fold. The short straight nose is not very prominent but 
shows fleshy nostrils and tip (damaged and restored). The small mouth has full, 
well defined lips, particularly the lower lip, w1iich slightly curls up at the 
comers. The ears are small, crudely rendered and protruding. The long wide 
neck flares out at the base. This head is fairly heavy in weight, the polos is part 
of the rear mould. 
HAIRSTYLE 
The hair is parted in the middle and swept back over the ears in small tight, 
curly waves, a curious small ringlet, which looks more like a blob of clay, falls 
in front of the ears. The hair is rendered only at the front, indicated 
' 
in detail by 
shallow and deep incisions in the clay with a sharp tool. On the top of the head 
is a low polos 2.2cm high at the centre above the forehead, slightly higher at 
the sides, almost flat at the top with a small vent-hole in the middle. At the 
back of the head the polos tails down to the neck. 
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GROUP2 
This is one of the more distinctive groups of female heads for quality and 
preservation of the individual pieces (much pigment survives on F2a, including 
some gold colour on the jewellery, a very rare occurrence). This group of 
heads is found exclusively in southern Etruria. The types within this group, are 
transformed, in time, into specific types in their own right, but stiff maintaining 
a common link. The first, original prototype of the first type, is common, not 
only to the heads from Caere, the probable origin of this group, but also to 
similar ones from Veii and Falerii. It seems that a parallel tradition linked these 
places, having in turn strong affinities with the art of Chiusi. 
It must be noted that at Caere, Falerii and Veii, coroplastic production 
developed on parallel lines but with a certain amount of individuality, creating 
at each place a distinctive look. It is often possible to. guess at glance the origin 
of individual pieces in spite of their likeness. 
Three of the types in this Group are present in the comparable collection from 
the Caeretan deposit at "Vignaccia", in the Lowie Museum at Berkeley 
University, California'. The heads are all related to each other, and the Lowie 
Museum connection is an important one, not only because advocates the 
Caeretan origin of the types, but because illustrates their development. One of 
the heads in the Lowie Museum is comparable to two heads, also from Caere, 
in Sienaý. 
The type of F2a (BM. 1814.7-4.856) is represented at the Lowie Museum by 
series IA3 3, which shows "indigenous" Etrusco-Italic charactere. The 
indigenous traits on these heads are characterized by an emphasis on linear 
qualities, especially the strong rounded chin, the triangular forehead, the use of 
Nagy 1988. 
2 Pellegrini G. Studi e materiall d! Archeologla e Numismatica 1,1899.1901, p. 147, 
Chigi Collection inv. no. 37818; SteingrAber 1981, pl. 79. 
3 Nagy 1988, figs. 3-7. 
4 Nagy 1988, p. 14. 
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ridges to outline the eyes, eyebrows, lips and hair strands, creating almost 
separate, geometrical areas'. These characteristics are not confined to Caeretan 
plastic art they are also prominent in northem and central Etruria and in 
Latium on sculpture in stone and metal before the 5th century B. C. 6. It is an 
Italic version of the Greek Severe style, that Quentin Maule called "near- 
classical" style. This archaic-Severe trend is combined with a symmetrical 
treatment of the hair of typically Classical inspiration. For this reason the heads 
appear at first sight, older than they really are, the correct dating often 
suggested by extemal elements such as jewellery, like on heads Ma and F7h. ' 
The old-fashioned quality conferred to figures of Classical period is a 
peculiarity to Etruscan art, encountered particularly at Chiusi and Veiis. 
The type of head Ma is the forerunner of the type vAth Schkifenlocke, or 
temple locks, considered to be truly Etruscan?. The features of Ma relate this 
head to a type from Veii Campetti in the rendering of the eyes, nose and 
mouth, in the shape of the veil and the formal arrangement of the hair'O. For the 
Veientine head links with Sicilian sculpture of the middle 5th century B. C., 
such as the metopes of the Heraion in Selinus, have been recognised". 
From the same prototype is derived another head, again found in Veii at the 
sanctuary of Portonaccio 12 . The head from Portonaccio is dated to the second 
half of the 5th century B. C., claiming for it the influence of the school of 
5 Maule-Smith 1959, pp. 40-41, note 25. This was a typical trait of earlier Etruscan art 
found, for instance, on the Apollo from Vcii: Giglioli 1935, pls. CXC-CXCll; or the bronze 
Capitoline wolf. Giglioli 1935, pl. CXCVll. 
6 From Chiusi: Wendel 1978, p. 96, fig. 65; p. 126, fig. 79; p. 107, fig. 73. 
7 Mansuelli 1968, pp. 73-84; Maulc 1977, pp. 487-505. 
8 Mansuelli 1968, p. 84. 
9 Group 4: Hafhcr 1965, p. 51. 
10 Vagnetti 1971, pl. Ml, AM, Pallottino M. 'Scavo in un. area sacra a Vcio'Le AM 1, 
1938-39, pp. 402-403, pl. 127; Hafricr 1965, p. 46, pl. 14, no. 4; Riis 1981, p. 45, Vcii type 18K. 
11 Fuchs 1956, p. 102ff, pl. 95. 
12 Santangelo 1952, p. 158, figs. 22-24; Sprenger 1972, pp. 33-34, pl. 8; Cristofani 1975, 
p. 70; SteingrAber 1980, p. 497, fig. 307. 
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polyClitUS13. The same influence is also recognised for-head F2a by P. J. Riis, 
according to whorn'the hairstyle makes it look Eke a youth, in particular the 
DiadumenoS14. 
A group of male terracotta votive heads from Falerii, dated to the late 5th early 
4th centuries B. C., share similar facial type and the same hairstyle with the 
heads from Veii and with FU15. For the heads from Falerii Greek Classical 
models, acquired via Magna Graecia, have been recognised 16 , but merged with 
surviving more archaic models, a characteristic typical not only of Faliscan and 
Veientine art production but Etruscan in general". 
Amongst the heads of the votive deposit at Carsoli a type akin to F2a is 
present, although cruder in renderingis. 
An antefix with female head presents strong physiognornic likeness with F2a, 
particularly similar is the shape of the face and the rendering of nose and 
mouth'9. The antefix shows stylistic affinities with another 5th century B. C. 
antefix from ChiuSi2o, but on the Basel example the likeness with the votive 
13 Band 1960, p. 332, pl. 76. 
14 Rfis 194 1, p. 18, no. 2. 
15 Comclla 1986, group Al VI, pp. 20-22, p. 209. The connection Veii-Falerii has often 
been stressed: Comella 1986, pp. 205-220. Comella points out that the strong influence of the 
art of Polyclitus suggests a dating not lower than the end of the 4th century B. C., even 
allowing for a long life of the type, rejecting the dating proposed by Riis, 350-275 B. C., as 
too low: Riis 1941, p. 55. 
16 It is well known that south Italian craftsmen were working in Rome already in the first 
half of the 5th century B. C.: Pliny N. H., XXXV, 154.5th century B. C. Greek sculpture of 
Sicilian and south Italian production were present in Rome with Attic works: Paribeni 1969, 
pp. 83-89. It is possible that Rome played a considerable role in the propagation of the Attic 
models in central Italy. 
17 Comella 1986, pp. 212-213. This is typical also at Veii, particularly evident in a group 
of figurines showing a drapery of late archaic fashion combined with a classical head. At 
Chiusi is a common trait on funerary sculpture: Levi D. in BA XXVIII, 1934, p. 65ff. figs. 25- 
28, also note 8. 
18 Chicti, Museo Archeologico, unpublished. 
19 Was auctioned in Basel in 1976: H. 23cm; no. 97 in Palladion Antike Kunst. Catalogue 
1976. Basel 1976. 
20 Andren 1940, pl. 86 no. 306. 
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head is even more manifest. The provenance and dating of the piece is not - 
reported in the auction catalogue, but it is possible to suggest an origin in the 
Chiusi region in the late 5th, early 4th centuries B. C. 
The most significant connection that can be drawn for the type of the F2a is 
with the plastic art of Chiusi. A definite similarity between heads of Classical 
inspiration from the votive deposits at Campett? l and Falerii 22 and the statuary 
of Chiusi of the close of the 5th century, has been often remarked. For head 
F2a particularly relevant is the parallel with a sarcophagus lid in pietra fedda 
from Chianciano, dated to the early 4th century D. C., showing a reclining male 
figure, the 
' 
deceased, and a winged female figure identified as a VanthU. 
Curiously the likeness is more evident on the male figure? ", where the head 
shows the same heavy hairstyle, held by a crown, with the short, full fiinge over 
the forehead and large side curls. The effect is quite unrealistic, almost wig- 
like. Cristofani compares the hairstyle on the Chianciano group with that on a 
bronze head from Bolsena pointing out the evident dependence of the first from 
bronze-working technique". The features on the male head are also strikingly 
similar to those on F'2a: particularly the long soft oval face, the full mouth with 
slightly pouting lips, the long fleshy nose, the shape and rendering of the eyes, 
the strong chin, the low arched forehead. 
21 Vagnctti 197 1, p. 17 1. 
22 CristoEW 1975, pp. 81-87; Comella 1986, p. 218. At Chiusi, in the first half of the 4th 
century B. C., there is a production of red-figure vascs of Faliscan VAX, a fact which 
underlines the frequent cultural exchanges between the major ccntrcs of the inner Etrusco- 
Italic area, resulting in a sort of unity of style for the figurative arts: Beazley 1947, pp. 113- 
122; Harari 1980; Comclla 1986, p. 218; Cristofani 1975, p. 85. 
23 Inv. no. 94352, in the Museo Archeologico, Firenze: Bianchi Bandinelli 1925, pp. 401, 
494, no. 23; Riis 1941, p. 116; Zanco 011 fenomeno dclla scult= funcraria chiusina cosl 
dctta 'Sevcra. 'Arte Anfica e Moderna XXVIII, 1964, p. 379ff.; Hcrbig-Simon 1965, p. 42ff.; 
Sprenger 1972, p. 72ff.; Cristofani . 1975, pp. 65-66, pl. )=, nos. 1-3; Dohm 1982, p. 49; Ovilta degli Etmschl, p. 303, no. 11.22. 
24 The hair arrangement and facial type occur frequently on male figures, for example on 
the bronze ash urn lid from Perugia, considered the product of a Chiusi workshop, in the 
Hermitage: AnfichiM dell'Umhria a Leningrado pp. 391-396; Nagy 1988, p. 15; Cristofani 
1984, p. 199. 
25 Cristofani 1975, p. 66. For the Bolscna bronze: Haynes 1965, pp. 523-525, pl. C)OUV. 
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The resemblance between the sarcophagus head and the votive terr-acotta head 
is even closer than between F7a and the heads from Veii Campetti, where the 
features are sharper (Fig. 3) 
Comparable is another bronze work of Clusine production, a cincrary um from 
Perugia in the Hermitage dated to c. 400 B C. 26 The hairstyle and the features 
on this small bronze are close to those on the Chianciano 'group and to the head 
F7a. The dependence from bronze-works f6r this type of terracotta votive 
head, is further stressed by a significant parallel with a small bronze male head 
from a votive statuette, in the Carpegna Collection at the Museo Profano of the 
Bibliotheca Vaticana27. The resemblance between this small bronze head and 
the type of F7a, particularly with one example'in the Lowie Museum, is 
strikines. The two heads are virtually identical, even the hair strands are 
perfectly duplicated, as to 'suggest that they were produced in the sarn6 
workshop. In spite of the difference in size, 'in order to maintain the 
correspondence in looks and details, the two heads must be contemporary and 
still close to the original prototype from which are both derived (Fig. 4). 
The bronze represents a male head, again stressing the androgynous character 
of the prototype. The face and hair details show a fusion of Classical influence 
and indigenous characteristics. The hair on top of the head, radiating from the 
centre in a star-shape, is a derivation of the Haarspinne of Polyclitus, also the 
combination of the curls over the ears and the straight strands on the forehead 
26 Inv. no. 1843, Hermitage Museum, Campana. Collection: Cristofani 1985, p. 293, 
no. 117; Antichila dell'Unibria a Leningrado, pp. 391-396; Les Etrusques et I'Europe. 
caLno. 522, pp. 232-233,360. 
27 H. 9.21cm, inv. no. 6229: Roncalli 1982, pp. 89-96, pl. 1-5; Haynes 1985, p. 210, no. 148. 
This bronze head is part of the collection assembled by Cardinal Cesare CarPegna. 
(1625/1714) documented in two museum inventories: Cod Vat. Lat. 9154, Cod Vat Lat 9153. 
28 Nagy 1988, head TA 3b, fig. 5, pl. III. The resemblance between this bronze and the 
votive terracottas has been remarked already for the series of heads from Falerii: Comella 
1986, pp. 22,213,218. It has been suggested that they were both manufactured in Falerii: 
Roncalli 1982, pp. 93-94. However, the likeness with the head in the Lowie museum, and in 
consequence with the series from Caere, is far convincing, making the Faliscan link more 
remote. The provenance of the bronze head is unknown, but Roncalli suggests an Origin 
within the lands of the Carpcgna family, Montefcltro, in the area of ccntral-northcrn Etruria 
were small votive bronzes arc most commonly found, supporting the possible dependence of 
the prototAn from the art of Chiusi: Roncalli 1982, p. 92. 
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are of Polycletian inspiration". Etruscan is the straightness of the face, the 
large staring eyes, the mouth marked by deep side lines, adding to the intense 
and sulky expression so typical of this type of figureS30 . This small Vatican 
bronze head is related to a large group of small Etruscan bronzes, 
chronologically placed within the first half of the 4th century B C. 31 
In the Metropolitan Museum is a terracotta votive head from Caere almost 
identical to F2a, only smaller in size, presumably derived from a closely related 
matriX32 This head displays the same features, the same rosette crown, 
identical necklace, placed also high on the neck like a choker, the same veil 
rounded at the back with the hat-like brim. Only the hairstyle is modified in two 
rows of tight circular-curls, a later style, which suggest an extended use of the 
same matriX33. 
The most immediate parallel for head F2a is to be found in the group of 
Caeretan votive heads in the Lowie Museum, presumably manufactured in the 
same workshoP34 . They display the same hairstyle, veil and facial type. All but 
one wear the same horseshoe earrings, but the crowns differ except in one 
case 35. Two of the heads are particularly close to F2a, which seems to be of a 
size in between, possibly from a modified matrix of the same generation36. On 
29 Stenbcn 1973, p. 23, pl. 6. 
30 Roncalli 1982, p. 93. 
31 Roncalli 1982, pp. 94-95. For example, the statuette of a youth in praying attitude in 
the Metropolitan Museum: Sprenger 1972, pls. XVI-XVII; a statuette from Falcrii in the 
British Museum: Walters 1899, p. 1 13, no. 681, pl. 16; and a male head from Falterona in the 
British Museum: Walters 1899, p. 9 1, no. 614; Steingrabcr 1980, p. 223, pl. 69,1. 
32 Acc. no. 96.18.174: Van Bothmcr-Noble 196 1, pl. =, A. 
33 The photograph on the publication only shows the right profile of the head on which 
the earring is missing, although a scar is visible; no information is offered on the existence of 
an earring on the left side. 
34 From the, "Vignaccia " deposit: Nagy 1988, series IA3: pl. 11, figs. 34; pl. III, fig. 5,6; 
pl. IV, fig. 7. There iis, no information, but it is possible that the head in the Metropolitan 
Museum was originally part of the same group. 
35 Nagy 1988, pl. IV, fig. 7, IA3h. 
36 Nagy 1988, pl. III, fig. 5 IA3b; pl. 111, fig. 6, IA3c. This could be due to different 
procedure in measuring the objects and slight inaccuracy. 
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this group of heads the hairstyle varies from compact circular curls over the 
forehead and on the sides", to a short, straight fiinge over the forehead with 
tight, linear curls at the sides38 as on Ma. Sometimes the fiinge is slightly 
parted in the middle with stiffer circular curls at the sides". The group is dated 
to the late Sth, early 4th century B. C. on stylistic grounds; however, the 
jewellery represented on the heads, particularly the earrings a grappold, are 
dated to the later part of the 4th century B. C. 40 The earrings displayed on Ma 
have been identified by Andren'as the more developed form of the type'. The 
earrings, the rosette diadem and the side locks, compare this head to Caeretan 
architectural antefixes of the late 4th, early 3rd centuries B C. 42 
if the style of head F2a is related to Clusine art works of the Classical period, 
as the resemblance with the Chianciano sarcophagus seems to indicate, the type 
cannot be earlier than the 4th century B. C. The sarcophagus itself, dated to the 
early 4th century B. C., must have been inspired by works of art already in 
circulation. It requires sometime for the artistic trends to establish themselves 
in the workshops producing terracottas such as the sarcbpba8v5- For 
' 
the 
motives of Chiusi to extend to other areas of southern Etruria, ' 4CM& votive 
heads were produced, more time must elapse. This would have happened either 
by Clusine artisan moving to the area, or via the acquisition of some prototypes 
to work on by local craftsmen 43 . 
37 As on the Metropolitan Museum's head. This is also the hairstyle of the female Vanth 
figure on the lid from Chianciano. 
38 Nagy 1988, pl. 111, fig. 6, IA3c. 
39 Nagy 1988, figs. 3-4, IA3. 
40 Nagy 1988, p. 15; Hafner 1965, pp. 47-49. 
41 Andrcn 1955-1956, pp. 210-21 1, fig. 7; Chaptcr 7, paragraph VII. 
42 Andrcn 1940, pl. 20.66, Caere IV: 6, pl. 20.67, Caere IV. 7; Riis 1981, qpe 18B, p. 27, 
tyW 20A p. 28; antefix from Caere in the Berlin Antiquarium, no. 6681, of which 10 
examples are known. 
43 It has been argued on many occasions that, as Etruscan art mainly received its 
inspiration from Greece, a certain lapse of time separates the works from their protot)Ws- 
This is supposed to have increased in the Classical period in consequence of the repeated 
naval defeats of the Etruscans, especially after Cumae in 474 BC: Riis 1941, p. 147. 
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Popular art forms tend to be somewhat conservative in their character, more so 
when invested of religious significance, as in the case of the votive offerings, 
unlike mainstream art, always receptive to new influences. It is plausible, 
therefore, that some approved type of heads may have remained in circulation 
for a longer period of time than their style would at first suggest, and that more 
contemporary items, such as jewellery, were added to them. The fact that more 
"developed" forms of the type are present at the same time seems to confirm 
this impression". 
A fragmentary head in the Museo Civico in Viterbo shows the same rosette 
diadem rendered in a very similar fashioný'. A skyphos, of the second half 4th 
century B. C., in the Boston'Museum of Tine Arts, depicts a female figure 
displaying the same attributes as present on F2a: side curls, short ffinge 
coiffure, high rosettes diadem, cluster earrings and bullae necklace worn high 
on the neck". 
The type represented by head F2h (BM. 1928.1-17.9), is a development of the 
previous one. The head shows softer, less linear features, the eyes are smaller 
and slightly slanting at the outer comers, the hair treatment differs in its central 
parting and snaky strands. The foremost impression is of a decline of the 
"indigenous" element in favour of a more Hellenic quality; this type, like the 
following, strongly resemble Tarentine female types. However, the link with the 
art of Chiusi of the 5th-4th centuries B. C., is still felt on this head 47 . 
The type of F21i is represented also on Caeretan antefixes, according to Riis 
fashioned after Greek models of the second half of the 5th century B C. 49 
44 As the head in the Metropolitan Museum or head F2h. 
45 Emiliozzi 1974, pl. XL, no. 14. 
46 Bianchi Bandinelli-Giuliano 1985, p. 272, fig. 31 1. 
47 Schneider-Hermann 1949-51, - p. 15. Schneidcr-Hermann suggests that, given the 
sin-tilarity bctween some Tarentine terracotta heads and heads from Caere, the mould could 
have been imported directly from Tarentum. to Caere. 
48 Riis 1941, p. 18, no. I. According to Riis the qW of F2h is virtually identical to antefix 
type A14, p. 11, no. 14: SIE 1931, p. 138, pl. 13.5. However strong the likeness, they are not 
identical; he parallels the type with Attic plastic vases of the Basle and Spctia groups which 
also have side curls: Beazley 1929, pp. 38-78, figs. 23-26. 
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Particularly relevant comparisons for head F2h are a marble head in Tarentuný 
which shows the same hairstyle9, and a terracotta head, -'also ftom, Tarentum, 
now in a private collection in New York, showing very similar rendering of the 
features but slightly different hairstyle5o. Both heads are dated to the'4th 
century B. C. (Fig. 5) 
Two further early 4th century B. C. Tarentine heads, one an original marble- 
creation the other a terracotta development of the type, can be compared with, 
this votive head". Another early 4th century B. C. Tarentine terracotta head, 
from a statue, is very similar in features and hairstyle to F2h 52 (Fig. 6). 
There is evidence of middle 5th century B. C., Attic influence for the type of this 
head, suggested by the remarkable resemblance with a small terracotta head 
from Athens recorded in the Berlin Antiquarium in 1903 and catalogued by 
Winter53 . This small head could be the same recorded in 1933 as being in a 
Bremen private collection; judging by the photos they appear to correspond, 
the size is also identical". It is curious that, if the Attic models reached central 
Italian areas via Tarentum, the physiognomic likeness between 
, 
the original 
Attic prototypes and the votive head is even closer than with the Tarentine 
works. 
49 Langlotz 1963, fig. 132. 
50 Buitron Oliver 1987, pp. 156-157, no. 73 a, b, c. 
51 Schneider-Hermann 1949-51, pp. 14-15. In the article two terracotta heads, one from 
larenturn and one from Cerveteri (part of a group in Berkley University) are compared. The 
Tarentine head has the same facial type of F2h with the'hairstyle of F211. In fact, it looks 
something in between the two types. The author suggests that the heads from Caere, with 
their clear Tarentine touch, can be considered a missing link between Tarentine and local 
Etrurian works. 
52 Auctioned in Basel: H. 21.5cm: no. 25, in 'Kunstwerke der Antikc. ' Catalogue 5. Basel 
1993. The elements are the same: the shape of the face, triangular forehead with rippling 
hair drawn to the sides, the same shape of the eyes and chin, the nose is slightly more pointed 
and the mouth slightly smaller. 
53 Winter 1903,1, S. 62,6; A usgewah1te Griechische Terrakotten 1903, pI. VI, left. 
54 Schaal 1933, pl. 40: a, b. 
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An unpublished terracotta head from Cerveteri in Boston belongs to the same 
type". The features are very similar,, the hairstyle, parted in the middle, displays 
rippling waves with temple locks, and on top of the head is a rosette crown 
similar to that of F2a. On the Boston head the softer rendering of the features 
and hair, seems to suggest affinities with some'Etruscan sculpture of late 5th 
century B. C., like the female head from the temple at the Via San Leonardo in 
Orvieto, inspired by the Phidian school56. 
In the Lowie Museum collection an identical parallel for the type of F2h is 
missing. However, two closely related types represent the connection with the 
previous type of F2a 57 and with the following type of F213g. The first type 
shows facial characteristics common to both heads, but the hairstyle is that of 
FU without the side locks. The earrings are of the horseshoe type, but more 
fike those on F7a and placed as on that head. Also the neck, the base and the 
shape of the veil at the side, recall F7a. The second type in the Lowie Museum 
collection is even more similar to F21i in features, but the hairstyle is different, 
softer, fuller and without side locks, in the Classical tradition of the Tarentine 
heads to which F2h has been compared, as adopted by the type of F21. On this 
head the indigenous style of earrings disappear, completing the Hellenic 
transfonnation of the type. 
The type illustrated by F'211 and F2111 (BM. 1974.8-12.24/25) shows a further 
softening of the features and adherence to hellenic models. Although the 
connection between these types is not obvious on the BM's examples, it is 
clearly recognisable amongst the heads in the Lowie Museum, which are indeed 
59 invaluable for the understanding of this complex assemblage ., The Lowie 
Museum collection also illustrates the relatibnslýp between the types of heads 
F2a, F'21, and another type, not present in the BMs collection, which can be 
55 Classical Journal LM, 1966, p. 296, fig. 16,30 1, note 42; Riis 198 1, Caere type 1713, 
p. 27. 
56 Andren 1940, pp. 162-3,1: 8, pl. 62, pp. 164-5. 
57 Nagy 1988, IA3h, fig. 7. 
58 Nagy 1988, IA4b, fig. 9. 
59 The link between the types is shown by head lA4b: Nagy 1988, pl. V, fig. 10, which 
coffesponds to F2h, and head IAIS: Nagy 1988, pl. XVII, fig. 33, comsponding to F211. 
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described as an hybrid of the two: almost a bust, with 'features and hairstyle 
resembling F21 and jewellery as displayed on F7a'. 
The local "touch" in the form of the typically Etruscan jewellery, is absent. 
Head F'211 displays a pair of inverted pyramid pendent earrings of Greek style, 
common in Etruria in the 3rd century B. C. The type of this head is transformed 
into a Classical female face with less elongated features, smaller chin, small, 
serious mouth slightly parted, larger, slightly droopy eyes, less geometric 
eyebrows. The nose-to-forehead line is straighter in typical Classical fashioný'. 
The most conspicuous difference with the previous types is in the hair 
treatment, becoming more elaborate with fluffy, wavy strands around the head. 
This hairstyle is paralleled in terracotta statuary from Southern Italy and Sicily. '' 
of late 4th-early 3rd centuries B C. 62 The extension of the composition into a 
shoulder bust manifests affinity with similar contemporary objects from Magna 
Graecia, particularly Sicil Y63 . 
F'211 and F21H seem to be infused by the same 
gentle softness found on Sicilian votive terracotta shoulder busts, which they 
also resemble in features, common in the late 4th early 3rd centuries B. C., 
influenced by the style of Lysi PPUS64 .A series of 
halsamarium with female 
heads from Agrigentum, shows striking resemblance in the modelling of the 
face and the hairstyle with this type of votive headS65. 
60 Nagy 1988, group IA17, pls. XV-XVI, nos. 29-32. This type is present also in other 
Museum collections: Siena, Chigi Collection inv. nos. 37829,37957; see note 1. 
61 The emphasis placed in sculpture on the continuous brow-nosc line, from outer brow to 
nose tip, is rare in mainland Greece and Ionia after about 470460 B. C., but in Western 
Greece and other Italic areas remains a normal feature through the whole Classical period: 
Kilmer 1977, p. 83. 
62 Kilmer 1977, figs. 58-97. 
63 Kilmer 1977, figs. 66-84. 
64 The Sicilian terracotta shoulder busts of this type have been identified and dated by 
Kilmer as belonging to a distinctive artistic period, the Transitional Hellenistic, from about 
330 to c. 275 B. C., after the revival of Syracuse under Timoleon and the refunding of 
Agrigentum and other cities following the Carthaginian attacks. According to Kilmer, in 
Western Greece the influence of Lysippus is stronger than in mainland Greece and it 
outweighs that of Skopas and other sculptors: Kilmer 1977, pp. 128-129, figs. 58-97. 
65 Griffo-Zirretta 1964, p3l; Griffo 1987, fig. 134, pp. 145-148. The balsamarjum with' 
female head is generally associated with cults requiring ritual bathing, a ktonic cult possibly 
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Definite similarities can be noticed between these two heads and a small 4th 
century D. C. terracotta head from Tarenturn in the Staatfiche 
Kunstsammlungen in Kassel, with diadem and circular earrings" (Fig. 7), and 
with another 4th century B. C. Tarentine terracotta, head in Basel, with polos 
and high vei167 (Fig. 8). 
One antefix in the Museo Nazionale Romano, from the Tiber, shows similarities 
in the features and hairstyle with this type of votive headsý'. 
In the Lowie Museum collection this series is represented by one head, virtually 
identical to F'211; the corresponding size could suggest the same generation 
matrix69. 
In the MGE is an example of the type, from Caere, identical to F21H and 
possibly also from the same generation matrix'o. 
From the temple of Mater Matute in Satricum7l and from LaviniuM72 came 
three further examples of the series but with modified hairstyle. 
Of unknown provenance are two heads, one in Copenhagen, described by Riis 
as Caeretan type 21 B73, and one in the Hermitage 74 
associated with Demeter, Kore, Artemis and Tyche. All these cults were favoured during the 
reign of Timolcon in the second half of the 4th century B. C. 
66 Only H. 9.5cm: Sinn 1977, pl. 17, no. 47, p. 34. 
67 H. l7cm: Herdcjilrgcn 1978, no. A20; Ncrdcjiirgcn 1982, no. 102, pp. 4243. 
68 Inv. no. 4479, H. 17cm; Pcnsabene-Sanzi Di Mino 1983, pl. XVL 50. 
69 Nagy 1988, pl. XVII fig. 33, IA18, pp. 17,82. The Lowie Museum head is described as a 
'unique piece' and 'unusual', but this is incorrect, as examples of this type are not uncommon. 
Ile Iowic Museum head is also paralleled to 4th century B. C. Tarentine examples already 
mentioned in connection with head F7h. 
70 Inv. no. 13790: Hafher 1965, pl. 15, no. 2. 
71 In the Villa Giulia Museum on display, inv. nos. 12276,11500. 
72 La Regina in Lavinium, inv. no. 1975, fig. 287. 
73 In the NCG: Riis 198 1, fig. 17, possibly from Politorium. 
74 Hermitage Museum Catalogue 1972, no. 177. 
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Head F2i (BM. 1839.2-14.29), shows yet another tranifor'niation of the original 
prototype. The roundness of the face, the parting of the lips, the subtle 
definition of features and particularly the tilting forward of the head, infuse this 
type with an Hellenistic charactee5. The hairstyle is still 1hat of F2h, with 
middle parting and side locks. On this head, however, the hair is rather limp 
and poorly rendered, the ostentatious snaky curls of the earlier examples are 
replaced by stringy strands, that leave free a pair of large and ungainly ears. A 
veiled example of this type, displaying late 4th-3rd century B. C. horseshoe 
earring, is in the Villa Giulia Museum. 76. 
FEMALE VEILED HEAD: BM. 1814.7-4.856 77 F2a 
SIZE 
H. 23cm; base of chin to forehead I I, Scm; external eye comers 6.5cm; mouth 
3cm; nose 4cm. 
CLAY 
Pale creamy colour, many ill sorted inclusions, fine to coarse in size, mo I stly 
black volcanic crystals, some large quartz crystals, red-brown pozzolana, mica, 
some flint-like inclusions. Fairly smooth surface to the touch. This head is quite 
heavy, internally the hole is small and the walls are thick. 
ANATOW 
75 The tilt of the head is a feature that discloses later examples. In votive tcrracOttas 
occurs later than in statuary for practical reasons as it is easier to make a well balanced 
mould of a head than one leaning at a different angle: Nagy 1988, p. 19. 
76 Inv. 25247, from Ardca (Pcscarcila): Hafner 1965, pl. 16.2; Stcingrtiber 1980, pl. 78: 3; 
Mclis-Quilici Gigli 1982-83, pl. 11.2. 
77 Turfa 1986, no. 7 
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Fine female head, veiled, wearing elaborate crown, earrings and necklace 
jewellery. The face is long and rectangular-shaped, with fairly flat cheeks and 
low but wide forehead. The brow-nose line is not very prominent, the small 
elongated eyes are slightly bulbous with sharply defined eyelids and sharp outer 
comers. The nose is long, straight with fairly fleshy tip and nostrils. The 
shapely mouth is placed close to the nose, the lips are full and slightly pouting, 
the round, strong chin has a small dimple in the middle. The neck and the base 
of the veil turn out to form a pedestal for the head to stand on. The back of the 
head is rounded and the top of the veil resembles in profile the brim of a hat. 
The veil/nimbs at the front is more a frame, like that of an anteffix, than a veil. 
The earrings of horseshoe-a grappolo type (both well preserved) are made 
from separate mould, the attachment being clearly visible. The necklace is worn 
high on the neck, and is formed by a twisted wire chain from which are 
suspended a central heart-shaped pendant, elaborate and rich of decorative 
details, two lateral triangular-shaped pendants on small lugs, also elaborately 
decorated and at the far sides two long and narrow pendants simply made of a 
piece of twisted wire. 
The crown consists of a row of circular rosettes with central button. Traces of 
red pigment are visible on the crown and on the base of the neck, also rare 
traces of gold paint are found on the rosettes, on both earrings and on the 
central pendant of the necklace 
HAIRSTYLE 
The hair arrangement consist of a short, slightly parted, linear fringe over the 
forehead and large side curls in front of the ears, which are totally hidden by 
the earrings. The hair is carefully rendered with details added by deep and 
shallow incisions, but the effect is quite artificial. 
PARALLELS 
A replica to this head is in the Metropolitan Museum in New York, smaller in 
size but from a closely related matrix7g. A group of votive heads, from Caere in 
the Lowie Museum, California, are of the same type and closely related 
78 Acc. no. 96.18.174, Van Bothmcr-Noblc 1961, pl. =, A. 
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II 
matrices". A head from the ex-collection of the Earl of Harrowby si of the . 
same typeo, and similar jewellery is found on a fragmentary head in the Museo 
Civico in Viterbo", and on a votive head from Caere in the Royal Ontario 
Museum, Toronto". 
FEMALE VEILED ]HEAD smaH: BM. 1839.2-14.49 F2bl 
Campanari Collection 
SIZE 
H. 15.9cm; max. width 8.2cm'; base of chin to forehead, 7.2cm; external eye 
comers 3.8cm; mouth 1.3cm; tip of nose to earlobe Scm; internal eye comer to 
lobe 4.5cm. 
CLAY 
Deep yellow-orange colour, surface slightly rough to the touch, many 
inclusions visible, fine to 
Icoarse 
in size, mostly black volcanic (some large 
lumps), red pozzolana, mica, white shelly particles. Traces of red pigment 
survive on the hair and veil, now decayed and much darker in colour. 
ANATOMY 
Small female head veiled, with broad oval face and flat cheeks, the head is wide 
at the top and narrow at the round, prominent chin. The forehead is high and 
spacious, the eyebrows are only slightly suggested, the large oblong eyes have 
eyelids defined as prominent clay "rings" as on other heads of this type. The, 
79 Nagy 1988, scries IA3: pl. II, fig. 3-4; pl. Ill, fig. 5,6; pl. IV, fig. 7. 
80 H. 24.8cm. Sold at auction: no. 241, Art oftheAncient World, . 501h Anniversary edition, RoyalAthena Galleries. Ncw York. January 1991, No. 68, vol. VIll part I. The head is from the 
collection of the Earl of Harrowby (1762-1847), bears the wax seal of the King of Naples, 
applied prior to 1840's, and is said to have been found "in a tomb" at Albano, more likely a 
votive dump. 
81 Emiliozzi 1974, pl. YL, no. 14. 
82 Inv. no. 918.6.3, Sturge Collection. 
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nose (partly damaged) is long and fleshy at the nostrils, the mouth is small with 
full, pouting lips. The neck is exageratly long and wider at the base, the veil 
forms a frame round the face and neck. 
HAIRSTYLE 
The hair, slightly parted with a triangular fiinge on the forehead, pulled back 
towards the temples, rendered by small sections, the edges defined by incisions. 
PARALLELS 
To the type of this head and from related matrix belong: MR, just slightly 
smaller in size, F2bIII, again progressively smaller, and F2bIV, F2bV, F2bVI. 
A group of seven closely comparable heads was excavated from a votive 
deposit in Palestrina, in an area identified as dedicated to the cult of Hercules 93 . 
In the deposit was found a bronze coin of late 4th century ]3. C. 94 . Another 
close parallel is in the Danish National MuseuM8'; of the same type is one head 
86 87 in the Museo Biscari in Catania and two in the Louvre . Sirfiilar heads have 
been retrieved at Lavinium with slightly modified hairstyle, dated to the 3rd 
century B. C. 88 
An important consideration must be made comparing tl-ýs small head with the 
small bronze votive head of youth from the Carpegna Collection in the Vatican 
Library, dated within the first half of the 4th century B. C., already mentioned in 
83 Zaccagni 1980, pp. 188-191, pl. XXXM lig. l: a-g, fig. 2. The heads measure on 
average: 1113cm, W. 7.1cm; 1-1.12.9cm, W. 6.5cm; H. 11.7crn, W. 5.6cm. The clay colour is 
similar to F2bI with much mica. In the area, also known for clandestine removal of 
archaeological material, numerous votive objects have been retrieved since the 19th century. 
The deposit was rich in votives of various types, and the heads were sitting at the bottom of 
the pit. 
84 Zaccagni 1980, p. 188. 
85 R 10.6cm, pale-brown micaccous clay with black and red particles: Brcitenstain 194 1, 
p. 84, pl. 99 no. 793; provenance unknown, acquired from Christian VHI's collection, formerly 
in the Capecclatro collection, Tarenturn. 
86 Libertini 1930, p. 215, pl. CIII, no. 909. 
87 Inv. nos. CP 4062, CP 4097. 
88 Dated between 280-220 B. C.: La Rcgina in Lavinium 1975 pp. 211-213, figs. 285-286. 
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connection with the Caeretan series of heads as represented by F2P. Although 
the small terracotta votive head is much cruder the resemblance is undeniable, 
both in countenance, features and, most importantly, hairstyle which is exactly 
reproduced. Again, examining this small terracotta and head F2a together, one 
can not fail to perceive the affinity between them (although they are at the two 
ends of the . quality scale amongst terracotta votive , 
heads) and, discern a 
common prototype? O. 
FEMALE VEILED HEAD small: BM. 1843.5-7,. 330, -, 
Belmore Collection 
SIZE 
F2blI 
H. 13.3cm; base of chin to forehead 6.2cm; external eye comers 3.5cm; mouth 
1.2cm. 
CLAY 
Orange colour, surface rough to the touch, numerous inclusions visible, mostly, 
black volcanic, red pozzolana, some quartz crystals, some fine white shefly 
particles. Dark surface appearance due possibly to decayed red pigment. 
Damaged nose, junction between front and rear mould clearly visible. 
FEMALE VEILED HEAD small: BM. 1843.5-7.339 - F2b111 
Belmore Collection 
SIZE 
H. 13cm; base of chin to forehead 6.5cm; extemal'eye comers 3.3cm; mouth 
1.1 cm. 
89 Roncalli 1982, pis. 1-5; Haynes 1985, no. 148. 
90 Or the head in the Lowic Museum that most resemble the Carpegna Bronze: NagY 
1988, pl. 111, fig. 5. 
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CLAY 
Pale creamy colour, surface smooth to the touch, many inclusions visible, 
mostly black volcanic, red pozzolana, some mica. 
FEMALE VEILED ]HEAD small: BM. 183 9.2-14.43 F2b1V 
Campanari Collection 
SIZE 
H. 13.3 cm; max. width 7.3 cm; base chin to forehead 5.7cm; 
external eye comers 3 cm; mouth I cm. 
CLAY 
Light pink-orange colour, surface rough to the touch, no trace of slip coating, 
numerous inclusions visible, fine to medium in size, the larger being more 
numerous, mostly black volcanic crystals, red/brown pozzolana, mica, white 
shelly inclusions. The clay of this example seems to be rougher with more and 
larger inclusions than most of the heads of this type. From a worn matrix. 
FEMALE VEILED HEAD small: BM. 1839.2-14.47 FJ2bV 
Campanari Collection 
SIZE 
H. 12.6cm; max. head width 5.6cm; base of chin to forehead 5.6cm; external 
eye comers 2.8cm; mouth 0.8cm. 
CLAY 
Light pink-orange colour, surface smooth to the touch, several inclusions 
visible, fine in size with a few larger lumps, mostly black volcanic, some red 
pozzolana and some white shelly. 
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FEMALE VEILED HEAD smaU: BM. 1839.21-14.44 F2bVI 
Camapnari Collection 
SIZE 
H. 12.4cm; max. width 6.8cm; base of chin to forehead 5.7cm; external eye 
comers 3 cm; mouth I cm. 1. ''1 
CLAY 
Pink-orange colour on the surface, darker than on BM. 183 9.2-14.43, under the 
surface the colour is darker with a grey core. Traces of slip coating survive on 
the rough surface, many inclusions visible, mostly black volcanic crystals and 
lumps or red/brown pozzolana, fine to medium in size, some n-&a and white 
shelly inclusions. 
Very similar to F2bV, probably same generation matrix, later than F2bIV. 
FEMALE VEILED HEAD small: BM. 183 9.2-14.46 F2d 
Campanari Collection 
SIZE 
H. 13cm; max. width 7.1cm; base of chin to forehead 5.7cm; external eye 
comers 2.7cm; mouth I cm. 
CLAY 
Orange-pink colour, surface fairly smooth to the touch, many incluiions visible, 
ill sorted, fine to medium in size, mostly black volcanic, red/brown pozzolana, 
mica, some white shelly inclusions. Traces of white slip coating and of red 
pigment survive on the surface. ýI 
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ANATOMY 
Small veiled female head with long neck in the shape of an inverted truncated 
cone. The head is wider at the top with a narrow, long face, the cheeks are full, 
the chin is rounded and pronounced, the forehead is broad and very high. The 
eyebrows are prominent and incised, the eyes are very large with protruding, 
swallen eyelids, the nose is long with fleshy nostrils, the mouth is small with 
narrow lips. The neck is damaged on the right side and on the back. 
HAIRSTYLE 
The hair is straight and short, rendered by deep incisions. On the forehead is a 
short, straight flinge, the ears are'covered by the hair. 
PARALLELS 
The type of this head is derived from that of F2bI; the hairstyle is simplified but 
it is still recognisable. One very similar head of this type comes from the Tiber, 
where larger female examples of the same type have been identified and dated 
to the 3rd century B. C. 91 One example of the type comes from the rich deposit 
at Casaletto in AxiCCia92. Similar examples of this type from Civita Castellana 
are in the Museo Nazionale Romano93. 
FEMALE VEILED BEAD small: BM. 183 9.2-14.48 F2c11 
Campanari Collection 
SIZE 
91 Inv. no. 15068, H. 9.5cm, red clay with black and brown inclusions: Pcnsabcnc 1980, 
pl. 84, no. 498; larger female examples: Pcnsabcne 1980, pl. 75, no. 473, pl. 76, no. 474, pl. 77, 
no. 480'typc 7'. A simplified and more schematic male example, of 3rd century B. C., has also 
been compared with the type: pl. 73, no. 457. 
92 H. 16crn, beige-pink clay with mica and augite: Roghi 1979, p. 227, no. 6, pl. XLVNI, 
no. 4. 
93 Inv. nos. 115283/1-5,115335. 
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H. 12.1 cm; base of chin to forehead 4.8cm; external eye comers 2.6cm; mouth 
0.9cm. 
CLAY 
Deep orange colour, surface rough to the touch, very impure, many inclusions 
visible, fine to large in size, mostly black volcanic, red pozzolana, (some large 
lumps), mica and many white shelly inclusions of varying size. Possible traces 
of red pigment on the face, veil and neck. 
ANATOMY 
Small veiled female head, the veil forms a frame around the head, the nose and 
part of the left side are damaged. The face is narrow and oval in shape, the 
forehead is wide, the chin is pronounced and slightly protruding, the cheek 
bones are high and pronounced. The eyebrows are prominent, the eyes are 
large and oblong with pronounced lids, the mouth is wide with full lips. The 
neck is exageratly long and widens at the base, the ears, from which large 
pendent earrings are suspended, appear from under the hair and protrude at the 
sides. 
HAIRSTYLE 
This head displays a headdress, possibly a wreath, that disappears under the veil 
just above the ears, it is divided vertically in sections c. 8nun wide, and 
horizontally is rendered in rows of tiny holes punched with a pointed tool. The 
hairstyle, rendered also by incisions, is parted in the rx-ýiddle and falls in straight 
strands over the ears to neck level. 
This head is of the same type of F2cI, slightly smaller from a following 
generation matrix, with different hairstyle parted in the middle without fringc? 4. 
94 On headdress with wreath see: Thompson 1963, pl. LII-LIII; Watzinger 1905, p. 19; on 
real wreaths from sarcophagi (one real wreath of Hellenistic age found in Egypt is now in the 
Royal Ontario Museum of Archaeology, Toronto): Thompson 1963, pl-LY., a. As on the 
heads from Troy, the thick wreath is of ring or doughnut shape with the details rendered by 
small dots and dashes, presumably intended to represent the leaves, flowers and berries of a 
real wreath. The presence of the wreath on this head shows an influence from Greek fashion 
probably filtered through Magna Graccia. The thick doughnut shape wreath is common in 
Greece, Asia Minor and the South of Italy in the late 2nd early I st century B. C. 
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One identical example, probably from the same matrix, is on display in the 
Louvre? '. 
FEMALE VEILED BEAD small: BM. 1772.3-16.35 F2d 
Hamilton Collection, DHarcanville Museum Catalogue of Hamilton's 
Antiquities, p. 592. 
SIZE 
H. 11.8cm; max. width 65mm (no other measurements available) 
CLAY 
Buff clay, light pink in colour, fairly smooth surface but with numerous 
inclusions, mostly small in size, some mica, red-brown pozzolana and black 
volcanic particles. 
ANATOMY 
Small female head, veiled, oval face with full cheeks, the almond shaped eyes 
are deep-set and turn up at the external comers, the eyelids are pronounced, 
the nose is damaged but seems to be long and fairly narrow, the mouth is quite 
large and the tightly closed, full lips curl-up at the comers. The neck flares out 
slightly and forms a base ring which joins with the veil at the sides. The veil 
stands out around the head framing it. The back of the head is also modelled in 
the round. The head is moulded in two parts, the veil is part of the rear mould. 
The features on this head are faded, indicating a wom matrix. 
HAIRSTYLE 
The top of the head presents a short straight fringe, at the sides of the face are 
curly locks of hair s-shaped and tight little curls covering the ears. 
The type of this head is related to that of F2bI, but there is a variant in the 
hairstyle with the more emphatic side curls as on F2a. 
95 Inv. no. ED 2090. 
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FEMALE VEELED HEAD small: BM. 1843.5-7.328 F2e 
Belmore Collection 
SIZE 
H. 12.1 cm; base of chin to forehead 6.9cm; external eye comers 3.4cm; mouth 
Llcm. 
CLAY 
Pink-orange colour, surface rough to the touch, many inclusions visible, mostly 
black volcanic (some large lumps), some red pozzolana, some white shelly 
particles, some n*a. 
ANATOMY IIf 
Small veiled female head, of archaic look in the rendering of the oblong eyes 
with extended comers and the long narrow face. The forehead is wide, the nose 
is long and narrow, the mouth is small and tightly closed, th6 chin is round and 
prominent. The long neck shows a beaded necklace just above the base ring. 
The veil stand out gently framing the face and neck. 
HAIRSTYLE 1ý 
The hair is parted in the middle, with a suggestion of short fringe and falls at 
the sides covering the ears with short tight curly locks. 
PARALLELS 
i 
This head is related to the type of MI, but the hairstyle with the circular side 
curls is that of F2d. This head presents some similarities with a small head in 
the Museo Civico in Treviso, of smaller size, dated by Borda to the 3rd century 
B C. 96 , 
but the hairstyle dates this example to the late 4th-early 3rd centuries 
D. C. The type of this head seems to compare with a larger head type from the 
96 H. 10.5cm: Borda 1976, inv. no. DT. 43, no. 156, p. 140. 
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deposit of Minerva Medica. in Rome dated to the second half 4th century 
B C. 97. 
FEMALE VEILED HEAD small: BM. 1843.5-7.329 F2f: 
Belmore Collection 
SIZE 
H. 15.5cm; base of chin to forehead 8.3cm; external eye comers 4cm; mouth 
2cm. 
CLAY 
Pale creamy-orange colour, surface rough to the touch, many inclusions visible, 
fine to coarse in size, mostly black volcanic, red pozzolana, mica, quartz 
crystals, some fine white shelly particles. 
ANATOMY 
Small veiled female head, the veil is not a rigid frame but has a wavy movement 
with a fold at the top of the head., The face is oval in shape, the forehead is 
narrow, the chin is round but small, the cheeks are low, flat and, puffy. The 
eyebrows are arched and pronounced, the eyes are small and oblong with 
eyelids rendered as a ring of clay. The nose is long, narrow and pointed, the 
mouth is small with full, pouting lips. The neck is short and curves out slightly 
at the front to form a base. 
HAIRSTYLE 
The hair is parted in the middle with a short triangular fringe in the middle of 
the forehead defined by vertical incisions. At the sides of the face the hair 
strands fall in tight'curls and ringlets. The ears, which are only very crudely 
suggested, are mostly covered by the hair. 
PARALLELS 
97 Gatti Lo Guzzo 1978, pl. )=, G, IV. 
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In the Museo Civico in Treviso is one head of this type, dated by Borda to the 
end of the 4th century B. C., and believed to be of Campanian production? 8. 
FEMALE VEILED HEAD: BM. 1928.1-17.9 99 ,. I F2h 
Presented by C. W. Scott, ex-collection of Mrs. W. E. Hall 
SIZE 
H. 3 I cm; base of chin to forehead 14.2cm; external eye comers 8cm; mouth 
3.5cm; internal eye comet to lobe 9.2cm. 
CLAY 
Pale pink, creamy'colour, not many inclusions visible on the surface, 'smaH in 
size, mostly black volcanic and red pozzolana with little'n*a. Traces of red 
pigment surviving on the surface. 
ANATOMY 
Fine female head framed by a wide veiVnimbuslike an antefix. The face is long 
and slightly rectangular-shaped with an angular jaw, the cheeks are high but 
fairly flat, the chin is round, strong and slightly dimpled, the forehead is wide 
but only a triangle of it is visible, left free by the curtain of hair. The brow-line 
is linear and prominent, the eyes are large, oblong, sharply outlined with the 
upper lid projecting forward and a downward gaze. The nose is long, straight 
(restored at the tip) with fleshy nostrils and tip. The mouth has long, full lips 
tightly shut and placed close to the nose, slightly curling at the comers into a 
smile. The neck turns out at the base into a sort of broad pedestal, the back of 
the head is rounded and shaped. From the left ear, which appears from behind 
the front ringlets, hang a large earring, 80mm long (the right one is missing but 
the scar is clearly visible) of the horseshoe grappolo type of the 4th-3rd 
centuries B. C., moulded separately from the rest of the head and applied lightly 
98 Borda 1976, inv. DT. 39, no. 152, p. 135; Bonghi Jovino 1965, pi. XVIII, D. YMVI, 
XXVIIA Lll, al. 
99 Turfa 1986, no. 6. 
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to the sides. Over the top of the head is an elaborate floral diadem devised by a 
row of rosettes with central dot surmounted by palmettes alternated by 
acorn-shaped elements. 
HAIRSTYLE 
The hair is parted in the middle and combed to the sides in neat, narrow wavy 
lines, in front of the ears is a series of small and tight side curls. 
PARALLELS 
The type of this head is related to the type of F2a, both derived from the same 
prototype. In the Lowie Museum collection are two groups of heads related to 
F2h but with modified hairstyle, one similar in features but with different 
diadem and without earrings, the other displaying the same kind ofjewelleryioo. 
Of unknown provenance is a very similar votive head, auctioned in New York 
in 1991, from a related matrix, with identical hairstyle, displaying a diadem of 
the same type to F2a'01. F2h is also remarkably close to a terracotta head from 
Caere in Boston'02 . One votive head, of different type, in the Royal Ontario 
Museum, Toronto, shows the same type of foliage and berries diadem'03 . 
FEMALE HEAD: BM. 183 9.2-14.29 F2i 
Campanari Collection 
SIZE 
H. 25.5cm; max width 15.9cm; base chin to forehead 15cm; external eye 
comers 8cm; mouth 3.5cm; nose to earlobe II cm. 
CLAY 
loo Nagy 1988, Lk3h, fig. 7; IA4b, fig. 9. 
101 11.24.8cm: no. 244 Art of the Ancient World. 50th Anniversary edition, Royal Athena 
Gallery, no. 68, vol. Vll, part 1. New York, January 1991. 
102 Classical Journal LXI, 1966,61, p. 296, fig. 16, note 42. 
103 Inv. no. 924.81.2. 
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Pale creamy colour, numerous inclusions, very fine to coarse in size, mostly 
large lumps of red pozzolana, black volcanic crystals, some quartz crystals. 
Whiteslip coating and traces of red pigment present on the surface of face, ears 
and eyes. The head is fairly light in weight. 
ANATOMY 
Female head rendered in the round but'squashed'at the back; the whole head is 
slightly tilted forward. The face is a rounded oval-shapewith delicate features; 
the forehead is partly covered at the sides by the hair and only a triangular 
space is left free, the cheeks are full and the chin is round but little pronounced. 
The eyebrows, flat and straight, are not prominent and are placed close to the 
large and almond- shaped eyes; both upper and lower lids are rendered 
realistically with the upper lid overlapping the lower at the outer comers. The 
nose is long, straight and pointed with flaring nostrils and fleshy tip. The mouth 
is small with full lips, particularly the lower, and slightly parted. On the delicate 
long neck is a slight "Venus ring"; the neck flares out into a ring-base at the 
front, the back of the neck is flattened. The ears, exagerateily large and 
protruding, are applied separately. The ears at, the front are hidden by a series 
of side locks, 
HAIRSTYLE 
The hair is parted in the middle and drawn to the sides loosely in a series of 
side curls in front of the ears. From the top of the head the hair is combed 
straight back, the top and back of the head show little detail simply indicated by 
shallow incisions. This is a simplified version of the temple locks or of the 
Schldfenlocke coiffure of F2h. 
To the type of this head belong one later, veiled example in the Villa Giulia 
Museum of different hairstyle with tight circular curls 104 and a debased version 
from Ardea'05. 
104 Inv. no. 25247; Hafncr 1965, pl. 16, no. 1; Stcingrtibýr 1980, pl. 78, no. 3. 
105 H. 25cm: Melis-Quilici Gigli op. cit. 1982-83, p. 9, pl. II, no. 2. 
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FEMALE HEAD small: BM. 1843.5-7.331 F2if ý 
Belmore Collection 
SIZE 
H. 11.8cm; base of chin to forehead 8.2cm; external eye comers 4.5cm; mouth 
1.9cm; internal eye comer to earlobe 5cm. 
CLAY 
Deep orange colour, surface rough to the touch, many inclusions visible, 
mostly black volcanic (some large lumps), some white shellY, green quartz 
crystals, little rnýica. 
ANATOMY 
Small female head with an archaic look accentuated by the fixed smiling 
expression. The face is long and oval in shape, the cheek-bones are high but not 
pronounced, the forehead is wide, the chin is round and prominent. The eyes 
are large, wide-set and placed high on the head, the eyelids are sharply 
indicated by deep incisions in the clay, the eyebrows are also prominent. The 
nose is long and straight, damaged at the end, the mouth is large with narrow 
lips curling at the comers in an archaic smile. The ears are exageratecýlarge and 
fairly crudely rendered. The head, which is made in one solid piece, stands on a 
ring-base partly damaged. 
HAIRSTYLE 
The hair is short and parted in the middle, at the front is modelled in short tight 
curls covering the top of the ears. The hair at the back of the head is rendered 
by a cris-cross pattern of shaflow incisions 
PARALLELS 
The style of this head suggests a dating in the late 5th early 4th centuries D. C. 
The affinity between this head and a little votive bronze head in Bem, dated to 
the second half of the 5th century B. C., suggests for this type of small head 
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direct dependency ftom contemporary small bronze w6rks'06. It is possible that' 
these objects were manufactured in the same workshops with the votive 
bronzes sharing prototypes 
The two heads resemble in looks, solidity of form and in features: the long oval 
of the face, the wide eyes deeply rimmed, the thick lips, the long neck and in 
the rendering of the hairstyle. In the MGE are three heads of the same type 
from very closely related matrWS07. 
FEMALE VEILED HEAD small: BM. 1843.5-7.333 11 
F2j11 
Balmore Collection 
SIZE 
H. 16cm; base of chin to forehead 8.3cm; external eye comers 4.5cm; mouth 
1.9cm; internal eye comer to earlobe 4.5cm. 
CLAY 
orange colour, surface rough to the touch, numerous inclusions many large in 
size, mostly black volcanic and some red pozzolana. The external dark 
colouring suggests that originally it was painted with red pigment. 
ANATOMY 
Small veiled female head with long oval face of archaic features. The forehead 
is wide, the high cheek bones are flat, the chin is round and strong. 'The 
exageratly large eyes (right damaged) are closely set and bulbous, the nose is 
long and straight (damaged). The mouth is curled up at the comers in an 
archaic smile the lips are narrow and tight. The ears are only suggested by a 
lump of clay, the neck is long and terminates in a square-shaped pedestal. This 
head is solid and made in one piece; there are two small holes under the base, 
14mm deep, possibly for inserting the head onto some other. element. 
106 Kunst der Etrusker, p. 79, no. 95. 
107 Inv. nos. 13890 (with square pedestal), 13810 and 13811: Hafner 1965, pl. 14, no. 2. 
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HAIRSTYLE 
The hair is parted in the rniddle and falls at the sides of the face in short, tight 
ringlets pulled at the back leaving the ears only partly uncovered. 
This head is the same type of F2JI probably from the same matrix modified at 
the neck, base and veil. In the MGE is one head of the same type with square 
pedestallog. 
FEMALE VEILED HEAD small: BM. 1839.2-14.41 F21d 
Campanari Collection 
SIZE 
H. 12.6cm; max. width 8.2cm, base chin to forehead 5.5cm; external eye 
comers 2.5 cm; mouth I cm. 
CLAY 
Light pinky-orange colour, numerous inclusions visible, mostly black volcanic, 
mica, some red/brown pozzolana, quartz crystals, white shelly inclusions. 
Traces of slip coatingpresent on the surface. 
ANATOMY 
Small veiled female head, the joining point between the back and front mould is 
visible around the base of the veil. The neck is very long and on it is a necklace 
made of round, bead-like elements. The face is long and narrow, with flat cheek 
bones, the forehead is high, the chin prominent, the eyes are large and oblong in 
shape, the nose is damaged, the mouth is large. The poor execution of the head 
is due to a worn matrix. 
109 Inv. no. 13809. 
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HAIRSTYLE 
Voluminous hairstyle parted in the middle and pulled back and high on the head 
in wavy/curly strands. Around the top of the head is a broad ornamental 
diadem. Some ringlets fall at the side of the face covering the ears. 
PARALLELS 
The rendering of the features on this head, particularly the eyes and the mouth, 
show an intended archaism that suggests early 5th century B. C. votive bronzes, 
like 
, 
the north Etruscan statuette of a draped female figure from Falterona in the 
BM109. The hairstyle with the broad diadem is the same displayed-by the figure 
of Velia Seffilhi in the Tomba degli Scudi, dated to c. 280 B. C. ' 10 and found on 
11 several heads of votive statues and antefixes dated to the 3rd century B. C. ' . 
A number of votive statues from Lavinium, dated to the last quarter of the 4th 
century, display a similar broad diadem"'. Two examples of this type from 
related matrix and of similar clay were retrieved in a votive deposit at 
Palestrina, in an area identified as dedicated to the cult of Hercules 113 .A 
late 
4th century bronze coin in the pit gives a terminus post quem for the dating of 
14 the deposit' . One of the two small heads wears a pair of earrings of 
4th 
century B. C. type. 
One head of the same type but with slightly differing hairstyle comes from 
Artena'15. One very'similar head of the same type is in the Danish National 
109 Inv. no. BM. 47.11.1.2, H. 14.3cm: Walters 1899, pl. )UI no. 450; Riis 1941, p. 123; 
Brendel 1978, p. 226, fig. 152; Richardson 1983, p. 292, fig. 692; Haynes 1985, no. 103. 
110 Pallottino 1952, p. 105; Brcndel 1978, p. 340, fig. 265. 
ill Briguet 1976, p. 29, fig. 58; Antefix heads in the Villa Giulia Museum: inv. nos. 3284, 
7987; Andrcn 1940, pp. 98-99, pl. 30,106. 
112 Enea nel Lazio, p. 238, D 22 1; p. 243, D 226; p. 244, D 227; p. 246, D 228. 
113 H. 15cm, W. 6.7; H. 9.8cm, W. 5.5cm. Rcd-brown and creamy colour clays 'Aith 
numerous inclusions: Zaccagni 1980, pp. 188-189, pl. X)=, fig. 4. 
114 Zaccagni 1988, p. 188. 
115 Inv. no. 89. APB. 108/5: LaciviliLid! Artena. pp. 77,80, fig. 6, no. 6. 
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Museum 116, one in the Louvre' 17 and one from Palestrina is in the Villa Giulia 
Museum in Rome' is. One head of antefix dated to 4th-3rd centuries D. C. in the 
Museo Nazionale Romano, shows the same characteristics and similar style' 19. 
FEMALE VEILED HEAD small: BM. 1843.5-7.332 F2kII 
Belmore Collection 
SIZE 
H. 10.9cm; width of base 5.5cm; external eye comers 2.7cm; mouth 1.2cm; 
base of chin to forehead 4.9cm. 
CLAY 
Probably creamy-orange colour, very dark external surface possibly, due to 
decayed red pigment. Surface fairly smooth to the touch, several inclusions 
visible, medium in size, mostly black volcanic and red pozzolana. 
ANATOMY 
Small veiled female head. The face is long, oval and narrow, the chin is round 
and prominent, the high cheek bones are flat, the forehead is wide, the neck is 
long, flaring slightly at the base. The eyes are exageraWli large with very 
pronounced lids formed by rings of clay as found on several small heads. The 
nose is damaged but probably narrow and long, the mouth is small with full 
tight lips. The veil frames the face and the neck (I I nun high) leaving them well 
exposed. The back of the head is not modelled and is partly flattened. 
116 It 12cm: Brcitcnstain 194 1, pl. 99, no. 79 1. Acqtlired in 1878 from the Roman market; 
almost identical probably from the same matrix, even the "kink" in the vcil correspond. 
117 Inv. no. ED 2090. 
118 Inv. no. 13462. 
119 H. 20.7cm, inv. no. 626333, scavi Massari ex-Musco Kirchcriano: Pensdbcnc-Sanzi Di 
Nfino 1983, pl. Y, no. 30. An identical example is in the Vatican Museum: Andrcn 1940, 
p. 506,11,3, pl. 158, no. 538. 
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HAIRSTYLE 
The hair is parted in the middle and is pulled back and, high on the head. 
Around the face are neat, wavy rows of hair strands cover ing the ears. At the 
top of the head is a broad ornamental diadem in the form of a large band open 
at the central point. 
This head is the type of F2kI from very closely related matrix. 
FEMALE VEILED HEAD (bust): BM. 1974.8-12.24 F211 
Found unregistered 
SIZE 
H. 30.5cm; base of chin to forehead 13cm; external eye comers 7.4cm; nose 
4.5cm; mouth 2.7cm. 
CLAY 
Deep orange colour, surface smooth to the touch, many inclusions present, 
mostly black volcanic crystals, mica and some quartz. 
ANATOMY 
Female veiled head and shoulder; the veil, rounded an full at the back, stands 
out around the head, neck and shoulder's like a frame in the fashion of an 
antefix. The face is oval, long and full without the angularity of F2a and F2h. 
The forehead is broad and spacious, largely fireeof hair, the cheek bones are 
high but not pronounced, the chin is round and prominent. The arch of the 
eyebrows is linear and close to the wide-set eyes, rounded in shape with the 
external comers turning downwards 120. The nose is long and straight with 
fleshy nostrils and pointed tip, the mouth is small, straight with full lips, the 
upper lip close to the nose. The neck is long and graceful, the gently rounded 
shoulders are exposed and free of omament. From the ears, mostly covered by 
120 ? On the eyes is a definite difference in shape with those of types F2a and F2h, now 
more open and staring. 
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the hair, hang a pair of earrings of Greek style in the shape of a long triangular 
pendent. 
HAIRSTYLE 
The hair is parted in the middle, swept away from the forehead towards the 
back in soft, thick wavy strands. Above the forehead is a series of three narrow 
braids wrapped round the head and disappearing under the lateral waves. 
Above this is a crown of flat rays, probably indicating the hair arrangement at 
the top of head. Two small ringlets escape the neat arrangement on the 
forehead. 
PARALLELS 
The type of this head is found in numerous votive deposits. Two heads of this 
type were excavated in the Capilolium of the Roman colony of Privemum, 
now in the stores of the Museo Nazionale Romano 12 1. Two heads of the same 
type are in the Villa Giulia Museum in Rome from the 4th-2nd centuries B. C. 
temple of Mater Matute, at Satricum 122 . The clay is alike but the hairstyle 
differs slightly. One head of this type from Lavinium, shows a different 
hairstyle 123 . In the 
Lowie Museum collection this type is present with one 
example, very similar in all details including hairstyle, rays, forehead ringlets 
and rounded frame, but with a slightly more angular face rendering, as found 
on 172h, indicating possibly that the Lowie Museum head is of earlier generation 
124 matrix than the BM's example . One head in the MGE, from Caere, is very 125 
similar to head F211, probably from related matrix . One head of this type in 
the Hermitage Museum is of similar clay and displays the same style of 
121 1957 unrecorded excavation: Cancellicri 1986, fig. 10, nos. 6-7; dated to the 2nd half 
of the 4th century B. C. In the ager Privernum, prior to the founding of the Roman colony of 
Privcmum in the 2nd century B. C., a sacred area of cult had existed since at least the end of 
the 4th century B. C. 
122 Inv. nos. 12276,11500. 
123 H. 24cm, Ara VI, inv. no. 404-460: La RcginaLavinlum 1975, fig. 287, C. 61. 
124 Nagy 1988, p. 82, IA18, pl. XVII, fig. 33. 
125 Inv. no. 13790: Hafner 1965, pl. 15, no. 2. 
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eanings"6. One head of this type is in the NCG in Copenhagen 127 and one with 
horseshoe earrings is in the Louvre 129 
FEMALE VEILED ]READ: BM. 1974.8-12.25 129 11 F2111 
Found unregistered 
SIZE 
H. 25.5cm; base of chin to forehead 13.3cm; external eye comers 7.3cm; nose 
4.5cm; mouth 2.8cm. 
CLAY 
Deep orange colour on the surface, paler inside vAth dark core. 'Surface smooth 
to the touch, numerous inclusions visible, mostly black volcanic particles, rnica 
and some quartz crystals. Same clay as F21I. Traces of red pigment surviving 
on the surface of face and neck. 
ANATOMY 
Female veiled head, with long, oval face, broad forehead, prominent round chin 
and flat cheeks. The arched eyebrows are not pronounced, the eyes are large 
and rounded, framed by linear eyelids with sharply down-turning outer comers, 
the pupils are slightly bulbous. The nose, damaged at the tip, is long and 
straight, the mouth is small with full straight lips. The neck and veil are 
damaged and mostly missing, the back is slightly rounded with a vent hole in 
the middle. 
126 IL27.5cm: Hermitage Museum Catalogue, no. 177. With a flat back, no provenance, 
the catalogue states: 'found in Ncrtz 1919', presumably from a pre-Revolution private 
collection. 
127 H. 26.7cm.: Breitenstain 1941, no. 51, said to be from Politorium; Riis 1941, p. 39; Riis 
1981, fig. 17, p. 28 Cacrctan t3W 21B. 
128 Iny. no. CP 3796. 
129 Turfa 1986, no. 8. 
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HAIRSTYLE 
The hair is parted in the middle and swept back at the sides in soft thickWavy 
strands covering the ears in a voluminous mass. Around the top of the head is a 
series of four narrow, tight braids disappearing under the lateral waves and the 
veil. 
This head is the same type of F211 from a closely related matrix of the same 
generation but a slightly poorer version less precise in the detaRs, for example 
the two ringlets on the forehead are missing. 
FEMALE VEILED HEAD: BM. 1814.74.858 F2m 
Second Townley Collection (also registered 1949.2-20.7 and deleted) 
SIZE 
H. 15.3cm; base of chin to forehead 8.2cm; external eye comers 3.8cm; 
max. width 9.2cm; mouth 1.4cm; base chin to nose ridge 5.5cm. 
CLAY 
Pale creamy-pink colour, numerous inclusions visible, ill sorted, fine to coarse 
in size and angular, mostly black volcanic particles, mica, red pozzolana. 
Surface smooth to the touch and very dark at the front, possibly due to 
decayed pigment, the back surface is beigetbrown. This head is fairly light in 
weight. 
ANATOMY 
Small veiled female head with full oval face, round chin, flat cheeks and high 
forehead. The long straight nose, is slightly turned towards the left due to a 
defect of the mould. The eyebrows are fairly pronounced and are joined to the 
bridge of the nose, the eyes are large and round, not particularly well rendered 
due to the worn matrix, the mouth is small with full lips. The neck comes out to 
form a ring-shaped pedestal at the front, the veil is raised above and around the 
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head leaving the face free, the back is rounded. The fusing point between the 
two mould is visible at the top of the head where the veil meets the hair. In the 
middle of the neck is a ridge running vertically down, probably due to a defect 
in the mould. 
HAIRSTYLE 
The hair is neatly parted in the middle and arranged in wavy strands pulled 
towards the back of the head covering most of the ears from which hang a pair, 
of horseshoe earrings, the right one better rendered than the left, c. 25mm long. 
The type of this head can be compared to that of F21 in the hairstyle and in the 
features. Numerous votive heads related to that type also wear the horseshoe 
style earrings. On one very similar example of same size and same style eariings 
130 is in the MGE 
FEMALE VEILED HEAD small: BM. 183 9.2-14.45 F20 
Carnapanari Collection 
SIZE 
H. 13.2cm; max. width 7.2cm; external eye comers 3.3cm; base of chin to 
forehead 6.2cm; mouth 1.2cm. 
CLAY 
Deep orange colour, many inclusions visible, ill sorted, very fine to mediumin 
size, mostly black volcanic, mica, red/brown pozzolana, some white shelly 
inclusions. Traces of white slip coating present. 
ANATOMY 
Small veiled female head with long, narrow face, ' flat cheek bones, wide 
forehead and rounded, strong chin. The neck is long and straight and turns out 
slightly at the base. The eyebrows are pronounced, the eyes are large but not 
130 H. 15.5cm, inv. no. 1382 1: Hafner 1965, pl. 15, no. 3. 
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rendered in detail,, the nose is -broad (damaged), the mouth is small with full 
lips. 
, 
HAIRSTYLE 
The hair is parted in the ýniddle and swept to the sides in wavy strands above 
the ears which are left exposed but not visible on this head. On the top of the 
head is a diadem or hair-net. 
PARALLELS 
One very similar head of this type, probably from a closely related matrix, is in 
the Museo dell'Accadernia Etrusca in Cortonal3l. Two unpublished heads of 
this type are on display in the Villa Giulia Museum, one from the temple of 
Mater Matute in Satricurn, the other from Praeneste. , 
FEMALE VEILED HEAD small: BM. 183 9.2-14.42 F201 
Campanari Collection 
SIZE 
H. 13cm; max. width 7cm; base chin to forehead 5cm; external eye comers 
2.7cm; mouth I cm. 
CLAY 
Light pink-orange colour, numerous inclusions visible, ill sorted, very fine to 
medium in size, mostly black volcanic crystals, mica, red/brown pozzolana and 
some white shelly inclusions. 
ANATOMY 
Small veiled female head with long narrow face, wide forehead, flat cheek 
bones, rounded chin and long neck. The high veil frames the head leaving the 
entire face uncovered. The eyes are large and the eyebrows pronounced, the 
131 Bruschetti-Gori Sassoli-Guidotti 1988, p. 60, no. 138. 
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nose, damaged, is prominent, the mouth is small with full lips. The joining point 
between the two mould is clearly visible around the veil. From a much worn 
matrix. 
HAIRSTYLE 
The hair is parted in the middle and gently pulled back in a soft wavy mass of 
regular strands, on the top of the head is a diadem, or hair-net, flat at the top; 
the ears are left exposed. 
PARALLELS 
From a related matrix to F2nI but of different generation. One very similar head 
of the same type from Praeneste is in the Villa Giulia Museum 132 . One very 
similar head of the same type is in Cortona, 133 . 
132 Inv. no. 13640. 
133 Brushetti-Gori-Guidotti 1988, p. 6 1, no. 139. 
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GROUP3 
In this group heads Dal (BM. 1974.8-12.20) and F3aII (BM. 1958.8-22.22) 
are the same type of different generations. F3b (BM. 1756.1-1.972), a veiled 
half head, is a variant of the type with modified hairstyle. The connection with 
the first type is evidenced by the distinctive shape of the eyes, mouth and 
spread-out ears. 
Head F3c (BU1982.9-29.5) can be associated to F3b. The resemblance is 
difficult to perceive, but it is disclosed by the shape of the face, the modelling 
of the features and by the outline of the profile. The curly hairstyle, although 
not identical, seem to correspond. Stylistically this head shows affinity with 
examples of 4th century B. C. coroplastic art from south Italy, particularly 
Sicilian. Some heads with polos from Morgantina display a similar fullness of 
face, large slanting eyes and similar hairstyle'. However, the type of the veil, 
tightly placed over the hair, and diadem with nodus Herculeus on this head, 
suggest a date in the 3rd century B. C. 
FEMALE HEAD vAth stephane: BM. 1974.8-12.20 Oal 
Found unregistered 
SIZE 
H. 27cm; base of chin to forehead 14.5cm; external eye comers 7.5cm; nose 
4.7cm; mouth 3cm; internal eye comer to lobe7.8cm. 
I Bcll 198 1, pl. 26, nos. 103,104,105. 
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CLAY 
Deep orange colour, surface smooth to the touch, many inclusions visible, 
medium to coarse in size, mostly black volcanic particles (spongy), some, red 
pozzolana, mica, some white chalky inclusions quite large in size. 
ANATOMY" 
Female head with stephane, damaged on the hair and chin. The face is oval and 
full, the high f6rehead is partly covered by the hair at the sides, the cheek - 
bones are high and fairly pronounced, the chin is prominent and pointed. The 
eyebrows are heavy, arched and low, with a strong nose-brow line, the large 
eyes are almond-shaped and irregular with sharp comers; the eyelids are 
crudely rendered as borders and the upper lid overlaps the lower at the outer 
comer. The nose is long and straight, slightly upturned at the tip, the nostrils 
are wide, flaring and fleshy. The mouth, placed close to the nose, is small, very 
shapely with full, strongly defined pouting lips. The large ears are placed very 
low, the right being lower than the left, turning outwards and uncovered by the 
hair. It is curious that such crudely rendered ears should display an attempt to 
anatomical accuracy in showing the ear-drum. The neck is long and tubular, 
flaring slightly at the base; it display a ridge across the middle presumably a 
"Venus necklace". 
HAIRSTYLE 
The hair is parted in the middle and combed back over the top of the ears in 
soft, regular waves. The hair is rendered only at the front and sides, the back 
and top of the head are modelled but there is no indication of details, the neck 
also is hair-free. At the top of the head is a crescent-shaped ridge, which could 
indicate a stephane. Between the stephane and the front hair is a gap where the 
two mould join. There is a vent-hole at the back of the head of c. 30mm 
diameter. 
PARALLELS 
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This head type is related to a type from Capua in the rendering of thefeatures 
and hairstyle, dependent from 4th century D. C. Greek sculpture. The Capuan 
examples do not have the stephane. The stephane, an ornament typical of the 
Hellenistic period, in Etruria seems to be fashionable in the 3rd century B. C.. 
According to Thompson, the low and simple type of stephane, as on this head, 
is more common in the earlier part of the 3rd century B. C., later it'becomes 
higher and more elaborate. 
FEMALE BEAD with stephane: BM. 1958.8-22.22 F3all 
Found unregistered 
SIZE 
H. 26cm; base of chin to forehead 14cm; external eye comers 8cm; mouth 3cm; 
internal eye comer to ear lobe 7.5cm. 
CLAY 
Orange-creamy in colour, uneven firing, many inclusions visible, mostly black 
volcanic particles (spongy), quartz crystals, rnica, red pozzolana. Traces of red 
pigment present. 
ANATOMY 
Female head with oval face, high cheek bones, prominent and pointed chin, the 
forehead is high but partly covered at the sides by the hair. The eyebrows are 
heavy and low, the line almost straight unlike that. of Dal, the eyes are large 
and oblong, more widely set than on Mal, the eyelids are fairly pronounced. 
2 Bonghi Jovino 1965, pl. MV, DDC a I, DX a I. 
3 Bonfante 1975, p. 78. 
4 Thompson 1963, pp. 49-50. However, at Morgantina, in Sicily, theleads wearing 
stephane, mostly of the undecorated low crescent type, are of late Hellenistic period: Bell 
1981, p. 67. 
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The nose is long and straight with fleshy, flaring n6strils, the mouth is small and 
sharply defined with full, pouting lips; the ears, partly covered by the hair, show 
earrings of a simple stud-and-triangle pendent type. The neck is long and 
tubular. .f 
HAIRSTYLE 
The hair, parted in the middle, is combed back in soft waves, thicker than on 
F3aI where the hair is indicated more in detail. Here the hairstyle is rendered as 
broad, uniform masses of hair, evidenced only at the front and sides. The top 
and back of the head are modelled in the round but are totally lacking in details, 
the few details on the front of the head are achieved by shallow incisions with 
a sharp tool. At the top of the head is a probable stephane as on F3aI, but more 
pointed. This head is the same type of F3aI but from a following generation 
matrix. 
FEMALE HALF HEAD VEILED: BM. 1756.1-1.972 Ob 
Slone Collection, bought in Italy by the Abb6 Sterbini. 
SIZE 
H. 25cm; base chin to forehead 13.2cm; nose 4.2cm; eye 2.9cm; mouth 2cm; 
nose to earlobe 10cm. 
CLAY 
Orange colour, many inclusions visible, small to medium in size, mostly black 
volcanic crystals, quartz crystals, mica, very little red pozzolana. Traces of red 
pigment surviving on the face and neck. 
ANATOMY 
Female veiled half head, left profile. The face is oval and full, the forehead is 
broad, the chin is pronounced and slightly pointed in profile. The nose is long, 
straight and fleshy, the line of the nose and the forehead form one continuous 
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line, the eyebrow is low and pronounced, close to the eye which is sharply 
outlined with the eyelid turning downwards. The mouth is large with very 
fleshy pouting Ups. 17he ear is spread out on the side, the neck is long and broad 
turning outwards into a base. The veil at the back is squashed, and there is a 
suspension hole 30nun in diameter. 
HAIRSTYLE 
The hair, parted in the middle, falls loosely in short locks at the sides of the face 
in front of the ears. 
PARALLELS 
One half head of this type is in Treviso. A version of this type of head comes 
from the Tiber, dated to the 3rd century B. C. " 
FEMALE VEILED HEAD: BM. 1982.9-29.5 F3c 
No record card 
SIZE 
H. 24cm; max. width across face 21cm; base chin to forehead 14.5cm; ext. eye 
comers 8cm; nose 4.5cm; mouth 3cm; tip nose to earlobe 9cm. 
CLAY 
Deep dark orange colour, numerous inclusions visible, small to large in size, 
mostly white shelly inclusions, black volcanic (spongy) particles, red/brown 
pozzolana, some mýica. 
5 Inv. no. DT. 79, H-13.3cm: Borda 1976, p. 176, no. 19 1; dated too conservatively by Borda 
to the 2nd-Ist centuries B. C. 
6 H. 21.5cm, chin to forehead 10.5cm: Pcnsabcne 1980, pp. 198,202, type 6A, no. 479, 
pl. 78. 
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ANATOMY 
Large female veiled head with round, hart-shaped face, wide across the middle 
and narrowing down to the chin. The forehead is wide but low, the chin is small 
and pointed, the cheeks are flat. The eyebrows are arched and placed close to 
the deep-set, almond shaped and slanting eyes, the upper eyelids are arched and 
the lower are straight. The nose is straight with flaring nostrils, the mouth is 
small and well defined with a full lower lip. Only part of the earlobes is visible, 
from which hang a pair of earrings not very clearly defined, possibly round 
pendants. The neck is broad and presents a thick, double "Venus necklace" well 
defined as folds across the neck just above a simple string necklace. At the top 
of the head, above the veil, is a well defined nodus Herculeus diadem. 
HAIRSTYLE 
The curly hair, parted in the n-ýiddle, is drawn back loosely to cover the top of 
the ears, with locks falling on the neck to shoulder level. The hair is only 
rendered at the front, the back, which is covered by the veil, is squashed and 
flattened. 
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GROUP4 
One of the uniting factors amongst the heads of Group 4 is the hairstyle, 
developed within the 4th century B. C. and continuing into the first half of the 
3rd century B. C. This group embraces the votive heads typologically defined 
by the Schldfenlocke, side locks, or side curls. This style is represented on 
numerous examples in the BMs collection, that well illustrate the variety of 
types and their topographical distribution. However, the hairstyle is only an 
indirect link and not all the heads in this group actually display that style. 
Although the hairstyle is perceived as distinctive Etrusco-Italic in character, 
some of these types are found only in Campania'. 
Heads exhibiting this hairstyle are discussed in Chapter 8 "Hairstyle"; also a 
number of heads in Group 2 show a directly related coiffure, in particular: F2a; 
F2h and F2i. The two groups converge and integrate each other. A number of 
distinct prototypes can be identified, from which several types, all more or less 
related, derive. 
A typological relationship with Tarentine antefixes of 4th century B. C., has 
long been accepted' for the heads of this group with Schlafenlocke, transmitted 
to Campania and the rest of the Etrusco-Italic area via Capua, a place that 
shares close links with Tarentum'. The typological development of the types 
within this group is complex, as the prototypes, well known in Etruria, are 
oftedanimated by new influences of Tarentine models. In Etruria, the hairstyle 
is developed from Chiusine cinerary sculpture via Caere, and appears on 
different types of votive terracotta heads, as F4dI and on several examples in 
Ciaghi in Bonghi Jovino 1990, p. 133. 
2 Bartoloni 1970, p. 260; Bonghi Jovino 1976, pp. 28-31; Ciaghi in Bonghi Jovino 1990, 
p. 134. 
3 Koch 1912, pUY, fig. 5; Bonghi Jovino 1968, pp. 66-78; Bonghi Jovino 1971, p. 28. 
4 Group 2: F2a; Cristofani 1975, p1s. XXVII, XMX; Oviltti degli Etruschl pp. 301, 
nos. 11.22; Comella 1986, p. 16. 
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the MGE5. Head types from Lavinium are similar to the Cieretan examples and 
also show dependence from the art of Chiusiý. 
A recent study on Campanian head types belonging to this group, has 
significantly broadened the understanding of the distribution and development 
of the types'. The evolution diagram proposed for the Campanian terracottas, is 
correct, but a few variations can be suggested (Tables 3-4). 
The type of F4c (BM. 1974.8-12.9) is possibly developed after that of Na 
(BM. 1982.9-29.4), directly derived from Tarentine antefixee. Both types are 
Apulian in origin, 6ut Ra is a direct Apulian type, with Classical hairstyle (not 
the Schlafenlocke), parted in the middle and swept to the sides, with the 
addition of two long snaky side ringlets. 
The type of F4c acquires its hairstyle from Etruria where it is also shown on an 
antefixes at Faleri? and Chiusi". An antefix fi7om Falerii, dated to the second 
half of the 4th century B. C., shows the connection between the two votive 
heads as can be seen on Table 1. But head F4c also relates typologically to a 
votive head from Lavinium, for which a connection with an antefix from 
Tarenturn, the same from which the type of Na derives, has been noted". A 
direct exchange of types between Tarenturn and Latium seems evident, 
influencing each other in turn. 
5 From Caere, inv. nos. 13759,13905: Kaschnitz-Weinberg, 1925, pp. 335-336, pl. =, 
figs. 1,2,3; Vcssberg 1942, p. 245, pl. XCIII, 1; Hafner 1965, pp. 50-53, p1s. 18, nos. 1-2; 19, 
nos. 2,4; Riis 1980, Caere type A19, p. 28; Ovilta degil Etruschl, p. 386, nos. 17.2,1; 17.2,2; 1. 
A fragment in the Lowie Museum of a head from Caere "Vignaccia" shows the same 
hairstyle and earring as MGE inv. 13759 and is probably the same type: Nagy 1988, IC2, 
fig. 66. 
6 Enea nel Lazio, p. 235, D 217. 
7 Ciaghi in Bonghi Jovino 1990, pp. 127-145, pls XVI, XVII. 
8 Laviosa 1954, pl. =II, fig. 5., 
9 Andren 1940, pl. 34, II: 6, fig. 119; Enea nel Lazio, p. 253, D 237, D 238; Riis 1980, 
Falerii t)W 22; Comella 1986, pl. 87, h VIII; Bonghi Jovino 1990, p. 137, pj. XVI, no. 3 
10 Levi D. 'Sculturc inedite dcl Musco di Chiusi. 'Bd4 1934-35, p. 5 1, fig. 8, no-5. 
11 Scc notc 3. Laviosa 1954, pl. LXKII, figs. 5-6, pp. 28-31; Bonghi Jovino 1990, p. 134. 
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The Apulian type of F4, c is also closely related to another central Italian type, 
found particularly at Caere" and Lavinium". This type is represented by the 
head of statue F4d1 (BM. 1839.2-14.31), similar to the Caeretan and Laviniate 
examples, also statues. The link between these two types is clearly revealed by 
half-head F4dII (BM. 1954.9-14.1), a popular type particularly at Caere, which 
shows identical I elaborate 
hairstyle as. present on F4dI and features, in profile, 
like those of F4c'4. 
The type of head Ne (BM. 1814.7-4.862) seems to be preferred in Latium" 
and in Rome 16 . where it appears to have been developed and where it is more 
frequently found"'. This type is still clearly dependent from the Apulian models, 
the connection with the type of Re is discernible in the stylistic attributes, the 
severe and regular, but at the same time soft features, and the plastic modelling 
of the hair. From this, other types are derived, the most popular being that of 
F4f (BM. 1982.9-29.3), characterised by a rigid hairstyle of tight, circular curls 
placed all around the face. This type is frequently found both in central Italy 
and Campania. The connecting link between the type of Re and that of Rf is 
represented by a type of head from Latium", as illustrated in Table 2". ,* 
12 Kaschnitz-Weinbcrg 1925, pl. XM figs. 2,3, p. 233, fig. 3; Hafficr 1965, pl. 19, nos. 1-4; 
Rjis 1980, CacretypeA19, p. 28, CivilthdegliElruschi, p. 386, nos. 17.2,1; 17.2.2. 
13 La Regina in Lavinium 1975, p. 209, fig. 279; Enea nel Lazio, p. 235, D 217; p. 236, D 
218. 
14 The correspondence in profile exists also, of course, with MI. A good method for 
vcffying the coincidence of features is to draw the outline of the profiles from the 
photographs of the heads on tracing paper and then overlap them. Very often details that 
would otherwise be overlooked arc revealed. 
15 From Tarquinia: Comclla 1982, pl. 52, B2 XXXVIII; from Veii: Vagnctti 1971, 
pl. X" B11; from Lavinium: Roma medio Repubblicana, pl. LMa, no. 469; La Regina in 
Lavinium 1975, p. 205, fig. 274, C34; p. 206, fig. 275, C35; Enea nel Lazio, p. 246, D 228. 
16 Roma medio Repubblicana, pl. XLI, no. 226, p. 166; Gatti Lo Guzzo 1978, pl. )DCUV, 
G IL p. 169; Comella 198 1, p. 783,80 1, fig. 19; Pensabene 1980, pl. 75, no. 472, pp. 199-200; 
Quifici Gigli 1981, p. 81, fig. 2. 
17 Ciaghi in Bonghi Jovine 1990, p. 138. 
18 One from Ariccia: Roghi 1979, pl. XLVIII, fig. 3; and one from Tarquinia: 'Stefani 
1984, pl. IV, C 10. 
19 Chiaghi in Bonghi Jovino 1990, pl. XVI, no. 12 and pl. XVII, no. 3. 
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The "Lucera type 5" reproduced from the Canipanian study in -Table 4 2ý is 
derived from the "Rome-Lavinium type 9"21, in Table 3, which is the same as 
Re. However, it seems to be more akin to the type of F4c, an independent 
type of Apulia origin. The "Fregelle type 10" in Table I is, in the Campanian 
study', also derived from the "Rome-Lavinium" type, but it is'probably closer 
to the Caeretan and the Lucera types. The similarity is revealed, not only from 
the comparable style but from the necklace, the shape of the base-pedestal (as 
on the Lucera example) and the technique of modelling the face and hair (as on 
the Caere example). 
The type of F4j (13M. 1839.2-14.34), probably of Caeretan origirP, shows the 
connection between the "Caere type 7" in Table 3'ý Rd, and the "Fregellae 
type 10"25, having an elongation of the face and more delicate features. 
This later type shows a significant difference ; ftm the rest of the Schdfenlocke 
group, having the twisted, front locks placed behind, rather than in front, of the 
ears. This is a development of the type adopted also by another Caeretan type, 
head F4k (13M. 183 9.2-14.27), where a further change is introduced in the form 
of a middle parting with waved strands, in Tarentine fashion. 
At Cales, in'Campania, the type of F4h (BM. 1950.14.7) corresponds to 
"Cales type I" in Table 46 and Ni (BM. 1859.2-16.9), a much debased example 
of the type, corresponds to "Cales type IP'2'. The'two types are closely related 
and the likeness is emphasised on head F4h, which clearly shows characteristics 
of each of the Calean types. 
20 Ciaghi in Bonghi Jovino 1990, pl. XVII. 
21 Ciaghi in Bonghi Jovino 1990, pl. XVI. 
22 Ci3ghi in Bonghi Jovino 1990, pl. XVI. 
23 Several examples of this 4W are in the MGE collection from Caere: Hafner 1965, 
pl. 20, nos. 3,4; pl. 2 1, no. 1. 
24 Ciaghi in Bonghi Jovino 1990, pl. XVI. 
25 Ciaghi in Bonghi Jovino 1990, pl. XVI. 
26 Ciaghi in Bonghi Jovino 1990, pl. XVII. 
27 Ciaghi in Bonghi Jovino 1990, pl. XVII. 
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Rh and Ri are both derived from Caeretan types, as resemblance with head 
F4dI shows in the hair arrangement, the heavy shape of the face, the large, 
slightly droopy eyes and the full, sullen mouth". 
The type of Ng (BM. 1859.2-16.10), probably a statue, is found at Cales, also 
as individual heads with different hairstylesý'. It probably derives from a 
Lavinium type which shows the same elongated face and neck, straightness of 
hair-strands, necklace and plain band diadem". 
The considerations that can be drawn for the heads of this complex group, 
concord with those made for the Campanian study by Ciaghi". The original 
models for the prototypes spread north from Magna Graecia, most probably 
Tarentum, via Campania filtering into the interior of Latium. Soon after, in 
central Italy, the prototype is modified into new types which become popular, 
not only in their area of origin, but also south, in Campania, as is the case for 
the types F4f, F4d, and even in Apulia. The original model, therefore, travels 
back, modified and diversified in sketchy types of local, poorer quality, 
characterised by the Italic tendency to abstract linearity and frontality. 
Group 4 lasts between the end of the 4th and the first half of the 3rd centuries 
B. C.; the rapid and vast popularity of the types coincide with the expansion of 
Roman influence in Latium and Campania. In Campania heads of this group are 
found in abundance at Cales, but rarely at Capua, confirming the hypothesis 
that the types developed in Latin territory, and spread mostly in areas directly 
controlled by Rome". 
28 Particularly the affinity between head F4h and examples of the type in theMGE. 
inv. no. 13905, "Caere type 7", is evident 
29 In the Musco Nazionale at Naples, inv. no. MM/22073: Ciaghi in Bonghi Jovino 1990, 
pl. IV, p. 81. 
30 Enea nelLazio, p. 239, D 221; p. 251, D 234; p. 252, D 235 and D236; p. 254, D 239. 
31 Ciaghi in Bonghi Jovino 1990, pp. 143-145. 
32 Ciaghi in Bonghi Jovino 1990, p. 143; Roma medio Repubblicana, pp. 138-139; 
Comella 1981, pp. 768-775; Pcnsabcne 1979, pp. 218-219; Comclia 1982, pp. 33-39. 
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FEMALE VEILED ]HEAD: BM. 1982.9-29.4 F4a 
No record card 
SIZE 
IL24cm; base of chin to forehead 12cm; ext. eye corners 7.8cm; nose 4.2cm; 
mouth 2.6cm. 
CLAY 
Orange colour, inclusions on the surface not much visible under a thick layer of 
white slip and red pigment, small to medium in size, mostly black volcanic 
crystals, quartz crystals, white shelly inclusions, some mica, little red 
pozzolana. 
ANATOMY 
Female veiled head, heavy in weight with thick walls. 'The face is rounded and 
full with squarish jaw, the cheek-bones are high, th6 forehead is low and 
triangular. The eyebrows are heavy, droopy and close to the eyes. The eyes are 
slightly deep-set and heavy lidded, turning downwards at the external comers, 
the details of the pupil and iris are rendered by fine incisions with a sharp point. 
The lower lid is swollen adding to the expressive look on the face of this head 
who gazes steadily ahead. The nose is damaged but seems to be short and 
straight, the mouth is small with full lips well separated from the nose. The top 
of the ears is partly covered by the hair, the neck turns *out to join the veil in a 
base. The veil stands out around the head and neck like a frame (c. 2cm) in the 
fashion of an antefix. The back is slightly* rounded and presents a vent-hole near 
the top (3cm'in diameter). 
HAIRSTYLE 
The hair, parted in the middle, is pulled to the back over the ears in gentle 
waves divided in strands; two long, snaky ringlets fall on the neck to shoulder 
level. On this head the ringlets are actually applied on the veil as part of the 
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back mould. Two smaller ringlets escape the mass of hair and are on the cheeks 
at each side in front of the ears. 
PARALLELS 
This type of votive head is of South Italian origin, probably produced in Cales 
inspired by Tarantine models. The type derives directly from Tarentine 
antefixes: the expression on the face, the shape of the eyes with the 
downturning external comers and of the mouth, and above all the arrangement 
of the hair with the ringlets spreading on the veil like little snakes, strongly 
suggest the influence of a group of 4th century B. C. antefixes from Taranturn". 
A head from an early 4th century Tarentine antefix: in the Antikenmuseum in 
Basel share the same hairstyle, shape and expression of the eyes, outline of the 
mouth and configuration of the face. This type of votive head is found in a 
votive deposit at Cales, probably from a related matrix"; from the same deposit 
another example of the type shows different hairstyle'. At Cales this type of 
head is found also in the male version with hairstyle in the fashion of the young 
Alexander". One head of this type from Capua, but believed not to be of 
Capuan origin, also shows slightly different hairstyle". An almost identical 
example of unknown provenance is in the Hermitage Museum collection"'. One 
unpublished head of this type is in the Leiden Museum said to be from 
Calabrie. One head of this type is in the Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto4l. in 
a Swiss private collection is an unveiled head of the same type and similar size. 
33 Wuillcuniicr 1939, p. 428, pl. XXXIX nos. 5-6; Laviosa 1954, pl. =Il, fig. 5; ffiggins 
1959, p. 183, no. 1330, p. 184, nos. 1311-1334, p. 190, nos. 1361-1362, p. 191, no, 1363, p. 192, 
no. 1366. 
34 H. 16cm.: Herdejiirgcn 197 1, inv. no. 1928.48, pl. 16, no. 47. 
35 Blazqucz 1968-69, fig. 5. 
36 Blazqucz 1968-69, fig. 7. 
37 Blazquez 1963, p. 33, fig. 19. 
38 Bonghi Jovino 1965, pl. LXXIII, no. 2707. 
39 Hermitage Museum Catalogue 1972, fig. 181. 
40 H. 24cm; inv. no. 14.1887, blz. 38-8 1. 
41 Inv. no. unknown, on display. 
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The head, erroneously published as funerary and dated to the 4th century B. C., 
is claimed to be from South Italy42 . An identical head of similar size 
is in a 
German private collectioe. One head of the same type was auctioned in 
Zurich in 1986'. The head, said in the catalogue to be Campanian, presents a 
reduced veil and no long, side ringlets but a series of short ringlets around the 
face as on one heads of this type from Cafes. 
FEMALE VEILED BEAD and shoulder: BM. 1982.9-29.6 F4b 
No record card. 
SIZE 
H. 17cm; width of base 15cm; chin to forehead 8.3cm; external eye comers 
4.3cm; mouth 1.5cm. 
CLAY 
Deep orange colour, poor clay in bad state of preservation covered in white 
slip, inclusions little visible, some black volcanic, red /brown pozzolana, white 
shell inclusions, some quartz crystals, 
ANATOMY 
Female veiled head, from an exhausted matrix. The small head is slightly tilted 
towards the left, the long oval face has high cheek-bones and a prominent 
round chin. The forehead is wide, the eyes are large and oblong, the eyebrows 
try to converge above the bridge of the long nose (damaged) giving to the face 
an expression of pathos accentuated by the parted Ups of the small, mouth. 
From the ears hang a pair of earrings of a type not clearly recognisable but 
large in size; on the neck is a heavy torques necklace, from which a large 
circular element, presumably a bulla, is attached, unfortunately badly 
42 H. 28cm.: Dorig 1975, no. 274. 
43 H. 28.6cm.: Ncugcbaucr 1938, p. 30, pl. 44 no. 105. 
44 H. 23.2cm; dated in the catalogue to the end of the 4th century: no. 37 in 'Fortuna. 
Galerie fjjr alte Kunst'. Catalogue 9. Zurich 1986. 
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damaged. The shoulders are cut-off to form a base. The veil frames the head 
and shoulder and on the flattened back is a vent hole c. 15mm. 
The hair, parted in the middle, falls freely on the shoulders in waves and 
ringlets leaving part of the ears uncovered. Two long snaky strands of hair are 
emphasized on the sides of the veil as on Na. 
PARALLELS 
The type of this head shows some affHties, in the pathetic expression of the 
face, the slight frowning of the eyebrows, the tilting of the head, the shape of 
the mouth with parted lips, with a type found at Veii and dated by Comella, 
probably too conservatively, to the, 2nd century B. C. '. On this head the 
hairstyle would suggest a date in the late 4th, early 3rd centuries B. C., but the 
type of bullae necklace indicates a later date in the 3rd-2nd centuries B. C. 
FEMALE VEILED BEAD: BM. 1974.8-12.9 Ne 
Found unregistered 
SIZE 
H. 25.8cm; base chin-forehead 13cm; external eye comers 6.8cm; mouth 2.8cm. 
CLAY 
Fine clay pale-creamy, slightly pink, colour, surface smooth to the touch; very 
few visible inclusions on the surface, a little black volcanic and red pozzolana. 
ANATOMY 
Female veiled head of good manufacture. The head is slightly tilted forward, 
the face is round with full cheeks, the forehead is high and wide. The eyes are 
slightly gazing downwards (as if the head was meant to be seen from a higher 
45 Vagnctti 1971, pI. XIY, B III; Comclla 1981, p. 786 fig. 24 qW BIX; Riis 1981, Vcio 
type 23K, p. 45. 
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position than that of the viewer), the eyebrows are prono 
I un6ed and arched, the 
eyes are large, almond-shaped and rendered in detail with pupil and iris in relief 
rather than simply incised as on other heads. The nose is long and straight, 
pointed at the tip, the shapely mouth is small with full, slightly pouting lips. 
Between the lower Hp and the round chin is a dimple. The ears are'covered but 
below the hair are pendent earrings formed by a floral rosette and a drop. 
Around the neck are two necklaces, One a simple, narrow band, the other 
formed by bead-like elements. The neck, on which is a slight "Venus necklace", 
turns out flat at the base to form a sort of pedestal. The veil is very round and 
wide at the back and over the top of the head. 
HAIRSTYLE 
The hair, parted in the middle, falls at either side of the face in one row of 
twisted locks at the front and two rows of almost circular curls. At the top of 
the head the hair arrangement is held by a hair-nerdecorated by bead-like 
elements along the top of the head, painted and visible as dark dots, 
approximately ten in number. 
PARALLELS 
On this head, the modelling of the face reveals stylistic dependence from 
terracotta sculpture of Tarentue. Stylistically this type has its origin in 
Apulia, from where is transmitted to central Italy, with various modifications to 
suit local taste, and where it enjoys a considerable popularity. The Apulian 
origin of type F4c, in spite of its popularity in Etruria and Latium, is suggested 
by a number of factors. Firstly the presence of the type at the large and 
important Apulian deposit of Lucera, a site that almost certainly manufactured 
its own types. Secondly by the presence of Tarentine style earringsý7, replaced 
in Etruria by local typee'. Lastly by the obvious stylistic dependence from 
Tarentine antefixes showing the affinity with the Greek models in the confident, 
46 Belli 1970, pp. 107,112, two teffacotta antefixes; very sin-dlar in modelling and t3W; 
De Juliis-Loiacono 1985, p. 122, nos. 104-106. 
47 Chapter 7. 
48 The heads of this qW in Etruria, unlike this example, frequently display horseshoe 
earrings of purely Etruscan style. 
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but at the same time delicate and sensitive, modelling of the objee. The 
manner in which the veil backdrop and base-pedestal of this head are shaped, 
also suggest the manner of the Tarentine antefixes. 
The type of this head is found in Apulia at the deposit in Lucera". One of the 
Apulian examples also wears a pair of long pendent earrings emerging from the 
lower part of the twisted locks, as on F4c. One head of comparable size from 
Lavinuirn, dated to the end of the 4th century B. C., show stringent affinities 
with type F4c, but is somewhat inferior in quality, with more linear hair strands 
and elongated face". One head of this type and similar size comes from the 
environs of Rome, found at the "Tenuta della Buffalotta", showing virtually 
identical hair rendering and comparable, only coarser, features". Modified 
examples related to the type of F4c, with slight alterations particularly in the 
eyes, less expressive and more droopy at the comers and a vaguely pathetic 
demeanour, are known from deposits in Etruria and Latium: from the deposits 
of Comuniti and Campetti in Veii" and Lavinium'. Two heads of this type are 
in the Danish National Museum, of unknown provenance, reported by Riis as 
Caeretan type 21Aý3, one is in the Louvre with similar earrings' and one with 
shoulders is in Florence". The hair rendering at the sides on this particular head 
49 Laviosa 1954, pls. =Il, figs. 3-6, pp. 239-240; Bartoloni 1970, p. 260; Bonghi Jovino 
1976, pp. 28-3 1; Bonghi Jovino 1990, p. 134, pl. XVI, no. 2. 
50 The size on some examples from Luccra is comparable, varying from H. 23cm to 
H. 32.6cm, one very similar example is H. 26cm: Bartoccini 1940, p. 204, fig. 16-, Rossi 1980, 
pp. 75-77, type CM6, pl. )CXIV, 1-2. 
51 Enea nel Lazio, p. 253, D 237. 
52 Quilici Gigli 1981, p. 81, fig. 2. 
53 'Vagnetti 1971, pl. = B11, p. 48; Vagnctti-Stefani 1990, pl. 7a A2VH; in the Museo 
Nazionale Romano are twenty-two examples: inv. nos. 38312,47168. 
54 La Regina in Lavinium 1975, p. 20 1, fig. 263. 
55 Breitestain 1941, pl. 101, nos. 799 and 800; Riis 1981, p. 28. 
56 Inv. no. S 5727. 
57 Apparently from the same matrix as the examples from Veii. H. 26.5cm: Bartoloni 
1970, pp. 259-260, pl. MXc. 
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with two rows of almost circular - curls instead of the long twisted 16cks, is 
clearly introducing the hairstyle of MI. 
FEMALE HEAD FROM STATUE: BM. 1839.2-14.31 F4dl 
Campanari Collection 
SIZE 
H. 29.5cm; base chin to forehead 16cm; external eye comers 8cm; mouth 
3.6cm; tip of nose to external eye comer 6.2cm; max. width 16.5cm; internal 
eye comers to earlobe 9cm. 
CLAY 
Internally pale creamy in colour, external colouring under the white wash deep 
orange-red; the change in the colour due to uneven firing temperature. Many 
inclusions visible on the surface, ill sorted and fine to coarse in size, Mostly 
black volcanic particles, mica, red pozzolana, quartz crystals, some white shelly 
particles. 
ANATOMY 
Fine female head and part of shoulder from a statue, probably a full dressed 
figure with gentle but strong features. The face is oval and elongated in shape 
with full but flat cheeks, the forehead is high and spacious, the chin is round 
and prominent, slightly slanting in profile, with a large dimple in the middle. 
The eyebrows are little pronounced, arched and closed to the eyes which are 
very wide and globular-shaped with sharp outer comers slightly downturning. 
The upper eyelids are heavy and deeply incised, the lower eyelids, also deeply 
incised, are underlined by distinct swellings. The damaged nose is long and 
straight with pointed tip and pinched nostrils. The large, shapely mouth has full, 
parted lips just curling downwards at the comers; the teeth are visible behind 
the lips. The ears, from which a pair of pendent earrings hang, are partly 
covered by the hair. One earring survives nearly complete on the left ear, 
58 Turfa 1986, no. 11. 
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consisting of two ring-loops, the bottom one having a drop-pendent in the 
centre. The neck is long and strong particularly at the juncture with the 
shoulder, around which is still visible the top part of a garment, indicated by the 
shape of a fold. On the back of the shoulder more of the garment survives as a 
number of folds. Part of a necklace survives, made of a chain (surviving on the 
left side) of herring bone design 0.6cm wide. The chain was applied separately 
to the body of the statue and on the right shoulder is visible the scar left by it. 
Part of a pendent survives just above the break of the body of half moon shape 
with a pin-like element in the middle of it. 
The Schldfenl6cke hairstyle on this head is elaborate and rich in details. The 
hair is parted in the middle, swept at the sides of the face to form three 
'corkscrew' locks covering most of the ears and framing the oval of the face. ' 
The remaining of the hair is divided into ten wide braids rendered with an 
incised herring bone pattern. The braids, from the right side of the head, are 
turned around the back, going over the four braids on the left side, and over the 
top of the head. 
PARALLELS 
The type of this head has been dated to the 4th early 3rd centuries B. C. by 
Comella", and by Hafner to the 4th century B. C. 0 Of similar date is the 
comparable group of votive statues from Laviniue. One the statue from 
Lavinium, of comparable features but with different hairstyle, displays a similar 
herringbone chain around the neck as on F4dI"'. In the MGE is a group of 
Caeretan heads stylisticaIly close to the type of F4dl"'. Numerous heads of 
types related, in differing degree, to F4dI are recorded. One veiled example 
59 Typc BIII: Comclla 198 1, pp. 782-783, fig. 18. 
60 Hafhcr 1965, p. 52, pl. 19, no. 2. 
61 Enea nel Lazio, p. 235, D 217; La Rcgina in Lavinium, p. 209, fig. 279. 
62 Inv. no. P77.33: Enea ncl Lazio, p. 240, D 224. 
63 Inv. nos. 1304,1305,1307,1324,1341,1359. Flafhcr 1965, pp. 51-53, pls. 18-19; 
Vessbcrg 194 1, pl. XCIII, no. 1. 
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comes from Bomarzo, in LatiurrO, ` One fragmentary example from S. Giuliano, 
is now in Viterbo'; several veiled examples were retrieved at Anagni, in 
Lafluie, four veiled examples from Laviniuni'; and five veiled examples from 
Carsoli". 
FEMALE HALF BEAD: BM. 1954.9-14.1 F4dll 
On display in the British Museum 
SIZE and CLAY 
Not available as objectis on display. 
ANATOMY and HAIRSTYLE 
Right side profile of female head. Full round face, high forehead forming a 
straight line with the long, pointed nose, large eye, small mouth with full lips, 
small slanting chin. The one large ear emerges from behind the twisted cork- 
screw locks, in the same fashion as F2i. At the earlobe is attached a twisted- 
loop earring possibly with a lion's head terminal. The long slender neck is 
turned out into a base-ring. The hairstyle is that of F4dI. The frontal view of 
this type of head is Rc. 
A corresponding left profile of this type, from Caere ex-Vatican collection now 
in Pavia, is analogous in size and details including the earring"'. One example of 
this type, also profile, is in the Louvre. The type of this head is discussed by 
64 Baglioni 1976, p. 165, PLCIII, B2. 
65 Emiliozzi 1974, p. 85, pl., NLI, no. 18. 
66 In the Ponfificlo Collegio Leoniano: Mazýolani 1969, p. 106, fig. 147, a. 
67 La Regina in Lavinium 1975, pp. 202-203, C 29-31, figs. 270-272; Villa Giulia 
Muscurn, inv. no. 42187. 
68 Marinucci 1976, pp. 81-82, pls. 31-32, K VIII. 
69 Invemizzi-Tomaselli-Zezza 1983, pp. 20-2 1, T3. 
70 Inv. no. CP 244. 
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Hafher for the a series of related examples in the MGE at the Vatican, 
displaying the same hairstyle' and the same type of earrings with zoomorphic 
terminals dated to the-end 4th, early 3rd centuries B. C. ' 
FEMALE HALF HEAD VEILED: BM. 1814.74.862 73 F4e 
Second Townley Collection 
SIZE 
H. 25cm; base chin to forehead 13.5cm; nose 5cm; max. width nose to back 
15.5cm. 
CLAY 
Pink-orange colour, many inclusions visible on the surface, ill sorted and 
angular, medium in size, mostly black volcanic crystals, quartz crystals and 
some nuca. 
ANATOMY 
Right profile of female veiled head; the matrix is very worn and the outcome is 
of poor quality. The flat underside presents a vent hole 3cm. in diameter. The 
face is long with heavy flat cheeks, the line of the nose and that of the high 
forehead form a continuous line, the slanting chin is close to the lower lip. The 
nose is long and straight (damaged at the tip), the eyebrow is heavy and low, 
the eye is almond shaped and heavy lidded. The lips are small and tightly fasten, 
turning slightly downwards at the comer. The veil stands out above the head, 
leaving the hair at the front uncovered, the ears are completely covered by the 
hair. The neck turns out into a ring-base; the joint between the two mould is 
clearly visible at the base of the veil and all along to the base of the neck. 
71 Hafher 1965, p. 52, pl. 19, nos. 14; also Stcingraber 1980, pl. 71, no. 3. 
72 Becatti 1955, pl. 97, nos. 375-376. 
73 Twfa 1986, no. 10. 
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HAIRSTYLE 
The hair is parted in the middle with long braids curled around the top of the 
head and held by a hair-net. At the side of the face a series of long coiled braids 
covers the ears and disappears under the veil. 
PARALLELS 
This head is the profile version of a common type, derived from 174c. This type 
seems to be popular in Etruria and Latium, particularly in Rome where it may 
have originated. This type of head is dated by Comella to the end 4th and 3rd 
centuries B. C. " and by Ciaghi to the late 4th century B, C. 76 One example of the 
type is in the Cerveteri Museum, similar in clay, size and quality of execution 
suggesting a very closely related matrix. In Rome examples of this type come 
from the deposits at the "Tenuta della Bufalotta"7ý Minerva Medica7 and from 
the Tiber. In Latium are found at Lavinium", Veii", Tarquinia 92 2 
SoraS3, 
Bomarzom and one at Anagni, maybe froma statues'. From Veii Campetti is a 
74 Ciaghi in Bonghi Jovino 1990, pp. 13 8-139. 
75 Type BIV: Comella 198 1, p. 783, fig. 19 BIV. 
76 Ciaghi in Bonghi Jovino 1990, p. 138. 
77 Qailici Gigli 198 1, fig. 2; now in the Museo NAzionale Romano, inv. no. 108527. 
78 Gatti Lý Guzzo 1978, p. 88, pl. =V GIL 
79 Pcnsabcne 1980, pl. 75, no. 472, pl. 78, no. 479. 
80 Thomasson 1961, pl. V, no. 24; La Regina in Lavinium 1975, p. 205, fig. 274, C34; 
fig. 275, C35. 
81 Pcnsabene 1980, pl. 118, no. 2. 
82 An infcrior example: Comclla'1982, pp. 86-87, pl. 52, B2 XXXVIII. 
83 Rizzello 1980, p. 85, no. 5, figs. 314-315. 
84 Baglionc 1976, pp. 164-165, BI, pl. Clll. 
85 Mazzolani 1969, pp. 105-106, fig: 142. 
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degenerate translation of the type", also at Veii Porta Caere' and at Veii 
Piazza d'Armi". From Campania only two heads of this type have been found 
at Cales"'. 
This type of head is present in numerous Museum collections: unpublished 
examples of this type are in the MGE; one is in the Antiquarium in Rome; two 
half heads, one very close to Re, are in Boston?; one head of unknown 
provenance is in Florence; three examples of the type are in the Museo Civico 
in Treviso" and one unpublished half head, also very close to Re, said to be 
from Etruria is in Leiden Museue. 
FEMALE VEILED HEAD: BM. 1982.9-29.3 F4ft 
no record card 
SIZE 
H. 24cm; max. width across face 22.6cm; chin to forehead l3cm; external eye 
comers 6.7cm, nose 4.4cm; mouth 3.2cm. 
CLAY 
Orangelpink colour, numerous inclusions visible on the surface, small in size, 
mostly mica, small black crystals and little quartz crystals. Very heavy head 
86 Vagnctti 1971, p. 50, PI. XM BIV; Comcila-Stcfani 1990, pl. 7, A2 VIII. 
87 Torclli-Pohl 1973, p. 230, Ab 1, fig. 105. 
88 Mcntioned by Vagnetti: Vagnetti 197 1, p. 50. 
89 Blazqucz 1961, pp. 34-36, nos. XVIII, XK, figs. 18,20. 
90 Inv. no. 2567, IL31.5: Roma Medio repubblicana, no. 226. 
91 H. 24.7cm: Phillips 1965, pls. C)CMI-III a1b; CX=11. 
92 Bartoloni 1970, pp. 261-262, pl. XIX d. 
93 Borda 1976, pp. 176-178, nos. 191-193.. 
94 H. 25.5cm: inv. no. K1960 10.1. 
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with thick walls, covered in white slip, some traces of *yellow pigment survive 
present on the hair. 
ANATOMY 
Female veiled head, the matrix is very wom and the outcome is of poor quality. 
The face is oval and full with wide, semicircular forehead, high flat cheek-bones 
and rounded, strong chin. The droopy eyes are almond-shaped with the sharp 
external comers turning distinctly downwards. The eyes are prominent. with 
very defined, protruding eyelids and bulbous pupils incised with circle-and-dot; 
the arched eyebrows are heavy and close to the eyelids. The nose, narrow and 
straight in profile, is damaged at the tip, the mouth is small, the lips, also 
damaged, are full and slightly parted. The neck turns out in a suggestion of 
shoulders which serves also as a base. The veil, rounded and full at the back 
stands out around the head c. 20-25mm like a frame in the fashion of an antefix. 
HAIRSTYLE 
Full and voluminous hairstyle formed by three rows of small, neatly arranged 
and tight circular curls, parted in the middle and falling at the sides of the face 
covering the ears. From the mass of hair a pair of indistinct horseshoe type 
earrings emerge. 
PARALLELS 
The type F4f is popular in Latium and Campania, originating from the group 
with Schldfenlocke, but with little trace of the original hairstyle, as the circular 
curls prevail. F4f is derived from the type of F4e, but almost circular side curls 
can be seen already on F4c. This type is dated by Comel. la to the late 4th-3rd 
centuries B. C. ' An interpretation of the development of this type is given by 
Ciaghi'. Related and pre-dating the full development of this type are two heads 
from Latium, both wearing very conspicuous horseshoe type earrings, a 
95 Type BVI: Comella 1981, p. 784, fig. 21. 
96 Ciaghi in Bonghi Jovino 1990, p. 140, pls. XVI-XVII: who traces the origins back to, 
on one side, a type of 4th century B. C. antcfixcs from Falerii modelled on Tarcntine 
examples, and on the other and more directly from the Rome-Lavinium type of BM. 1814.7- 
4.862 of late 4th century B. C. date. 
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common attribute on these heads7. One head from Ariccia, is directly derived 
from the type of 174e, but the features, particularly the droopy, heavy rimmed 
eyes and the outline of the lips are closer to type of 174f". The other head from 
Tarquinia shows heavier features and an hairstyle that clearly introduces the 
circular curls". The same hairstyle is found on a head in the Antiquarium 
Comunale in Rome, dated to the 3rd century D. C. ". In Latium several 
examples of type F4f were retrieved at Lavinium, dated between 320 and 250 
B. C. "', Ariccia". Anagni". Two examples of type F4f are in the Villa Giulia 
Museum in Rome, one in the Collezione Castellani'" and one very similar in 
size and details to Nffý from Ardea". In the Museo Nazionale Romano are 
three heads and three half heads of type 174f possibly from Civitacastellana" 
and one example from Falerii". One fragmentary head of type F4f is in the 
Collezione Antinelli in Ronciglione'". From Campania several examples come 
from Cales"; one example in Capua comes probably from Cales"; one half 
97 Ciaghi in Bonghi Jovino 1990, p. 140. 
98 Roghi 1979, pl. XLVIII, fig. 3, Ciaghi in Bonghi Jovino 1990, p. 140. 
99 Stefani 1984, pl. IV, C 10. 
100 Inv. no. 2591: Roma medio Repubblicana, pl. X)CMI, no. 228. 
101 La Rcgina in Lavinium 1975, pp. 207-208,250, nos. C 3641, ligs. 276-278; Enea nel 
Lazio, p. 258, nos. D 246,247,248. 
102 Roghi 1979, p. 227, pl. XLIY, no. 1. 
103 Mazzolani 1969, p. 110, fig. 148. 
104 Inv. no. 52211., 
105 Inv. no. 25249, H. 26.5cm, chin to forchead 13.4cm, cxtcrnal cye corncrs 6.9cm: Mclis 
F. Quilici Gigli 1982-83, p. 8, pl. 11. 
106 Inv. nos. 115309: 1-3; nv. nos. 115347: 1-3. 
107 Inv. 115309. 
108 Guzzo 197 1, p. 249, pllXVI, no. 4. 
109 Blazqucz 1961, p. 33, fig. 15; Johannowsky 1963, p. 264, fig. 14; Ciaghi in Donghi 
Jovino 1990, pl. XVII no. 8, Vales V, p. 140. 
110 Bonghi Jovino 1965, pp. 143-144, no. 2437. Bonghi Jovino also mcntiones othcr 
cxamples from Cales now in Bcrlin (Ist. Archcol. Gcrm. neg. 3746). 
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head is in the Antiquarium in Calvi Risorta"'. ' One example of unknown 
provenance is in Palermo' 12 . Three unpublished heads of type F4f from 
southern Italy are in the Leiden Museum'13 . 
FEMALE VEILED HEAD: BM. 1843.5-7.327 F4fll 
Belmore Collection 
SIZE 
R14.8cm; base of chin to forehead 7.5cm; external eye comers 3.7cm; mouth 
1.6cm; tip of nose to external eye comer 3.2cm; width of base 9.5cm. 
CLAY 
Creamy-orange colour, surface rough to the touch, numerous inclusions visible, 
ill sorted, fine to coarse in size, mostly black volcanic crystals, n-&a, some 
quartz crystals, little red/brown pozzolana, some white shelly particles. Traces 
of white slip coating survives on the surface. 
ANATOMY 
Small veiled female head with narrow oval face, wide forehead, ' rounded chin 
and flat cheeks. The eyes are large and almond-shaped with external comers 
slightly up-tumed and marked eyebrows. The nose is long wit 'h wide 
nostrils 
(partly damaged), the mouth is small with full lips, curled at the comers in a 
faint smile. The wide neck flares at the base, the veil, damaged at the front, 
leaves most of the hair uncovered forming a frame round the head (I I mm high)__: 
is broken off at the back. This head is from an exhausted matrix. 
HAIRSTYLE 
111 Inv. no. 7. 
112 Inv. no. 782: Grcco 1966, p. 12, fig. 19. 
113 One said to be from San Giorgio in Calabria: H. 25cm; inv. no. G. N. V. 79; the other 
two are unprovenanced: IL29cm, inv. no. RG 6 and H. 24.5cm, inv. no. RG 6. ' 
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The hair, parted in the middle, falls to the sides of the face covering the ears in 
paraHel rows of small curls, which, due to the poor quality of the matrix, are 
not rendered in great detail. 
This heads is clearly recoozable as a poor derivative of Rfl, with tight 
circular curls hairstyle. F4fII shows affinities with a head in the Danish National 
Museum of uncertain provenance' 14 . 
FEMALEVEHE HEAD from STATUE: BM. 1859.2-16.10 F4g 
Bequeathed by Mss Audjo 
SIZE 
H. 31cm; base of chin to forehead 16cm; external eye comers 9cm; mouth 
3.7cm. 
CLAY 
Orange-terracotta colour surface, grey core, many inclusions visible fine to 
coarse in size, mostly black volcanic, red pozzolana, mica and quartz crystals. 
Heavy in weight. 
ANATOMY 
Large veiled female head from a statue. Long oval-shaped face, wide and high 
forehead partly covered by the hair, the chin is round and prominent, pointed in 
profile, the cheeks are low and flat. The eyebrows are long, linear and straight, 
the eyes are wide and almond-shaped with slightly downtuming comers. The 
pupils are defined with incised circle and dot, the eyelids, upper and lower, are 
well-evidenced and underlined by a sharp tool. The damaged nose is long, 
straight and narrow with fleshy nostrils; the shapely mouth with full lips is 
slightly parted and pouting in profile. The ears are entirely covered by the hair 
but earrings were present, as attested by the scar left in their place. The neck is 
long and broad, around it is a necklace made of segments or beads; below this 
114 Stated to have marked on it: "PaIcstrina 1876": Breitenstain 194 1, pl. 99, no. 792. 
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necklace is visible what could be a torques-like necklace, only a small part of 
which survives as the statue is broken just above the shoulders. The veil stands 
up around the head like a frame (c. 20mm), and curves out at shoulder level, the 
back of the head is rounded and presents a vent-hole c. 47mm in diameter. , 
HAIRSTYLE 
The hair, parted in the middle, is arranged over the forehead rather rigidly. The 
hair-strands fall straight at the sides of the face to shoulder level covering the 
ears. The strands are rendered by deep, linear incisions in the clay. The rigid 
wig-like appearance of the hair is in contrasts with the gentle rendering of the 
face. Above the middle parting on the top of the head is a band, possibly 
intended to represent a diadem, decorated with an incised criss-cross pattern. 
PARALLELS 
The type of F4g probably originates in Cales, where examples of individual 
heads with different hairstyle have been'found"'. F4g shows affinities with the 
type of a statue from Lavinium, dated to the middle of the 4th century B. C., of 
which Rg seems to be a 'simplified' version'. They share size, the shape of the 
face and features, the long neck and the head-band; the two heads also display 
a sin-fflar curvature of the veil at shoulder level. 
FEMALE VEILED HEAD: BM. 1950.1-4.7 F4h 
Given by L. J. E. Hooper 
SIZE 
H. 43cm; base of chin to forehead 18.5cm; external eye comers qcm; mouth 
4cm. 
115 Ciaghi in Bonghi Jovino 1990, p. 81, pl. IV. 
116 Enea nel Lazio, p. 239, D 22 1; p. 252, D 234; p. 252, 
D 235 and D 236; p. 254, D 239. 
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CLAY 
Pink-orange colour, numerous inclusions visible, several large lumps, mostly 
black volcanic particles, quartz crystals and mica. 
ANATOMY 
Very large, heavy and coarsely made, female veiled head. The face is broad and 
long with a strong chin almost square-shaped and flat cheeks, the forehead is 
wide and high. The closely set eyes are small and narrow compared to the rest 
of the features, the brows are arched, deep and pronounced. The nose is long 
and fleshy forming a continuous line with the forehead, the mouth is small with 
full lips. The neck, long and sturdy, turns out at the front to form a pedestal, 
the narrow (c. 25mm) rigid veil frames the head and neck. The back is 
completely flat with a vent hole SOmm in diameter. 
HAIRSTYLE 
The hair, parted in the middle, falls at the sides of the face in series of rigid 
twisted locks covering the ears. At the top of the head is a coil of hair, mostly 
hidden by the veil, held by a hair-net. 
PARALLELS 
Rh is also a Calean type; at Cales several examples of this type have been 
retrieved"'. Rh is derived from the Caeretan type F4d. Two heads in the 
Danish National Museum are related to F41i"'. One unpublished head of this 
type is in the Leiden Museum"'. One head of this type comes from Carsol? " 
and one unpublished example from Praeneste is in the Villa Giulia Museum. 
117 One very close example in the Museo Nazionale, Naples: Ciaghi in Bonghi Jovino 
1990, p. 89, pl. Vl, fig. 1; three heads in the Museo, Archaeologico National de Madrid from 
Cales: Blazquez 1961, pl. VII, fig. 9; pl. Vlll, fig. 11; pl. )CIII, fig. 18. Two of the heads in 
Madrid correspond to Ciaghi's qW VI: Ciaghi in Bonghi Jovino 1990, pl. XVII no. 12. 
118 Breitestein 1941, pl. 101, nos. 801-802: very close to an example of this t)W in 
Madrid: Blazquez 1961, pl. VII, fig. 9, corresponding to Ciaghi's qW IV: Ciaghi in Bonghi 
Jovino 1990, pl. XVII, no. 12. 
119 Inv. no. 14-1887, blz. 37-81, said to be from San Giorgio in Calabria, H. 22cm. 
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FEMALE VEILED HEAD: EM. 1859.2-16.9 
ý 
F4i 
Bequeathed by Mss Auldjo 
SIZE 
H. 35cm; base of chin to forehead 16.5cm; external eye comers 11.7cm; mouth 
3.6cm; width of base 19.5cm. 
CLAY 
Pink-orange colour, many inclusions visible, 'fine to coarse in size, mostly black 
volcanic particles, quartz crystals and mica Possible traces of red pigment on 
face and hair. 
ANATOMY 
Large female head, heavy and coarsely made. The face is long and oval in shape 
with low forehead, flat, wide cheeks, the chin, damaged, is round, strong and 
prominent. The eyebrows are wide, prominent and arched, the very large eyes 
have a fixed expression accentuated by the "emptyness"of the large pupils. The' 
external comers of the eyes are sharply marked, the eyelids are heavy and 
prominent. The damaged nose is long, the mouth, also damaged, is small and 
tightly closed. The neck is rendered as a flat surface, the back is flattened and 
presents a vent-hole 4.6cmx3.2cm. The veil stands up c. 3.5cm around the head 
and neck joining the base which at the front forms a sort of pedestal. 
HAIRSTYLE 
The hair, parted in the middl6, 'falls at , the sides of the face in three rigid coils or 
braids covering the ears. The twist in the locks is rendered by deep diagonal 
incisions in the clay with a sharp tool. In the middle of the forehead is a short, 
triangular fringe, also parting at the sides. On top of the head is a sort of hair- 
net or a diadem very crudely and simply defined by three thumb impressions in 
the clay. 
120 Cedema 1953, pl. XCVHI, nos. 3-4. 
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PARALLELS 
Ri is also a type of Calean origin; an almost identical example, from a closely 
related matrix is in the Museo Archaeologico National de Madrid, from 
Cal6S121. 
FEMALE BEAD: BM. 1839.2-14.34 F4j 
Campanari Coflection 
SIZE 
H. 23.7cm; base chin to forehead 15.7cm; external eye comers 8.3cm; mouth 
2.8cm; nose to external eye comer 6.8cm; internal eye comer to lobe 7.2cm. 
CLAY- 
Pale creamy colour, powdery clay, smooth surface, not many inclusions visible, 
small in size, mostly black volcanic crystals and quartz crystals. 
ANATOMY 
Female head, with long and narrow oval face and forlorn expression imparted 
by a worn matrix. The head is slightly tilted to the left, the forehead is high but 
narrow, the chin is round and prominent with a small dimple and the cheeks are 
high and pronounced. The long straight nose, with strong brow-nose line, is 
quite round and fleshy at the tip but the nostrils are not pronounced. The large 
oblong eyes are not evidenced, particularly the lower eyelids, the mouth is very 
small with full parted lips. The ears are fairly large but poorly defined and are 
possibly part of the front mould. The neck is broken off and the entire head is 
heavily restored. The features of this head are bland and wom out probably due 
to a very exhausted matrix, but a good prototype is suggested by the complex 
hairstyle. From the ears hang a pair of earrings only partly preserved (the right 
121 Inv. no. 4.155, H. 25cm: Blasquez 1961, pp. 25-42, pl. VIII, fig. 10. 
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one is more complete), of a simple twisted loop type which may have had a 
zoomorphic terminal, possibly a lion's head. 
HAIRSTYLE 
The hair is arranged in an elaborate hairstyle very similar to that of 174d, parted 
in the middle at the front, and pulled fairly tightly towards the back. From the 
crown of the head the hair is divided in four braids which are turned around the 
back of the head. The details of the braids, indicated by incisions in the clay 
with a sharp, pointed tool, are poorly rendered. At the back the hair is again 
divided in four braids falling vertically down the neck to shoulder level, which 
are partly covered by the mass of braids turning around the head. Thes-efour 
braids fall gently as ringlets on the neck. The details are obtained in the same 
fashion as before. A twisted lock of hair falls at the sides of the face and behind 
the ears to neck level. In front of the ears is one small single ringlet of hair. 
PARALLELS 
A close parallel for F4j is in the MGE, from Caere, clearly the same type and a 
better example; it shows similar expression with slightly open mouth and tilted 
head, but different earring style". Another head in the MGE shows similarities 
in expression and features and comparable hairstyle". This type of hairstyle is 
present on a number of heads in the MGE collection, particularly comparable 
to F4j on two examples, one of which also displays the same type of lion-head 
earrings". The hairstyle on F4j is clearly a later development from the version 
on Rd, originating in the 5th century and lasting until the late 4th-early 3rd 
centuries B. C., as substantiateiby the presence of the earring style typical of 
that date later"'. 
FEMALE BEAD: BM. 1839.2-14.27 FU 
122 Inv. no. 13957; Vessberg 1941, pl. XCII, no. 34. 
123 Inv. no. 13999; Hafnerl965, pl. 20, no. 4; pl. 2l, no. l. 
124 Inv. nos. 13880 and 13941: Hafner 1965, pl. 20, nos. 3,4. 
125 Hafner 1965, pp. 53-53; Becatti 1955, pl. CMI, no. 418 ab; Chapter 7. 
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Campanari Collection 
SIZE 
H. 28.7cm; base chin to forehead 15.2cm; external eye comers 8.3cm; internal 
eye comer to ear lobe 8.6cm; mouth 3.7cm. 
CLAY 
Light creamy-yellow colour, fairly smooth to the touch, numerous inclusions 
visible, very fine to medium in size, mostly black volcanic crystals, 
red-brown-orange pozzolana, some quartz crystals. Traces of red pigment 
surviving on the surface. 
ANATOMY 
Female head with long, narrow face and delicate features, high cheek bones and 
wide forehead; the chin is rounded and presents a small manufacture fault on 
the underside. The face shows an intense, concentrated expression, the head is 
slightly turned to the left and tilted forward, with the eyes gazing downward, 
giving the impression of wanting to be seen from a lower position. The eyes are 
large and oblong slightly deep-set with pupil and iris rendered by incisions and 
dot but the narrow eye-lids are poorly defined. The brow-nose line is 
continuous, the nose is long and narrow with a wide bridge and fleshy nostrils, 
turning up slightly at the tip. The mouth, fairly large with fuller lower lip, is 
slightly parted. The ears are not rendered in detail. The long narrow neck flares 
out slightly to form the base. 
HAIRSTYLE 
The hair is parted in the middle with ondulating locks swept away from the face 
and combed loosely to the sides falling on the neck and behind the ears leaving 
them mostly uncovered. A twisted, corkscrew-shaped lock of hair falls at each 
side of the neck behind the ears. At the back and side of the head the hair falls, 
fairly straight, to the base of the neck. The hair is modelled in detail up to the 
top of the head including the back, worked in the round but the hair is indicated 
simply by shallow incisions in the clay. At the back of the head is a roundel, a 
kind of small hair- bun made by an applied ring of clay. Traces of red pigment 
are present on the hair 
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PARALLELS 
In the MGE are a number of heads related to Rk but not identical". ' They 
share the same hairstyle and rendering of the back of the head with the roundel, 
and comparable facial type. One head in the MGE shows a different hair style 
but the same facial type"'. Rk and F4j possibly share the prototype. Their 
relationship is beýt illustrated by the sequence of heads in the MGE, related to 
both. Unusual is the roundel at the back of the heads which, Kaschnitz von 
Weinberg explains as: il prolungamento conico a mo' di fagotto dietro 
l'occipite che probabilmente avri servito per fissare il busto ad, una parete. ", 
justifying its existence as a practical device for the suspension of the object to 
the wall"'. However, for that purposes, a simple hole at the back of the head is 
a more common and practical device than a roundel; the heads suspended on 
walls had, generally, flatter backs; the heads from this group are all invariably 
modelled in the round and the backs have some detail. Suspension would have 
been awkward as most of the roundels are not deep enough to allow for safe 
suspension. The roundel is present only on a few heads, all of a similar type and 
similar hairstyle, probably associated to the same prototype. It is possible that 
this group of heads, may be the product of a single workshop, and that the 
craftsman involved may have used the clay roundel as his own peculiar marking 
device. 
FEMALE HEAD BM. 1839.2-14.33 F41 
Campanari Collection 
SIZE 
H. 25cm; base chin to forehead 14.5cm; external eye comers 7.5cm; mouth 
3.3cm; internal eye comer to earlobe 9cm. 
126 Inv. nos. 13941,13909,13928,13927,13940. 
127 Inv. no. 13999: Ilafncr 1965, pl. 20, no. 4, pl. 21, no. l. 
128 Kaschnitz-Wcinbcrg 1925, p. 347. 
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CLAY 
Dull, pale creamy colour, external surface dark possibly due to dirt and 
decayed pigment. Numerous inclusions visible, small in size, mostly black 
volcanic particles, quartz crystals and red pozzolana. 
ANATOMY 
Female head modelled in the round but flattened at the back. The face is 
round-shaped, full and wide across the middle, fairly low ogival forehead, the 
chin is round and full with a small dimple in the middle, the cheeks are broad 
and fleshy. The eyes are small and rounded, close to the bridge of the nose with 
sharply defined upper and lower lids, the brow-nose line is pronounced. The 
nose is long and straight with pointed tip and fleshy, pinched nostrils. The 
mouth is small, placed close to the nose with full lower lip, slightly curling up 
at the comers in a suggestion of smile. The neck is broken but probably flared 
out at the base. The ears, part of the front mould, are quite large and slightly 
projecting to the sides. From the ears hang a pair of earrings of a type with 
round stud and pyramidal-shaped pendent. The face was probably painted red 
as traces of pigment survive. 
HAIRSTYLE 
The hair, parted in the middle, is swept back behind the ears in wavy bands and 
falls in ringlets down the neck to shoulder level. At the top of the head is a kind 
of ridge produced by the join of the back and front mould, which, on this 
example, has not been smoothed out completely or covered up by some 
decorative element. From this point the back of the head is poorly defined 
without much detail except for a few shallow, incised vertical lines indicating 
the strands of hair. 
PARALLELS 
In the MGE are a number of heads from Caere of the same typeas F41`9 and 
some of related type"'. One head in Pavia, also from Caere and ex-Vatican 
129 Inv. no. 13909: lWher 1965, p. 54, pl. 2 1, no. 4. 
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collection, is very close to F41 and is comparable in size"'. F41 shows 
similarities with a type present at the deposit by the Ara della Regina in 
Tarquinia"'. The examples in Pavia and Tarquinia introduce a difference in the 
hairstyle on the rear mould with a protruding knot as on F4k and other heads in 
the MGE collection. Of similar type is a head from Cales, corresponding in size 
but with different earrings and modified hairstyle"'. For the Vatican heads, 
Kaschnitz-Weinberg suggests Greek models of late 4th early 3rd centuries 
B. C. " * For F41 a dating within the first half of the 3rd century B. C. can also be 
ventured by the style of the earrings. 
FEMALE BEAD: BM. 183 9.2-14.30 F4m 
Campanari Collection 
SIZE 
H. 27cm; base chin to forehead 15cm; external eye comers 8cm; internal eye 
comer to ear lobe 8.3cm; mouth 32. cm. 
CLAY 
Pale creamy colour, hard bake, many inclusions visible, mostly small black 
volcanic crystals and some mica. 
ANATOMY 
Fine female head modelled in the round with long and narrow face, the slanting 
forehead is very wide and high, the chin is very prominent and rounded with a 
130 In particular inv. no. 13927 which also wears the same iype of earrings: Hafhcr 1965, 
pl. 21, no. 3. 
131 H. 27.5cm, chin to forehead 14cm: Invernizzi- Tomaselli-Zczza 1983, pp. 29-30, 
no. T14. 
132 Comella 1982, pl. 32, a-B2. VI. 
133 Blazqucz 1968-9, fig. 2. 
134 Kaschnitz-Wcinberg 1924-25, p. 335. 
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dimple in the middle, the cheeks are full and soft. The neck is very long and 
slender flaring towards the base, the whole head is slightly tilted backwards. 
The eyebrows are pronounced and very close to the eyes with a strong 
brow-nose fine, the eyes are large and almond-shaped, slightly deep-set with 
heavy upper eyelids, the details of which are realistically rendered with the use 
of a sharp finishing tool. The pupil is indicated by an incised circle and dot, but 
only the right one is now visible. The nose is broad but not too long, with 
fleshy tip and nostrils. The mouth is small with shapely, parted full lips, the 
upper one curls up at the comers in a smile, creating curious little bulges at the 
sides of the mouth. The ears, which are well defined, are large and flaring out 
at the top. One earring survives on the right ear in the shape of a circular stud 
from which a drop pendant with a small round terminal hangs. 
HAIRSTYLE 
The hair, parted in the middle, is divided in a series of thick ripples swept away 
from the temples to the sides of the head just above the ears which are left free. 
The front of the hair is rendered plastically with many details obtained by a 
series of deeper and shallower incisions in the clay. This portion of hair is part 
of the front mould. The hairstyle was probably intended to be seen from a 
frontal position as the back is totally lacking in details. The rear and top of the 
head is poorly defined, although the back of the head is modelled fully in the 
round, with the hair very simply indicated by a few shallow incised lines 
running irregularly from the top towards the neck which is totally free. The 
hairstyle displayed on tfiýs head is not related to the Schldfenlocke, as on most 
other head of this group, but is an hybrid between a Melon coiffure and a 
Knidian style, fashionable during the later part of the 4th century B. C. and most 
of the 3rd century B. C. 
PARALLELS 
The elongated face and neck with delicate features is reminiscent of the style of 
the Tanagra and south Italian figurines of the late 4th early 3rd century ]3. C. 335 
One head of this type from Caere, from a closely related matrix of following 
135 The hair rendering on this head is much like a small head from Campania in the 
Louvre which also shows similar physiognomic characteristics: Basques 1986, D. 3979, 
pl. I 15j. 
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generation is in Pavia, ex-Vatican colle6tion". In the MGE is one head of this, 
type with longer hairstyle and different earrings"'. Veiled examples of this type 
from Caere are in the Villa Giulia Museum"'. A votive head from Satricum 
presents some obvious affinities with Rm'". The modelling of the hair is very 
similar, as are some facial features particularly the rendering of the mouth, ' 
parted with fleshy almost swollen lips, the fleshy nose and the large staring 
eyes: all these details seem to indicate a common prototype. The two heads 
also display the same type of earrings. 
136 H. 23.5cm, inv. no. 82/15: Invernizzi-Tomaselli-Zczza 1983, pp. 30-3 1, no. T15,0.152. 
137 11.26cm, inv. no. 13927: Hafncr 1965, pl. 2 1, no. 3'. 
138 Vighi 1959, pl. 19, no. 2; pl. 24, no. 4. 
139 Donacasa 1958, pp. 3745, pl. III, nos. 2-3. Donacasa suggests for the votive head from 
Satricum, a dependence on Tarcntine models inspired by Greek sculpture of the 5th and 4th 
centuries D. C. 
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GROUPS 
This group includes only three examples affiliate primarily by the Melon 
hairstyle. Two heads: F5a (BM. 1885.1-17.2) and F5b (13M. 1756.1-1.927) are 
pervaded by south Italian hellenising quality of style and form, with no trace of 
Italic element. 
F5c (BM. 1772.3-16.1) shows the raw Italic core often seen in the more 
popular works, particularly terracottas, amongst the indigenous population of 
Campania and Samnium'. The heavy bullae necklace displayed on this head is 
another distinctive Italic touch. Head 175c is an unusually crude example, made 
even more atypical by the profusion of ornaments and details on the hair and by 
the jewelicry displayed by such a poor piece. The hairstyle on head F5c is not 
an authentic Mclon coiffure, but rather an hybrid of a style akin to the Knidian 
coiffure. A very similar hairstyle is shown on a late 3rd-2nd centuries B. C. 
bronze vase in PariS2 . The Campanian origin of this head is stressed by 
similarities with later 3rd century B. C. examples from Capua. On one Capuan 
head comparable hairstyle is present, together with the same peculiar rosette 
diadem in the middle of the forehead'. 
FSa and F5b, although at first impact different in appearance, share a common 
model of inspiration, and their expression and features, in particular the mouth 
and the nose, are comparable. The model for the prototypes is a portrait herm 
said to be of the poetess Korinne by the 4th century artist Silanion, as known 
I Chapter 6, paragraph 11. 
2 Babelon-Blanchct 1895, no. 255, p. I 11; Adam 1984, no. 42. 
3 Bonghi Jovino 1965, pl. =V, Lva 1; and from the Sanctuary of the Dea Marica at 
the Garigliano: Nfingazzini 1938, plJDM, no. 23. 
4 Born at Tanagra in the 6th century B. C., she was considcred by some the most beautiful 
woman of her time: Pausanias, IX, xxii, 3; Tatian, ad Gracc. XMIT, i, 16. 
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by a Roman copy at Astor Cliveden IEII, near London' (Fig. 9). The 
resemblance between the ioman copy and F5a is undoubtable: the profile line is 
identical, the shape of the spacious forehead, nose, eyes and brow-line, the 
parted lips, the long, graceful neck, the manner of carrying the head, the 
corresponding hairstyle rendered in very similar fashion. Even the way in which 
the ears are partly hidden under the hair strands at - the sides of the face 
correspond. No earrings are present on the herm, an addition on the votive 
head due to the Italic love of jewellery, but of a very discreet style unlike the 
more flamboyant types displayed on other examples. 
According to Tatian, a portrait statue of Korinna was made by Silanion in the 
first half of the 4th century B. C. ' A copy of this statue was recognised by 
Reinach in a terracotta statuette in Compi6gne that carries an inscription on its 
base: KOPIAWAý The statuette shows a melon coiffure not yet in fashion at the 
time of Korinna, demonstrating that it is an. idealized portrait, an invented 
likeness more in the tradition of the Tanagra terracottas of late 4th century 
B. C., and the type of the head is in line with contemporary, similar portraits on 
coins, as one of mid4th century B. C. representing Artemis from Orthagoria in 
northem Greece'. 
The poetess is represented on the Compi6gne statuette wearing a long chiton 
and hymAtion covering the left shoulder, like F5b. The likeness between the 
Roman herm and the Compiegne statuette identify the herm as a portrait of 
Korinna; in turn, the likeness of the votive heads with the herm but also with 
the statuette, offers little doubt about the model of inspiration for these heads. 
On the Compiegne statuette the melon coiffure is rendered in a manner very 
5 Schmidt 1932, pp. 239-303, fig. 32; Richter 1965, voll, no. 144-1; Sande 1992, pp. 43-56, 
figs. 6-7. 
6 Tatian, Contra Gracc., 52. 
7 Reinach S. Revue Arch. XXMI, 1898, p. 164, pl. 5; Bernoulli 1901,1, p. 88, fig. 14. 
8 Bieber 196 1, p. 44, figs. 120-123; Gacbler H. 'Die antikcn Mtlnzen Nord-Griechcnlands: 
Orthagoria. ' vol. 111, part 2 Die Antikcn MiJnzcn von Makcdonia und Paionia, Berlin 1935, 
pl. XVIII, nos. 21.23, pp. 92. 
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similar to that on F5a. The hairstyle on this head is more common in the Greek 
world in the 3rd century D. C. '. 
At Capua the melonenfiisur appears first at the end of the ,, ý.. 
' 4thearly 
3rd centuries D. C. "'. A group of votive terracotta heads with melon coiffure 
from Capua, show some stylistic resemblance with the type of F5a, suggesting 
for this type a possible Campanian origin", However, one bust from the votive 
deposit in the "Via della Societi Operaia" in Arezzo shows evident stylistic 
affinities with F5a and a similar sensitivity of modelling. The head from Arezzo, 
assumed to have been influenced by the art of Praxiteles has been dated to the 
early 2nd century D. C. ". The hairstyle is also rendered in a very similar manner. 
F5b is a small, fine head which reveals a certain elegance, the details are very 
sensitively treated with confidence, showing that the prototype is close to its 
Hellenistic model. The type of this head is also linked to Sicilian Hellenistic 
terracottas of the 2nd quarter of the 3rd century B. C., as similarities can be, 
noted with examples from Morgantina". The Siceliot examples show 
comparable rendering of the features, with full oval face, large eyes, swelling 
lips and melon coiffure bound in a high knot. 
Melon coiffure of this type is not common amongst terracotta votive heads in 
central Italy, but is found on 3rd century B. C. Campanlaw examples from 
Capua, which also show some dim stylistic comparisons The particular type 
9 Thompson 1963, p. 40. The series of terracottas from Troy show that the large 
doughnut-shapc coil at the back of the head formed by twined plaits as found on this head, is 
worn by examples of the late 4th early 3rd centuries B. C. Soon after the coil shrinks to a 
smaller size and in the second half of the 3rd century B. C. it grows even smaller. The circlet, 
or fillet, wom over the melon coiffure is also found at Troy on examples all dating to the 3rd 
century B. C.: Thompson 1963, p. 44. 
10 Bonghi Jovino 1965, p. 24. 
II Bonghi Jovino 1965, pls. XXVI-, NXVII, in particular fig. 1, lia 1. 
12 Arte e Civilth degli Etruschl, no. 37 1; Santuari dEtruria, pp. 181-182, no. 10.3.3. 
13 Bell 198 1, pl. 39, no. 147. 
14 Bonghi Jovino 1965, pl.. NXVI, no. 4, pi., NXVII, nos. 14. 
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of melon coiffure displaýed on head F5b is rather comparable also1o'the 
terracottas from Troy". 
F5b shows some stylistic affinities with a small bronze bust from Vuld in the 
Museo Gregoriano Etrusco, dated to the middle of the 3rd century B. C'6. 
Although the terracotta is, for once, superior in quality, they can be compared 
in size and form: both busts with rounded shoulders and chiton with narrow 
straps fastened by large hemispherical brooches. The two busts also share the 
same melon coiffure with segments and bow-knot. 
FEMALE HEAD: BM. 1885.1-17.2 F5a 
Purchased from Sig. A. Mele 
SIZE 
H. 23cm; base of chin to forehead 13.5cm; external eye comers 6.3cm; mouth 
2.6cm; internal eye comer to ear lobe 7.5cm. 
CLAY 
Pale orange-pink colour, powdery surface, numerous inclusions visible on the 
surface, fine in size, only a few larger black volcanic particles, mostly red 
pozzolana, some quartz crystals and few small flints. 
ANATOMY 
15 Thompson 1963, p. 43, pl. XLIV, nos. 205-6. According to Thompson the low bow is a 
typical style of the 3rd century B. C. and used as a knot for the mclonenfrisur. This type of 
melon coiffure appears on major sculpture in the last quarter of the 4th century B. C. but on 
minor arts not until. the 3rd century B. C.: Bell 1981, p. 66. 
16 Inv. no. 12164; Kilmer 1977, fig. 202. 
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Female head modelled in the round. The face is round and full with a high 
curved forehead, the chin is rounded and not too prominent in profile the 
cheeks are broad and full. The eyes are small, close-set and almond-shaped, 
carefully executed in detail with pronounced upper and lower eyelids, defined 
by deep incisions, and linear, arched eyebrows. The nose is short, straight and 
narrow, pointed at the tip with fleshy nostrils defined by deep incisions. In 
profile the forehead and nose form a continuous line. The shapely small mouth 
has full, slightly parted lips, the ears, partly covered by the hair, display a pair 
of earrings of simple type probably small circular pendants attached to a 
circular stud. The neck flares out to form a ring base on which the head stands; 
this head appears to have been made in one single mould. This expressive head 
is well made from a good, sharp matrix. 
HAIRSTYLE 
This head displays a typical melonenfrisur. The hair is divided in sections, 
twelve wide strands starting from the forehead, pulled at the back partly 
covering the ears, and tied in a large doughnut-shape bun. The details of the 
hair are rendered with deep and shallow incisions diagonally placed on the 
surfaceof the strands, each section created by very deep horizontal incisions 
along the head from front to back. At the top of the head is a simple, narrow 
ribbon or fillet, which may also be a diadem with nodus Herculeus. 
FEMALE BBAD: BM. 1756.1-1.927 F5b 
Sloane Collection, acquired in Italy for Sloane by the Abbd Sterbini 
SIZE 
H. 16.5cm; max. width 7.5cm; max. shoulder width 12cm; base of chin to 
forehead 7.7cm; mouth I. Scm; external eye comers 4cm; nose 2.3cm; internal 
eye comer to ear lobe 4cm. 
CLAY 
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Orange-creamy colour, surface slightly powdery, fairly smoý'th t6 the toucfiý 
little inclusions visible on the surface, thin walls c. 0.7cm at the base. Light in 
weight, half shoulder restored. 
ANATOMY 
Small female head and shoulders, the face is oval in shape, well proportioned 
with high and fairly prominent cheek-bones, rounded chin and wide forehead. 
The eyes are delicately and carefully 
'defined, 
slightly almond-shaped and 
deep-set. The eyebrows are prominent, the irises and pupils are marked with 
incision and central dot now mostly faded due to the powdery consistency of 
the clay. The nose is straight and narrow with well defined tip and nostrils. The 
mouth is small with full, slightly parted lips, the ears are poorly rendered in 
detail with only one earring surviving on the left ear, of simple drop-pendant 
type. The round shoulders, terminating just above the breasts, are wrapped in a 
garment fastened at the top of the shoulder by a fibula. Around the neck is a 
necklace, visible just above the folds of the garment, of simple tubular torques 
type with lateral incisions possibly indicating a twisted chain. All the details are 
rendered with the aid of a sharp tool on the finished product before firing. This 
head is modelled front and back, the joint between the front'and rear mould is 
barely visible except on the top of the head, where the hairstyle is probably 
meant to cover i. 
HAIRSTYLE 
The hair, parted in the middle, is divided in a series of waved segments swept 
towards the back of the head. On the top of the head ýs a kind of "bow knot", 
which seems to have been applied separately, on it is a small hole or vent. A 
larger vent-hole is also at the back of the head, where the strands of hair 
converge. At the sides of the face the hair covers the ears and at the front 
delicate locks, the details of which are finely rendered by shallow incisions, 
form an undulating frame around the face. 
FEMALE HEAD: BM. 1772.3-16.1 F5c 
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Hamilton Collection: total of 12 mentioned by DHarcanville, nos. 1 -4 identified 
by 1978, said to have been found in a tomb in Campania. 
SIZE 
H. 15cm; max. width 6cm; width of the base 8.5cm; base of chin to forehead 
9.2cm; external eye comers 5.5cm; mouth 2.2cm; internal eye comer to ear 
lobe 4.8cm. 
CLAY 
Deep red colour, patchy surface due to the uneven firing, rough to the touch, 
numerous inclusions visible, small to large in size, ill sorted and angular, mostly 
black spongy volcanic, some mica, many quartz crystals, some white chalky 
particles. Heavy in weight. 
ANATOMY 
Female head, very crude and lacking realism. Rectangular- shaped face with 
square pronounced chin, the forehead is low but wide, the cheek bones are high 
but flat. The eyebrows are thick and very pronounced forming a protruding 
arch above the elongated eyes, narrow and simply rendered by an applied strip 
of clay slit across. The nose is long and narrow with pronounced fleshy nostrils 
(damaged at the tip). The mouth is large with full, slightly pouting lips sharply 
defined. The ears are not rendered in any detail but one earring survives on the 
right side, in the form of a simple stud. Around the broad, square neck is a 
heavy bullae necklace formed by a string and three pendants, a circular central 
one and two lateral oblong-shaped decorated by crude incisions. The neck 
expands to form a base. 
HAIRSTYLE 
The hair, parted in the middle and divided in longitudinal segments, is pulled at 
the back of the head and tied firmly into a long bun projecting from the centre 
of the back of the head. The bun is hollowed and is fastened by a fillet, or tress 
wrapped around it three times, rendered by a narrow, flat coil of clay. On the 
top of the head the hair is held by a fillet or ribbon, which disappears under the 
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nape of the neck behind the ears. The ribbon is simply indicated by deep 
incisions in the clay, also the details of the hair strands are rendered by deep 
incisions in the clay, running from the forehead to the back of the head. 
Particularly deep is the incision that runs longitudinally across the head. Just 
above the forehead is a diadem of "flower and myrtle" type. This head seems to 
have been made in a single piece. 
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GROUP6 
The heads in this group have in common a certain androgynous character, 
conveyed partly by the strong features, but mostly by the hairstyle. The types in 
this group are related to each other. 
F6aII (BM. 1839.2-14.37), a small juvenile figure, is, although at first impact 
quite different from it, a derivative of MI Q3M. 1839.2-14.28) as can be 
determined by the correspondence in the shape of eyes, nose and mouth. 
F6aH is, in turn, comparable to F6bH (BM. 1974.8-12.12) by the similar 
hairstyle with large, S-shaped forelocks. The two heads, however, differ 
compleatly in facial type and F6bII is derived from the type of F6bI 
(BM. 1839.2-14.32). 
F6bI also shows large forelocks but circular, rather than S-shaped, and is 
related in type to F&I and to a group of popular male heads. Both heads have 
parallels in the MGE collection with various modifications of hairstyle. In Pavia 
is one example of the type of F6bI that shows the hairstyle with S-5ýVed 
forelocks as on F6alI'. 
F6c (B. M. 1839.2-14.36), shows some similarities of expression and pose with 
F6bI, and a type of hairstyle similar to F6aI with irregular fringe. 
There is a distinct masculine character about F6bI, in the strong features and in 
the hairstyle, recalling Asiatic Hellenistic portraits of the Alexander 
iconography. The expression full of longing and pathos is a reflection of the 
later portraits of the Macedonian king, as is the "liores mane" of Lysippati 
extraction adopted in a more "baroque" manner. Stylistically the type of this 
head seems to be dependent from the art of the Great Altar of Pergamon, 
particularly evident in comparison with some heads on the frieze. Alike are the 
pathetic expression of the eyes, the long locks over the forehead, the strong but 
1 Invcmizzi-Tomasclli-Zczza, 1983, TIS, p. 33. 
2 Bicbcr 1964, pp. 64-65, pp. 70. 
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soft faces'. The deep-set eyes with overhanging brow, the flaring nostrils and 
the projecting chin are characteristics of the portraits of Eastern Hellenistic 
rulers, following the pattern set by the earlier representations of Alexander. The 
intensity of the expression is also compatible with late 3rd century B. C. 
"baroque" Hellenistic art. 
The hairstyle displayed on this head is dated in Etruria to the late 3rd-2nd 
centuries B. C. A fragmentary votive head from Tarquinia, dated to the middle' 
3rd century B. C., shows strong affinity in facial type and hairstyle with head 
F6bI". The head from Tarquinia is compared to a series of Hellenistic Tarentine 
antefixesý. However, the Tarentine connection is to be found, rather than in the 
antefixes much removed from the type of the votive head, in a group of 
gorgonea'. dated to the late 3rd, early 2nd centuries B. C. ' These objects, 
influenced by Eastern models of middle to late Hellenistic period characterised 
by the over-pathetic expression of the eyes and parted lips, show the same 
middle parting of the hair, large forelocks, and side locks curling inwards over 
the cheeks. 
A Caeretan origin for the types of this group is suggested by their affinity with 
similar heads from Caere, in particular with the examples from the large 
Vatican collection. 
3 Schuchardt 1925, pls. 24,26,3 1, 
4 Comclia 1982, pl. 30 b, B211, from the deposit at the Ara dclla Rcgina. 
5 Laviosa 1954, p. 242, no. 35, pl. LXMX: 4. 
6 The best examples arc a Tarcntine gorgonea, in the Antikenmuseum in Basel, probably 
from a terracotta medallion, which shows stylistic affinity with Pcrgamene coins of 3rd 
century B. C. and with the fricze on the Great Altar of Pcrgamon: Herdejilrgen 1978, p. 64, 
no. A68; Herdcjijrgcn 1982, no. 150, pp. 101-102. Also a silver gorgon head in medallion from 
Tarcntum shows the two high locks and similar facial characteristics: Segall B. 'Alexandria 
und Tarent. Eine Tarcntinische Fundgruppe des Filhcn Hellenismus. 1 Archaologischer 
Anzciger 1965, pp. 563, figs. 5-10. 
7 Also the terracottas in the Musco dcll'lstituto di Archeologia in Pavia, cx-Vatican 
collection Invcmizzi-Tomasclli-Zczza 1983. 
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FEMALE BEAD ftom statue: 13M. 1839.2-14.28 F6al 
Campanari Collection 
SIZE 
H. 28cm; base chin to forehead 10cm; external eye comers 8cm; nose 4.5cm; 
mouth 3.5cm; internal eye comer to ear lobe 8.5cm. 
CLAY 
Creamy-yellow colour, many inclusions visible on the surface, fine to medium 
in size with some larger lumps, mostly black volcanic crystals, red pozzolana, 
quartz crystals, some mica. Faint traces of red pigment on the hair and earrings. 
Heavy in weight. 
ANATOMY 
Fine female head possibly from statue, modelled in the round Nýih long oval 
face and strong and expressive features. The forehead is wide, the rounded and 
strong chin, presents a small dimple in the middle, the cheek-bones are high and 
pronounced. The eyes, oblong in shape with heavy upper eyelids, look slightly 
downward, the pupils and irises are rendered with incised circle and dot, the 
eyebrows are close to the eyes and pronounced. The nose is long and straight 
with a wide bridge and flaring nostrils. The large, shapely mouth has full 
slightly parted lips, both sharply outlined and only just curling up at the comers 
giving to the entire head a realistic and expressive look. The ears are placed 
quite high but are indicated with attempt to anatomical accuracy. From the 
earlobes hung a pair of earrings formed by a circular stud decorated probably in 
the centre with a rosette and a long triangular pendent; between the two is a 
half moon-shaped element, inside the right stud is visible a rosette. The neck is 
long and broad, around the neck is a necklace of open torque shape formed by 
a twisted loop with two terminals possibly of zoomorphic type. The ears and 
earrings are part of the rear mould. 
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HAIRSTYLE 
The hair is straight to shoulder level with flowing locks of hair behind the ears; 
there is no middle parting but over the forehead is an unusual flinge formed by 
irregular strands of hair starting from the crown of the head and combed 
forward. The side locks turn towards the centre of the forehead in a manner 
similar to the "pincers" hairstyle more common on male heads. The strands of 
hair on the ffinge terminate over the forehead and at the sides with small 
ringlets, S-shaped on the front and larger shapeless blobs at the sides and in 
front of the ears which are left uncovered. The back of the head is modelled in 
the round but is less well-finished than the front, the details of the hair defined 
simply by shallow, straight incisions in the clay, terminating in ringlets resting 
gently on the shoulders. 
PARALLELS 
The androgynous nature of this type of votive head can be checked on the male 
version of this type found at the deposit of Nfinerva Medica in Rome'. Hal 
almost certainly belongs to the same group of terracotta votive statues, male 
and female, of 3rd century D. C., best represented by two examples in Basel9. A 
male statue wearing a toga" , of a well known and common type amongst 
votive heads", shows the same peculiar hair rendering as F&I, with flame-like, 
snaky strands radiating from the crown of the head and brought over the 
forehead and sides of the face (in the fashion displayed by some people 
combing longer back hair forward to cover a bold patch). The type of the face 
is also similar, but is particularly like that of the female statue in Basel, which, 
in spite of the different hairstyle, shows great resemblance in features and 
expression with HaL The two female statues further share. the same type of 
open torques necklace. 
8 Gatti Lo Guzzo 1978, pDOCXV, GVI, GVI I. 
9 Hafner 1982, pp. 204-228, nos. 215-216. 
10 Hafncr 1969, pp. 23-46, figs. 28,35,38, pls. 13,22; Hafher 1966-67, pl. 18, no. 47; 
11afner G. 'Eine Etruskische Bildnisstatue aus Terrakotta im Sucrmondt Museum, Aachen. ' 
Aachen Kunstblatter XXXIV, 1967, p. 24. 
11 The type is derived from that of the group 1839.2-14.3/4/5/12/15, and is particularly 
like the smaller, younger heads 1839.2-14.22/24/50 in the hairstyle over the forehead. 
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In the MGE there is a close Caeretan parallel from related matrix, with similar 
earrings, but different hairstyle with middle parting". Also from Caere are a 
number of fragmentary heads from the deposit at "Vignaccia" in the Lowie 
Museum at Berkeley which show strong similarity with F6aI 13 . Although'the 
upper part is missing these heads display the same nose and mouth outline, 
strong dimpled chin, nostrils and comers of lips emphasized by a sharply 
pointed instrument. The hair is also long with flowing locks behind the ears to 
the shoulders. The modelling at the back of the head also closely compares. 
One of the fragmentary Caeretan heads displays a torque with animal protomes 
14 
of a type similar to that of F&I .A similar necklace and earrings are displayed 
also on a terracotta, bust from Ariccia in the Museo delle Terme in Rome". 
FEMALE BEAD: BM. 1839.2-14.37 F6all, 
Campanari collection. 
SIZE 
H. 18.5cm; base of chin to forehead 10.6cm; external eye comers 5.6cm, mouth 
2.2cm. 
CLAY 
Dull grey surface, possibly light creamy colour inside, few inclusions visible on 
the surface, fine to coarse in size, mostly black volcanic particles, red 
pozzolana. Traces of red pigment survive on the face and neck. 
12 Inv. no. 13927; Hafher 1965, pl. 2 1, no. 3. 
13 Nagy 1988, pp. 122-123, figs. 60-62, pls. XXX. X=, IM 1, IA42. 
14 Nagy 1988, fig 62, pl. )CXXI. For the necklace p. 301 no. 7. 
15 Inv. no. 112375: Roma me&o Repubblicana, pp. 321-324, pls. IXI-L)aV. 
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ANATOMY 
Head of young girl modelled in the round. Oval full face, slightly chubby, full 
cheeks and rounded chin with small dimple. The forehead is broad and high, 
the eyebrows are close to the eyes, little pronounced and slightly downturning, 
the eyes are small and almond-shaped. The nose is long, turning outwards at 
the tip, with wide, fleshy nostrils, the mouth is small, close to the nose with 
slightly parted, pouting lips. The ears are covered by the hair, the neck is broad 
and forms a small ring-base. 
HAIRSTYLE. 
The hair is long and straight, falling around the face and neck in layered 
strands, with a kink at the ends. On the forehead are two large S-shaped locks, 
full and pointed at the ends, the locks at the side cover part of the cheeks. The 
details are rendered by numerous incisions with a sharp tool. The back of thý 
head is smoothed and no details are shown. 
PARALLELS 
F6aII is derived from the type of F6aI. One head_of this type from Caere of 
very closely related matrix is in the MGE", and one, also from Caere of closely 
related matrix, is in Pavia". 
FEMALE HEAD: BM. 1839.214.32 F6bl 
Campanari Collection 
SIZE 
H. 24.5cm; base chin to forehead 13cm; external eye comers 7cm; mouth 
2.7cm; internal eye comer to earlobe 6.5cm. 
16 Inv. no. 13938: Vcssberg 1941, p. 283, PI. XCI, nos. 4-5; Hafncr 1965, p. 57, ý1.23, no. 4. 
17 Ex Vatican collcction: Invcmizzi-Tomasclli-Zczza 1983, T19, p. 34, p. 154. 
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CLAY 
Light creamy-pink colour, surface quite smooth to the touch, numerous 
inclusions visible, medium to large in size, mostly black volcanic particles, red 
pozzolana, some quartz crystals. 
ANATOMY 
Female head and neck modelled in the round, the neck is damaged at the base, 
the head is restored. The face is oval and full with high cheek-bones and a 
strong slightly projecting chin, the forehead is spacious and free. The eyebrows 
are low, close to the eyes and overhanging. The eyes are small, almond-shaped, 
close-set and slightly deep-set with well-defined upper eyelids and lightly 
incised pupils. The nose, short and straight has wide, flaring nostrils and a wide 
bridge, the effect is that of a boxer-like, broken nose. The small, full mouth, 
placed closely to the nose, shows slightly parted lips curling at the comers, 
conferring to the face a somewhat sullen expression. The ears are flattened, 
scarcely visible and clearly part of the back mould together with the hair. The 
neck forms a simple ring base. 
HAIRSTYLE 
The hair, parted in the middle, is layered with longer strands on the back of the 
neck and shorter ones swept towards the face. The forelocks over the forehead 
form two wide, almost circular curls, curving not to the sides of the face but 
inwards. Down the sides of the face are a series of short strands combed 
towards the cheeks. Behind the ears and on the back of the head the longer hair 
is combed straight. 
PARALLELS 
In a Swiss private collection is a bronze male statuette, dated to the 3rd-2nd 
centuries B. C., believed to be from Caere, showing a very similar hairstyle. " 
F6bI shows affinities with the type of male heads of Group 17, both in facial 
type and in the rendering of the side locks. It is likely that the female version of 
18 Mtten-Docringer 1967, p. 183, no. 187. 
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this type is adapted from the male. One head of this type comes from 
Tarquinia"'. 
Two terracotta votive heads of the same type are in the MGE, 'one with slightly 
longer hairstyle', and one with the same clinging hair to the neck but different 
front modellingý'. 
The same type of head but with slightly modified hairstyle at the sides of the 
face is found in the votive deposit of Minerva Medica, on the Esquiline in 
Rome, dated to the 2nd century B. C. 2ý and at Veii73 
FEMALE HEAD: BM. 1974.8-12.12 F6bII 
SIZE 
H. 18cm, base chin to forehead 9.5cm; external eye comers 5cm; mouth 2.4cm; 
internal eye comer to ear lobe 5.7cm. 
CLAY 
Pink-orange colour, fine purified clay with few small inclusions visible on the 
surface, mostly black volcanic and red pozzolana. 
ANATOMY I 
Small head of young girl modelled in the round, the joining point between the 
two mould is clearly visible behind the frontal locks of hair. The face is oval 
and long with full cheeks and round chin, the forehead is spacious and high. 
19 Comella 1982, pl. 30 b, B211. 
20 Inv. no. 13856. 
21 Inv. no. 13909: flafner 1965, pl. 21, fig. 4. 
22 Gatti Lo Guzzo 1978, pp. 89-90, pl. XXXV, GV, 1. 
23 Torclli 1973, p. 23 1, fig. 105, no. 5. 
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The eyebrows are low and pronounced, the eyes are small and almond-shaped, 
the nose is short with wide, fleshy nostrils and rounded tip in profile. The 
mouth is large with shapely, full, lips parted into a smile. The ears are very 
poorly represented, the neck is long and broad turning outwards into a base- 
ring. 
HAIRSTYLE 
.1 
The short hair is delineated in details only at the front, on the back is simply 
indicated by a few, wide, deep incisions radiating from the middle of the head. 
Over the forehead the hair is rendered in large S-shaped curls, wide at the top 
and pointed at the ends; at the sides are a series of two smaller curls and in 
front of the ears is a curl indicated by a lump of clay. The details of the hair 
strands are evidenced by incisions with a sharp tool. 
F6blI is derived from the type of MI. 
FEMALE HEAD: BM. 1839.2-14.36 F6c 
Campanari collection 
SIZE 
H. 19cm; base of chin to forehead 10.5cm; external eye comers 5.9cm; mouth 
2.6cm; internal eye comer to ear lobe 6.8cm. 
CLAY 
Dull creamy clay, numerous coarse inclusions visible on the surface, mostly 
red/brown pozzolana and black volcanic particles. The surface is very dark due 
to grit and decayed pigment. 
ANATOMY 
Female head of young girl modelled in the round and cut-off at the neck. The 
face is oval in shape with full cheeks and round chin, slightly slanting in profile, 
the forehead is wide but low, mostly covered by the hair. The eyebrows are 
little pronounced and flat, the eyes are small and oblong in shape, quite 
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accurately outlined with sharp downturning outer corners. The nose is short, 
straight with wide, fleshy nostrfls and upturned tip in profile, the mouth is small 
with deep indentations at the sides of the shapely full lips. The ears are crudely 
rendered, the neck is damaged on the left side. 
HAIRSTYLE 
The hair is long and straight, the strands of hair radiating from the crown at the 
back of the head and rendered in details by grooves and ridges, are brought 
forward to the sides, 'neck and over the forehead. On the forehead and sides a 
series of irregular strands form a wide fringe that joins the hair on the neck 
covering in part the ears. 
PARALLELS 
One head of this type is in Munich. This head has some affinities with the type 
of male head MI MI. 
24 Wcst 1933, p. 25, pl. Vl, nos. 17-17a. 
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GROUP7 
The heads included in this group, are representations of two female children 
and are among the finest examples of votive heads in the British Museum 
collection. Their quality is better than the average, mass-produced standard, 
approaching individual, almost portrait-like quality not unlike late Republican 
terracotta busts. Their individuality promotes a later dating, at the close of the 
tradition of the votive heads, in the late 2nd century B. C. However, the 
presence on F7a (BM. 1959.6-12.1) of loop earrings with lion's head terminal, 
of 3rd century B. C. type, casts a reservation on the dating of this fine example, 
in spite of the evident effort to portray individual character. 
The same hairstyle as portrayed on F7b (BM. 1839.2-14.38) is present. on the 
head of a young woman, not a child, in the collection of votive terracottas in 
the MGE'. The hair rendering is virtually identical, the same forelock turning 
sideways and ruffled strands are also displayed. The presence of this style of 
coiffure, particularly ofthe detail of the wind swept locks, on more than one 
head of different age group, seems to indicate that a well known type, possibly 
based on an Hellenistic model, is represented. Kaschnitz-Weinberg recognised 
for the head in the MGE the influence of Greek Classicising portraiture of the 
2nd century B. C. 2 
FEMALE CfHLD: BM. 1959.6-12.1 F7a 
Found unregistered 
SIZE 
H. 15cm; base of chin to forehead 8.9cm; external eye comers 5.4cm; mouth 
2.6cm. 
Inv. no. 13906: Vessberg 1941, pl. XCII, nos. 1-2; Kaschnitz-Weinbcrg 1925, pp. 325-350, 
fig. 5; Hafner 1965, pl. 24 nos. 34. 
Kaschnitz-Weinbcrg 1925, p. 336. 
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CLAY 
Light pink in Colour, numerous inclusions visible, fine to coarse in size, mostly 
black volcanic particles, white shelly, quartz crystals, mica, red pozzolana. 
Quite heavy in weight. 
ANATOMY 
Head of female child cut short to the neck (partly damaged). This charming 
head is one of the few that stands out as a personalised interpretation of an 
individual or rather of a type of individual, in this case of a small, smiling 
cheeky girl, full of character and life. The modelling of the head, although 
sketchy, is obviously carried out with confidence by a skilful hand and it could, 
have been made in one piece without the use of a matrix. The smile is the 
dominant characteristic on the child's head as it affects all its features: the face 
is round and full, with the chubby cheeks puffed up by the smile. The forehead 
is broad but not high, as it is mostly covered by the hair, the chin, wide and' 
rounded, present a small dimple in the middle. The small eyes are elongated and 
squeezed up by the cheeks, the mouth is stretched and parted; the effect is very 
realistic. The nose is relatively long, narrow at the bridge with fleshy nostrils 
and up-tumed tip. The nostrils are accurately rendered with the breathing holes 
deeply incised to accentuate the lifelike effect, a- detail usually neglected in most 
votive heads. The mouth is also keenly portrayed, even if not minutely detailed, ' 
a few strokes of the stecca have created a very convincing result. The upper 
lip, stretched by the smile, is slightly curling upwards, the lower lip, separated 
from the upper by a slit wider at the comers, is rounded outwards almost in 
utterance of a laugh or shrill. The ears are covered by the hair, but one earring 
of ring shape type with lion's head terminal survives on the right side. 4 
HAIRSTYLE 
The straight bob hairstyle displayed by this head has a very "modem" look; 
strands of very straight hair, starting from the crown at the top of the head, run 
along the head, forming over the forehead a fringe neatly curving towards the 
temples and down to cover the ears. The line of the hair at the sides is also 
precisely cut in a oblique line terminating at the back of the head, above the 
neck in a gently rounded line. The mass of the hair appears to have been 
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applied to the head as a layer of clay subsequently modelled into streaks with 
details added as smaller incisions. 
FEMALE CHILD: BM. 1839.2-14.38' F7b 
Campanari Collection 
SIZE 
IL17.6cm; base chin to forehead 11.5cm; external eye comers 6cm; mouth 
2.8cm; internal eye comers to ear lobe 6.3cm; tip of nose to external eye comer 
4.3cm. 
CLAY 
Pale creamy colour, soft, partly purified clay, numerous inclusions visible, 
medium to small in size, mostly quartz crystals, black volcanic particles, red 
pozzolana. 
The inclusions are little visible on the smooth surface which is much darkened 
by deteriorated pigment. 
ANATOMY 
Head and neck of young girl with mischievous, slightly boyish, expression. The 
face is oval in shape with a high and wide forehead, compleatly exposed from 
the hair; the chin is rounded but pointed in profile, the cheeks are high and 
puffy. The eyebrows are straight and little emphasised, the expressive eyes are 
almond-shaped and sharply defined, particularly the inner comers. The eye 
contours are underlined with the sharp tool, the left eye is slightly larger than 
the right one. The nose is short and rounded on the nostrils in a child-like 
manner, the mouth is small with slightly parted lips curling upwards into a 
happy smile, accentuated by small dimples at the comers. The small ears are 
exposed, on the left lobe is a simple circular stud earring. The neck flares out 
into a base (damaged) just above shoulder level. 
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HAIRSTYLE 
The plain, straight hairstyle consists of strands combed close to the head giving 
the impression of fine, thin hair. At each side of the face is a parting starting 
from the crown of the head, dividing the central segment of hair into a fiinge, 
almost a forelock, curled towards the left (the tip of the lock is missing) and 
upwards. The temples are left free as is the forehead, at the sides a few strands 
of hair fall in front of the ears. Behind the head the hair is neatly combed 
straight down the nape of the neck, the hair strands are rendered with deep and 
shallow incisions in the clay, with some final retouch by hand. Here and there A 
few strands of hair twirl out, as if ruffled by the wind, like the flinge at the top 
of the head. This unusual detail of rebellious locks on the otherwise flattish 
hairstyle, adds to the childish charm of this head. 
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FEMALE GROUP MISCELLANEOUS 
This group includes examples that do not have any relationship with the other 
groups, or to each other, they may be comparable to some specific types but do 
not fit in their group. 
Fmt (BM. 1974.8-12.3), the first example, stands alone amongst the votive 
heads and is treated separately. 
Fma (13K1839.2-14.35) is the same type of Re, the two heads are very 
similar, especially in profile, but display a different hairstyle. The marked 
resemblance, the near size and comparable base ring, suggest that the matrices 
for these heads, although different, are almost contemporary placing Fma in the 
middle, or second half of the 3rd century B. C. The pathetic expression, the 
shape of the face, the parted lips, the slanting eyes, and particularly the hair 
arrangement suggest for this head affinity also with a type from Veii CampetLi'. 
The Veientine type is dated to the 2nd century B. C., a date probably too 
advanced for this head 2. 
FmbI (BM. 1982.9-29.7) exhibits a popular hairstyle with middle parting and 
with the hair swept to the sides in full waves as on head F21. 
Head Fmd (B. M. 1974.8-12.27) is related to the type of F2g, presenting, 
affinities with that head in the style of the modelling and in the rendering of the 
features, particularly the eye-line and the shape of the mouth. 
Fme (BM. 1772.3-16.3) shows a crudeness of style and of features, particularly 
the interpretation of the ears, eyes and hairstyle, with a band of hair just circling 
the head and plain top and back of the head, that compares it to some male 
Capuan examplee. This type, of purely indigenous Italic character, is unknown 
1 Vagnctti 197 1, pl. XM BIII. 
2 Comella 198 1, p. 786, BIY, fig. 24. 
3 Bonghi Jovino 1965, group Q, pl. XLVI. 3. 
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outside Campania and is dated to the 2nd century B. C. One female head from 
Capua shares the shape of the ears, eyes and the form of the necle. 
The appearance of head Fmf (BM. 1974.8-12.21) is very coarse and recalls 
funerary stone sculpture of primitive local Italic traditioný. ' 
Head Fmg (BM. 1982.9-29.8) is also very coarse, the poor preservation of it 
makes any comment superfluous. 
FEMALE ]HEAD with Tutulus: BM. 1974.8-12.3 ' Ft 
Found unregistered 
SIZE 
H. 18.5cm; external eye comers 4.8cm; nose 3.5cm; mouth 1.6cm; base chin to 
forehead 9.8cm; internal eye comer to lobe 5.5cm. 
CLAY 
Orange colour, darker in places due to uneven firing; numerous inclusions 
visible, very fine in size with only a small number of larger specks, mostly black 
volcanic particles, quartz crystals, mica, few flints. The head is solid, quite 
heavy and smooth to the touch. 
ANATOMY 
Female head and neck with base-ring wearing an Etruscan Tutulus. The face is 
long and narrow with flat cheek bones, wide forehead and round chin receding 
in profile. The eyebrows are prominent, the large staring, round eyes are 
rimmed by marked eye-lids in typical archaic Etruscan manner. The snub nose 
is long and straight, the mouth is very small with thick, slightly pouting lips. 
The large, crudely illustrated ears, are placed high on the sides of the head. The 
long cone-shaped neck, which turns out at the front into a ring-base, displays a 
4 Bonghi Jovino 1965, group D, pl. XV. al. 
5 Bianchi BandincVi-Giuliano 1985, p. 332, figs. 382-385. 
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pendants type necklace, only roughly modelled and clearly part of the matrix, 
fashioned by seven triangular-shaped elements suspended from a chain placed 
close to the throat. 
]HAIRSTYLE 
The hair, a scalloped fiinge shown as a solid mass, is visible only over the 
forehead and partly- at the sides as an irregularly waved edge. This style, 
common on archaic terracottas in Sicily and Magna GraecW, is often 
represented in Etruscan art, rendered in a manner close to terracotta antefixes 
of the late 6th early Sth centuries B. C. ' This hairstyle is also found on small 
votive bronze works of late 6th, early Sth centuriee. Within this band no detaHs 
are indicated by incisions or other means. At the back of the head is the conical, 
pointed shape characteristic of the late 6th, early 5th centuries B. C. hairstyle, 
consisting of long hair bound up on top of the head and hidden by a conical cap 
or tutulus, visible under a veil or mantle, with a stiff narrow brim just above the 
hair band. This hairstyle goes out of fashion by 480-470 B. C. ' 
PARALLELS 
This small head has a male equivalent in the Museo Nazionale, Naples". The 
two heads are virtually identical and presumably derived from a closely related 
6 Barra Bagnasco 1986, pp. 41-64; Letta 1971, pp. 30,45, p1s. IV, no. 1, VI, no. 1; 
Hcrdejargen 1971, pl. 3, nos. 8,4,10-14; Hcrdcj&gcn 1978, p. 20, A2, A3; Zancani Montumo 
P. 'DivinitA c tcmpli di Sibari e Thurii' AMMGrecia, 1972-73, pl. XLIII; Stoop W. M. 
'Acropoli sulla MottaAMMGrecia 1974-76, p. 20, pl. LVIII; Rizza G. 7, a grandc scultura. 
greca in Italia Meridionalc c in Sicilia'Arte Anfica e Moderna, Ml, 1960, fig. 23, nos. 1,4,8. 
7 From Satricum: Andrcn 1940, p. 472,11: 13f, pl. 149: 512; p. 471,11: 13b-c, pl. 148: 511; 
p. 471,1113a, pl. 147: 510; pl. 147: 510; in Naples Museo Archcologico Nazionalc 
inv. no. 176349, from Nfinturno at the Sanctuary of the Dea Marica: Mingazzini 1938, 
pl. V, 11; from Teano, a late 6th century B. C. example that also shows a similar type of 
necklace with circular pendants, placed high on the neck: Johannowsky 1963, p. 13 5, fig. 5a; 
in Naples Museo Archeologico Nazionalc inv. no. 21580, from Cales: Koch 1912, pl. )GI, 5; 
Winter 1978, p. 43, pl. =, 2; Riis 198 1, p. 18, no. 61). 
8 Santuari dEtrurla, p. 35, n. 1.20; Richardson 1983, pp. 313-314, no. 1.21; Richardson 
1983, p. 279, no. 14, pl. 192, no. 651; p. 178, no. 10.2 17; p. 294, no. 3, pl. 206, figs. 698-699; 
p. 292, no. 2 fig. 692; Ovilhi degli Etruschl, p. 285, no. 10.30.2. 
9 Bonfante 1975, p. 76. 
10 Catno. 704, inv. 24386: Lz%i 1926, fig. 12 1, p. 156. 
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matrix. Only the hair and head-dress differ, the size (forehead to'base of neck) 
is approximately the same, the shape of the face and the features, with the wide 
round eyes, the small thick mouth, the broad conical neck, the high ears, are 
comparable. The example in Naples displays short hair smoothed over the head 
like a tight fitting cap with clearly defined edge all around, in a manner 
common amongst small votive bronzes of late 6th and 5th centuries D. C. The 
head is described in the catalogue as of "Egyptian type", presumably owing to 
the emphasized eyes, long neck, cap-Eke hairstyle. These attributes have been 
incorrectly assigned to Egyptian influence overlooking their likeness with 
contemporary Etruscan small votive bronzes, which the maker of these 
terracotta heads was clearly trying to irnitate. 
For head Ft particularly interesting is the comparison with a small votive 
bronze head from the deposit of the "Fonle Veneziam" in Arezzo", in many 
ways strikingly alike. The pointed conical cap and brim are rendered in a similar 
manner, as also the back of the head and nape of the neck, the same waved 
band of hair on the forehead is present, the features, both frontaHy and in 
profile compare, the ears are highly placed (although higher on the bronze), and 
the neck is similarly developed as a broad cone-shaped base. The deposit, 
connected with healing waters cult, is dated from c. 540 B. C. to the end of the 
century 12 
FEMALE HEAD: BM. 183 9.2-14.3 5 FMa 
Campanari Collcction 
SIZE 
H. 21.3cm; base chin to forehead 11.7cm; external eye comers 6.5cm; mouth 
2.6cm. 
11 Bocci Pacini 1980, pp. 73-9 1; Richardson 1983, p. 294, no. 3, pl. 206, figs. 698-699. 
12 Richardson 1983, p. 112; Santuarl dEtrurtfa pp. 174-179. 
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CLAY 
Grey, dull colour surface with pale creamy core, numerous inclusions visible, 
fine to coarse in size, mostly black volcanic and red-brown pozzolana. Surface 
rough to the touch, the dark surface colouring could be the result of decayed 
pigment. 
ANATOMY 
Fernale head modelled in the round, oval face with a vaguely pathetic 
expression, the forehead is not very high and sloping in profile, the chin is 
round and jutting, the face is wide across the flat cheek-bones. The eyebrows 
and the nose-brow line are little pronounced, the eyes are large and almond- 
shaped but poorly defined, the upper lids are marked by deep incisions but the 
lower lids are little indicated, under the eyes are pronounced swellings. The 
nose is straight and wide across the bridge, the forehead and the nose form a 
continuous line, the tip of the nose is damaged and the nostrils are slightly 
flaring. The mouth is small with full, well defined lips, slightly parted. The neck 
flares out in a base ring, the ears are covered by the hair. 
EAIRSTYLE 
The hair is long and falls loosely and undulating at the sides to shoulder level 
covering the ears. A short irregular fringe, slightly parting on the right side 
covers the forehead. The hair is rendered only at the front and sides, the back is 
modelled and smoothed but no attempt has been made to indicate details. 
PARALLELS 
This head is of the same type of Re but with different hairstyle; it also shows 
affinities with a type from Veii Campetti". One example of this 
-type 
from a 
closely related matrix is in the Museo Civico in Modena, from Veii, Piazza 
d'Armi". Also from Veio, Porta Caere, is another example of the type". From 
13 Vagnetti 1971, pl. XIY, B111. 
14 Inv. no. 46: Hofter 1985, p. 203, no. 212, abb. 20. 
15 Torelfi-Pold 1973, fig. 105, AM. 
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the votive deposit of N1inerva Medica in Rome are three examples of the type, 
with slightly different hairstyle"'. 
FEMALE VEILED BEAD small: BM. 1982.9-29.7 FMbl 
Transferred from the V&A in 1982. 
SIZE 
H. 16.5cm; base of chin to forehead 8.3cm; extemal eye comers 4.5cm; mouth 
1.7cm. 
CLAY 
Deep orange colour, numerous inclusions visible, ill sorted, medium to fine in 
size, mostly black volcanic particles and red pozzolana. 
ANATOMY 
Small female veiled head with oval, full face, rounded chin and wide forehead 
slanting in profile. The arched eyebrows are pronounced, the eyes are small and 
oblong, the nose is long and pinched, damaged at the tip, the mouth, is small 
with full, parted lips. The neck is fading into the sides of the veil and expands 
to make a base; around the neck is a plain band necklace, on the top of the 
head is a fillet or diadem. The ears are barely visible; at the back of the veil is a 
vent hole 3cm in diameter. 
HAIRSTYLE 
The hair is parted in the middle and lightly pulled to the sides in undulating 
strands in the fashion of F21, partly covering the ears. . 
16 Gatti Lo Guzzo 1978, pI. XXXV, GVII. 
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PARALLELS 
The type of this head is paralleled at the votive deposit in Fregellae, where 
several examples of this type have been excavated, some of earlier generation 
matrix other of identical size, suggesting a probable origin for FMbI"'. 
FEMALE HAU BEAD VEILED smal BM. 1867.5-8.698 FMbll 
Blacas CoHection 
SIZE 
H. 17.3 cm; base of chin to forehead 7.9cm. 
CLAY 
Very deep red-brown brick colour, traces of orange pigment present, not many 
inclusions visible, mostly black volcanic particles and mica flakes, smooth to 
the touch. 
ANATOMY 
Female head, right side profile, the features are worn, it is badly preserved and 
damaged. The neck curves out at the front in a half ring base, the veil stands 
out over the top of the head 17mm. 
HAIRSTYLE 
The hair, parted in the middle is pulled back in a series of narrow and deep 
wavy lines covering the ear. The hairstyle is that of F21. 
PARALLELS 
This head is the profile version of FMbI and also very close to examples from 
Fregellae". 
17 Coarelli 1986, p. 123, pl. LJU, nos. 1-2. 
18 Coarelli 1986, VAx A2 111, cat. no. 698, inv. no. F. 63 1, pl. LY, nos. 1-2, pp. 122,214. 
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FEMALE HALF ]HEAD VEILED: BM. 1867.5-8.699 FMbHl 
Blacas Coflection 
SIZE 
H. 15.4cm; base of chin to forehead 7.9cm. 
CLAY 
Very deep red-brown brick colour, traces of red/orange pigment on the 
surface, smooth to the touch, several inclusions visible, large to fine in size, 
mostly black volcanic and mica fakes, white shelly particles. 
ANATOMY and HAIRSTYLE 
Very similar to FMbII. The nose is damaged and part of the back veil is 
missing. The hairityle is rendered by tight ringlets as on F4F, the ear is 
uncovered. 
PARALLELS 
This half head is the same type of FMbII from a closely related matrix. 
FEMALE VEILED HEAD small: BM. 1756.1-1.933 FMc 
Sloane Collection purchased in 1756. Acquired in Italy by the Abb6 Sterbini. 
SIZE 
H. 12cm; max. width across head 7cm; base of chin to forehead 6.3cm; external 
eye, corners 3.8cm; mouth 1.5cm, nose 2.4cm. ,I 
CLAY 
Pink-creamy colour, surface very darkened by dirt, little inclusions visible 
mostly black volcanic and mica. Fairly smooth surface. 
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ANATOMY 
Small female head veiled, modelled in the round from a very worn matrix as 
there is little definition of the hair. The veil is rounded and close to the face and 
neck, the face is long and narrow, the forehead is high, the chin is rounded. The 
nose is long and narrow with pointed, turned up tip, thý eyes are large, the 
eyebrows pronounced, the lips are full. The neck is cut to make a simple base 
on which the head stands. 
PARALLELS 
This head shows similarities with a small head in Treviso dated to the 3rd 
century B. C. "' I 
FEMALE BEAD: BM. 1974.8-12.27 FMd 
Found unregistered 
SIZE 
H. 19.3cm; base of chin to forehead 14cm; external eye comers 5.5cm; mouth 
2.2cm; nose 3cm. 
CLAY 
Light pink-salmon colour, many inclusions visible, mostly black volcanic (some 
large lumps), some red pozzolana. Traces of white slip present on the surface. 
ANATOMY 
Female head of young girl, rendered , 
in the round, very heavy in weight, no 
obvious sign ofjoining between back and front mould visible. The face is round 
and full, the cheeks are broad, the chin is very pronounced and round, the 
forehead is high and wide. The nose is short with fleshy, slightly flaring nostrils, 
the small "pouting" mouth has sharply defined full lips. The fairly pronounced 
eyebrow line is straight and close to the large, elongated eyes, slightly bp -lbous 
19 Inv. no. DT. 46, It I lcm.: Borda 1976, no. 159, p. 144. 
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and simplistically rendered with the eyelids forming a sort of frame with sharp 
external comers. The neck is damaged and is cut off roughly to make a base. 
The hair is a straight "bob" parted in the middle with a small triangular fringe. 
The hair strands fall uniformly reaching the nape of the neck at the back and at 
the sides of the face covering the ears. The effect created is that of a solid 
wig-like mass of hair, in the Egyptian fashion, the details are crudely and simply 
rendered by straight vertical incisions with a sharp tool. A small vent-hole is 
present at the top of the neck. 
PARALLELS 
This head presents some similarities with a head from Caleeo. 
FEMALE BEAD: BM. 1772.3-16.3 , Me 
Hamilton Collection, said to be from a tomb in Campania. 
SIZE 
H. 16cm; max. width 9cm; base of chin to forehead 7.5 cm; external eye comers 
4.6cm; nose 2.6cm; mouth 1.7cm; internal eye comer to ear lobe 3.9cm. 
CLAY 
Red-brown colour, numerous inclusions visible, mostly black volcanic crystals, 
several quartz crystals, some white, chalky particles. The uneven firing'has 
produced an external colouring varying from orange to red to dark/black. 
Surface fairly rough to the touch and slightly powdery, heavy in weight, the 
walls at the base are c. 20mm. 
ANATOMY 
20 Blazqucz 196 1, fig. 13. 
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Female head of unnatural look, very large and very round at the top, - which 
resembles a broad cap. The head is almost triangular in shape, larger across the 
top of the forehead and narrow towards the rounded chin. The eyes, poorly 
defined, are oblong in shape with marked eyelids, the nose is pronounced with 
flaring nostrils, the small mouth is only approximately rendered. The ears, 
exaggeratedly large and projecting at the sides, are pierced by a hole in the 
middle but no earring is present. Earrings of a different material may have been 
used, as'was common'practice on canopic ums. The neck is broad and flares 
out to form the base on which the head stands. 
IHAMTYLE 
The hair is rendered only around the lower part of the head in a crude fashion 
as a band divided in transverse segments, indicated by shallow incisions in the 
clay. The crown of the head is high and plain without any attempt to define the 
hairstyle. There are five holes around the head, one on the top, two at the sides, 
one at the front just above the band of hair and one just below on the forehead. 
The position of the five holes is curious and is unlikely to indicate simply air 
vents, more likely they were made for the insertion of a head-dress or 
head-ornament of some sort. The possibility of a head-dress fixed to the five 
holes around the head, would explain the lack of details on the hair that would 
be mostly covered. 
FEMALE VEILED HEAD: BM. 1974.8-12.21 FMf 
Found unregistered 
SIZE 
H. 24cm; base of chin to forehead 15.9cm; external eye comers 9.6cm; mouth 
4.2cm. 
CLAY 
Pink colour, numerous inclusions visible, mostly black volcanic, quartz, red 
pozzolana. Heavy in weight, stone-like appearance, surface very rough to the 
touch. 
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ANATOMY ý11 
Female veiled head, very crudely made, with flat back and round flat face very 
wide across the forehead, the chin is round and prominent, the cheek bones are 
totally flattened. The eyes are large and bulbous with prominent eyelids 
rendered as a contour of incised lines. The nose is large and fleshy, the mouth, 
which is slightly distorted and turned up at the left comer, is not large but the, 
lips are very full. All the features of the face are uneven and asymmetrical. The 
ears are covered by the hair, the short neck presents a possible necklace. 
HAIRSTYLE 
The hair very simply rendered as small lumps of clay positioned all around the' 
face. 
-I ''I. 
FEMALE VEILED HEAD: BM. 1982.9-29.8 FMg 
No record card. 
SIZE 
H. 22cm; chin to forehead 10cm; external eye comers 6.2cm; nose 3.4cm; 
mouth 2cm. 
CLAY 
Deep orange colour, poor clay in bad state of preservation, totally covered in 
white slip with traces of red pigment. Inclusions difficult to see, some black 
volcanic particles and mica. 
ANATOMY 
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Very roughly made female head, round face with high, rounded head-dress or 
veil. Long oval face with sulky expression, the chin is round and not 
pronounced. The head is slightly tilted to the right, the nose is small, the eyes 
are large, the mouth small with full lips. The neck is long and slender, the back 
is flat with a vent hole 3cm in diameter. 
HAIRSTYLE 
The hair is rendered in tight, short ringlets neatly placed all around the face, but 
unlike the hairstyle on F4ý it is short to ear level. 
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GROUPS 
The uniting common element in this group is the beard, displayed on four male 
heads, three of which, MSa, M8c, M8d, may be from statues. 
The facial type, the beard and hair arrangement of head M8a (BM. 1974.8- 
12.22) are very similar to those of M8b, (13M. 1974.11-7.1) and, they probably 
share a conunon prototype. 
On M8a and M8b the influence of the Severe Style is still visible in the typical 
circular ringlets and the symmetrical stylization of hair and beard. 
On M8a the familiarity of the coroplast with metal-working technique is 
betrayed by the deep incision of the eyelids and of the eye bulb and by the 
chiselling of the hair strands. This type of head recalls, in a rather provincial 
manner, Greek bronze statuary of the 5th century B. C., like the famous bronze 
from Cape Arternision', particularly in the stiffness of the beard, in the long 
strands joining beard and hair in front of the ears, in the wide, but linear 
rendering of the eyebrows and the sunken eyeball . The same symmetrical 
stylized rendering of beard and hair strands can also be seen on a marble head 
of Aristogeiton in Rome2. The confident familiarity with 5th century B. C. 
Greek works place this head in the late 5th, early 4th centuries B. C. 
The veil on M8b is a reminder of the nimb of architectural antefixes, to which 
this head is very close typologically. Severe artistic tradition is still present in 
the facial type of the silene and in the beard rendering. The type of this silene 
can be identified with an antefix from Chiusi dated to the late 5th century BC. 3 
A fragment of antefix with silene head, of unknown provenance, in the Museo 
Nazionale Romano, dated to the late 5th first half 4th centuries B. C., is very 
similar to M8b and could be derived from the same prototype. 
I Athens National Museum: Ridgway 1970, figs. 98-99. 
2 Museo clei Conscrvatori: Ridgway 1970, fig. 116. 
3 In the Musco Civico, Chiusi: Andren 1940, p. 256, no. 1: 7, pl. 87,3 10. 
4 Inv. no. 263990: Pcnsabcnc-Sanzi Di Mno 1983,111, pl. MV, no. 42. 
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Stylistically and in the manner of execution, both of features and hair treatment, 
head M8c (BU1856.12-26.449) recalls the fine series of bearded, male godly 
heads, from Orvieto, influenced by Attic bronze statuary of the Classical 
period'. 
The sin-dlarities of features are evident in the volumes of the bone structure, the 
eyebrow line, the modelling of the eyes and mouth, the rendering of the 
forehead with the line across it. As with the Orvietan heads, the precise and 
neat modelling of this head, in this case particularly the sharp delineation of the 
eyes, reveals the hand of a craftsman versatile in bronze-working technique as 
in the working of terracotte. 
On head M8c the hair is short, as this head suggests an ordinary human, unlike' 
on the Orvieto heads where is long and held by fillet and diadem. The hairstyle 
on this fine terracotta head clearly appears to have been inspired by Greek art 
of the Classical period. The treatment of the hair, locks with the slight parting 
over the forehead reflects Polycleitan models. 
The contrast between the stylized hair and beard and the naturalistically 
rendered facial features is noticeable, like the inadequacy of the ears modelling. 
One possibility that comes to mind, however totally speculative, could be 
offered by workshop procedures. It may be assumed that, in the better 
organized set-ups, the chief craftsman carried out the main work, in this case 
the modelling of the face, and left the less skilled assistants to finish-off the 
details, such as the hair, beard and ears'. 
The hook-shaped ringlets on the beard are still a heritage of the Severe style, 
but on this head the beard is short, with trimmed whiskers, unlike the 
distinctive Severe beards which are full with long moustache'. This trait, 
5 From Orvieto, Temple of Via S. Leonardo: Andren 1940, pl. 59, I: I, pp. 193-194; 
pl. 61,1: 2,197; Sprenger 1972, pls. MMILI; XXIXI-2; =1; =. I; =1.1-2; In 
the British Museum: Girardon 1992, pp. 225-229, note 19, pls. 1-TV, full bibliography on 
p. 226, note 2. 
6 Girardon 1992, p. 228. 
7 Chapter 9, paragraph IV. 
8 As on the Orvieto heads or the bronze statue from Cape Artcmision. 
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together with the Polycleitan hairstyle, is indicative of a later dating fýr head 
M8c. A short beard with three rows of tight, short curls and short hairstyle, not 
dissimilar to that on head M8c, can be found on'a votive bronze head from 
Falterona in the British Museun?, probably of Chiusine manufacture, dated, 
c. 425400 B. C., and on the late 5th century B. C. teffacotta male head from the 
temple at Lo Scasato, FaleriL in the Villa Giulia Museum". A dating in the 
early 4th century B. C can be ventured for head M8c. 
An interesting, but probably accidental, parallel can be drawn between the hair 
rendering on M8c and head M9a (BM. 1956.6-28.1), where the shape, 
modelling and arrangement of the locks is very similar, particularly at the back 
and sides of the head. 
There is a striking resemblance of features and "feel" between the type of head 
M8d (BM. 1843.5-7.319) and the Etruscan nenfro portrait of Arnth Paipnas, 
from Tarquinia, dated to the early 3rd century B. C. ". Like the votive head, the 
stone portrait echoes earlier Classical models, particularly evident in the 
hairstyle. The eyes of the stone bust are incised, as usual in ceramic sculpture 
and similarly rendered to the eyes of M8d, which has led to suggest that. its 
maker may have been trained in a terracotta workshop, with little experience of 
work in stone". The likeness between the two heads is not confined to the 
eyes, but can be confronted in most details, such as the flatness of the face 
planes, the shape of the mouth, the very similar manner of rendering the hair 
and beard strands, the small ears. The hairstyle displayed on votive head M8d is 
also paralleled on an Etruscan bronze head in Paris dated to the 3rd-2nd 
centuries B. C. " 
9 Haynes 1985, no. 143, pp. 297-8, pl. 207. 
10 Santangelo 1948, pp. 1-16; Sprenger 1972, pp. 4748, pl. XX, 1. 
11 Tarquinia Musco, Nazionalc inv. 9820: Giglioli 1935, pl. 256, figs. 1-2; Kaschnitz- 
Weinberg 1926, pp. 180,182, fig. 18; Brcndd 1978, p. 399, fig. 307; Bianchi Bandinclli- 
Giuliano 1985, p. 287, fig. 325. 
12 Wendel 1978, p. 399. 
13 Haynes 1985, no. 189, pl. 236; Bianchi Bandindli-Giuliano 1985, fig. 290. 
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BEARDED MALE HEAD: BM. 1974.8-12.22 M8a 
SIZE 
H. 3 I cm; base chin to forehead 18.3 cm; external eye comers I Ocm; mouth 4cm; 
nose 4.7cm; internal eye comer to lobe II cm. 
CLAY 
Creamy-pink colour, numerous inclusions visible, mostly black volcanic 
particles, red pozzolana and mica. The surface is dark possibly due to pigment 
decay. 
ANATOMY I 
Very large and heavy bearded male head, broken at the neck; no obvious sign 
ofjoint of front and back mould is visible. The broad face is oval in shape with 
a low forehead below the hairline. The eyebrows are pronunent and linear, the 
eyes are wide and deep-set, almond-shaped with sharp, slanting outer comers, 
well defined upper lids and irises incised with circle and dot. The short, almost 
snub nose presents large fleshy wings with detailed nostrils. The mouth is small 
with full, parted lips, the upper one is outlined by the hanging whiskers. The 
large and high ears, present a hole, probably for the escape of air during firing. 
HAIRSTYLE and BEARD 
The hair is short and arranged in symmetrical, stylized, almost geometrical 
locks. Over the forehead is a short triangular fiinge delineated by vertical 
incisions. Framing the sides of the face, from the fringe to the ears, is a series of 
four circular ringlets; two similar ringlets are present on the beard over the 
chin. The hair in front of the ears mingles with the long strands of the full, 
rounded beard. 
MALE BEARDED BEAD VEILED: BM. 1974.11-7.1 M8b 
Found unregistered 
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SIZE 
H. 24cm; base chin to forehead 16cm; extemal"eye comers 9cm; mouth 3.5cm; 
nose 4.2cm. 
CLAY 
Light pink-orange colour, numerous inclusions visible, mostly black volcanic 
particles, some red pozzolana and little mica. Rough surface to the touch. 
ANATOMY 
Veiled, bearded head of silene, the features are not too sharp due to wear of 
the clay, the neck is broken off The face is oval in shape with a narrow, 
possibly originally wrinkled, forehead below the hairline. The eyebrows are 
broad, thick and arched, the eyes are almond-shaped, outlined by thick lids with 
sharp, slanting outer comers, the irises are rendered by faint circular incisions. 
The snub nose is straight in profile with large wings and wide nostrils. The 
mouth is small with full lips slightly parted and curled at the comers, the upper 
lip is contoured by the moustache. The ears are covered by the mass, of hair- 
curls. 
HAIRSTYLE and BEARD 
The face is framed by a dense beard and hangingwhiskers, reaching from ear to 
ear as a continuous mass of curling, stylized locks. The veil is a reminder of the 
nimb of architectural antefixes, to which this head is very close typologically. 
The type of this'silene can be identified with an anteft from Chiusi dated to the 
late Sth century B. C. 14 A ftagmentary antefix with silene head, of unknown 
provenance, in the Museo Nazionale Romano, dated to the late 5th, first half 
4th centuries B. C., is very close to M8b and could be derived from the same 
prototype". 
14 Chlusi Musco Civico: Andren 1940, p. 256, no. I: 7, pl. 87,3 10. 
15 Inv. no. 263990: Pcnsabene-Sanzi Di Mno 1983,111, pl. )GV, no. 42. 
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MALE BEARDED HEAD: BM. 1856.12-26.449 M8c 
Temple Bequest. Said to be from Calvi 
SIZE 
H. 23cm; base chin to forehead l8cm; external eye comers 9.5cm; mouth 
3.8cm-, internal eye comer to ear lobe 10.2cm. 
CLAY 
Dark orange in colour, numerous inclusions visible, mostly mica and quartz 
crystals, some black volcanic particles and red pozzolana. Traces of red 
pigment survive on the hair. 
ANATOW 
Very fine bearded male head, ý possibly not a votive, maybe part of architectural 
decoration. The head appears to have been modelled in one piece with the 
separate addition of hair and beard; the hair is damaged, as are the nose and 
neck. The head is well proportioned with evidenced bone structure, particularly 
the cheek bones and the occipital bone. The face is oval in shape with a wide 
forehead where the furrow of the bone across it is well evidenced. The 
eyebrows are pronounced and linear, the eyes, with a downward gaze, are 
almond-shaped with sharp outer and inner comers, well defined upper and 
lower lids and pupils rendered by incised circle and dot. The nose is long, 
damaged across the bridge, with fleshy nostrils. The mouth, gaping open as in 
amazement, is fairly wide with full, well shaped, lips. The ears are very large 
and considering the quality of the modelling of this head, poorly rendered. 
HAIRSTYLE and BEARD 
The hair is short, defined by carefully arranged locks in ringlets over the 
forehead where they part slightly, and in front of the ears. On the top of the 
head the hair is much damaged, but it was probably ordered in neat rows of S_ 
shaped locks, as on the back of the head where they reach the nape of the neck. 
Details are added to the individual curls by incision. The ears are left 
uncovered. The beard merges with the side curls in front of the ears, at the 
sides formed by two series of short, hook-shaped curls, on the chin is damaged 
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and partly missing. The mouth is encircled by curving- moustache incised with 
parallel lines. 
MALE BEARDED BEAD: BM. 1843.5-7.319 M8d 
Delmore Collection 
SIZE 
H. 26cm; max. width l8cm; base of chin to -forehead 15.3cm:,, external eye 
comers 7.8cm; mouth 3cm; nose 5.4cm; tip of nose to ear lobe 12.6cm; internal 
eye comer to ear lobe 10cm. 
CLAY 
Pink orange colour, darker core, numerous inclusions visible, fine to coarse in 
size mostly black volcanic particles, some rnýica, some white shelly particles, -"- 
little pozzolana, some greenish crystals. Traces of red pigment surviving. 
ANATOMY 
Large and heavy male head broken at the neck. The face is broad and oval in 
shape with flat cheek-bones, more rounded at the top of the head with a 
narrow, low forehead. The small, rounded eyes under the linear, little 
pronounced eyebrows, are close-set and staring ahead; the irises are rendered 
by incised circle and dot, the sunken upper eyelids are emphasized by deep 
incisions in the clay. The nose is long and straight with very fleshy tip and 
wings; the mouth is small with weU defined lips. The small flapping ears are 
quite prominently featured. 
HAIRSTYLE 
The hair and beard are neatly arranged; the hair is short and, from the crown of 
the head, follows closely the shape of the skull i, na serie's of overlapping, flame- 
like tufts. Over the forehead is a ffinge, slightly parting in the middle in 
Polycleitan fashion. At the sides the hair locks form a series of tendrils curling 
inwards over the face. The clipped beard clings to the chin and cheeks in flame- 
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like bristles, the moustache is little cmphasised. The hair and the beard do not 
mingle in one mass, but are two separate features. 
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GROUP9 I. 
Amongst the votive terracotta heads, at times examples of almost true 
"portraits" can be recognised. In the British Museum collection is one such 
head, referred to in publications as one of the earliest Italic portraits'. 
On M9a (BM. 1956.6-28.1), all the features are emphasised conferring to the 
head a slightly vulgar appearance and, although this is one of the best examples 
of votive "portraiture" known, giving the impression that each individual 
feature, the large nose, the wart, the deeply outlined eyes with heavy lids, the 
wide mouth, the incised line across the forehead, is separately viewed. The man 
portrayed stands out, not because of nobility or intellectual superiority radiating 
from his features, but rather because of the earthly, strongly physical nature of 
his looks. He is obviously not a ruler of nations but a man engaged in material 
pursuits, such as fanning or commerce. 
Yet there is a depth in the gaze of those heavy lidded, slanting eyes, a 
seriousness in the countenance of the features, that makes one forget their 
apparent vulgarity. The true nature of this head as a portrait has been debated 
and often rejected; however, there is an undeniable uniqueness about the traits 
of this face?. Looking at this head cames natural to complement on the missing 
details: the nose for example, swollen and ungainly, can be pictured as 
1 Stcingrabcr 1980, p. 252, pl. 79, no. 3; Dohm 1958, p. 57, fig. 33. 
2 In his study of Etruscan Art, discussing terracotta votive heads in relation to early 
portraiture, O. Brendcl writes: "... one receives the impression that their makers approached 
their task in a spirit of realism which tends to describe persons as a special offshoot of the 
common stock, each distinguished from others by his own native looks; a frank interest in the 
external aspects of personality is unmistakable. Yet it has been shown that in the workshops 
which produced these heads the same mould was used, with a few hurried changes, to shape 
the faces of young men ... or an old man with a stippled beard, or a woman.. this rather 
superficial manner of adopting a performed model to individual needs was standard 
procedure ... in no way, under this piecemeal procedure, could a living face be conceived and 
rendered in its wholeness. We may still consider the outcome a portrait of a kind; but its 
claim to personal similitude and exclusiveness must fall short of modern expectations ... The 
simple portrait which deals with the variety of human faces as a natural fact and a matter of 
interest on its own merits, regardless of social status, hardly had any place in ancient art 
before the Romans ... the alleged portraits may 
have been - and often were - fictitious rather 
than true likenesses. The paradox is that, simultaneous with a declared bent for the atypical 
and the real, one senses in much Etruscan portraiture a widespread indifference towards the 
unique and unrepeatabIe qualities of human physiognomies. " Brendel 1978, pp. 393-394. 
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reddened and crossed by a web of faintý'Iittle capillaries. Not to mention the 
broad mouth, so ugly and so realistic and the narrow eyes with their slightly 
mean and surreptitious expression. 
This head is certainly not mass-produced,, and the general criteria used for 
votive head manufacturing, made from mould used over and over again, at 
times altered to make new ones, is not applicable to this head. M9a is a unique, 
specially made composition. This piece witnesses the work of no mediocre 
artist, certainly of Italic origin, as any trace of hellenic influence is absent, 
capable of capturing in the physiognomy of a person the right measure of 
individuality. 
Head M9a is carefully finished, every single lock of hair at the back of the head - 
is fastidiously accurate and neatly arranged, indicating that this piece was meant 
to be free standing and seen from all angles. 
The observations made for another Italic terracotta votive head in Berlin by 
PLBianchi Bandinelli, are befitting M9a, also saturated of that direct, brutal 
representation of reality typical of middle-Italic imagery. The extensive use of 
the slecca to indicate details, such as the hair on the eyebrows or the furrow on 
the forehead, is distinctive of the Italic artistic tradition in terracotta, adding to 
the vitality of the object, as Bandinelli says: "... tradisce il gusto al particolare 
colto dal vero, alla freschezza dell'impressione... " ". We are faced, therefore, 
not with the inability to create plastic forms, but rather with an almost 
photographic, instant capture of the essence of the subject. 
To suggest a dating for head M9a is baffling, as no particular stylistic 
comparisons can be drawn. This head is generally ascribed to the late 3rd 
century B. C., on the ground of its portrait-like quality and absence of Classical 
influence. The hairstyle on this head is the only element to give a clue to its 
date: the short-cropped style with compact fringe over the forehead is indeed 
typical of Middle Italic artistic tradition, from the late 4th to the 2nd centuries 
Bianchi Bandinelli 1973, pp. 188-19 1. 
4 Bianchi Bandinelli 1973, p. 19 1. 
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B. C. On head M9a this hairstyle is rended in a manner very similar to a votive 
bronze head in Florence of late 4th century date. 1,1 
Interesting is also the comparison with the hair rendering on M8c, where the 
locks and strands of the hairstyle, particularly at the back and sides of the head, ' 
are fashioned in a very similar manner. However near, this comparison is likely 
to be purely accidental, given the probable chronological difference between 
the two heads. 
MALE BEAD: BM. 1956.6-28.1 
On display in the British Museunfs galleries. 
M9a 
Dimensions and clay composition not available; however, the clay of this head, 
appears, at glance, similar to that of other heads in the British Museum's 
collection of probable Caeretan origin as, for example, head F6aI. - 
ANATOMY 
Head of middle aged man, lifesize and very realistic. The head is modelled in 
the round with profusion of details on face and hair, indicating that the object 
was meant to be viewed from all sides. The head is resting on a wide ring base 
developed, from the sturdy neck that broadens at shoulder level. The head is 
quite large, rounded and strong, the back of the cranium projects staunchly and 
the vault of the skull, at the top of the head, is wide and proportioned. The 
bone structure of the oval, irregular face is very marked and striking with high, 
emphasised cheek-bones and broad, jutting chin. The forehead is low but 
broad, mostly covered by a fringe of S-shaped locks. The brows are thick and 
closely overhanging the eyes with a pair of bushy eyebrows delineated by 
shallow, diagonal, incisions. The eyes are narrow and oblong in -shape with 
deeply incised rims, heavy, half lowered upper lids and swelling under-eyes 
area. The slanting shape of the eyes with direct gaze confers to this head an 
intense expression that pervades the whole face and distances it from the other 
votive heads. The nose is very large and sits pron-dnently in the middle of the 
5 Chapter 8, paragraph III, note 87. 
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face; it is not particularly long but is wide across the bridge with fleshy wings 
and pronounced tip. In the space between the right nostril and the upper lip 
rests a large circular wart. The mouth is considerable in size, very wide in 
length with fairly thick lips, particularly the lower, one, well shaped and 
protruding, almost hanging downwards. The upper lip overlaps, the lower lip 
and turns around it at the comers which are deeply indented, adding to the 
distinctive sullen demeanour of this head. The lines at the sides of the nose and 
mouth, under the eyes, on the forehead and at the sides of the jaw-bone are 
conspicuous and well achieved. The ears are proportioned to the rest of the 
features and fairly accurately rendered, the tops are partly hidden by the hair 
strands. The neck is broad and anatomically accurate with Adam's apple and 
coffar-bone represented. 
HAIRSTYLE 
The hairstyle is short with neat, curly strands placed all around the head and 
over the forehead in a regular fringe. The strands are fairly thick and S-shaped, 
tapering at the ends with little pointed curls that, on the forehead, are placed in 
a row just above the line running across the middle of it. On the sides the hair 
strands are only partly in front and over the ears. On the top of the head and 
behind the locks are, at times, slightly longer and more, twisted, covering the 
entire head in a soft mass of curls. The details of each individual strand are 
carefully added by incisions with a sharply pointed tool on the still soft clay. 
The attractive, youthful hairstyle with a full head of thick curls is quite in 
contrast with the stem looks of the middle aged, coarse face of this head. 
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GROUP 10 
This group comprises four heads, associated by a common prototype and 
similar hairstyle. Three of the heads also share the same type and related 
matrices. 
The first head type is M10a (BM. 1839.2-14.17). A very similar group of heads 
of the same type, presumably derived from closely related matrices of Caeretan 
origin is in the MGE'. 
Hafner identifies "at first sight", for the heads in the Vatican,, the influence of 
Polykleitan art, which he perceives in the short hair-locks, in the expression and 
in the slender proportions of the head. However, he also recognises a likeness 
with other Greek works representing the athlete type, specifically with the copy 
of the Discobolus Ludovisi in the Vatican attributed to Pythagoras of 
Rhegium2. The resemblance, particularly in profile, with the Ludovisi 
Discobolus is indeed noticeable. According to Wrig the prototype for this 
statue has to be attributed to the sculptor of the YJadeos of the East pediment 
at Olympia, which shows the same bold, intense expression. The influence of 
Laconian art spread to Italy via Tarentum and from there to Etruda and the rest 
of central Italy. 
The type of the Discobolus seems indubitably to be the model for this head, as 
some resemblance can be suggested even with Myron's Discobolus. Particularly 
akin are two copies, the Discobolus Lancel. otti in the Munich Glyptotek and 
the copy in the Vatican Museume. The strong, masculine features, the short- 
1 Inv. nos. 13870,13984,13973: Hafncr 1966-7, pl. 6, nos. 1-2; also one example in Pavia, 
ex-Vatican collection: Invernizzi-Tomaselli-Zezza 1983, TI, pp. 18-19. 
2 Pythagoras of Rhegium, native of Samos was active between 490448 B. C.; several 
statues of his are mentioned by Pliny: XXXIV, 59, and by Pausanias: VL 13,1. It has not 
been possible, so far, to attribute any extant sculptures to Pythagoras with confidence. 
Paribeni 1953, p. 16, no. 9; Hafhcr 1966-7, pp. 32-3 1; Ridgway 1970, p. 83, fig. 119; Inan 1970, 
pp. 17-33, p1s. 11-12; D6rig 1987, p. 24, no. 18, pls. 65,68,70,72. 
3 Darig 1987, p. 24, no. 18, p1s. 65,68,70,72. 
4 Arias 1940, pl. 1; Kaschnitz-Weinbcrg 1937, pl. XVH, no. 55. 
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cropped hair with tight little curls, the elongated eYeliner, the flaring nostrils, 
the sensual Ul lips, are features in common with the best copies of the 
Discobolus. On the Vatican copy a detail of the hairstyle seems to confirm the 
affinity between the terracotta head and the most famous Discobolus: at the 
sides, in front of the ears, a triangular area of ringlets is paralleled almost 
exactly. However, on the votive head it is simplified and more linear. This 
detail is important for dating purposes, as it is found on several representations 
of male profiles of 4th century B. C. ' 
An Etruscan votary, the so-called SciarTa bronze youth, in the Ny Carlsberg 
Glyptotek, is perceived by Hafner as the fink between Greek Severe art, as 
represented by the Discobolus. Ludovisi, and the Etruscan-Italic world. The 
statue, found in Rome where it was probably made around 460450 B. C., is 
regarded as a regional attempt to Etruscan Classicism. The resemblance 
between the bronze and the Ludovisi Dj-scobolus is evident; in turn the head of 
the bronze youth shows, if only in the outline of the hairline and in the 
sternness of features, a certain affinity with the type of head M10a, but 
probably not as immediate as Hafner postulates. The influence of Greek art 
absorbed by central Italian areas, via Magna Graecia, is adopted here to a more 
modest use and medium, with the addition of a good dose of local, provincial 
character. 
A dating in the late Sth century B. C., as suggested by Hafner, is too high for 
this votive head'. Similarities in rendering and attributes can be established with 
other local art forms, of 4th century B. C., particularly with some small bronzes 
where the figures often display comparable hairstyle and features'. However, 
5 See note 8 for details. 
6 Ny Carlsbcrg Glyptotck inv. no. 2235: Riis 194 1, pp. 29-30,165; Poulsen F. 195 1, pp. 45- 
46, no. 28; Pou1scn V. 1962, figs. 459-60, pl. 50; Gjodcscn Nt Tirst Sciarras Bronze' 
Meddelelserfra Ny Calsberg Glyptotek, XXVII, 1970, pp. 11-75; Brendcl 1978, pp. 306-308, 
nos. 225-6. 
7 Hafner 1966-7, pp. 32. 
8 For example the central figure on the foot of the mid- 4th century B. C. Cista Rcoronl: 
Giglioli 1935, pl. 290, fig. 2; Dohm 1972, pp. 10-11, pls. 26,29; Brendel 1978, fig. 288. The 
figure of a mid 4th century D. C. Discobulos on a ccnscr base: Rome Villa Giulia 
inv. no. 1720: Dohm in Helbig Rlhrer, 111,625, no. 2682, Giglioli 1935, pl. 3 11, flg. 3; Wendel 
1978, fig. 257. The central figure on a mirror representing Talos wrestling with the sons of 
Boreas, of late 5th century B. C.: Bcrlin-Charlottcnburg, Staatliche Musecii, 
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unlike othervotive heads that combine Classical elements with Hellenistic 
traits, on this head only the Classical and local components are present. The 
absence of influence from Hellenistic types, suggests a date not ý later than the 
middle of the 4th century B. C., prior to'the overwhelming popularity of the 
Hellenistic models. 
Heads MlObI (BM. 1839.2-14.7), MOM (BM. 1839.2-14.6) and M10bul 
(BM. 1839.2-14.10) belong to the same type and related, but modified, 
matrices. In the MGE are a number of closely comparable heads of the same 
type from Caere?. The affinity with the type of M10a and the common 
prototype, is still visible on MIObL particularly in the hairline over the 
forehead, the shape of the forehead, the'strong, high'cheek-bones and the 
protruding ears. 
Some of these features can still be observed on MlObII; however the face 
contour is smoother and the hair rendering is modified with the absence of the 
hump of the hairline. 
Head MlObIII is a further modification ofIthe type, with faded featuresland 
leaner face, but with the return of the evidenced hairline. 
A votive stone head in Palestrina, believed to be from a full size statue dated to 
the second half of the 4th century B. C., presents remarkable typological 
affinities with the votive heads of type MI Ob". The calcar head, although much 
damaged, resembles closely head MlObI in physiognomy. They both have a 
quality of sternness that makes them look as cut out of the, rock, in one block, 
not unlike Egyptian sculptures. They share the same heavy features, particularly 
the thick, almost negroid, lips, the over-wide staring eyes, the round face with 
resolute chh the low, slightly frowning brow, the long nose with fleshy nostrils 
Antikenabtcilung, inv. no. 30480: Curtius L. Archdologischer Anzelger LXUI-L)CIV, 1948-9, 
nos. 57-64; Wendel 1978, fig. 287. The lock of hair in front of the ear of Talos is comparable 
with similar feature on the figure on the Cista Ficoroni and on other profile heads of young 
men from the second half of the 4th century B. C. onward. 
9 Inv. nos. 13873,13976: Hafher 1966-7, pl. 9, nos. 1,34; -Vcssberg 1941, p. 176, pl. =, 
nos. 3,4. 
10 West 1933, pl. VII, no. 23; Kaschnitz-Weinberg 1926, pp. 183-184, fig. 20; Vcssberg 
194 1, pl. X)U, nos. 1-2. 
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and the high ears. Even the hair rendering of the stone sculpture seems to be 
repeated on the terracotta. On the side of the face, in front of the ear, is a 
longer lock of hair highlighted by linear incisions; MI Obl, MI ObII and MI ObRI 
show faintly, but unmistakably, similar longer strands, indicated by incisions in 
front of the ears running towards the cheeks. This detail can perhaps be 
interpreted as the triangular area of ringlets discussed for head M10a. The 
correspondence between MIMI and the calcar head fragment from Palestrina, 
indicates a common prototype and a close relationship in terms of date and 
production. 
Of the three variations of this type, the later, inferior MlObIlL seems to be the 
most commonly reproduced: a group of terracotta votive statues wearing a 
toga, in some cases modified by a balding head, are derived from the same 
prototype and directly related matrices". 
The hairstyle of this type of votive heads, common in the 3rd and 2nd centuries 
B. C., follows in the tradition of middle-Italic votive bronzes of the late 
Classical period like, like the naked youth from Sarteano in the British 
12 Museum, dated to c. 400-350 B. C. culminating, in the first quarter of the 2nd 
century B. C., with the full-size votive bronze statue of the so-called 
Arringatore 13 
MALE BEAD: BM. 1839.2-14.17 
Campanari Collection 
SIZE 
M10a 
11 Hafner 1969, pp. 23-43, pls. 8-24; MGE inv. no. 13868: Hafner 1966-7, pl. 9, n'o. 2. 
12 Probably of north Etruscan manufacture; the head of the bronze presents the cap-like 
striated hair, a sullen face with wide brows, large eyes, short nose and full lips: BM. no. 65.7- 
12.12; Walters 1899, no. 61 1; Haynes 1985, p. 302, no. 155. 
13 Particularly for the tight-fitting, but compact, hair arrangement: Dohm 1968; 
Fittschen 1970, p. 177ff., Colonna 1976-7, p. 6 Iff.; Brendel 1978, p. 430-432; Cristofani 1979, 
p. 4ff.; Cristofani 1985, no. 129; SantuaridEtruria, p. 394, no. 19.1; Colonna 1991, pp. 99-122. 
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H. 28cm; base chin to forehead 16cm; mouth'4.4cm; external eye comers 9cm; 
internal eye comer to ear lobe 9.5cm. 
CLAY 
Pale creamy colour, numerous inclusions visible, fine in size with a few larger 
lumps, mostly black volcanic particles, quartz crystals, red pozzolana. Traces of 
red pigment survive on the surface. 
ANATOMY 
Large male head modelled in the round with short neck. The head is wide and 
exactly round at the top, with its broadest point between the ears. The face is 
round and regular with narrow forehead crossed by a line and slight'swelfing of 
the occipital bone, the cheek bones are high and only slightly evidenced, the 
chin is short and rounded. The deep, but little emphasised, eyebrows are set 
closely to the eyes which are narrow and almond-shaped, enclosed by fairly 
thick eyelids with sharp comers. The gaze of the eyes is fixed ahead but slightly 
downcast. The nose is short and straight with a wide bridge and fleshy wings; 
between the forehead and the ridge of the nose is a marked depression. The 
mouth is broad with shapely, full, parted lips slightly curling up at the comers. 
The upper lip is placed quite close to the nose, between the nose and the 
middle of the upper lip is a deep indentation. The roughly sketched ears are 
large and rather protruding to the sides. 
HAIRSTYLE 
The hair is rendered as a tight fitting cap that follows the shape of the skull 
leaving the ears uncovered and forming a semicircular arch over the forehead. 
Little detail of the haiýtrands is offered by shallow incisions from the crown of 
the head forwards. At the sides, in front of the ears, are a series of ringlets 
forming a triangular-shaped area pointing towards the cheeks. At the back of 
the head and on the neck the hair strands are rendered simply by shallow, linear 
incisions. 
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In the MGE is a series of heads from Caere belonging to the same type and 
derived from very close matrices 14 . One head from the same series, ex-Vatican 
collection, is now in Pavia in the Univerity Museum". 
MALE IHEAD: BM. 1839.2-14.7 MlObI 
Campanari Collection 
SIZE 
H. 36.5an; max. width 25cm; base of chin to forehead 19.5cm; external eye 
comers 12cm; nose to ear lobe 12.8cm; internal eye comer to ear lobe 6.6cm; 
mouth 5.3cm; ear 8cm. 
CLAY 
Pale creamy colour, numerous inclusions visible fine to coarse in size, mostly 
black augite, quartz crystals, red/brown pozzolana. Surface smooth to the 
touch, traces of red pigment survive on face, ears and neck. 
ANATOMY 
Head and neck of youth modelled in the round. The face is oval and long with 
low forehead, strong and pronounced jaw-line, high, flat cheek-bones and 
strong, round chin. The brow line is straight and pronounced turning 
downwards at the external comers. The eyes are large, elongated, bulging and 
rimmed by heavily marked eyelids, particularly the upper ones. The internal eye 
comers, especially the left one, are sharply emphasised and pointing 
downwards; the external eye comers are also sharp, and the thick upper lids 
overlap the lower at the comers. The damaged nose is long, broad with wide, 
14 Inv. no. 13973: Hafner 1966-7, pl. 6, nos. 1-2. 
Also MGE inv. no. 13870, which is particularly similar to M10a in look and size and is 
probably from the same generation matrix, and MGE inv. no. 13984. According to Hafhcr it is 
a numerous group including half heads, but in the course of my own visits to the MGE, I 
have noticed only the three examples listed above. 
15 H. 26cm, chin to forchead 15cm. inv. no. 82/1: Invemizzi-Tomaselli-Zezza 1983, pp. 18- 
19, TI. 
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fleshy wings and large nostrils. The mouth is large with thick lips, 'slightly 
negroid in shape; the upper lip turns up at the comers conferring a sombre 
expression to the face. The large ears protrude considerably at the sides of the 
face and are placed high and well towards the back of the head. The neck is 
stout and long, terminating just above shoulder level into a wide, ring-base. 
]HAIRSTYLE 
The short hairstyle is indicated by shallow incisions running forward over the 
forehead and above the ears. The hair line over the forehead is emphasized by a 
raised edge and a scanty fiinge is indicated by shallowly incised strands. At the 
sides of the face, in front of the ears, a series of slightly longer strands reach the 
cheeks. 
MALE BEAD: BM. 183 9.2-14.6 
Campanari Collection 
SIZE 
MlObIl 
H. 39.5cm; base of chin to forehead l7cm; external eye comers 10.6cm; nose to 
ear lobe 10.7cm; eye to ear lobe 56mm; max. width 16cm; mouth 4.9cm; ear 
6cm.. 
CLAY 
Light creamy colour, surface I smooth to the touch, numerous inclusions visible 
very fine to medium in size, mostly black augite, red/brown pozzolana, some 
mica. Very heavy in weight. 
ANATOMY 
Large head and shoulders of youth modelled in the round. Round face, high but 
not pronounced cheek bones, spacious forehead, rounded, pronounced, slightly 
slanting chin. The linear, straight and pronounced brows are ' 
thicker at the 
outer comers; the eyes are wide-set, slightly bulging with pronounced eyelids, 
large and slightly elongated in shape with prominentl y* marked outer comers. 
The nose is long and straight with fleshy, wide wings and evidenced nostrils. 
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The full, sensual mouth curls upwards at the comers, with M-shaped upper lip, 
and pouting lower lip. The depression between the nose and upper lip is 
pronounced, as is the depression between the lower lip and the chin. The ears, 
roughly made from a separate mould, are large, highly placed and protruding 
conspicuously at the sides. The neck is long and slender, the shoulders are 
rounded and wide, made into a sort of bust on which the head and neck stand. 
HAIRSTYLE 
The cranium is well rounded and smooth with the short hair indicated simply by 
shallow incisions combed forward over the forehead in a scanty fiinge. At the 
sides of the head, above the ears and at the back the hair is combed straight and 
close to the head terminating just below the nape of the neck. The same longer 
side strands in front of the ears, as on MlObI, are present on this head. At the 
top of the head is a small vent-hole less than I cm in diameter. 
MALE BEAD: BM. 1839.2-14.10 MlObIll ' 
Campanari Collection 
SIZE 
H. 29.5cm; base of chin to forehead 16.5cm; external eye comers II cm; internal 
eye comer to ear lobe 9cm; mouth 4.5cm. 
CLAY 
Pale creamy colour, few inclusions visible on the surface medium to fine in size, 
mostly black augite and red/brown pozzolana. Traces of red pigment surviving 
on the surface. 
ANATOMY 
Male head rendered in the round with fairly long neck terminating into a ring 
base. The head is much broader at the top, across the forehead and the vault of 
the cranium is less rounded than on MlObI and MIMI. The face is oval in 
shape with broad forehead, flat cheeks and short chin slightly slanting in profile. 
The long eyebrows are straight and linear, placed very closely to the large eyes 
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outlined by heavy eyelids -with sharply marked outer corners. The left eye is 
slightly larger and rounder The nose is long and straight forming, in profile, a 
continuous line with the forehead, the nostrils are wide with fleshy, flaring 
wings. 
The large mouth is placed close to the nose, with very thick protruding lips, 
slightly pouting, conferring to the face a suffen expression. The one remaining, 
roughly made, right ear is very large and sticking out at the side; on the left side 
a large "scar" shows where the ear was applied to the head. 
The short hair is fashioned as a cap around the forehead and is smoothed over 
the back and the top of the head; the hair-strands are indicated by linear 
incisions in the clay running from the back to the forehead. In front of the ears 
is a tuft of hair emphasised by incisions. 
PARALLELS 
In the MGE are two heads from Cerveteri almost identical to MlObIII, 
presumably from closely related matrix"' 
16 Inv. nos. 13874,13873,13976: Hafner 1966-7, pl. 9, nos. 1,3-4; Vessberg 1941, 
pl. )001, nos. 3-4. 
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GROUP 11 
17his group includes four-heads connected by a common prototype: M11a 
(BM. 1839.2-14.23), MIMI (1974.8-12.23), M11bH (1974.8-12.14) and 
M1 1c (BM. 1974.8-12.5). 
Head MIIa' is the best example in the group, the one that shows a direct fink 
to the original prototype. The rendering of this head is pleasing and skilled, 
revealing the understanding of the artist for bronze-working techniques. Head 
MI la is inspired by Etruscan bronze, sculpture, in particularly evident is the 
affinity with the famous votive head of a boy from a statue in the Museo 
Archeologico in Florence, dated c. 320-250 B C. 2 The resemblance between the 
two heads is remarkable, both in style and in details, even if the terracotta is a 
"simplified" version. Both heads share a certain cubic quality in their 
proportions, the close fitting cap of the hair, treated as a series of overlapping, 
lanceolate strands falling on the forehead and temples in a serrated fiinge is 
similarly rendered. On both heads the well-shaped ears are set quite low and 
the left eye is a little larger and higher than the right one. On both heads, at the 
side of the face in front the ears, is present the triangular-shaped area of hair 
already encountered on the heads of Group 10. 
The type of head M 11 bI is clearly derived from that of MIIa, which it closely 
resembles. However, MI IbI is an unrefined piece and the faded details reveal, 
in spite of its larger size, a much-used matrix. This type is a reasonably popular 
one in Latium where numerous examples are known, including later, much 
debased derivatives obtained from the same original group of matrices, like 
MIMU. 
M11c is, at first sight quite different in look from the preceding heads. 
Nonetheless, at close scrutiny, it is possible to determine that, in spite of its 
large size, rougher appearance and more "mature" age group, the prototype is 
1 West 1933, p. 25, pl. Vl, no. 17. 
2 Inv. no. 548, H. 23cm: Giglioli 1935, pl. 366, fig. 1; Kaschnitz-Wcinberg 1926, pls. 1-2, 
nos. 1-2; Brendcl 1978, p. 398, fig. 305; Cristofani 1985, p. 297, no. 122; Haynes 1985, p. 318, 
no. 190. 
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still the same. The hairstyle is also the same, rendered in the same manner with 
the stringy, linear strands over the forehead and at the sides of the face. The 
analogy of prototype is perceived most in the shape of the mouth with the deep 
notch between the lower lip and the chin, in the long nose, the oblong eyes with 
close brow, the high cheek-bones and the narrow forehead covered by the 
boyish fringe. 
The types of MlIa and MllbI are close to the prototype and its original 
model; however, a variety of head types, some much debased and hardly 
recognisable as derived from these, are knowT?. The identifying elements are 
always the hairstyle, the full face, the eye-shape, the small, parted mouth, the 
protruding ears and their juvede, childish appearance. A probable link is also 
to be found between this group and other groups of slightly more "mature" 
heads, like Group 13 and Group 14. On the heads belonging to these groups 
the hairstyle differs, influenced by Classical and Hellenistic styles, but an 
unmistakable likeness of features with MIIa and MII bI can be observed. 
HEAD OF YOUTH: BM. 1839.2-14.23 Mlla 
Campanari Collection 
SIZE, 
H. l4cm; base of chin to forehead 9cm; external eye comers 5.7cm; mouth 
2.2cm; internal eye comer to ear lobe 4.9cm. .I 
CLAY 
Pink-orange colour, pale creamy on the surface with traces of white slip 
surviving, numerous inclusions visible mostly red/brown pozzolana and a little 
grit. Surface smooth to the touch. 
3 From Anagni: Nf=olani 1969, fig. 15 1; from Mnerva Medica: Gatti Lo Guzzo 1978, 
pl. XXXK G XVIII; from Tarquinia: Comella 1982, b-Blll; from Cales: Blazquez 1963, 
figs. 14,15; one head in the Leiden Museum said to be from San Giorgio in Calabria: 
inv. no. 14-1887, blz. 40-4 1. 
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ANATOMY 
Small head of boy of good manufacture, modelled in the round, no evident 
juncture between front and back mould is visible, broken at the neck. The head 
is perfectly rounded, particularly at the top and back of the head, the face is 
round, slightly more pointed at the pronounced chin, the forehead is narrow 
and mostly covered by the fringe, the cheek-bones are high but not evidenced, 
the jaw line is also not defined under the youthful fullness of the features. The 
eyebrows are arched, * linear and set closely to the wide, almond-shaped eyes; 
the eyelids are narrow and delineate by incised margins. The nose is straight, 
well proportioned forming a continuous line with the forehead and slightly 
turning up at the tip. The wings of the nose are wide and slightly flaring, 
bordered by profound side indentations and the nostrils are marked by deep 
dents. The well-shaped mouth is small with full, parted lips, particularly the 
lower one; the gap between the lips is quite wide and deep. The upper lip curls 
up at the comers drawing also slightly up the cheeks. The entirely exposed ears 
are rendered in detail, slightly projecting to the sides and with wide lobes. 
HAIRSTYLE 
The hair is rended as a tight fitting cap of straight, overlapping, lanceolate 
strands falling in orderly manner on the forehead, in a full, compact fringe, at 
the sides and back of the head. The details of each strand is highlighted by deep 
and shallow incisions in the clay with the point of a sharp tool. 
VEILED BEAD OF YOUTH: BM. 1974.8-12.23 Mllbl 
Found unregistered 
SIZE 
H. 28.5cm; base of chin to forehead I 1cm; external eye comers 7cm; nose 
4.2cm; mouth 2.7cm; internal eye comer to ear lobe 6.7cm. 
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CLAY 
Deep orange colour, numerous inclusions visible on the darkened surface, fine 
to medium in'size, mostly black volcanic particles and fine quartz crystals. 
Surface rough to the touch with traces of decayed red pigment. 
ANATOMY 
Head and shoulder of veiled youth with slightly squashed back; the veil frames 
the head and shoulder standing up around it some 1.5cm in the fashion of an 
antefix. The front mould includes the face, ears, hair and shoulders, the rear 
mould formes the veil. The head is rounded with full face and prominent, 
pointed chin, the forehead is narrow, mostly covered by the fringe and the 
cheek-bones are high but flat. The eyebrows are thickened and prominent, the 
eyes are wide, elongated in shape and slightly protruding with poorly defined 
lids that do not meet at the external comers. The nose is long and straight, 
slightly up-tumed, the mouth is small with full, parted lips. The ears are large 
and projecting at the sides. The neck is long and slender, the shoulder is narrow 
and rounded. Inside the neck is an added mass of clay for re-enforcing the 
junction with the back mould. 
HAIRSTYLE 
As on MIIa the hairstyle is rendered as a uniform cap of straight, individual 
strands falling in a long fringe on the forehead and at the sides in front of the 
ears. 
PARALLELS 
From Lavinium are several examples of this type derived from related 
matrices'. In the Museo Civico at Velletri is one example of this type'. 
4 La Regina in Lavinium 1975, half heads C145, p. 233, fig. 319, H. 26.5cm, and C144, 
p. 236, fig. 321, H. 25.5cm; Enea nel Lazio, p. 182, D 41; p. 268, D 272. Also from the same 
deposit full head inv. no. P77.113, H. 30cm. 
5 Fortunati 1986, p. 182, pl. XIY, 111.2, p. 95. 
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VEILED HEAD OF YOUTH: BM. 1974.8-12.14 Mllbll 
Found unregistered 
SIZE 
H. 22cm; base of chin to forehead 8.7cm; distance of external eye comers 
4.4cm; nose 2.9cm; mouth 2.1 cm; internal eye comer to ear lobe 5.6cm. 
CLAY 
Deep orange colour on the surface with grey core, numerous inclusions visible, 
mostly black volcanic crystals, some red pozzolana, mica and quartz crystals. 
Poor quality clay full of cracks. 
ANATOMY and HAIRSTYLE 
Small, veiled head and shoulder of boy, with faded features as obtained from 
well-used, late generation matrix derived from MII bl. The description of the 
features, of MII bI is also appropriate for this head; on MII b1l the eyes are 
slightly more downturned at the external comers and the mouth is curled up at 
the comers in a smile. The hairstyle is the same as on MI I bl, with the strands 
less differentiate. 
PARALLELS 
This is the of MIM from a later generation matrix. Examples closely. 
comparable to WWI come from a votive deposit at Albano, also of 
analogous clay composition'. 
MALE HEAD: BM. 1974.8-12.5 
Found unregistered 
Mllc 
6 Chiarucci 1993, figs. 3-4, pp. 271-276. The clay is red with numerous inclusions, mostly 
mica, augite and pozzolana. 
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SIZE 
H. 29cm; base of chin to forehead 16cm; external eye comers 9.5cm; mouth 
4.3cm; nose 5.5cm; internal eye comer to ear lobe 10cm. 
CLAY 
Pink-orange to creamy colour internally, dark surface possibly due to decayed 
pigmentation. Only few black volcanic inclusions visible. Surface smooth to the 
touch. 
ANATOMY 
Large male head, modelled in the round, of coarse manufacture. The head is 
rounded particularly at the top, but the back is slightly squashed and not, 
detailed. The face is broad and rounded in shape, the forehead is narrow, 
mostly covered by a fringe, the cheek-bones are high, the chin is prominent and 
dimpled. The eyebrows are wide, linear and pronounced, set closely, to the 
elongated eyes defined by narrow eyelids; the external comers of the eyebrows 
and of the eyes are joined by slits in t4e clay. The eyes seem to be gazing 
downwards. The nose is long, narrow and slightly aquiline with pointed tip; the 
mouth is fairly large with parted full lips. Between the lower lip and the chin is 
a deep hollow. The protruding ears are barely delineate. The neck is broad and 
turns out into a ring base. 
HAIRSTYLE 
The hair is rendered as a tight fitting cap of straight individual strands falling in 
a flinge over the forehead and at the sides in front of the ears. The strands are 
indicated by deep, rough incisions in the clay; at the back of the head the hair is 
not indicated, the clay of the rear mould is simply smoothed to form a globular 
shape. 
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GROUP 12 
Group 12 includes three heads, M12al (BNL1814.74.898), M12aU 
(BU1974.8-12.7) and M12b (1982.9-29.1). These heads are connected by a 
likeness of physiognomy, not evident at first sight, which intimates a common, 
prototype. The hairstyle and character of M12al and M12all appertain to the 
middle-Italic artistic tradition, like the previous group, which suggest a dating 
in the middle of the 3rd century B. C. Head M12b is an example of a later type. 
M12al and M12aH belong to the same type and are probably derived from 
related, even if modified, matrices. Their analogy is particularly evident in 
profile, where the two heads, in spite of the damaged nose of M12aII, definitely 
coincide. On Ml2aI the features are sharply sculptured, almost as if cast in 
bronze. This metal-like quality, the solid feel conveyed by the entirety of the 
head, including the heavy veil, is emphasised in the compact rendering of the 
hair strands, the chiselled contour of the nose and eyes, the deep cutting of the 
mouth outline. There is also something vaguely Severe about this head, mostly 
imparted by the rigidity of the hairstyle, that contrast sharply with the presence 
of the Roman-style velum. Head M12al shows a certain stylistic familiarity with 
the type of the female head F2a, particularly in the stylized, wig-like hair 
rendering, the rectangular shape of the face, the pleasing nose-brow line, the 
strong, heavy jaw. The rotundity of the head at the back also suggests an 
affinity between the two types. I 
The veil is not present on head MIMI, a more delicate version of the type. 
The stiff fiinge of M12al is replaced by a flimsy, slightly parted, series of locks 
falling on the forehead. Unlike the previous example, where the hair was a solid 
mass of curls, on this head the strands are almost only indicated by shallow 
incisions. The rendering of the hairstyle contributes to impart a lighter, softer 
character to M12aIl. 
M12b presents the same hair rendering, on the forehead and at the sides of the 
face, as on Ml2aII. This concordance of hairstyle establishes the link with the 
previous type, as the look and features of this head are quite different. Perhaps 
only the shape of the parted mouth and the oblong, pensive eyes are a reminder 
of a shared origin. The shape of the veil on this head, so similar to that of many 
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votive heads of later deposits, and a' certain sensitive, languid demeanour 
typical of terracotta votive heads influenced by later Hellenistic art, suggest for 
this head a date in the later part of the 3rd century B. C. 
MALE VEILED HEAD: BM. 1814.7-4.898 M12AI 
Second Townley Collection 
SIZE 
H. 12cm; width 12.5cm x 18cm; mouth 3.7cm; base of chin to forehead 13.6cm; 
nose 4.4cm; internal eye comer to ear lobe 7.7cm; external eye comers 7.4cm. 
CLAY 
Dull grey-beige colour, surface much darkened by decayed pigmentation. 
Numerous inclusions visible, medium to fine in size, mostly small quartz 
crystals and black volcanic particles. Surface smooth to the touch. - 
ANATOMY 
Veiled head of youth modelled in the round with projecting back cranium. The 
face is oval and long, slightly rectangular in shape, with strong, heavy jaw and 
rounded chin, wide forehead and high but flat cheek-bones. The eyebrows are 
linear and pronounced, placed closely to the large, elongated, meticulously 
rendered eyes defined by narrow, sharply incised eyelids. The brow-nose line is 
a pleasing continuous line terminating in the slightly upturned rounded tip of 
the nose. The nose, is prominent with distinct bridge and wide, flaring wings. 
The mouth is long with full, parted lips, the slit between them rendered as a 
deep rectangular gash in the clay. The ears are small and proportionate, only 
the right one is delineated in detail. The neck is short and sturdy; the veil joins 
the neck at the sides. 
HAIRSTYLE 
The hair is'rendered as a wig-like, rigid mass of individually defined strands. 
Over the forehead is a short fringe of neatly arrayed locks running to the sides 
just above the'ears. From the top, below the edge of the veil, a number of stiff, 
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longer strands covers, in a solid mass, the rest of the head. The veil is placed, 
close to the contour of the head and the rim stands out just slightly at the front 
and sides; over the middle it forms a small crinkle. The line of the veil marks 
the'junction between the front and rear mould; there is a small vent-hole at the 
top of the head. The surface at the back of the veil is much rougher than on the 
face and hair. 
HEAD OF YOUTH: BM. 1974.8-12.7 M12all 
Found unregistered 
SIZE 
H. 19cm; base of chin to forehead 12cm; external eye comers 7.5cm; nose 
4.7cm; mouth 3cm; internal eye comer to ear lobe 7.5cm. 
CLAY 
Pink/beige colour, surface darkened due to decayed red pigment; numerous 
inclusions visible, mostly black volcanic particles, red pozzolana, some quartz 
crystals. Surface smooth to the touch. 
ANATOMY 
Head of youth modelled in the round, competently rendered and 
" 
well 
proportioned also at the back and sides of the head. The head is rounded in 
shape with an oval face, broad forehead partly hidden by a fringe, full rounded 
cheeks and small round chin. The eyebrows are slightly arched and linear, 
placed closely to the elongated eyes framed by narrow eyelids. The brow-nose 
line is continuous, however the tip of the nose is missing, the bridge is narrow 
and the wings are flaring with well defined nostrils. The mouth is long with full, 
shapely lips slightly parted and indented at the comers. The ears are quite large, 
low and detailed; the slender neck is cut short. 
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HAIRSTYLE 
The hair is accurately rcrjaercd at the front, sides and back where it falls from the 
crown of the head to below the nape of the neck in regular and neatly arranged 
long, undulating strands. On the nape of the neck the hair swells gently and the 
ends of the strands turn towards the face. Over the forehead is -a slight, 
irregular fiinge of thin strands and thicker locks, the ends of which turn to the 
right and left of the face and at the sides in front of the ears in an undulating 
motion. The details of each individual strand and lock is carefully delineated by 
deep and shallow incisions in the clay. 
VEILED MALE HEAD. BM. 1982.9-29.1 M12b 
Transferred from the V&A (386-1887) acquired by the vendor in Cairo, said to 
be from Cyprus. 
SIZE 
H. 3 I. Scm; base of chin to forehead 16.5cm; external eye comers 8.7cm; mouth 
3.5cm; nose 5cm; internal eye comer to ear lobe 8cm. 
CLAY 
Deep orange colour, numerous inclusions visible, ill sorted and angular, small 
to large in size, mostly quartz crystals, black volcanic particles, red/brown 
pozzolana. Surface very smooth to the touch at the front, possibly due to slip 
of diluted clay; some thumb impressions are visible on the surface. 
ANATOMY 
Male veiled head with long neck and slightly squashed back. The head is wider 
at the top where the veil rests, drooping rigidly around the hair and ears. The 
face is long and oval in shape with broad forehead only partly hidden by a 
fringe, small pointed chin and long cheek-bones. The eyebrows are arched and 
prominent, the brow-nose line presents a small hump. The oblong eyes, slightly 
rimmed by narrow eyelids, are set deep in their sockets. The nose is relatively 
short and straight, with flattened tip and fleshy wings. The mouth is small with 
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full and shapely, parted lips. The comers of the mouth are evidenced, as is the 
depression between nose and upper lip. The ears are barely sketched and 
poking out at the sides. The neck is very long and present two parallel "Venus 
ring" swellings across it. 
HAIRSTYLE 
The head is covered mostly by a veil that leaves only a short, thin ftinge visible 
over the forehead and a few strands at the sides, in front and below the ears. 
The fringe is rendered by segments or locks of hair, each formed by a series of 
strands. The ends of the strands turn to both sides of the face, creating a slight, 
off-centre parting. The details are highlighted by shallow incisions in the clay. 
The veil is rounded at the back where is a vent-hole 3.7cm in diameter. 
PARALLELS 
In the Leiden Museum is one unpublished head on a bust identical to M12b, 
from the same generation matrix'. 
1 The bust from the peck down is of dubious origin: inv. no. 18.190 1, Mci, b1z. 60. All the 
dimensions correspond. 
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GROUP 13 
This group consist of four heads: M13al (1839.2-14.11), M13aH (1839.2- 
14.16), derived from closely related matrices, M13b (1839.2-14.8) and M13c 
(183 9.2-14.14) linked by the same prototype. 
Head M13al and head M13aH belong to the same popular type, of which 
numerous variations are known; the two heads are from related matrices of the 
same generation, as the size roughly correspond. The type of M13al and 
M13aIL frequently found in Latium, probably originated., in Caere, as most 
known examples are from that locality. 
This type of head is the result of a composite representation of two famous 
models, one of Classical inspiration, the other Hellenistic'. The hairstyle 
displayed follows in the Polycleitan tradition, with a slight bulging of the 
forehead, plastic hair locks and a slight parting of the fiinge over the forehead. 
The facial type, however, is of a young Lysippean athlete with small eyes, 
fleshy nose and full, parted lips. 
A small bronze copy of the Herakles by Polyclitus, in the Museo Barracco in 
Rome, is similar to M13al in the shape of the hair locks on the forehead and 
sides and in the facial features, particularly the swelling under the eyelids, the 
wide nose with straight bridge, the full mouth, the rounded soft chin and the 
protruding ears'. The young athlete type is overimposed on this Polycleitan 
model and can be perceived in the leaner shape of the face, the outline of the 
eyes, the parted lips, the sullen expression and even in the contour of the ears. 
This amalgamation of Hellenistic and earlier models is much utilized by the 
Italic coroplasts producing the votive heads in a convincing manner. 
I Riis goes as far as remarking similarities between this qW of votive head and one head 
from the Mexander sarcophagus: Riis 194 1, p. l8ff. Riis identifies this type as originating in 
Caere: Riis 1981, Cacretan type 22D, p. 28. 
2 Museo Barracco, inv. no. 109: Bianchi Bandinelli 1938, pl. ly, nos. 45,46,47; Von Stcubcn 
H. 'Kopf des Polikletischcn Hcrakics. Rom Konscrvatorcnplahast BP-N. 'Anlike Plastik VII, 
pp. 95-101, pls. 47-54, Barracco-Abb. 9. The statuette is 49cm high. It is possible that copies of 
this size were in circulation being used as models from which to copy and draw inspiration. 
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A dating for this type of head to the end of the 4th century, B. C., as suggested 
by Hafner on the basis of the relationship with earlier 4th century D. C. types of 
terracotta heads, is probable. However, this is a popular and, apparently, 
enduring type which must have been in circulation for a considerable stretch of 
time. The analogy with other Italic types of head is not limited to the ones. 
mentioned by Hafner. A certain likeness can also be observed, in spite of the 
Greek quality of M13aI, with the types of MI la and MI IbL in the general 
appearance of the features with their youthful demeanour, the rotundity of the 
head and face, the distinctive, large projecting ears. It is hard to determine the 
extent and nature of the relationship between these different types, if indeed it 
exists, and their chronological link, it is likely they were ý contemporary: the 
types of Group II rooted in the Italic tradition, the types of Group 13 
influenced by the style of celebrated Greek masterpieces. 
M13b is related to the type of M13al, the connection evidenced by some 
similarities of features, especially the eyes, brows and ears. The shape of the 
face, although broader, is that of M13al, with corresponding high, puffy cheeks 
and round, dimpled chin; the position of the ears is also comparable. The 
hairstyle differs slightly, the Polycleitan style of M13al and Ml3aII is replaced 
by a series of ruffled ringlets, presumably inspired by the Apoxyomenos of 
Lysippus; as on head M16a. 
Head M13b shows also some similarities with the type of the Perseus, a work 
of the school of Skopas, as beheld in a marble copy in Ostia. Particularly 
relevant is the broadness of the face, the shape and position of the ears, the 
shape of the mouth and brows; the physiognon* likeness is also evident in 
profile. The hairstyle with the unruly short ringlets over the forehead stresses 
the resemblance. This head, more than the previous type, is a pastiche of local 
and Greek trends, showing a free, slightly grotesque, adaptation of the popular 
type of M13aI 
3 One a head in Berlin the other a famous votive head from Falcrii: IWher 1966-67, PI-5, 
no. 2, pl. 7, nos. 1-2, p. 40; Invcmizzi-Tomasclli-Zezza 1983, p. 20. 
4 Ostia Museum inv. no. 99: Calza-Floriani-Squarciapino 1962, p. 41, no. 9; Zanker 1974, 
p. 106, no. 9, pl. 79, nos. 1,3-5. 
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Head M13c is a modification of the type of M13al, thý'resemblance'is 
particularly evidenced in the shape of the face, forehead, brows, 'mouth and in 
the expression of the face. However, the appearance oýUc is quite different, 
largely due to the hair rendering. The' hairstyle is essentially the same, with 
short locks and parted fringe in Polycleitan fashion, but it is represented as a 
smooth, tight fitting cap with the hair strands indicated simply by shallow 
incisions in the clay. This hairstyle is similarly rendered to that of type MI Ob. 
M13c presents stylistic affinities with heads from the votive deposit at the Ara 
della Regina in Tarquinia, particularly with one example that, besides evident 
physiognomic likeness, shows the same smooth cap hairstyle with a ridge along 
the forehead'; the head displays a beard, also rendered by shallow incisions. 
The head from Tarquinia is dated from the late 4th to the first half 3rd centuries 
B. C. on the basis of the similarity of features and hairstyle with two 4th century 
B. C. stone heade. 
MALE HEAD: BM. 183 9.2-14.11 
Campanari Collection 
SIZE 
M13al 
H. 35cm; chin to forehead 14.5cm; external eye co'mers 8cm; internal eye 
comer to earlobe 9cm; mouth 3.5cm. 
CLAY 
Pale yellow colour, numerous inclusions visible, fine to medium in size, mostly 
black volcanic crystals, red/brown pozzolana, mica and quartz crystals. 
5 Comella 1982, p. 65, pl. 24b, BI =Il. 
6 One in the BM the other in Tarquinia: Comella 1982, p. 65; Vessbcrg 1941, p. 123, 
pl. XVI, nos. 34; Hafner 1970, p. 50, pl. 23, no. l. The presence of the beard, well out of 
fashion by the end of the 4th century B. C., is an argument in favour of such dating. 
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ANATOMY 
Head and neck of male youth with the neck turning into a ring base; the hea d is' 
extensively damaged and restored, part of the back is missing. The face is oval 
in shape with full, pýffy cheeks, narrow forehead partly covered by a fringe, 
rounded chin somewhat slanting in profile. The occipital bone is pronounced as 
are the arched eyebrows; the eyes are small, close-set and almond-shaped, the 
eyelids are uneven and not well rendered. The nose is short and straight, the 
nostrils are fleshy but little pronounced. The mouth, small with full Bps, slightly 
parted and curling at the comers is placed close to the nose. A probable 
distortion in the mould has caused a slight imperfection in the shape and 
positioning of the left side of the mouth. The ears are large, pron-dnent and 
placed well to the back of the head. 
HAIRSTYLE 
The short hairstyle is rendered only at the front of the head, th 
'e 
back is simply 
smoothed and rounded. Over the forehead is a fiinge, slightly parted in the 
middle, formed by a series of short, pointed, flame-like locks. At the sides, 
above the ears, the locks curve into irregular ringlets. 
PARALLELS 
In the MGE are three heads of this type from Caere, probably from the same 
generation matrix ". From the same series is. a head in Pavia, ex-Vatican 
collection'. Again from Caere are a votive head on display in the Cerveteri 
Museum and one from the deposit of the Tempio del Manganello, probably of 
corresponding generation matrix with the heads in the BM and MGV. In the 
Museo Archeologico Nazionale at Civitavecchia is a votive head of the same 
7 Inv. no. 13989; inv. no-13974 corrcsponding-to MIN and MGE inv. no. 13988 
corresponding to M13all: Hafher 1966-7, pl. 10, nos. 34. 
8 Invcmizzi-Tomasclli-Zczza 1983, pp. 19-20, T2. 
9 Inv. no. 93540; Mcngarelli 1935, pis. XVII-M; Bonghi Jovino 1976, pl. XVII, no. 9. 
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type but of later matrix from the Sanctuary at Punta delle Vipere". The type is 
also found in Rome, from the Tiber, with several variations" and from the 
deposit of Minerva Medica". Examples of the type have been retrieved at 
Lavinium". South of Rome the type is found only in votive deposit at Carsoli 
with modifications"' and at Lucera, in Apulia, with slightly different hairstyle". 
Two heads in the MGE are related to this type, the relationship is evidenced 
particularly in the hairstyle, where details are duplicated". One head of this 
type is in the Hamburg Museum". One head of this type was auctioned in 
Freiburg in 1991 ". 
MALE II]EAD: BM. 1839.2-14.16 M13all 
Campanari Collection 
SIZE 
H. 27cm; base chin to forehead 15cm; external eye comers 8cm; internal eye 
comer to earlobe 8.8cm; mouth 3.5cm. 
10 Santuarl dEtruria, p. 152, no. 8.1, B2, dated in the catalogue to the early 3rd century 
B. C. 
11 Pensabene 1980, pl. 69, no. 445; pl. 71, no. 450; pl. 73, no. 458; possibly pl. 74, no. 462 
and 466; pl. 88, no. 520; pl. 89, no. 52 1. 
12 Gatti Lo Guzzo 1978, pl. 36, Gxa. 
13 Thomasson 196 1, pl. 3, no. 18 and pl. 4, no. 19; Enea nel Lazio, D 220, p. 237; D 272, 
p. 268. 
14 Marinucci 1976, type E, pl. 8. 
15 Bartoccini 1940, p. 250, fig. 3 1. 
16 Inv. nos. 13852 and 13854: Hafner 1966-7, pl. 10, nos. 1-2; Kaschnitz 1965, pl. 7, nos. 1- 
7,2; Kilmer 1977, pp. 226-227. The heads are comparable but with modified details such as 
large slanting cyes more similar to the t3W of MlObIH and to inv. no. 13873 in the MGE. 
17 Inv. no. 1968-8, H. 30cm. 
18 Dated in the catalogue 4th-3rd centuries B. C., H. 29cm; No. 124: Wunst der Antikc. 
Galerie Ginter Puhze. Catalogue 9. Freiburg 1991. 
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CLAY 
Pale creamy colour, several inclusions visible, mostly fine black volcanic 
particles and red pozzolana. Traces of red pigment survive on the surface. 
ANATOMY 
Head and neck of male youth, damaged at the neck. A few details differ from 
M13aI: the chin is more pronounced with a dimple in the middle, the nose is 
slightly longer and fleshier, the eyes are narrower and the lips a little more 
parted. The more notable difference is in the ears, crudely modelled, large, 
placed high on the head and protruding at the sides. The rendering of the hair at 
the back, in a series of shallow incised lines running from the crown to the 
neck, is also different to the plain, smooth back of M13al. 
PARALLELS 
Of the same generation matrix appears to be a head from the Tempio del 
Manganello" in Caere, and a head in the MGE also from Caer620. In the 
Cerveteri Museum is a half head of the same type'. 
MALE HEAD: BM. 1839.2-14.8 M13b 
Campanari Collection 
SIZE 
H. 31.3cm; max. width 19cm; base of chin to foreh6ad 15.5c'm; external eye 
comers 8.6cm; mouth 3.6cm; tip of nose to ear lobe 10.7cm. 
CLAY 
19 Mcngarclli 1935, pl. XVIII-XIX. 
20 Inv. no. 13988: Hafner 1966-7, pl. 10, no. 3. 
21 Inv. no. 93556. 
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Pale creamy-yellow colour, surface smooth to the touch, numerous inclusions 
visible, fine to large in size, mostly red-brown pozzolana, black particles and 
quartz crystals. Traces of red pigment survive on the face. 
ANATOMY 
Large head, and neck of male youth modelled in the round, restored on the 
neck, fbreheadý left chin and right ear. The back of the cranium is bulky, the 
face round and broad with very full and slightly puffy cheeks, the forehead is 
narrow, 'the chin is prominent and round with a dimple in the middle. The 
arched eyebrows are placed very close to the eyes which are rather small in 
proportion to the size of the head, little delineated. The eyes are slightly 
oblong, with shallow eyelids which overlap slightly at the outer comers. The 
lower lids are almost non existent, the irises are indicated by two asymmetrical 
depressions in the middle of the eyeballs, the left one is oddly misplaced, giving 
an appearance of strabism. The straight nose is small and ' 
fleshy, the mouth is 
very small with M-shaped upper lip, curling up at the comers. The ears are 
quite large and accurately modelled with the left ear a little larger. The neck is 
very broad and turns out slightly into a ring base. 
HAIRSTYLE 
The short hair is straight and combed forward from the crown of the head 
except over the front. The straight locks are emphasized by incisions running 
down the back to the nape of the neck, forward on the front and sides. Over 
the forehead and in front of the ears the hair thickens slightly into uneven and, 
asymmetrical locks, framing the face in a slightly disordered f4Shion. ., 
MALE BEAD: BM. 1839.2-14.14 
Campanari Collection 
SIZE 
M13c 
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H. 25.5cm; base chin to forehead 14.5cm; external eye comers 8.5cm; internal 
eye comer to ear lobe 9cm; mouth 4cm; nose 5cm. 
CLAY 
Pale creamy colour, numerous inclusions visible, very fine to moderate in size, 
mostly black particles, red-brown pozzolana, quartz crystals. 
ANATOMY 
Head and neck of male youth modelled in the round with a slight inclination to 
the left. The face is oval with high cheek bones, low forehead and rounded, 
pronounced chin. The brows are prominent and arched, the eyes are large and 
almond-shaped, closed to the eyebrows and deep-set. The nose is long, straight 
and prominent with a wide bridge and large nostrils. The mouth is small with 
full, slightly parted lips; the comers of the upper lip are up-tumed unevenly, in 
the same manner of M13al. The ears are prominent, the right one is larger and 
looks quite different from the left one. 
FAIRSTYLE 
The hair is rendered as a tight fitting cap with a definite edge around the 
forehead and sides; at the back of the head is simply smoothed. The hair strands 
are indicated at the front and sides by a few shallow and rather poorly executed 
incisions that seem to evidence a series of locks and a fringe slightly parted in 
the middle. There are no locks indicated in front of the larger right ear, but in 
front of the left ear is a series of incised lines extending from the fringe, 
indicating side ringlets. 
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GROUP 14 -ti . 
This group includes three heads: M14a (BM. 1974.8-12.6), M14b 
(BM. 1950.1-4.6) and M14c (BM. 1843.5-7.318). 
The type of head M14a is popular in Etruscan-Latium-Campanian votive 
deposits, often present in various modified versions'. The type of this head is 
related to both M13a and M15b. Although connected, these types of heads are 
all asserted in their own right, with distinctive characteristics and looks. 
The affinity with M13a is to be found in the type of the young Lysippean 
athlete, after which they are both modelled. The fink with Group 15 is in the 
probable, common Apulian origin of the two types. The type of M14a is in fact 
common in the massive votive deposit at Lucera, in Apulia, often portrayed 
with irregularly parted locks over the forehead, but identical hairstyle at the 
sides of the face'. The features are always graceful and the Hellenistic quality of' 
the heads is highlighted, regardless of the rigid frontality and the frequent 
presence of the veil'. The heads from Lucera probably represent an important 
phase in the development and propagation of this type which advanced 
Hellenistic forms and themes from Tarentum to other parts of the Italian 
peninsula. The votive deposit was sealed at the end of the 3rd century B. C., 
therefore this type of votive head, if originating in Lucera, must date from the, 
earlier part of the century. 
On M14a the Hellenistic pathos, featured in the intense expressiveness of the 
eyes, the frowning forehead and the sensuous, slightly parted lips, is combined 
1 From the deposit of Mncrva Medica. on the Esquiline in Rome are some examples 
showing the same hairstyle as on M14a but features more alike those oEM15b: Gatti Lo Guzzo 1978, pp. 91-94,173, pls. X)CM-XX3WH; from Lavinium: Thomasson 1961, pls. II- III, nos. 11-15; pl. IV, no. 19; from the Tiber: Pcnsabene 1979, pl. XLIV, no. 4; from Fregelle: Ferrea 1979, pl. XKXVII. From Veii Campctti arc a few heads of good quality related to this 
type: Torclli-Pohl 1973, fig. 104; and some of poor quality: Vagnetti 1972, pL XXIL EH. 
2 Bartoccini 1940, p. 243, fig. 24-bis; p. 244, fig. 25; Rossi 1980, pp. 67-84, type CMI-5, 
pls. =-, 'OaIl, particularly pl. =l which is also comparable in size: R3 lcm. 
3 The presence of the veil on these, otherwise thoroughly hellenising, heads is 
symptomatic of the Roman influence in votive customs and cult formulas: Lucera is a Roman 
colony in 314 B. C. but already an ally of Rome in 328 B. C. 
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with a rigid hairstyle echoing Polycleitan models, particularly the Doryphoros. 
The adaptation of a Classical hairstyle, like on head M13a, complies with an 
Hellenistic facial type. In other votive deposits this hairstyle is paralleled on 
heads dated (probably too conservatively) to the second half of the 2M century 
D. C. ' 
Notwithstanding a certain rigidity, the features of head M14b are fairly 
accurately and skilfully described. The eyes are almost a deliberate imitation of - 
the staring, piercing gaze of the glass-paste eyes of bronze statuary. The type 
of this head is the same of M14a, however, there is a remarkable likeness 
between this head and a small bronze bust of Menander in Malibu, a Roman 
copy of the original statue of 290 B. C. by the sons of Praxiteles'. The shape of 
the broad, square face with strong jaw-chin line, the frowning forehead, the 
heavy brows, the small, piercing, close-set eyes, the large ears, all are 
characteristic, and atypical features, shared by the two heads. Even the 
expression lines at the comer of the eyes, distinctly present on the bronze bust, 
seem to be suggested on the votive head. The main difference between the two 
heads is in the hairstyle. 
Head M14c is an interesting example of slipped mould. The type of this head is 
probably that of M14a, although, given the damaged conditions of the piece, 
identification is uncertain. In spite of its poor conditions the terracotta must 
have been used rather than rejected, as traces of red paint survive on the chin 
and left cheek. Painting was taking place after firing when the object was 
removed from the mould; the bad outcome of this head does not seem to have 
prevented the manufacturer from adding the finishing touch required for the 
sale. 
4 At the deposit of Mincrva Medica in Rome: Gatti LA) Guzzo 1978, p. 174, pl. YMM, 
GXa-GXb I; pl. X)DOMI, GMa I, GXlb I. 
5 Frcdcrickscn 1975, p. 41; Ashmole 1976, p. 61; Frcl 1981, no. 34, pp. 82-85. For the 
Mcnander qW: Richter 1965,11, pp. 224-236, figs. 1514-1643. 
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MALE VEELM BEAD: BU 1974.8-12.6 -Ml4a 
Found unregistered 
SIZE 
H. 29cm; base chin to forehead l7cm; nose 6cm; external eye comers 9cm; 
mouth 3.7cm; internal eye comer to ear lobe 8.6cm. 
CLAY 
Creamy-pink colour, I numerous inclusions visible, small to large in size, mostly 
black volcanic (crystals and spongy), some mica. and red pozzolana. Traces of 
red pigment survive on the face. 
ANATOMY 
Large veiled head of male youth of good quality, damaged on the veil and neck, 
the short neck forming a simple stand. The face is round and wide in shape with 
narrow forehead slightly frowning and crossed by a slight depression; the cWn 
is round with a dimple in the middle, the cheeks are full and the whole effect of 
the face is slightly puffy. The eyebrows are linear and pronounced, the large 
eyes deep-set and very naturalistically rendered in detail with upper and lower 
lids well defined, gazing ahead from the incised irises and pupils. The nose is 
long and straight with wide, slightly flaring nostrils, the mouth is small with 
full, pouting lips. The ears are large, turned out on the sides of the veil and 
depicted in particulars. 
HAIRSTYLE 
The short hair is slightly parted in the middle with symmetrically placed, curling 
locks around the forehead and at the sides. Over the forehead two facing, 
pointed locks look like pincers; at the sides and over the top of the head the 
hair is arranged in series of short, thick ringlets. Two slightly longer ringlets fall 
in front of the ears over the cheeks. 
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PARALLELS 
This type of head is found in Rome from the Tiber, also in the half head version 
with some variatione; one example comes from Lavinium7, and one in the Ny 
Carlsberg Glyptotek from Lanuvium`. One fragmentary head of the same type 
is in the Cerveteri Museum; one head of this type is in the Danish National 
Museum!, and two more are in a German private collection'*. 
MALE VEILED HEAD: BM. 1950.1-4.6 M14b 
Given by L. J. Hooper 
SIZE 
H. 3 I cm; base chin to forehead l7cm; extemal eye comers 9.5cm; mouth 
4.2cm; intemal eye comer to ear lobe 10cm. 
CLAY 
Pink-orange colour darker in places, numerous inclusions visible in the brakes 
but not on the surface, mostly black volcanic particles. Traces of red pigment 
survive. 
ANATOMY 
Large male head, heavy in weight almost solid; the veil formes a rigid frame 
around the head and neck, the back of the head if nearly flat. The face is broad 
with square jaw and wide cheek bones, the forehead is crossed by a slight 
depression conferring to the face a frowning expression. The eyebrows are 
wide and heavy, the small eyes are almond-shaped, delineated by sharp outer 
6 Pcnsabenc 1980, pl. 89, no. 521. 
7 La Regina in Lavinlum 1975, fig. 32 1, C. 144. 
8 Tillaeg fil Kat. overNy Carlsberg Glyptotek antKunstvaerker 1925, no. T 119 d. 
9 Breitenstain 194 1, inv. no. ABb 269, pl. 100, no. 795. 
10 Schweitzer 1929, pp. 191-192, pl. NXXIV, AC. 
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comers turning conspicuously down and deeply incised lids. Incised 'are ýaýO 
the pupils and irises, placed in such a way to bestow a crossed-eyed, staring 
look to the face. The nose is damaged, but was presumably long and straight 
with broad, fleshy nostrils; the mouth, positioned closed to the nose, is small 
with full, almost sensual, slightly parted lips. The ears are large and exageratly 
stuck out on the sides of the veil. 
The hairstyle is identical to that of head M14a, the details of the short, 
symmetrical locks are even more meticulously accurate. 
PARALLELS 
One head of the same type is in the MGE", and one is in the Villa Giulia 
Museum". One head of this type is in a Danish private collection". 
MALE VEILED HEAD: 13M. 1843.5-7.318 M14c 
Belmore Collection 
SIZE 
H. 24cm; base of chin to forehead I I. Scm; external eye comers 7cm; mouth 
2.6cm. 
CLAY II 
Light pink-creamy colour, rough to the touck'numerous inclusions visible, 
mostly black volcanic particles, red pozzolana, quartz crystals and some mica. 
Traces of red pigment survive on the face. 
11 Inv. no. 13779. 
12 Inv. no. 25248. 
13 Antik Kunst I Dansk privateje, p. 48, no. 305; one sin-dlar head is mentioned in the 
Brooklyn Museum in New York, inv. no. 09.16. 
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ANATOMY 
Veiled head and neck of youth with flat back. This is a particularly interesting 
specimen of slipped mould which produces a double image effect. The face 
presents three eyes, the third below and to the side of the right eye which is, in 
turn, almost indistinct, indicated mainly by the eye socket. Also on the neck the 
clay does not seem to have set properly in the mould, the result is a wrinkly 
neck giving the impression of loose skin. Furthermore, there are impressions on 
the forehead, traces of the hair curls, where the mould has slipped. The cast of 
the mould is faint and the features outcome is fairly indeterminate. The nose is 
compleatly missing, but it is not clear if it is a manufacturing fault or if it 
happened at a later stage. The ears have not come out of the mould, although 
in the place of the left ear is a blob of clay. The neck and veil turn out to form a 
platform at the front on which the narrow head stands. A hole was pierced 
through the object from the bottom to the centre with a stick, the impression of 
which is still visible in the clay. There is also a vent-hole in the middle of the 
back. 
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GROUP 15 
Group 15 consistrof five heads of three types closely related to each other. 
The prototype for head M15a (BM. 1859.2-16.8) appears to be based on the 
portrait of Demetrios Poliorketes, as identified by aI st century B. C. Roman 
copy, a herm from Herculanum in the Naples National Museum' (Fig. 10). 
The two heads share the same deep-set eyes with slight swelling at the outer 
comer of the eye, the same shape of the brow, the same shape of the mouth, 
the same broad, rounded cheeks, the conspicuous Adares apple, and the 
same inclination of the head with slight upward gaze. The hairstyle differs, 
shorter on the herin and longer on the votive head, in the style of the Azara 
Herm. 
Demetrios Poliorketes, one of Alexander's generals, was portrayed in 
Lysippan. style probably by Teisikrates, a pupil of Euthykratesý; the 
rendering of the handsome features is close to the Lysippan, image of 
Alexander. On the herm the upward gaze, often associated with the 
movement of the neck, recalls the idealised portraits of Alexander made 
under the influence of the new heavenward-gazing type of Lysippus Plutarch 
says that the Diadochs, of which Demetrios Poliorketes is one, emulated 
Alexander's look and poise of the head'. The Adam's apple is represented in 
portraits on coins as well as on the herm. The good looks of Demetrios 
Poliorketes, famous in antiquity, are reported by Plutarchý and Diodor& 
who states: " Moreover he was outstanding both in beauty and in stature... 
I Walters 1899, p. 35; Laurenzi 1941, no. 50, the archctype dated by Laurcnzi to c. 300 
B. C.; Richter 1965,111, figs. 1741-1742; Bieber 1961, figs. 145-146, pp. 50-51; Sn-Lith 1988, 
pls. 4-5, p. 64. The hcnn can be compared to portraits of Demetrios Poliorketes on coins, 
particularly a stater in the BK mint of Pella 288-283 B. C.: Jcnldns 1972, p. 215, nos. 518, 
519; and a tetradrachm. in the BK mint of Pella 289-288 B. C.: Newell 1927, p. 97, pl. 10. 
2 Pliny NH, XXXIV. 67; Lippold, 'Teisikrates' in Paul)"WISSowa, V, p. 149. 
3 L'Orange 1947, p. 22. 
4 Plutarch Demetrius: 2.2. 
5 Diodorus: 19.81.4. 
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Furthermore, there was in him a certain gentleness becoming to a youthful 
king... "", a feature which seems to have been conveyed to the votive heads 
of this type. 
The Naples herm. and the coins of Demetrius Poliorketes portray him with 
small bull's horns, on the head attesting his adoption of an emblem of 
divinity, appearing as a new Dionysos, following the example of Alexande?. 
There must have been innumerable portraits and statues of Demetrius 
Poliorketes in his life time, as there were of Alexander"; a few, apart from 
the statue by Teisikrates, are reported by Pausanias and Diodorus?. It is 
possible that some of the youthful representations of the king my have 
portrayed longer hairstyle in the fashion of the Azara, herm, possibly with the 
characteristic locks across the forehead as displayed on the votive heads. 
Another popular gro'up of votive heads is related to the type of M15a, 
presumably derived from it and modified with emphasized parted lips, eyes 
gazing upwards in an over-pathetic expression and differing hairstyle. They 
are found commonly in Latium at Rome`, Veii", Castel di Decima". 
Narce", in Campania at Capua"'. Carsoli", and NEntumo". in Apulia at 
6 Quoted from: Geer P-M. Diodorws ofSicily. Cambridgc-London 1962, X p. 57. 
7 Demetrios Poliorkctes; devotion to Dionysos is recorded: Plutarch, Demetrius, 2.2; 
Diodorus: 20.92.4. 
8 Williams Lehmatm 1980, pp. 114-115. 
9 Pausanias mentions statues and groups at the Sanctuaries at Olympia and Delphi: 
Olympia: 6.15.7,6.16.3; Delphi: 10.10.2; Diodorus alludes to a golden statue in a chariot in 
the Athenian Agora and to a statuary group in Rhodes: Athens: 20.46.2; Rhodes: 20.93.6. 
10 Gatti Lo Guzzo 1978, pl. XXXV, GO, 1, pp. 171-172; Pcnsabene 1981, pl. 70, no. 447, 
pp. 193-194. 
11 From Campctti: Torclli-Pohl 1973, fig. 104, p. 225. 
12 Guaitoli 1974, fig. 13, pp. 61-62. 
13 Brcitcnstainl941, pl. 102, no. 803, p. 85. 
14 Bonghijovinol965, pl., NLII, PIval, p. 91; pl. L3WIll-2, no. 2880, p. 144. 
15 Marinucci 1976, pl. 12-15, p. 49-5 1. 
16 Mingazzini 1938, pl. XM 5,10-12; pl. =Il, 7-10. 
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Lucera" ' usually dated to the late 3rd-2nd centuries B. C. 'The'resemblance 
with M15a is particularly evident on a head from the sanctuary of Mnerva 
Medica on the Esquiline". For this head Gatti Lo Guzzo identifies'the 
likeness with the portrait of Demetrios Poliorketes, although the comparison 
is not as convincing as for M15a. The connection between these two groups 
is more manifest in the outline of the face and shape of mouth and nose. 
Even the hairstyle, although modified, shows a dependence from the style of 
M15a with side-swept locks, some of which seem to be reproduced in the 
same manner. Similarities with M15bI are also evident, particularly in the 
outline of the mouth with deep side indentations (the mouth is in fact more 
akin to Ml5bI than to M15a). However, the head from Minerva Medica 
differs in the form of the eyes, which are wide open, with deep-set sockets 
and with more indented outer comers. The upward gaze is stressed in an 
expression of intense feeling, emphasized by the outline of the lower lid. , 
A striking and significant parallel for the head from Minerva Medica is 
found on an an Apulian krater with human head applique in the Louvre, 
dated to the late 4th-3rd centuries B. C. "' The likeness is remarkable and 
there is no doubt that the prototype is the same. The applique also displays a 
pair of long homs, which may suggest an analogy with the homed portrait 
of Demetrios Poliorketes (Fig. 11). 
Another Apulian head vase in the BK a calix from Canosa dated to the 4th- 
3rd centuries B. C., is a counterpart for head M15a., Again the prototype is 
the same and the hairstyle is perfectly paralleled'o (Fig. 12). The parallel with 
the two south Italian vases is fundamental. Both vases are dated generically 
to the late 4th early 3rd centuries B. C., but the Louvre krater also displays 
17 Bartoccini 1940, fig. 24-27, p. 242-246. 
18 Gatti Lo Guzzo 1978, pl. XXXV, GýI, It pp. 171-172. 
19 Besques 1986, pl. 149, no. D. 4102 ab, p. 14 1, from Canosa. The head is described as a 
river god; also on top of the krater is a female figure with melon coiffure and on the handle a 
fcmale head of Tanagra qpe with melon coiffure. 
For the relationship between pottery production and terracottas in Ap ulia, and particularly 
Tarcntum: Hoffmann 1966.1 
20 Campanari 1839: CVA G. B. fascicule 10, BM. fascicule 7, pl. 19, IV Da no. 5; Hcfher 
1966-67, pl. 15, no. 1. 
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female figures of Tanagra type with melon coiffure and on the caU is a 
female figure in the Tanagra style. The melon coiffure appears for the first 
time in south Italy in the 3rd century B. C. and the Tanagra type of figurines 
becomes popular in Magna Graecia at the same time. The two vases can 
not, therefore, be dated before the 3rd century B. C. The suggested 
archetype for the type of M15a, the portrait of Demetrios Poliorketes, is 
dated to c. 300 B. C., or within the first quarter of the 3rd century B. C; the 
circulation of the prototype, for both votive head and head vase, must, 
consequently, be within the century and after that date. The creation of the 
modified type of the votive head from Minerva Medica and the krater in the 
Louvre must follow closely, as suggested by the poignant likeness. It is also 
evident that the creation of votive heads and head vases must be near in time 
as their resemblance is convincing in details. 
We have no way of knowing the nature of the relationship between the two 
classes of objects and their prototype or which was created first. From a 
purely visual point of view, the size, the sharpness of features and details, 
the skill of rendering on the votive heads would suggest a closer link with 
the prototype. Works from south Italy influenced the workshops of central 
Italy, Etruria and Campania; the types of these votive heads seems to be 
common in southern Latium, Apulia and Campania, a fact which, together 
with the existence of the Apulian vases, suggests an origin for the prototype 
in southern Italy, probably Tarentum. The detail of the locks over the 
forehead on M15a, repeated so accurately on the vase in the BM can only 
be explained by a first hand knowledge of the prototype. 
On the head from Minerva Medica, the dependence from the type of M15a 
seems, on close examination, undisputable and the unequivocal resemblance 
of this head with the applique closes a circle of relationships. The Apulian 
origin for the type of this head is further strengthenitel 61 a fragmentary 
terracotta votive statue from the deposit at Lucera, dated not later than the 
second half of the 3rd century B. C. ". The head of youth shows, although 
somewhat leaner, younger and softer, the same features, in particular the 
shape of the mouth, eyes, chin and jaw line. The hairstyle displays three 
21 Rossi 1980, type CM 11, pl. XXIX, nos. 1-2, pp. 73,82-83. The same type is also found 
in the Luccra Museum: Bartoccini 1940, figs. 14-15, pp. 201-202, figs. 35-36, pp. 255-256. 
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twisted curls "over the forehead, more linear than on the BNrs head but 
presenting a similar concept. 
The type of M15bI (BU1859.2-16.6) is derived from that of M15a. they 
share physiognomic characteristics, although modified in poise and hairstyle. 
One head of this type, from the deposit on the Esquiline, illustrates a certain 
link between this type and that of M14a, as some facial characteristics of 
both can be, found on W2. A detail is particularly revealing: the same deep" 
indentation present on Ml5bI along the right wing of the nose is also found 
on the head from Minerva Medica, the whole shape of the nose is indeed 
reproduced. The hairstyle is, however, that of M14a with the front locks like 
pincers. Gatti Lo Guzzo dates the head, too conservatively, to the late Ist 
century B. C. 
Head M15bU is the only veiled male profile in the BM's collection. 
Considering the commonplace of such objects in most votive deposits, this 
is perhaps indicative of the taste of the assemblers of the collection, which 
seem to have disregarded the half heads (scarce also amongst the female 
groups) in favour of the more "artistic", full, rounded heads. This only 
example is a transfer from the V&A in recent times. 
The type of M15c (BM. 1859.2-16.7), is directly derived from that Ml5bI, 
but a much poorer, simplified version. 
Head M15d is a poorer derivative of Ml5bI than M15c, but clearly closely 
related to it. The heavy features on this head seem to suggest a careless, 
probably later, production of the type, when adherence to the original models 
had lost significance. 
, 
The lateness of the example is further,, suggested by the_ 
hairstyle, which shows three flame-like locks over the middle of the forehead. 
Similar hairstyle can be seen on late Hellenistic sculpture like the head of a man 
from Smyrna in the Athens National Museum, dated to the late 2nd-lst 
centuries B. C. ' The connection between M15c and M15d is clearly illustrated 
22 Gatti Lo Guzzo 1978, pl. XXXVII, Gxlb, 1. 
23 NMA inv. no. 362, H. 44cm: Smith 1991, fig. 327, n6.1. 
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by one smaller example from Cales, presumably derived from a matrix near to 
botP. 
MALE BEAD: BM. 1859.2-16.8 M15a 
Bequeathed by Mss Auldjo I, 
SIZE 
R26.5cm; base of chin to forehead 14.7cm; external eye comers 8.9cm; 
mouth 3.6cm; max. width 16.5cm; width across cheekbones 12cm. 
CLAY 
Orange colour, darker on the surface, few inclusions visible mostly black 
volcanic, red pozzolana, quartz crystals and mica, fine in size with a 
scattering of larger lumps. 
ANATOMY 
Male head with well turned out neck and part of the shoulders. The head is 
slightly tilted to the right, only the front and sides are rendered, the back is 
uniformly rounded and slightly squashed, obviously not meant to be seen. 
The face is large and rounded with full cheeks, broad jaw and prominent, 
rounded and dimpled chin; the forehead is narrow and slightly slanting in 
profile, with a faint trace of line across it. The eyebrows are wide 
overhanging and linear, the eyes are small in proportion to the broadness of 
the face, deep-set and oblong in shape with sharply defined upper and lower 
lids and outer comers; the irises and pupils are indicated by shallow 
incisions. The nose is long and straight, forrning, in profile, a continuous line 
with the forehead, the nostrils are wide, marked and fleshy. The almost 
sensual mouth is small and placed very close to the nose, with full, pouting 
parted lips. The broad neck with fold and large Adam's apple, adds to the 
corpulent appearance of this head. The shoulders are rounded and terminate 
just above the chest forming a stand for the head. 
24 Blazquez 1961, pl. IV, fig. 6. 
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HAIRSTYLE 
The hair is long and curly framing the face in a series of carefully 
disarranged, undulating, pointed strands, which on the forehead run almost 
parallel to the brow in a right-to-left direction. The length of the ringlets 
terminates abruptly just above shoulder level hiding the ears compleatly 
within their volume; the details of each individual strand -of hair are 
highlighted by incisions. 
PARALLELS 
Several examples of this type are known: identical to the BMs example or 
veiled, with variations to the hairstyle or from statues. Several examples of 
this VM with or without veil, single heads and statues, with identical 
hairstyle or slightly modified, have been found at Lucera in Apulie. Several 
examples, veiled and unveiled, come from Cales, in CampaniaF4. A 
fragmentary head in the Swatliche Kunstamungen in Kassel is of the same 
type, possibly from a related matrix, although, being smaller in size, of later 
generation7. One head of this type is in the Royal Ontario Museum, 
Toronto". A veiled head of same type and with identical hairstyle, but 
probably from a statue, is in a private collection in Hamburg"; on this head 
the face is slightly less plump and there are no necklines or Adam's apple. 
Another veiled head of the same type and closely related matrix is in the 
Danish National Museum' and in the NCG is a votive terracotta statue of 
the same type with the same hairstyle". A veiled head, of this type, very 
25 Bartoccini 1940, pp. 200-201, figs. 13-14, p. 245, fig. 26. 
26 Blazquez 1961, pl. III, fig. 4; pl. V, fig. 7; pl. VI, fig. 8. 
27 H. 22cm. Dated in the catalogue to the 4th-3rd centuries B. C.: Sinn 1977, pl-23, no. 66, 
p. 39. 
28 Inv. no. 959.17.42. 
29 H. 44.8cm, dated in the catalogue to the 2nd century B. C.: Kunst der Elmsker, p. 117, 
no. 144. 
30 H. 26.9cm.: Breitenstain 1941, inv. no. AB b. 156, pl. 102, no. 804, acquired in 1846 by 
Th. Laes* from G. Fiorelli, provenance unknown. 
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close to the example in the DNM was auctioned in Lucerne in 1967 
32 
and 
another comparable head of the same size was auctioned in New York in 
199133 
MALE VEELED BEAD: BM. 1859.2-16.6 M15BI 
Bequeathed by MzAuldjo 
SIZE 
I-L34cm; base of chin to forehead - 17.6cm; external eye comers 9.3cm; 
mouth 3.6cm; internal eye comer to ear lobe I Ocm. 
CLAY 
Orange-pink colour, numerous inclusions visible, fine to coarse, in size, 
mostly black volcanic crystals, red pozzolana, n*a and numerous quartz 
crystals. Heavy in weight. 
ANATOMY 
Large male head and neck, veiled and slightly squashed at the back, the neck 
turns out at shoulder level into a ring base. The face is oval and full with a 
narrow forehead and a round chin. The wide, linear eyebrows are placed 
close to the small close-set eyes; the eyelids are thin and little emphasized by 
shallow slits in the clay, the pupils are rendered by incised circle and dots. 
The nose is long, wide across the bridge with very pronounced, fleshy 
nostrils and small openings, the right nostril presents a defect of 
31 From Campania, dated to the 3rd century B. C.; comparable size with M15a: eye 
distance 7.9cm, brow to chin 14.2cm: Poulsen V. 1966, cat. IV, BT. 2.2; Fischer-11anscn 
1992, no. 130, pp. 176-177. 
32 R28cm.: no. 54 'Ars Antiqua AGI Catalogue 3 Lucerne December 1967. Dated in the 
catalogue to the 3rd century B. C. 
33 IL28cm.: no. 241 'Art of the Ancient World' 50th Anniversary edition. Royal Athena 
Gallery, no. 68 vol. VII part I, New York January 1991-The catalogue reads: "Found in a 
tomb at Albano, 4th-3rd centuries B. C.; ex-collcction of the Ist Earl of Harrowby (1762- 
1847). Two other nearly identical heads from the collection of the Earl of Harrowby arc also 
available. All bear the wax scaling of the King of Naplcs applied prior to the 1840's". 
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manufacture in the form of an exaggerated contour side-line. The mouth is 
very small with heart-shaped, slightly parted lips and indented comers. The 
ears are also small in proportion to the size of the head, highly placed and 
partly attached to the veil. The neck is broad and displays a bulging Adams 
apple. 
HAIRSTYLE 
The hairstyle is arranged in short curls, hook-shaped at the sides andý in'front 
of the ears, over the middle of the forehead two almost circular curls face 
each other, the details of the hair are filled-in by incisions with a sharp point. 
The veil covers the back of the head allowing the front part of the hair to be 
exposed, it is not raised high but it simply rests on the head with the folds 
hanging straight down the sides behind the neck and shoulder, from which is 
well separated. At the back of the head is a vent-hole, 5cm in diameter. 
PARALLELS 
The type of this head is found in Rome at the Sanctuary of Mnerva 
Medica'. Several heads of this type come from Cales, in Campania". One 
identical head of the same size and possibly related matrix went for auction 
in Freiburg in 1979'. 
MALE VEILED HALF HEAD, 
34 H. 21.5cm: Gatti Lo Guzzo 1978, pl. XXXVII, Gxlb, 1. 
35 Blazquez 196 1, pl. IV, fig. 5; Blazquez 1963, fig. 16; Blazquez 1968-69, fig. 1. 
36 H. 27, most of the neck is missing, dated in the catalogue 3rd-2nd centuries B. C.: 
'Kunst der Antikc. Galcrie Gunter Puhze. ' Catalogue 1979. Freiburg 1979. 
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LEFT PROFME: BU 1982.9-29.2 M15blI 
Transferred from the V&A (384-1887); purchased by the vendor in Cairo, 
said to be from Cyprus. 
SIZE 
H. 31cm; max. width 15cm; base of chin to forehead 16.3cm; nose 5cm; eye 
4.3cm; internal eye comer to ear lobe 10.2cm. 
CLAY 
Pinklorange colour, several inclusions visible, small to large in size and ill 
sorted, mostly quartz crystals, black volcanic crystals, some mica. The clay 
is well depurated and the surface is smooth to the touch. 
ANATOMY 
Left profile of male youth, veiled, in good condition of preservation but for 
the damaged tip of the nose. The type is that of full head Ml5bI and the 
description corresponds, the measurements do not exactly coincide but 
share similarities, therefore the matrices must be of close generations. 
PARALLELS 
The type of this half head is found in Rome with modified hairstyle where 
the curls are limp at the sides rather that hook-like"; a few examples come 
from Cales, in Campanie'. One exact parallel to this head, reported to be 
from Veii, is in Baltimore? '. One half head of this type is in the DNM slightly 
37 Pcnsabcne 1981, pl. 85, nos. 501-502; pl. 85, no. 520. Pcnsabcne regards them as derived 
from the type illustrated in pl. 70, no. 447, a common, modified, ovcr-pathctic derivative of 
M15bl. 
38 Blazquez 1961, pl. H, fig. 3, right profile; Blazqucz 1963, fig. 5, left profile. 
39 Robinson 1923, pp. 21-22, figs. 26-27. Ile fig. 27, originally in Toronto, is said to be 
from Veii. According to ProMitt at Victoria College, Toronto, some 30 or 35 such 
terracottas (from the same mould? ) were found in a cache at Veii about 1904. Robinson states 
that the Baltimore example is possibly 3rd or even 4th centuries B. C. and that the Toronto 
example is later. Also in an addendum at p. 340 he claims to have seen at the University of 
Mchigan two or three tcrracottas like the one of fig. 27, also from Veii. 
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modified in the hairstyle on the forehead, where the circular - locks are 
replaced by more linear tendrils like pincer§'. 
MALE VEMED HEAD: BNL1859.2-16.7 M15C 
Bequeathed by Mss Auldjo 
SIZE 
H. 3 5cm; base of chin to forehead 16.2cm; external eye comers -I Ocm; mouth 
4.2cm; internal eye comer to ear lobe I Ocm. 
CLAY 
Pink-orange colour with very darkened surface, numerous inclusions visible, 
mostly black volcanic particles, quartz crystals, red pozzolana, mica. Heavy 
in weight. 
ANATOMY 
Male head, the veil joins the frontal part of the neýck'and shoulder to form a 
well definite base ring, more like a pedestal, 2.5cm high. At the back of the 
head is a vent-hole 4.7cm in diameter. The type of this head is that of 
M15bl, but the execution is cruder; the size is not dissimilar therefore the 
matrices must be contemporary. The face is slightly broader, the forehead 
lower, the nose shorter and the mouth fuller. The ears are more 
conspicuously protruding from the sides resting on the veil. The hairstyle is 
the same as on Ml5bI but more rigid and stylised. 
MALE VEILED ]HEAD: BM. 1859.2-16.11 M15d 
Bequeathed by Mss Auldjo 
40 Inv. no. 4749: Brcitenstain 194 1, pl. 100, no. 798, H. 28.2cm, of pale grcyish-brown clay 
red with pigment surviving on the face. Acquired in 1896 from a dealer in Rome. -,, 
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SIZE 
H. 32cm; base of chin to forehead 15cm; external eye comers 9.5cm; mouth 
4cm; internal eye comer to ear lobe 8.5cm. 
CLAY 
Orange-pink colour, numerous inclusions visible, fine to coarse in size with 
large lumps of black volcanic particles, red pozzolana, quartz crystals and 
some mica. Much red pigment survives on the surface of the face and neck 
Heavy in weight. 1- 
ANATOMY 
The head is slightly damaged on the nose and chin. The head is large and 
high at the top, the forehead is still narrow and also the eyebrows are like 
those of Ml5bI but the outline of the eyes is modified to oblong almond- 
shaped with sharp outer and inner comers; the nose is shorter and less broad 
than Ml5bI and the mouth is larger with fuller lips. The most relevant 
modification is found in the hairstyle at the front over the forehead, where 
the two facing circular locks are replaced by three, flame-like, strands of 
hair. The rest of the coiff-ure follows in the style displayed by Ml5bI and 
M15c. Three rough "Venus-rings" are present on the neck, emulating the 
lines and Adams apple of M15a and Ml5bI. The veil joins the neck at the 
sides and front to form a base, 1.5cm high, as on M15c and Ml5bII. At the 
back of the head is a vent-hole, 3.9cm in diameter. 
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GROUP 16 
Group 16 consists of four heads of differing types, the correlation being their 
direct dependence from Greek prototypes. Except forl M6a (BM. 1839.2- 
14.13), known from a number_ of examples, they are not very common types, 
possibly due to the strict adherence to their prototypes and conseque& lack of 
popular Italic quality. 
The type of head M16a is clearly modelled on the Apoxyomenos; the likeness 
with the Lysippean masterpiece is evident at first sight, particularly in the poise 
of the head and in the characteristic, wind-swept curls over the foreheaA'. The 
facial features are also very similar to the, Greek model showing the same 
expression of pensive, composed calm. The Apoxyomenos's tridimentionalism, 
its representation of momentary appearance and precision of detail, was much 
admired in antiquity and much copied throughout the Hellenistic period. 
Having ascertained the dependence of this type of head from a Lysippean 
model, it is possible to perceive other artistic influences in the making of the 
prototype. The rendering of the hair at the front is also comparable to a late 
4th, early 3rd centuries B. C. head of athlete in the Metropolitan Museumý. The 
head in New York is pervaded of strength, at the same time it is infused of a 
soft, serene grace, that shows the intellectual side of his character. The votive 
head is trying to emulate a similar feel, perceived, for example, in the rendering 
of the features, softer and leaner than on the Apoxyomenos. 
Similarities can also be established with Hellenistic works of Classical 
inspiration, typical of a period when artists were looking back to earlier periods 
for ideas combining various types and many traditions, for instance with the 
head of a bronze statue of athlete from Cerigotto'. 
I The precise dating of the Apoxyomenos is unknown, but Pliny places Lysippusfloruit to 
328 BC because of his connection with Alexander. 
2 Richtcr 1962, fig. 208; Richtcr G. in Metropolitan Museum Bulletin 196 1, p. 82ff. 
3 Frost 1903, pp. 217-236, pls. VIII-IX. 
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The prototype for M16a seems to be based on a combination of 4th century 
B. C. athletic and heroic heads, probably developed in the early 3rd century4., 
As with head M16a, the Greek model to which the type of M16b (BM. 1956.1- 
6.7) is inspired totally obliterates any Italic element. This is again a "composite" 
piece, merging high Classical influences and Hellenistic style. There is a strong 
mid4th century B. C. component of Skopadic work, particularly of the 
Herakles type, the affinity evidenced also by the similarity with later copies 
such as the Genzano Henn in the British Museumý and the Lansdowne 
Herakles in MaliW. The length of the hair is the same, with exposed ears and 
temples; the face is also slightly square at the jaw, the shape of eyes and mouth 
corresponds. However, the votive head lacks the vigour of the Herakles in 
favour of a softer quality. 
The type of the Erbach Alexander, as known through the copies from the 
Acropoli? and the Schloss Erbach!, may also be perceived on this votive head, 
with shorter, differently arranged hair. 
The type of head M16c (BM. 1926.3-24.102) also combines differing Greek 
influences, forsaking compleatly the Italic element. On this head the detail of 
the facing hair locks over the forehead originates from the portraits of 
Alexander, like the Azara Herm in the Louvre?. This hairstyle, attested on 
terracotta'heads in votive deposits dating from the late 3rd to the 2nd century 
B. C. and on Etruscan sarcophagi lids, survives until the Ist century B. C. " The 
commanding twist of the neck is also a characteristic poise of Hellenistic rulers 
portraits, after the official representation of Alexander. 
4 The same dating for this t3W is advanced by Hafher: Hafher 1966-67, p. 40, pl. 11, no. 1. 
5 Smith 1892-1904, BMinv. no. 173 1, Stewart 1977, pl. 30, a-c. 
6 Stewart 1977, pl. 42, c; pl. 52, no. 3 (mouth), no. 5 (eyes). 
7 Acropolis Museum inv. no. 133 1: Smith 1988, no. 2c, pl. 2. 
8 Sn-dth 1988, no. 2A, pl. 2. 
9 Bieber 1964, pl. VIII, nos. 13-16. 
10 Chapter 8. 
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The influence of 4th century B. C. sculptural models of the Skopasian Meleager 
and the Praxitelean Hennes are present on the prototype of M16c: the softness 
and grace of Prwdteles is blended with the pathos and passion of Skopas. The 
resemblance with the Meleager is evidenced through the famous copy at the 
Villa Medici and one in the Fogg Art Museum of Harvard University". The 
right-to-left twist of the head, the slightly open mouth, the line of the chin, the 
lines at the sides of the mouth and the shape of the occipital bone are all 
elements rendered in a closely similar manner on the votive terracotta as on the 
Meleager's copies. The thick, compact mass of curls on M16c is similar to the 
hairstyle on the Harvard head, particularly matching are the strands at the tight 
side of the face in front of the ear. However, the hairstyle of M16c is also 
comparable to that of the Hennes". The deep-set eyes and swelling forehead 
are considered by some scholars to be a distinctive Skop'asian trait"; the slight 
down-cast gaze of the eyes is a characteristic of the Hennes. A tentative 
resemblance can be identified in a head of youth in the Cassel Museum, a 
marble copy of a 4th century B. C. Attic work". 
Head M16d (BM. 1974.8-12.11) is, from the stylistic point of view, one of the 
most interesting votive heads in the BM's collection. Several artistic influences 
are at work on this head as on the earlier examples. The "lions mane" hairstyle 
of the portraits of Alexander, of late 4th-3rd centuries B. C., can be easily 
recognized as the one displayed by this head. The "liores mane" with the high 
parting over the forehead, brings to mind, first and foremost, the Azara Herm 
in the Louvre", the most famous illustration of the style and the most reliable 
portrait of the king. Also the same stem masculine hero type, with broad face 
and heavy features, can be recognized on the votive head and the line across 
the forehead, considered a telling characteristic of the work by Lysippus, is 
11 However the Harvard copy is rather late in date, 2nd century A. D.: Hanfmann-PedIcy 
1964, pp. 61-65, pls. 58-72. 
12 Hermes at the Olympia Museum. Bieber 196 1, fig. I L' 
13 Richter 1962, p. 276. 
14 Bieber 1915, pp. 23-24, pl. XXVI, no. 27. 
15 Schreiber 1903, p. 109; Bieber 1964, pp. 32-34, pls. 8-9, figs. 13-17; Richter 1965, 
pp. 255, no. 16, figs. 1730-1733; Richter 1984, p. 225, fig. 185; Smith 1988, IA, pl. 1, nos. 
1-3, 
IB pl. I, nos. 4-6. 
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present on the small terracotta as on the marble herm. Therefore, at first, the 
small votive head seems to relay on the type of that Lysippean portrait for its 
prototype. 
iý 
On closer examination, other portraits of Alexander seem to relate as fittingly 
to M16d as the Azara Herm. The Chatsworth House head of Alexander,, for 
example, shows the same characteristics of the type: . the Be across the 
triangular-shaped forehead, the linear brow and eyes, the shape of the mouth, 
the heavy chin, the twist of the neck to the tight". The most convincing 
similarity with votive head MI 6d can be found in the hair rendering: a crown of 
thick curls framing the face, falling as far as the neck with, above the forehead, 
two rigid locks, the ends of which curl down on either side. These two standing 
locks of hair are a characteristic feature of the best and most certain of the 
portraits of Alexander, as in the Azara Herm, but, unlike the Azara Herm., on 
the Chatsworth head they are combined with a thick wealth of curls and a 
round-sectioned fillet on top of the head, like on M16d. The crown of thick 
curls framing the face and falling as low as the neck is typical of 4th century 
B. C. representations of great divinities like Zeus, Poseidon and Apollo. Tl-ýs 
characteristic was transferred to the deified Alexander, especially in his 
idealised representations as Apollo of which the Chatsworth House head is 
one 17 . 
The Eubuleus from the Agora shows similar hairstyle in length, volume and 
fillet", as do a marble head of Alexander in the BM" and a marble head in the 
NCG. of 3rd century B. C. said to be from Alexandrie. 
But the original prototype for head M16d is to be found in a small marble head 
in the Greco-Roman Museum at Alexandria, a portrait of Alexander with 
16 Herm, in white marble: Furtwangler 1901, pp. 212-214. 
17 These representations of deified Alexander are not attributed to Lysippus; but to the 
school of the artist Leochares close to the Ideal Attic style. 
is Bieber 1964, pI. V, fig. 10, a-b. 
19 Cat. Sculpture II, no. 1858; BM marbles and Bronzes 1928, no. 33; Hinks 1935, p. 9" 
fig. 9. 
20 I: Orangc 1947, p. 14, fig. 1; Poulsen F. 195 1, cat. no. 44 1; Poulsen V. 1954, cat. no. 3 1; 
Bieber 1964, p. 59, fig. 58; Smith 1988, p. 62; Johansen 1992, pp. 66-67, no. 24. 
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"Hods mane", which shows similarities with the Azara Hermý'. The small head 
in Alexandria, considered the copy of a portrait by Lysippus; is not a replica of 
the type of the Azara Henn, in spite of the likeness between the two. The small 
marble head is a more youthful image of Alexander the Great than the one in 
the Louvre, - where a mature king is represented. 'Furthermore, the composition 
of the hair locks on the Alexandrine head show a development independent 
from that of the Azara head. It has been suggested that the original 
(presýmably bronze) work by Lysippus, of which the Alexandria head is a 
copy, represents a link between the type of the Azara Herin and the later 
portraits of the king by the great artist. (Fig. 13) 
M16d is strikingly like the small herm from Alexandria in every feature: the hair 
rendering is duplicated in detail, even in the slight off-setting of the middle 
parting; corresponding are the rounded volume of the back of the head, held by 
the fillet, the shape of the face, of the mouth, of the nose and the profile with 
the thick, slanting chin. 
The portraits of Alexander were very popular in antiquity and it can be 
assumed that the circulation of numerous copies must have followed shortly the 
creation of the, originals, probably not later than the earlier part of the 3rd 
century B. C. What is remarkable about M16d is the precise and accurate 
reproduction of the prototype. It follows that the buyer of the terracotta was, 
presumably, aware of acquiring, rather than a generic representation of a male 
type, a specific image of the Macedonian king. 
MALE BEAD: BM. 1839.2-14.13 M16a 
Campanari Collection 
21 Schreiber 1ý63, pl. EB', pp. 4143; Botti 'Catalogue des monuments expose6 au Musde 
Grdc-Romain d'Alexandric' 190 1. 
22 Schreiber 1903, p. 41. 
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SIZE 
IL25.5cm; base of - chin 
to forehead 14.4cm; distance external eye comers 
18cm; internal eye comer to ear lobe 8.2cm; mouth 3.8cm. 
CLAY 
Light creamy colour, numerous inclusions visible, fine to medium in size, 
mostly black volcanic crystals, red pozzolana, some quartz crystals. 
ANATOMY 
Fine head of youth modelled in the round, the neck is slightly twisted towards 
the right conferring to the head a gentle inclination to the side. The face is oval 
in shape with flat cheeks, chin full and rounded and high forehead slanting in 
profile. The eyebrows are pronounced and close to the eyes which are 
shallowly rendered, wide-set and almond shaped. The eyes gaze to the side and 
slightly upwards. The nose is long, particularly conspicuous in profile, with 
wide bridge, fleshy tip and nostrils. The mouth is placed close to the nose with 
full lips slightly pouting in profile and comers just turning into the suggestion 
of a smile. The ears are small, slightly protruding and not very well delineated, 
the right one placed lower than the left one. The short neck curves out into a. 
ring-base. 
HAIRSTYLE 
The short, curly hair is rended in detail only at the front; the back of the head is 
smoothed and the hairstyle is simply indicated by shallow and irregular incisions 
in the clay with a pointed tool. The short locks are arranged around the 
forehead and at 
' 
the sides of the face in front of the ears in a disorderly manner, 
as wind swept in different directions. The details of the individual curls are 
emphasised by careful incisions with a sharp tool. 
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PARALLELS 
One identical head from Caire of the same generation matrix is in the MG8'. 
Heads related to this type come' fr6m votive deposits of the 3rd and 2nd 
centuries -B. C. in Latiue. Two heads from Caere related, but of inferior 
quality, to MI 6a are in Pavie. 
MALE VIEILM BEAD: BM. 1956.1-6.7 M16b 
Donated by Mrs. G. C. Conway 
SIZE % 
H. l6cm; base chin to forehead 8.8cm; external eye comers 4.7cm; mouth 2cm; 
internal eye comer to ear lobe 4.5cm. 
CLAY 
Orange in colour, numerous inclusions visible, fine in size, mostly black 
volcanic particles, quartz crystals, little red pozzolana and white shelly 
inclusioni. Smooth surface with traces of red pigment surviving on the face. 
ANATOMY 
Fine head of youth with long oval face, high forehead, strong jaw and rounded 
chin with a small dimple in the'n-: iiddle. The linear, arched eyebrows are placed 
close to the eyes, the eyes are large with well defined lids. The nose is long and 
straight with fleshy tip and nostrils, the well outlined mouth, placed close to the 
nose, has full parted lips. The small ears are accurately represented, the left one 
placed slightly higher than the right'one. The neck is long and broad interrupted 
just above shoulder level. 
23 H. 26cm the same size as BM. 1839.214.13: inv. no. 20290, Kaschnitz Weinberg 1925, 
p. 329, fig. 1; Hafner 1966-67, p. 40 taf. 11.1; Ovilta degli Etruschl p. 386,17.2.1.5. In the 
MGE also another head of the same qpe closely related: inv. no. 13823. 
24 Enea nel Lazio pp. 261-262, D 257; p. 263, D 259-260; La Regina in Lavinium 
pp. 228,250, fig. 118 group IV. 
25 Invcmizzi-Tomasclli-Zezza 1983, pp. 25-26, fig. T8, p. 146, fig. T9, p. 147. 
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HAIRSTYLE 
The veil covers the slightly squashed rear part of the head and neck; at the back 
is a vent-hole, 2.6cm in diameter. The hairstyle is short and curly, arranged in 
fines of thick ringlets curling upwards from the forehead framing the forehead 
and the sides of the face in front of the ears. 
MALE BEAD: BU1926.3-24.102 
SIZE 
M16c 
H. l4cm; base of chin to forehead 8.5cm; external eye comers 5cm; mouth 2cm; 
internal eye comer to ear lobe 4.3cm. 
CLAY 
Pale creamy colour, numerous inclusions visible, fine in size, mostly black 
particles, red pozzolana and mica. Traces of red pigment survive on the neck. 
ANATOMY 
Fine small male head modelled in the round, possibly made in one piece, with 
short neck curving out to form a slight ring base. The neck has a twist that 
allows the head to turn from right-to-left, the movement is further suggested by 
the gaze of the eyes. The round face is almost entirely free of hair, the forehead 
is wide and high, straight in profile but with a slight swelling, the cheek bones 
are not prominent, the chin is rounded with a small dimple in the middle. The 
eyebrows are linear, straight and placed close to the deep-set eyes which are 
small, oblong with inner comers deeply indented and gazing steadily in front. 
The long nose, with wide bridge and fleshy, prominent tip and nostrils, is fairly 
straight, forming, in profile, a continuous line with the forehead. 
The mouth is small with full parted lips turning slightly upwards at the comers 
in a faint smile, stressed by the lines at the side of the mouth. The ears are small 
and partially represented. 
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HAIRSTYLE 
The hairstyle is short and curly with a slight parting in the middle and two small 
circular facing locks over the forehead. In profile a series of three S-shaped 
curls, starting as thick curls and thinning at the end, frames the face from the 
forehead to the ear. On the top and back of the head the hair is rendered quite 
crudely, as massive flattened locks. 
MALE BEAD: BM. 1974.8-12.11 M16d 
Found unregistered 
SIZE 
H. 16.8cm, base chin to forehead 9.2cm; external eye comers 4.6cm; mouth 
1.6cm. 
CLAY 
Deep orange colour, not many inclusions visible, surface polish still visible in 
places (neck), pitted surface on face and hair. 
ANATOMY 
Male head modelled in the round, restored on the back of the neck. The head 
pivots on the neck towards the right side in an almost brusque movement. The 
face is long and oval in shape with high cheek-bones and strong, wide and 
rounded chin. The wide, almost triangular-shaped forehead is crossed by a line 
creating a slight bulging area above the bridge of the nose. The prominent, 
frowning eyebrows are linear, placed over large eyes with sharp comers, weH 
delineated upper lids, and pupils rendered by circular incisions. The eyes gaze 
intensely in front and slightly upwards. The nose, damaged on the bridge, is 
long with wide nostrils; the mouth is small with full, slightly parted, lips. The 
neck is strong and broad, twisted towards to the right. 
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]HAIRSTYLE 
The back of the head shows a sharp and definite line running from the middle 
all the way down the roundness of the cranium. This line seems to indicate a 
juncture rather than a parting of the hairstyle, the area delimited by it is an 
almost perfect half-globe. The whole volume of the hair is very bulky and it 
appears to have been assembled in three parts: the back mould, formed in two 
halves, 'attached to the front mould by means of the sides and back strands 
applied separately around the head. The hairstyle is long, held in place by a 
fillet and cascading in curly locks all around the sides and nape of the neck. 
Over the forehead the hair is parted in the middle with two prominent circular 
curls falling on the temples. The ears are covered by the mass of curls,, two 
small ringlets escape at the sides and coil gracefully on the cheeks. On the 
rounded back of the head the hair strands are indicated byincisions in the clay, 
partly delimited within more or less shallow areas of volume. The curly locks 
around the face are plastically rendered, each strand also defined and detailed 
by incisions in the clay. The fillet around the head is. little visible and a knot at 
the top of the head is present but damaged. 
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GROUP 17 
This is a large and popular group comprising ten heads, all derived from one 
type: M17aI (BNL1839.2-14.12), M17aH (BM. 1839.2-14.15), M17aIIII 
(BM. 1839.2-14.3), M17aIV (BM. 1839.2-14.4), M17aV (BM. 1839.2-14.5), 
MIM (BM. 1839.2-14.20), M17bH (BNL1839.2-14.39), MM17bul 
BM. 1839.2-14.24), M17bIV (BNL1839.2-14.22) and M17bV (BM. 1839.2- 
14.50), the only veiled example in the group. I 
The original type is known from numerous examples, as a full, free-standing 
head, M17aI, or in profile, both right and left sides, Ml7aHI; Ml7aV. This 
type is believed to have been created at Caere, from where many of the 
surviving heads come'. 
For the British Museunfs heads Ml7aIH, Ml7aIV and M17aV, J. Turfa 
recognises a style influence4 6y 2nd century B. C. Chiusine um decoration and 
affinities with late Republican Roman portraiture. However, both dating and 
models are not convincing. 
The prototype for M17a is directly inspired by Hellenistic portraiture, more 
specifically the early portrait of Alexander by Lysippus known from the Dressel 
head in Dresden'. (Fig. 14) The likeness between the heads of this type and the 
Greek sculpture is remarkable. The resemblance is stressed by the head 
posture, the almost identical, strong, masculine features and, notably, by the 
distinctive hairstyle with full, disorderly locks swept to one side over the 
forehead, on the cheeks and neck. The Dresden Alexander is infused of 
dynamism and is perhaps the more individualised of the young king's portraits, 
which is possibly the reason why this type is so popular amongst votive 
deposits. Haffier argues that the manner in which the original is accurately 
1 Kaschnitz-Weinbcrg 1924-25, p, 338, figs. 6-7; Hafher 1966-7, p. 44, pl. 14, nos. 1-2; 
Invemizzi-Toniaselli-Zezza 1983, p. 27. 
2 Turfa 1986, no. 3. 
3 In the Albcrtinum: Bicbcr 1964, p. 27, pl. VIl, fig. 12; Smith 1988,3A, pl. 3, nos. 1-2. 
4 Ilafncr says that thcy corrcspond in all dctails: Hafncr 1966-7, p. 44. 
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reproduced, suggests a first-hand awareness of the art of Lysippus, advancing a 
dating in the early part of, the 3rd century B. C. 5. The popukrity of this type of 
head is supported by, the existence of female types, like, F6bI, derived and 
closely related to it., 
-'f , -1 
Head M17b is' a slijhtly later version of M17a, derived from successive 
generations of matnix, therefore smaller in size, more generic and simplified in 
details, which represents a younger, barely adolescent type of individual. The 
hairstyle is modified to suit the local clientele, showing a typically Italic style 
with short hair combed forward in a full fringe with well defined strands. This 
coiffure, depicted on numerous examples of central Italian art, is dated from the 
middle of the 3rd century B. C. ' 
MALE BEAD: BM. 1839.2-14.12 M17al 
Campanari Collection 
SIZE 
H. 28cm; max. width l8cm; base of chin to forehead 15cm; distance between 
external eye comers 8cm; mouth 3.7cm; tip of nose to ear lobe II cm; external 
eye comer to ear lobe 6.6cm. 
CLAY 
Pink-orange colour, numerous inclusions visible, fine to coarse in size, mostly 
red-brown pozzolana, some black particles. Surface rough to the touch of very 
dark appearance due to decayed red pigment. 
ANATOMY 
Head and neck of youth modelled in the round. The face is long and oval in 
shape with pronounced, high cheek-bones and prominent rounded chin, slightly 
receding in profile. The forehead is high and broad, slightly narrow at the 
5 Hafner 1966-7, pp. 44,49-50. 
Chapter 8. 
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temples, with distinct occipital bone. The eyebrows are heavy and'cýlose"to'the 
eyes, straight at the front but turning downwards at the sides, conferring to the 
face a "boxer"-like look. The eyes are wide, ` deep-set -and close-set, with 
narrow, deeply marked eyelids and sharp inner and outer comers. The left eye 
is more poorly rendered than the right one; noticeable swellings are present 
under the lower eyelids. The nose is long and straight in profile with a slight 
hump on the broad ridge, fleshy, but pointed in profile, tip and wide nostrils. 
Again the nose appears broken, adding to the, tough "boxer" look of the face. 
The, not too wide, mouth, placed close to the nose, is_ narrow with full, 
shapely, slightly parted lips just turning-up at the comers. The ears are fairly 
large and placed well at the sides of the head towards the back; the shape of the 
right and left ear differs considerably, the right being better formed and the left 
being positioned lower. The neck is long and broad widening at the base on 
which the head stands. 
HAIRSTYLE 
The hair is only rendered at the front and sides, the back of the head is 
smoothed and the hairstrands are indicated only by a few shallow, vertical 
incisions. Frontally the hair is defined as a full mob of medium length strands; 
over the forehead is a side parting with the hair swept to the left in well defined 
locks of varying thickness and pointed ends. At the sides and along the neck 
similar winding strands curl forward over the temples, cheeks and in front and 
below the ears, where they are slightly longer. The hairstyle is better illustrated 
on the left side of the head. 
PARALLELS 
Many examples of this type survive, several from Caere are in the MGIV, or 
deriving from that collection, as three heads in Pavia' and one is in Brussels?. 
7 
. Inv. no. 13972, same generation matrix, same matrix of M17aH: Hafhcr 1966-7, pl. 14, 
nos. 1-2; inv. nos. 13853,13990, with modified hairstyle and 14002. 
8 Whole head same matrix of M17all: Inven-dzzi-Tomaselli-Zczza 1983, p. 27, TIO; and 
two half heads from the same matrix of Ml7aV: Invcmizzi-Tomasclli-Zezza 1993, pp. 27-28, 
TI 1, T12. 
9 On display in the Musc6 Royal d'Art ct d'Histoire, inv. no. A. 3685. 
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Other heads of Caeretan origin are in Cerveterill. Examples of type M17a have 
also been retrieved at Pyrgi", Veii" and at Cales in Campania". One example is 
in the Villa Giulia Museum in Rome"' and one is in the Louvre". 
MALE HEAD: BM. 183 9.2-14.15 M17all 
Campanari Collection 
SIZE 
H. 25cm; max. width 15.5cm; base of chin to forehead 13.2cm; distance between, 
external eye comers 7cm; tip of nose to ear lobe 9.2cm; external eye comer to 
ear lobe 5.5cm; mouth 3.3cm. 
CLAY 
Pale yellow-creamy colour, numerous inclusions visible, fine to coarse in size, 
mostly black volcanic crystals, quartz crystals, red-brown pozzolana. Surface 
rough to the touch, red paint survives on the face and neck. Extensively 
damaged specimen on the neck and right side. 
Same type of M17al, almost identical but slightly smaller in size and with 
trifling variations on the hairstyle. Probably from the same generation matrix. 
10 From the Hcra Temple now in the Iftazzino at Ccrvctcri: Bartoloni 1970(b), p. 568. 
11 Temple A deposit, inv. nos. 15221,15320,14447, whole heads and 15046, right 
profiles: Bartoloni 1970(b), p. 568ff., nos. 1-2, fig. 416. 
12 Six examples from the deposit at ComunitA now in the Museo Nazionale Romano, 
inv. no. 47165. 
13 Blazqucz 196 1, pl. XVIII, fig. 23. 
14 Bartoloni 1970(b), p-568. 
15 Inv. no. ED2090. 
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MALE HEAD, RIGHT PROFELE: BM. 1839.2-14.4 M17alll 
Campanari Collection 
SIZE 
H. 25crn; max. width 17cm; base of chin to forehead 13.4cm; external eye comer 
to ear lobe 8cm. 
CLAY 
Pale creamy colour, few small inclusions visible, mostly black volcanic crystals 
and red-brown pozzolana. Much red pigment survives on the face and yellow, 
on the hair. A vent hole 4cm in diameter is on the flat back. 
MALE HEAD, RIGHT PROFILE: BM. 1839.2-14.3 M17alV 
Campanari Collection 
SIZE 
H. 25cm; base of cl-ýn to forehead 13.4cm; max. %idth 17.5cm; mouth 2.2cm; 
nose 4.3cm; internal eye corner to ear lobe 8cm. 
CLAY 
Pale creamy colour, more inclusions visible than on MI 7a111 but from the same 
batch of clay, mostly black particles, red-brown pozzolana, some quartz 
crystals. Red pigment survives on the face and neck, yellow on the hair. A vent 
hole, 4cm, in diameter, is on the flat back of the head. Along the edges of the 
back are lines running the length of the neck, made with the side of a 
smoothing tool, flattening the edges and probably removing excess clay. Below 
the vent hole is a lump, possibly produced by the uneven leaf of clay used to 
fashion the back. Inside the head, in correspondence with the hair, several 
parallel lines, as if made with a combing tool, are visible. 
MI 7aIll and MI 7alV are manufacture from the same matrix and of the same 
generation with MI 7aI and MI 7all. 
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MALE HEAD, LEFr PROMLE: BM. 1839.2-14.5 M17aV 
Cwnpanari Collection 
On display in the British Museum. Measurements not available, smaller in size 
than Ml7aHI and Ml7aIV, from a later generation matrix but of better 
manufacture, more carefully made, well finished in details. This head is 
probably from the same matrix as one Caeretan head'in Pavia"'. Much red 
pigment survives on the face and yellow on the hair. 
MALE BEAD OF YOUTH: BM. 183 9.2-14.20 M17bl 
Campanari Collection 
SIZE 
H. 16cm; base of chin to forehead II cm; mouth 2.8cm; external eye comers 
6.2cm; tip of nose to ear lobe 8.3cm. 
CLAY 
Pale creamy clay, surface fairly smooth to the touch, numerous inclusions 
visible, fine to medium in size, mostly black volcanic crystals, red-brown 
pozzolana, mica and some quartz crystals. Traces of red pigment survive on the 
face and on the hair. 
ANATOMY 
Head of youth modelled in the round. The face is rounded with full cheeks and 
round, prominent chin, the forehead is wide but low, partly covered by the 
fiinge. The eyebrows are heavy and placed close to the eyes, the eyes, poorly 
rendered, are large and deep-set. The nose is long, wide across the bridge with 
fleshy tip and wings. The mouth presents full, slightly pouting lips. The ears, 
16 H. 26.5cm, ex-Vatican collection: Invcmizzi-Tomaselli-Zezza, pp. 27-28, TI 1. 
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large and slightly protruding at the sides, are roughly made and attached to the 
rear mould. The neck is broken below the chin on the right side. 
HAIRSTYLE 
The hair is indicated only at the front, around the forehead and sides in front of 
the ears, as a short, straight fiinge slightly raised and emphasised by shallow,: 
incisions in the clay. The top and back of the head is simply smoothed and no 
incisions are present to evidence hair strands. The slight bulgeof the fiinge is 
also covering the junction between the front and rear mould. 
PARALLELS 
In the MGE are two example of this type from the same generation matrix"'. 
MALE IMAD OF YOUTH: BM. 183 9.2-14.39 M17bll 
Campanan Collection 
SIZE 
H. 20cm; base of chin to forehead 10.4cm; external eye comers 6cm; mouth 
2.7cm; internal eye comer to ear lobe 6.5cm. 
CLAY 
Pink-orange colour, surface darkened due to decayed pigment still visible as 
red paint in places, few inclusions visible, mostly small black volcanic particles. 
Surface slightly rough to the touch. 
Same type as MIM, possibly 'of the same generation matrix, with 
modifications. The back of the head is projecting and the hair is indicated by 
incisions in the clay all over. The ears are better rendered thadon the previous 
example, but, as on MI 7bl, slightly asymmetrical with the left larger and lower 
than the right one. The chin is less rounded than on MIM and presents a 
17 Inv. nos. 14005,14019. 
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dimple in the middle. The nose is slightly shorter and less fleshy at the tip. The 
head rests on a ring base. 
MALE BEAD OF YOUTH: BM. 183 9.2-14.24 M17blIl 
Campanari Collection 
SIZE 
H. 17cm; base of chin to forehead 10.3cm; external eye comers 6cm; mouth 
2.5cm; tip of nose to ear lobe 7cm. 
CLAY 
Pale creamy colour, numerous inclusions visible, fine to medium in size, mostly 
black volcanic particles, red-brown pozzolana. Traces of red pigment survive 
on the face and neck. 
Although the measurements correspond with M17bH, - this head is of inferior 
quality to the previous example, indicating a parallel, but debased, mould of the 
same generation. - 1ý 
MALE BEAD OF YOUTH: BM. 1839.2-14.22 M17bW 
Campanari Collection 
SIZE 
H. 19.5cm; base of chin to forehead 10cm; extemal eye comers 6cm; intemal 
eye comer to ear lobe 5.5cm; mouth 2.7cm. 
CLAY 
Pale creamy colour, few inclusions visible, fine to medium in size, mostly black 
volcanic particles, some mica. Much red pigment survives on the face and neck. 
Possibly from the same generation matrix of Ml7bIII. 
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MALE VEELED HEAD OF YOUTH: M17bV 
BM. 1839.2-14.50 
Campanari Collection 
SIZE 
H. 22.5cm; base of chin to forehead 10cm; external eye comers 5.8cm; mouth 
2.4cm; internal eye comers to ear lobe 5.7cm. 
CLAY 
Pale creamy colour, light in weight, smooth surface to the touch. Numerous 
inclusions visible, fine to coarse in size, mostly black volcanic particles and red- 
brown pozzolana, a little mica., Traces of red pigment survive on the face and 
of white slip or paint on the veil. 
The type is the same of MIM, but just smaller in size to reveal a following 
generation matrix. This type is set apart by the presence of a distinctive veil 
that stands up around the face and narrows towards the neck. At the back the 
veil is rounded to follow the contour of the head and neck. On the neck is 
present a double "Venus ring". 
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GROUP 18 
Group 18 consist of two heads not directly related to each other. They form a 
group apart in representing adolescent individuals not derived from other types, 
as in the case of M17b, of comparable size and quality. They are fairly 
unremarkable heads rooted in the 3rd century B. C. n-Mdle Italic artistic 
tradition, evidenced by their hairstyle and dependence from contemporary and 
earlier bronze-works. 
On head M18a a certain likeness with the type of MIM can be observed, 
although a positive connection with the type is difficult to establish. 
Head M18b is an even more generic type and does not present specific links 
with other groups. 
MALE HEAD OF YOUTH: BM. 183 9.2-14.25 M18a 
Campanari Collection 
SIZE 
H. 22cm; base of chin to forehead 12cm; external eye comers 7cm; internal eye 
comer to ear lobe 7cm; mouth 3cm. 
CLAY 
Creamy colour, numerous inclusions visible, mostly black volcanic crystals and 
red pozzolana. Traces of red pigment survive on the face and neck. 
ANATOMY 
Head of youth modelled in the round. The face is long and oval in shape, the 
forehead is wide, partly covered by the hair, the cheeks are full and the chin is 
heavy and rounded with a pronounced, deep dimple in the middle. The 
eyebrows are linear and fairly straight, the wide-set eyes are large and rounded 
in shape, poorly rendered. Under the eyes the cheeks form a "puffy" area; a 
similar puffiness is present at the comers of the sma mouth. The nose is not 
long but quite thick and broad with fleshy tip and nostrils. The lips are full and 
slightly pouting. Under the prominent chin is a "double-chin", followed, on the 
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neck, by a "Venus ring". The ears are small but project at the sides. The neck 
terminates into a ring base. 
HAIRSTYLE 
The short hairstyle is arranged around the forehead and sides of the face, in 
front of the ears, in a series of unruly, plastic locks forming a sort of fringe. The 
details of the hair strands are filled in by incisions in the clay with a sharp tool. 
The back of the head is slightly squashed and very coarsely smoothed. 
MALE HEAD OF YOUTH: BM. 183 9.2-14.21 M18b 
Campanari Collection 
SIZE 
H. 19.8cm; base of chin to forehead 11cm; external eye comers 6cm; mouth 
2.6cm; internal eye comer to ear lobe 7cm. 
CLAY 
Creamy colour, surface smooth to the touch few inclusions visible, mostly 
black volcanic particles. Traces of red pigment survive on the face and neck. 
ANATOMY 
Head of youth modelled in the round. The face is wide and rounded in shape 
with full cheeks, low forehead and rounded, jutting chin. The eyebrows are 
arched and very close to the wide, rounded eyes, very poorly rendered. The 
nose is short but fleshy with wide bridge and slightly flaring nostrils. The small 
mouth pouts noticeably with the tightly shut lips. The ears are very crudely 
rendered, the right one is partly missing. The stout neck widens into a base. 
HAIRSTYLE 
Only a narrow band of hair is indicated around the forehead and sides of the 
face in a sort of disorderly fringe of locks with pointed ends. The details of the 
hair strands are faintly underlined by incisions in the clay. 
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GROUP 19 
Group 19 includes five heads of male children. The type of M19al and M19aII 
show distinct sirnilarities with the type of MIIa and is probably derived from it. 
The shape of the face, the features, particularly the parted mouth, the wide, 
oblong eyes, the delicate nose with the deeply indented nostrils, the large ears, 
are comparable. Also the hairstyle, rendered on these two heads simply by 
incisions on an, otherwise, smooth head, is intended to represent the same 
straight, cap-Eke coiffure of Group 11. 
M19b is a child's head rendered very much like a doll, with deeply sunken 
eyeballs and rounded, puiTy features. 
M19c and M19d are typical examples'of the numerous representations of 
children found in most votive deposits'. Similar heads have been compared to 
Hellenistic Heros types, particularly to the E-ros by Lysippus?. This type of 
head can be dated within the 3rd century B. C., when these images of small 
children become popular under the influence of Hellenistic art. 
BEAD OF MALE CHILD: BM. 1839.2-14.19 M19al 
Campanari Collection 
SIZE 
H. 21cm; base of chin to forehead 12.8cm; extemal eye comers 6.4cm; mouth 
3cm; intemal eye comer to ear lobe 7.6cm. 
CLAY 
Pale creamy colour, surface smooth to the touch, numerous inclusions visible, 
mostly black volcanic particles and red-brown pozzolana. 
1 From the Tiber: Pcnsabcne 1980, pp. 222-223, nos. 552-553; from Lavinium: Enea nel 
Lazio, p. 208, D 123; from Luccra: Bartoccini 1940, p. 193, fig. 9,3. 
2 Hafher 1966-67, p. 46, pl. 16, no. 3; pl. 17, nos. 1-2. 
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ANATOMY 
Head of male child modelled in the round with slightly projecting cranium at 
the back. The face is round shaped with broad forehead, high cheek-bones and 
rounded, slightly pitched, dimpled chin. The large, oblong eyes are poorly 
rendered and faded, the eyebrows are virtually unexistent. The nose is short 
and delicate, with narrow bridge and well-shaped, slightly flaring, wings deeply 
indented at the nostrils. The mouth is wide with lips parted in a suggestion of, 
smile. Between the nose and the mouth is a marked depression, The ears are 
large, fairly detailed and protruding at the sides. The neck is broken at the base. 
The few, roughly and shallowly incised lines that display the hair strands, 
indicate a straight fringe over the forehead and short locks at the sides and back 
of the head. 
HEAD OF MALE CHMD: BM. 183 9.2-14.18 . M19all 
Campanari Collection 
SIZE fII 
H. 21.5cm; base of chin to forehead 12cm; external eye comers 7cm; mouth 
2.8cm; internal eye comer to ear lobe 7.3cm. 
CLAY 
Light pink colour, surface smooth to the touch, numerous inclusion visible, fine 
to medium in size, mostly black volcanic crystals, red-brown pozzolana, some 
mica. 
Same type of M19aI, slightly Smaller in size but not enough to justify a 
following generation matrix. The mouth on this example is not parted as on 
M19al, a detail which suggest a parallel matrix of same generation. 
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BEAD OF MALE CHILD: BM. 1974.8-12.13 M19b 
Found unregistered 
SIZE 
I-L 15cm; base of chin to forehead 13cm; external eye comers 7cm; nose 3.5cm; 
mouth 3cm; internal eye comer to ear lobe 6cm. 
CLAY 
Crearny-pink colour, surface smooth to the touch, numerous inclusions visible, 
mostly black volcanic crystals and little mica. 
ANATOMY 
Head of child modelled in the round, severed just below the chin, restored at 
the back. The face is round and full with broad forehead, puffy cheeks and 
small, round, dimpled chin. The heavy brows are place very close to the large, 
oblong eyes. The eyes are deep-set, contoured by narrow lids with deeply 
sunken eyeballs. The iris and pupil of the eyes are rendered very realistically 
with incised circles and dots. The nose is short and straight, with narrow bridge 
and slightly flaring nostrils. The mouth is wide with full, parted lips slightly 
pouting. The little ears are very accurately modeled and are sticking out at the 
sides. 
]HAIRSTYLE 
The hairstyle is evidenced simply by a series of incisions on the surface 
indicating short, curly locks. 
BEAD OF MALE CMD: BM. 1839.2-14.26 M19C 
Campanari Collection 
SIZE 
H. 17.8cm; base of chin to forehead 10.5cm; external eye comers 6cm; internal 
eye comer to ear lobe 5.9cm; mouth 2.7cm. 
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CLAY 
Pale creamy colour, surface rough to the touch, numerous inclusions visible, 
fine to small in size, mostly black volcanic crystals, mica, quartz crystals and 
red-brown pozzolana. 
ANATOW 
Head oF small child, almost an infant, squashed at the back with damaged nose 
tip. The face is round and chubby with a smiling expression conveyed by the 
raised cheeks and the turned up comers of the slightly parted mouth. The 
forehead is very wide and spacious, the chin is round and dimpled. The 
eyebrows are flat and close to the oblong, narrowed eyes, the nose is small and 
short, the lips are full. The ears are small but projecting at the sides. The 
chubby neck forms a ring base. 
HAIRSTYLE 
The hairstyle is the same as displayed by M19a, short with straight ffinge over 
the forehead. On this example it is better rendered by neat, wavy locks; the 
details are highlighted by shallow incisions in the clay. 
MALE HEAD OF CHILD: BM. 1839.2-14.40 M19d 
Campanari Collection 
SIZE 
H. 16.5cm; base of chin to forehead 9.8cm; external eye comers 5cm; mouth 
2.2cm; internal eye comer to ear lobe 4cm. 
CLAY 
Pink-orange colour, surface rough to the touch, numerous large inclusions 
visible, mostly black-grey volcanic particles and quartz crystals. 
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ANAT01ýff 
Head of small male child, almost an infant. The back of the head is very buk 
and the juncture with the front mould is clearly visible. The face is round and 
chubby with wide forehead, pronounced cheeks and prominent, rounded chin. 
The eyebrows are flat, the eyes are small, oblong and poorly rendered. The 
short nose is damaged, the mouth is parted with full, smiling lips. The ears are 
large and pronounced. The neck is damaged. 
The hairstyle is rendered on this head as a mass of unruly, short curls, just as a 
small child would display. The curls are present only around the forehead and 
sides, at the back the hair is simply indicated by incised fines. 
PARALLELS 
This type is probably of Caeretan origin, as several examples from that locality 
are knowný. 
3 From the deposit at the Tcmpio del Mangandlo: Mcngardli 1935, pl. 23,3; Richter G. 
Ancient Italy. University of Mchigan 1955, fig. 115; in Pavia cx-Vatican collection: 
Invemizzi-Tomasclli-Zczza 1983, p. 38, T24. 
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MALE GROUP MISCELLANEOUS 
Head MMI (BM. 1974.8-12.2) resembles more a canopic vase than a votive 
head, in the shape of the head, in the wide neck, in the huge linear brows, the 
undeveloped eye form, the sharp, nose, long thin mouth, low forehead and in 
the hair rendering with applied strands and details added as geometric features. 
The receding, pointed chin and the shape of the ears are also characteristic of 
canopic urns. 
Head AUM (BM. 1772.3-16.4) is also'an indigenous Italic type. Similar 
examples have been retrieved at Cerveteri from the deposit of the "Tempio del 
Manganello" and have been described by Mengarelli as: "tipo idiotico", "tipo 
convenzionale", "aspetto volgare", "aspetto melanconico". 
In the MGE is a female head with polos derived from the same prototype and 
presumably from a related matrW. Another male head in the Vatican is related 
to ie; the analogy of features is less marked but the type is the same with the 
geometric cap, prominent circular ears and thick neck. 
A very similar type of head found in the votive deposit at Ghiaccio Forte, dated 
to the late 4th-early 3rd centuries B. C., shows the same head structure, round, 
smooth and cap-like, sharply defined at the edges and around the eare. The 
features are also geometric but less emphasized, the eyes are not so wide and 
slanting and the long neck terminates into a flat ring base. 
The type is also present in Campania at Teano, where the same archaic, 
provincial linearity of features with wide, staring eyes and heavy jaw, are 
present'. For the heads from Teano, Johannowsky perceives the influence of 
western Greek types of the Sth century, but acknowledges the Italic indigenous 
1 Mengardli 1935, p. 9 Iff. 
2 Inv. no. 1377 1; Steingrabcr 1980, pl. 72.2. 
3 Stcingmbcr 1980, pl. 72.1. 
4 Del Chiaro 1974, pi. 78, no. 7b. 
I- 
5 Johannowsky 1963, p. 143, fig. 10, nos. c, f, g, h. 
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nature expressed by the suppression of all superfluous detaie. The heads from 
Teano also recall heads on Samnite coins from Cumae, which have suggested a 
date in the early 4th century D. C. ' 
Head AM3 (BM. 1772.3-16.2), also an indigenous Italic type, shows 
similarities with Capuan cKamples'. 'The physiognomic likeness is found in the 
shape of the head, in the slanting forehead-brow-nose line, in the heavy, 
projecting jaw and chin fine, in the pinched, odd mouth, in the shape of the ears 
and, particularly, in the manner in which the hair is applied to the head in small 
lumps of clay. This type is described by Bonghi Jovino as Italic, owing to the 
hairstyle, a genuine product of a Capuan workshop dated to the first half of the 
3rd century B. C. ' 
The hairstyle on head MM4 is of middle Italic tradition with small fringe over 
the forehead, and is rendered in a manner similar to many other votive heads 
like, for example, MI 7bl. 
The type of MM5 shows a thick round-sectioned fillet over the top of the 
head. This kind of ornament is part of the iconography of the young 
Asklepios". According to Pausanias a statue of Machaon also had such a 
crown". The type of this head can be compared with examples from Capua, 
also with straight, slightly parted, fringe and fillet of Italic production 
influenced by Hellenistic models". This type of head is not found in votive 
deposits outside Campania. It is possible that the prototypes for the Capuan 
6 Johannowsky 1963, pp. 144-146. 
7 Breglia Un Le Arti IV, 194142, pl. M, 4. 
8 Bonghi Jovino 1965 1, pl. X)= Nxl, 1-2.; H. 24cm, inv. no. 2378. The head is made of 
local clay which is light in colour unlike the deep red of the BMs example. 
9 Bonghi Jovino 1965, p. 81. Ile dating is largely based on the chronology proposed by 
Dohm for this type of hairstyle: Dohm 1937, p. 119-139. 
10 Kerdnyi 1947, p. 93, figs. 49-50; Krug A. Binden in der griechischen Kunst. 
Dissertation Mainz 1967, pp. 128-130. 
11 Pausanias 1,26,9. 
12 Bonghi Jovino 1965, Group R, pp. 101-102, pl. XLIY, 1-4; pI. L, 1-4; LI, 1-4; Lll, 1-3; 
Ulf, 1-4; LIV, 1-3. 
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examples are of late 4th, early 3rd centuries B. C., as the hairstyle, it times, 
recalls early Hellenistic types. Comparable with MW is', 'on most of the 
Campanian heads, the manner of arranging the hair, drawn from the crown 
towards the ears over the cheeks. The hairstyle can also be paralleled with 
Tarentine examples influenced by Polycleitan models". 
The short hairstyle with heavy fiinge on the forehead of MM6, a sort which 
becomes fashionable in central Italy in the late 6th century D. C., the sweeping 
eyebrows and huge eyes, are Etruscan characteristics of late Archaic male 
figures, particularly small votive bronzes"'. Also dependent from late Archaic 
small bronze work is head MM7's. 
MALE HEAD: BM. 1974.8-12.2 mmi 
Found unregistered 
SIZE 
H. 19.5cm; base of chin to forehead 13.2cm; external eye comers 8cm; internal 
eye comer to ear lobe 8cm; nose 4.5cm; mouth 5.5cný. 
CLAY 
Dark orange colour, with much white slip surviving on the surface of the face 
and neck but not on the hair; abundant inclusions, some coarse and large in 
size, mostly black augite, spongy and crystals, red pozzolana, numerous quartz 
crystals, a few large in size, mica, grey flints. 
13 Lunsingh-Scheurleer PLA. Meiträge zur Tarantinischen KÜnstgeschichte. ' La Critica 
dWrte 11,1937, p. 209, pl. 150,16. 
14 Paiallcls can be found urith E. RichardsoiVs late Archaic kouroi series B group 2: 
Richardson 1983, pp. 150-153, pl. 92-98, particularly fig. 347, pl. 98, a small votive head in 
West Berlin Staatliche Museum. 
15 Again kouroi of Series B, Group 2: Richardson 1983, pl. 94, fig. 335, pp. 150-15 1, from 
Marzabotto, in the Musco Civico, Archcologico, Bologna; pl. 96, fig. 341, p. 152, in the 
Metropolitan Museum, New York. 
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ANATOMY 
Large and heavy male head made in one piece with slightly grotesque and 
schematic, features. The head is modelled in the round with fairly flat top, 
sloping, bulky back. Frontally the fare is almost triangular in shape with a 
pointed chin which displays a deep dimple in the middle. In profile the chin is 
very pronounced, sharply pointed and out-turning. Ile forehead is very 
narrow, almost unexistent, replaced by huge sweeping, thick, linear eyebrows. 
The eyes are small, oblong and rendered simply by circular eyelids outlined by 
incisions. The nose is short, straight and stumpy, the bridge of the nose joins 
the fine of the eyebrows. From the sides of the nostrils the clay is "pinched" to 
form a semicircular line, converging at the centre of the chin, indicating the 
cheeks. This feature, together with the shape of the mouth, confers to the face 
a grin. The mouth is large, irregularly outlined, with pouting lips down-turned 
at the comers. The ears are small, placed well at the back of the head and 
shaped in a manner that can only be described as "cauliflower ears". The neck 
is short and stout turning out slightly around the edges to form a stand. 
HAIRSTYLE 
The hair gives the impression of a wig sitting on top and on the back of the 
head. This impression is upheld by the rigidity of the hair mass and stiff outline. 
Over the forehead is a sort of, slightly raised, fringe; the details of the hair 
strands are indicated by vertical incisions. At the sides of the face the hairline 
neatly falls behind the ears on the neck, at the back of the head the hairline is 
cut straight across. The curls are indicated over the top of the head by small, 
deep incisions in the clay running parallel with the fringe and at the back by 
similar, vertical, regular incisions. 
MALE BEAD: BM. 1772.3-16.4 
Hamilton Collection, said to be from a tomb in Campania. ' 
SIZE 
MM2 
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R25cm; max. width across face 20.5cm; external eye comers 9cm; nose 6.5cm; 
mouth 4.5cm. 
CLAY 
Deep 
' 
orange colour, numerous inclusions visible, medium in size, mostly black 
augite, quartz crystals, red-brown pozzolana, mica and some white chalky 
particles. Very heavy in weight with thick walls. 
ANATOMY 
Large male head, wide and rounded across the top of the head, almost 
grotesque in appearance with stylised "geometric" features, the. face nearly 
triangular in shape. The head is wider across the forehead and more pointed 
towards the dimpled chin. The low forehead is arched and flat, the eyebrows 
are also prominently arched, following the curvature of the forehead, framing 
the large, oblong and poorly defined eyes. The eyelids are rendered as thick 
ridges around the protruding eyeballs, with sharply pointed external comers 
turning downwards. The damaged nose is long and very prominent, the mouth 
is small in proportion to the size of the rest of the features but the lips are 
fleshy and slightly pouting. Between the nose and the upper lip is a 
considerable gap, adding, together with the long nose and the arched brows, to 
a general effect of verticality. The ears are crudely made as a C-shaped lump of 
clay applied to the sides of the head; in the middle of each ear is a hole, 
presumably acting as disguised vent-holes. The neck is broad but not high. 
HAIRSTYLE 
The hair is defined by a kind of cap around the head ' which 
follows the contour 
of the face, ears and back of the cranium; the edges of this cap are neatly 
defined in an almost geometrical fashion. On the top of the head is a small hole, 
presumably a vent-hole. 
MALE HEAD: BM. 1772.3-16.2 
Hamilton Collection 
MM3 
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SIZE 
H. 17.5cm; width of base 9cm; width across head 9cm; base of chin to forehead 
10.5cm; external eye comers 6cm; mouth 3cm; internal eye comer to ear lobe 
7cm. 
CLAY 
Deep red brick colour, rough surface to the touch, heavy in weight. Numerous 
angular inclusions visible, fine to coarse in size, mostly black augite, red 
pozzolana, some mica. Made in one piece without mould. 
ANATOMY 
Crudely made male head modelled in the round with thick-set features, 
prominent cheek-bones and heavy, sagging jaw. The head is at its wider point 
across the cheek bones, less globular and slightly squashed at the back. The 
forehead is narrow and conspicuously slanting in profile; the eyes are narrow, 
deep-set and down-turned at the outer comer. The heavy eyelids are rendered 
by applied lumps of clay, deeply incised, framed by pronounced eyebrows. The 
nose is very prominent with large, flaring nostrils and wide bridge. The narrow, 
parted lips are simply rendered by a deep slash in the clay, roughly smoothed 
around the edges. The chin is damaged and partly missing. The ears, supplied 
by a lump of clay, are large and stick out at the sides, the left one placed a little 
further back. The broad neck expands into a circular base. 
HAIRSTYLE 
The hair is short cropped, arranged in neat, tight ringlets of small U-shaped 
lumps of clay, applied in regular rows all around the head and thumb-pressed to 
the skull. These curls are also carefully applied to the back of the head. 
MALE HEAD: BM. 1974.8-12.19 MM4 
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Found unregistered 
SIZE 
H. 17.4cm; base of chin to forehead 14cm; external eye comers 6.5cm; nose, 
4.3cm; mouth 2.5cm; internal eye comer to ear lobe 7.5cm. 
CLAY 
Ught pink colour, numerous inclusions visible, mostly black volcanic particles, 
red pozzolana, some mica. Black pigment surviving on the hair, red on the face. 
Much white slip survives all over the head. 
ANATOMY 
Male head of youth modelled in the round. The face is oval-shaped with high 
forehead crossed by a farrow and presenting a swelling above the nose and 
brow. The jaw-line is fairly square, the chin is pronounced and rounded. The 
eyebrows are arched, linear and pronounced, the eyes are wide and rounded, 
rimmed by thick eyelids. The nose is long with broad, humped bridge, 'fleshy tip 
and pinched nostrils. The mouth is small with slightly parted lips. The ears are 
enormously large and protruding at the sides of the face. The neck is broken 
off. 
HAIRSTYLE 
The hair is rendered only around the forehead and sides as a narrow strip 
indicating a slightly parted fiinge. Few details of hair strands are added by 
incisions in the clay with a sharp point. 
MALE BEAD : BM. 1974.8-12.18 MM5 
Found unregistered 
SIZE 
378 
H. 28cm; base of chin to, forehead . l6cm; external eye comers I Ocm; mouth 
3.5cm; nose 5.8cm; internal eye comer to ear lobe 9cm. 
CLAY 
Orange colour, surface smooth to the touch, numerous inclusions visible, 
mostly black volcanic particles, red pozzolana, some quartz and mica. 
ANATOMY 
Head of male youth modelled in the round. The head is tilted backwards, the' 
whole face is lifted up, gazing above. The face is long and oval-shape with high 
cheek bones and prominent, pointed chin. The forehead is mostly covered by 
the fringe. The eyebrows are arched, linear, close to the eyes and slightly 
frowning. The eyes are wide and oblong, the upper eyelids are well indicated by 
sunken and raised areas and by incisions. The iris and pupil of the eyes are 
marked by incised circle and dots. The long, straight nose forms a continuous 
line with the forehead. The small mouth with full lips is conspicuously parted, ' 
adding to the intense expression of the face. The ears are large and detailed, the 
neck is long and slender. 
HAIRSTYLE 
The hairstyle on this head is of medium length, straight with parted fringe over 
the forehead, plastic in rendering with much detail added by deep and shallow 
incisions in the clay. The top of the head is simply smoothed. Around the head 
is a round-sectioned, thick fillet. 
MALE HEAD: BM. 1843.5-7.334 
Belmore Collection 
SIZE 
MM6 
379 
H. I 1.2cm; base diameter 9cm; base of chin to forehead 6cm; external eye 
comers 4cm; mouth 2cm; tip of nose to eye comer 2.7cm; internal eye comer 
to ear lobe 3.4cm. 
CLAY 
Pale orange colour, numerous inclusions visible on the surface mostly black 
volcanic particles, mica, quartz crystals, red pozzolana and white shelly, 
inclusions. Almost solid except for a narrow internal hole. ,ý 
ANATOMY AND HAIRSTYLE 
Small male head sitting on a low circular ring-base of a diameter superior to the 
width of the head itself, made in one piece. The volume of the head is rounded 
at the top and back. The hair is rendered as a short straight bob resembling a 
close fitting cap with a well defined edge across the forehead and in front of the 
ears, like a roll, indicating a fringe. 'This edge, which frames the upper part of 
the face in a sort of rectangle, shows a series of shallow, vertical, incised lines 
indicating the hair strands. The skull is broad, the upper surface makes a low 
d6me and the sides are quite straight. The face is also broad with very low 
forehead, big eyes set horizontally and sweeping eyebrows of purely Etruscan 
quality, flat cheeks and square jaw. The nose is long, straight and flat, the 
mouth is narrow and turned up at the comers in the characteristic archaic smile., 
The ears are just visible, placed high and close to the head. The neck is short 
and rests on top of the ring-base. 
PARALLELS 
One head of the same type and similar size is in the Danish National Museum, 
showing a four sided base rather than a ring-base". 
16 H. 10.6cm, inv. AB b. 267, acquired 1856, provenance unknown: Breitenstein 1941, 
pl. 98, no. 787. 
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MALE BEAD: BM. 1948.5-1.33 MM7 
Found unregistered 
SIZE 
H. 7.4cm; base of chin to forehead 5cm; external eye comers 3cm; mouth 
1.4cm; nose 1.7cm; internal eye comer to ear lobe 3.5cm. 
CLAY 
Deep orange colour, surface almost burnished, numerous inclusions visible, 
mostly mica, quartz and little black volcanic particles. 
ANATOMY. 
Small male head, with broad face, low forehead, prominent cheek-bones, 
square jaw and heavy, square chin. The eyebrows are arched, the big, oblong 
eyes are slightly slanted with heavy continuous rim. The nose is straight and 
narrow, the mouth is wide and straight. The back of the cranium is square, the 
ears are set far back and are circled by the hair, the neck is broad and strong. 
HAIRSTYLE 
The hair, brushed out from the crown of the head, forms a short fringe over the 
forehead and a thicker ridge on the nape of the neck. The locks are indicated by 
deep, close-set incisions. 
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SYNOPSIS 
I Religion 
Most of the Greek and Italic deities listed in Chaptýr I had, in some measure, a 
healing aspect in their cult. 
In the Italic world the healing aspect was of paramount importance. Although 
in Greece therapeutic functions were primarily identified with the cult of 
Asklepios, in Italy the belief of the worshippers in the healing prerogative of the 
divine power is deep-rooted in the ancient nature-based worship of the sacred 
springs, attached to the local worships that had survived through time. 
Particularly involved in this capacity were the numerous female deities. Their 
functions were highly specialised, covering all the needs of their sex, especially 
those concerning conception, gestation, child-birth and the care of children in 
infancy. This multitude of major and minor deities and numina were mostly of 
ancient, indigenous Italic origin, their places of cult very often connected with 
healing waters or other elements of nature. 
Diana, for example, later identified with the Greek Artemis, was originally an 
Italic deity of forest and vegetation. As a protectress of women she had a large 
entourage of subordinate assistants, whose name were often given to her: 
Diana Sospita, Diana Nemorensis, Diana Opifeia and Diana Lucina. Her 
sanctuary at Nemi was famed for the healing waters and was regularly visited 
by pilgrims that left behind numerous votives, including anatomical models. 
Another famous shrine of Diana at Capua, w4m she was known as Diana 
Tifatina, has yielded a vast number of votives, particularly significant are the 
large female statues or "mothers" holding in their arms groups of infants. 
Another instance of the identification in ancient Italy between natural 
phenomenon and places of worship and their relationship with the healing cults 
is offered by the Italic Mephitis. Personifying stench, she was reputed to cure 
from the malarial fevers contracted through exposure to vapours and 
poisonous fumes from marshes, springs and earth. Her most famous sanctuary 
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was in the Valley of Ansanto, at a site where sulphuric and carbonic acid gasses 
surface from the depth of the earth in a bubbling pool. 
Even the cult of the Greek healing god Asklepios, when adopted as 
Aesculapios on Italic soil, had to conform to the same requisites of the other 
Italic healing deities. Characteristically the sites chosen for his sanctuaries, like 
the most famous on the Isola Tiberina in Rome, were rigorously subordinate to 
the presence of water or springs. 
The sanctuaries that received most votive offerings in teffacottas, anatomical 
models and heads, were in southem Etruria, Latium, Campania and, partly 
Apulia; they were largely concemed with sanatio and with fertility. The 
anatomical votive terracottas, models of limbs, organs and the heads, have 
survived in such numbers because, unlike precious metal offerings, they could 
not be re-used, and because they were favoured by the middle and lower social 
classes, which made them the most popular ex-votos from the early 4th century 
B. C. In Italy the majority of the population that practised religious healing at 
temples and rural sanctuaries, where amongst these social groups. The 
sanctuaries fulfilled the role of medical centres for those who could not afford a 
physician. The practice of dedicating anatomical ex-votos declined towards the 
end of the 2nd century B. C.,, possibly, in some measure, due to improved 
medical standards. 
H The votive offering 
The concept of votive offer is as ancient as the perception of the divine and is 
the first, most immediate means of creating a contact with the god. It is a 
natural reaction, now as then, for man to appeal to the divinity in the moment 
of need offering something in return: "Please God, if you help me now I 
promise ...... Most of us have, at some point or another in our lives, felt the need 
for this kind of exchange, and many have demonstrated their gratitude by way 
of material "gifts", money to the Church or to charities, but also objects to 
adorn the church, for example chalices, plaques, silver hearts etc. This kind of 
ex-voto can be seen in many churches, particulary Roman Catholic and Greek 
Orthodox, and are the direct descendants of the votive donaria of the ancients: 
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a practice so strongly felt that was never. relinquished after the introduction of 
the Christian religion'. 
The offerings brought to the shrines of the Saints from the early Medieval 
period are, in essence'. very similar to the votive offerings brought to the shrines 
of the numerous gods and goddesses (Fig. 15). In particular the anatomical 
models find counterparts in Medieval examplee and contemporary examples 
can still be seen in some Greek and south Italian Churches. It is not surprising 
also that so many early Christian churches, often still places of worship today, 
were erected on the site of former pagan shrines. - 
The reason for presenting a votive offering to the gods could have been an 
exchange, a kind of payment for a favour granted, in expiation for wrongs 
done, a gift to make the divine power aware of the needs of the offerer or 
simply a mark of gratitude. Certainly the practice of offering votives was very 
common in the ancient religions and most temples and sanctuaries were 
crowded with all kinds of objects, precious and modest gifts. 
The anatomical donaria, including the heads, have been interpreted as a 
substitution of the diseased part Of the body, offered to the god in exchange for 
a cure. Most of the existing anatomical models represent healthy organs, a few 
show f0thological deformities. It is possible that, in some cases, the elements 
indicating the ailment may have been painted on the objects. The limbs and 
external genital organs are quite accurately reproduced, but internal organs, 
due to the lack of anatomical knowledge of the makers of the objects, often 
show a certain inventiveness. 
For the limbs and organs it is indubitable that their presence in the sanctuary 
was due to a health-related request to the divinity. For the heads it is, less 
certain. They may be an indication that the donor was afflicted by a condition, 
such as migraine or malaria, causing fever and headache, but they may be 
simply a generic representation of the person. In this case the offer of an image 
Mcrrifield 1987, pp. 83-96. 
2 Radford U. The wax images found in Exeter Cathedral. 'AntJourn XXIX 1949, pp. 164- 
63. 
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of oneself could be made for a variety of reasons, not necessarily related to, 
physical well-being. 
The quality of some of the heads, the care lavished on the details, including 
jewellery and hairstyle, and the dependence of many of the prototypes from 
specific Greek models, speak against the healing hypothesis. It seems more 
likely that they were intended as a means of acquainting oneself with the 
divinity, a way of getting in touch with the god. 
M The sanctuary and the worshippers 
The types of sanctuaries in which these votives were dedicated could be sacred 
places in nature (springs, groves, caves, mountain tops) and rural sanctuaries, 
or sacred places associated with a settlement. Within these different forms of 
sanctuaries the evidence for healing cults is generally identified with certain 
natural features, particularly water. The evidence for the healing cults in Italy 
suggests a tradition in which the place of cult was directly tied to the form of 
worship practised. However, in most cases it is likely that healing was just one 
of the aspects of the cult. Anatomical votives and terracottas heads are, by far, 
the most numerous type of donaria at most sanctuaries, indicating that the 
physical welfare was the main concern for the people that frequented them, 
mainly the middle and lower classes of society. Rome. indirectly played a major 
role in the propagation of this practice, as, in the 4th and early 3rd centuries 
B. C., the votive deposits of this kind grow more numerous within the 
territories under Roman jurisdiction. This situation was due to the economic 
prosperity that the middle classes acquired with the new political 
circumstances. 
The fading presence of this type of votive:, from the second half of the 2nd 
century B. C., in the deposits, is indicative, again, of a change in the political' 
and economic setting. The suppliers of the votive terracottas were essentially 
the small farmers that had prospered from the expansion and intensification of 
the rural settlements promoted by the Roman State during the Republican 
period. The establishment of the Ager Publicus and of the large landed 
properties run with the slave system, ruined these small property farmers and 
their workers. The fall in number of terracotta heads and anatomical votives 
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coincide with the social change in the rural population, followed by the 
desertion of the countryside and the creation of a very poor substratum of 
population, dependent for survival from state help and clientship. 
IV The stylistic influences I 
The terracotta votive heads represent an expression of popular Italic art, 
restricted to the Etrusco-Latium-Campanian area. 
From the 5th century D. C., distinctive local trends are developed on figurative 
art of central Italy, influenced by works of mainland Greece and Magna 
Graecia. 
The cosmopolitan and cultured centres of southern _ 
Italy contributed 
considerably to the transmission of the themes of the early Classical style, 
which became so deeply rooted to outlive the style itself in the Greek world, 
conferring to some local productions a deceptive appearance of antiquity. This 
is the case of the anthropomorphic art of Chiusi, from which some of the best 
production of votive terracotta heads is dependent. 
Tarenturn served as the main point of transmission for Greek artistic trends, a 
kind of bridge between the Greek and the Italic worlds, in major figuarive art as 
well as minor art forms, like jewellery production. However, the exchange 
between Apulia and central Italy seems to be reciprocal, and styles were going 
from n6rth to south, not only from south to north. This can be seen, for 
example, on the votive heads, w4ere types. of originally Apulian form, after 
having been assimilated in central Italy, travel back to Apulia, modified, with 
the addition of purely Etruscan-Italic elements, notably the distinctive hairstyle. 
Amongst the Italic populations Greek motives are often adopted superficially 
for their decorative aspect. On terracottas the outcome, quite different from the 
original model, shows, at times, the purely local peasant culture, conferring to 
the figures a genuinely authentic and unique form of creativity. 
In the Hellenistic period, the production of votive terracotta heads, busts and 
statues shows components of 3rd century B. C. Italic Hellenism, distinguished 
on one hand by the consolidation of Hellenistic forms, on the other hand by'the 
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strong local attributes which tends to popularise figurative art in a way that 
recalls archaic schemes: the frontality of the subject, the heavy, linear features, 
the decorative quality of the hair rendering. Even when Greek models are 
imitated, the faces and expressions are often altered and deformed. It is not 
infrequent to find, within the same votive deposit, heads of varying quality and 
derivation. 
The votive heads show several stylistic influences: If 
From the Italic tradition. which is hard to eradicate even when the 
hellenic influence is at play. The local roots often emerge with the 
Greek component used in a decorative manner. I 
0 From models originating directly in Greece or Magna Graecia. 
* From Hellenistic models 
. From Classicistic revival. 
Amongst these trends, specific sources of inspiration can be identified: 
Some of the male and female heads can be compared with middle Italic 
votive bronzes; they share the same cubic structure typical of Italic 
"portraits", the hairstyle is accurately, almost fastidiously treated, 
always re-touched with the slecca, the eye-lids are generally well 
modelled and prominent, the line of the lips pleasing. 
Some female heads can be compared with Tarentine sculpture inspired 
by 4th century Greek models. 
The Hellenistic model is found on male and female heads, often 
combined with an hairstyle displaying flowing, wavy locks. When this 
style is associated with forelocks like pincers it can be dated to the 2nd 
century B. C. and represents the later group of votive heads. 
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The same style is found on sarcophýgi lids echoing Pergamene 
portraiture'. For the style of these heads the mediator must be Rome 
where, in this period, eastern art and artists played a considerable rold4- 
I 
9-ý The Classicistic trend is also a reflection of the neo-Attic classicism 
popular in Rome around the middle of the 2nd century B. C. It can be 
attributed to the Praxitelean feel perceived on some heaW. 
Often several models of inspiration are found blended together on one 
head: for example, a female head with Praxitelean features can display 
, 
an elaborate hairstyle of local taste, or on a male he4d with Praxitelean 
features is placed an Alexander-type hairstyle. 
It must be stressed, however, that the imitation is always rather generic. 
The Italic artisans that created the terracottas uI sing prototypes inspired by 
famous Greek sculptural works must have had copies of them to imitate. 
Possibly, the circulation of miniature copies, easy to transport and inexpensive, 
may have helped the propagation of Hellenistic culture and artistic styles. 
Jewellery and Hairstyles 
Jewellery and hairstyles are significant on the votive heads, for dating purposes. 
Not all the heads display jewellery, but some show accurate reproductions of 
contemporary pieces. However, unlike the hairstyles, the fashions in jewellery 
style show a certain longevity. Then, as now, particularly in the case of 
elaborate, precious pieces, jewellery items are considered heirlooms. The most 
carefully and lavishly duplicated types of jewellery are the typically Etruscan 
ones, the bullae necklaces and the horseshoe, grappolo, earrings, which may 
represent just such family heirlooms. This kind ofjewels is applied separately to 
3 Herbig 1952. p. 38, no. 67, pl. 79a, 102; Tfirr 1963, p. 69, pl. 28: 1. 
4 Coarelli A. 'Arte Ellenistica ed arte Rornana. La cultura figurativa in Rorna tra il 11 e il I 
sccolo a. C. ' Caratteri dell'Ellenisino nelle urne Etrusche. Sicna aprile 1976 in Prospettiva 
suppl. 1 Firenzc 1977, p. 37. 
5 Coarelli 1970, p. 77ff. 
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the heads by means of specificafly prepared matrices, as in the case of head 
F2a. 
The hairstyle on the female heads seems to reflect, for the most part, actual 
styles of local taste and, as such, varies quite rapidly. However, direct 
influences from Classical and HeUenistic figurative types can also be identified. 
Male hairstyles, both local and Greek styles, are more conservative, survive 
over a longer period of time and are often based on idealised models: the young 
athlete, the youthful Alexander, the Hellenistic ruler etc. 
VI The catalogue 
Many of the female and male heads in the British Museum collection manifest 
strong affinity with the large Caeretan group in the Museo Gregoriano Etrusco. 
The types of Group 2, the major group in the catalogue, also disclose a direct 
relationship with an assemblage from Caere "Vignaccia" in the Lowie Museum. 
These connections indicate, for a number of examples in the British Museum, a 
likely Caeretan origin. 
The heads dependent stylistically from the art of Chiusi, like heads F2a and 
F2h, display an attachment to archaic-Severe trends that makes them, at first 
sight, appear older than they really are. The correct dating is often suggested by 
external elements such as jewellery. 
A number of the heads, full size and small, disclose evident dependence from 
bronze-working techniques and from local bronze-work types (F2a; F2bI; F2jI; 
M8a; MI la; M12a; M12aII; MM6; MM7). 
Particularly significant is the link between some local head types and Greek 
Classical and Hellenistic representations of Tarentine origin (172h; F21; Ra; 
F4c; F6bl; M14a; M15a). 
The hairstyle with Schlafenlocke is, in its many variations, the most commonly 
represented style on the female votive heads. It is also the most distinctive local 
Etrusco-Italic style; however it is often reproduced also on heads of Greek 
quality. The popularity of the Schlafenlocke hairstyle is such that votive heads 
displaying it are found as far as Magna Graecia, in Apulia. 
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The prototypes for numerous head types, both female and male, are directly 
derived from specific, well known, Greek sculptural compositions (F5a, F513; 
M10a; Ml3aI; M13b; M14a; M14b; M15a; M16a; M16b; M16c; M16d; 
M17aI). 
Some of the female head types are derived from male types and retain a certain 
masculine character, underlined by the hairstyles, often variations of the "lion! s 
mane" of Alexander (F6aI; F6aH; F6bI; MR; F6c). ' 
The complexity of the questions raised by this assemblage of Italic terracotta 
heads, the variety of the groups and the quality of the individual pieces, 
certainly establishes the collection in the British Museum: as one of the major 
votive collections. in the world Regardless of its dispersive origin, this 
collection can be firmly pinpointed to one geographical area, southern 
.0 
roria 
and Campania with strong ties to Apulia. Some major sites can be identified as 
the locality of origin for the prototypes of a number of the head types. For most 
of the examples stylistic affinities and parallels can be drawn. 
One of the most interesting aspects of this collection is its diversity. The 
examples included in the catalogue cover almost the whole spectrum of the 
existing head types, from the beginning of this votive practice, in the late 5th, 
early 4th centuries B. C., to its disappearance in the late Republican period. 
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